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IN MEMORY OF THOMAS P. HAMRICK
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SYMPOSIA FOR THE TRAINING OF NUCLEAR FACILITY PERSONNEL

The Program Committee for the ®Hi Training SpRposSmn dedicates this issue of the Proceedings
for the Training of Nuclear Facility Personnel to Thomas P. Hamrick.

Since the conception of the symposia Tom served as Chairman with dedication, enthusiasm,
and undaunted confidence in its success. These traits along with Tom's spirit will remain as an
integral part of the mission we strive to attain as Program Committee members regarding this
f l i t M l SpupmiiMi as well as future symposia.

Tom led us into the present and will be a part of us in the future as we endeavor to maintain
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DOE TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM

S. M. Birk

EG&G Idaho Incorporated

ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the Department of Energy's current
approach to the accreditation of technical staff training
programs. It includes the basis for inclusion of the
program, a description of attempts to address applicability
and content size for the program, a summary of current
activities, and a description of the role of the Department
of Energy accreditation program administrator.

INCLUSION OF THE PROGRAM IN DOE'S ACCREDITATION PROGRAM

On November 2, 1989, the Department of Energy (DOE) implemented an

accreditation program similar to the accreditation program administered

by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations for commercial nuclear

utilities. Before the DOE's program was adopted there was some debate

about the value of requiring accredited training programs for technical

staff personnel. Feedback from the commercial industry indicated that

it was difficult to determine those positions that should be included in

a technical staff program, furthermore, technical staff training

programs were difficult to design, implement, and evaluate.

Not all of the feedback concerning the technical staff training program

was negative. Many individuals from commercial utilities stated that

accredited technical staff training programs contributed to more

consistent understanding of administrative policies, facility specific

operations, and system design bases by technical staff personnel. At
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some utilities, such programs provided opportunities for technical staff

personnel to interface with each other in a training situation that

allowed free discussion of the needs for each position as well as

possible actions to take during emergencies.

In the Department of Energy, technical staff personnel play a key role

in ensuring the safety of plant operations by determining operating

limits, providing advice during abnormal situations, and defining

specifications for design modifications. In most cases, these

individuals are offered little or no formal training due to their

superior technical knowledge and experience. It is assumed that in

addition to their experience these individuals will be motivated to

learn on their own about the facility administrative policies as well as

facility systems and design bases.

In most cases, the very nature of a technical staff position requires

adequate understanding of a plant system or portion of that system so

motivation to learn on one's own is not an issue. Self study in this

instance is possible provided there are adequate written system

descriptions. However, consistent knowledge about facility systems,

design bases, and administrative policies and an opportunity to learn

about the required coordination between technical staff positions in a

non-emergency training situation far outweighed the assumption that

people will learn all of these items on their own. Therefore, the

Department of Energy decided to include the technical staff program in

its accreditation program.
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APPLICABILITY FOR TECHNICAL STAFF PROGRAMS

Among the DOE facilities targeted for accreditation there is a much

broader range of positions that fall within the technical staff program

than in the commercial utility industry. The positions range from

operations advisors to engineers to a variety of positions associated

with experimental research. In some cases there are as many as 20

positions that fall within the technical staff program. Because of the

variety of titles found at different facilities for technical staff

personnel, it was not possible to identify all of the position titles

that would be found under a technical staff program.

Consequently, many contractors struggled with the task of identifying

those positions that should be included in the technical staff program.

To help alleviate some of this problem, and by no means solve the

problem, functional descriptions were written that Described the kinds

of activities that would be performed by individuals within the

technical staff program. All of the contractors have identified those

positions that they will include in a technical staff training program

as of November 2, 1990.

SCOPE OF TRAINING CONTENT FOR TECHNICAL STAFF PROGRAMS

Because job and task analyses are not required for technical staff

training programs, training program content lists were provided to each

contractor. When these content lists are combined with facility

specific topics they are expected to make up the technical staff

curriculum. Content lists are also intended to minimize large

differences in curricula size for the technical staff programs across
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the complex. In most cases, it 1s expected that contractors will not

add a great deal to the existing content lists.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

At the suggestion of the DOE accreditation program administrator, EG&G

Idaho Inc. Operations Training and Technology Applications, contractors

formed an informational group to address concerns they may face while

developing accreditable technical staff training programs. In January

the group defined their mission with its primary emphasis on sharing and

developing generic training materials that could be used in technical

staff training programs across the complex. The program administrator

role in this group is to review, distribute, and develop generic

training materials for this program as requested by the group.

Participants are under no obligation to use the materials. In addition,

this group will provide suggestions to the accreditation program

administrator concerning the direction and evaluation of technical staff

training programs.

ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS

Problems with this program are anticipated for two reasons: first,

commercial nuclear experience indicates this has been a less than

perfect program to implement and evaluate; and second, the variety of

positions that fall within the technical staff program may cause

contractors to develop programs that are extremely large and

consequently difficult to manage.
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Due to the strong similarities between the commercial utility

accreditation program and the DOE program there is little evidence to

support the claim that the DOE will not experience problems similar to

those experienced in the commercial industry with the technical staff

program. The DOE program administrators have worked closely with INPO

and some commercial utilities to identify potential problems and

solutions for minimizing those problems.

It is anticipated that large programs will result from the inclusion of

a large number of topics that are applicable to only one position that

would fall within a technical staff program. Programs like these will

pose problems in the areas of budget, record keeping, and review by

accreditation staff. It is obvious that large programs require more

training materials and development time and consequently cost more.

Record keeping may also be a challenge if each individual within the

technical staff program has a curriculum that is defined just for that

individual. Finally, programs that include a wider variety of content

than that listed in the content lists that were mentioned earlier may

require more content experts to evaluate the program.

Through assistance visits, contact with the group discussed above, and

frequent communication with the facilities the program administrators

intend to monitor contractor progress toward the development of

technical staff training programs. It is important to emphasize that

while the program administrators will attempt to address some of these

problems, the contractors make the final determination about the scope

of their programs.
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SUMMARY

Despite the anticipated problems with the technical staff program, it is

believed the real value of this program will be that technical staff

personnel consistently provide advice that is consistent with system

operations, design bases, and facility administrative policies. In

addition, benefits expected to be derived from the DOE approach for

accrediting technical staff training programs are: (a) reduced costs

across the DOE complex due to the sharing of materials and one time

development costs for some generic materials; (b) more communication

between contractors early in the accreditation process which may ensure

better, and smoother implementation of technical staff programs; and (c)

closer communication with the accreditation program administrators which

may contribute to smoother accreditation reviews of technical staff

training programs.
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DOE TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM

TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE
Roy A. Bryson

Westinghouse Savannah River Company

A formal, accredited training program for technical staff personnel at
Department of Energy (DOE) nuclear facilities was mandated by the DOE in
November, 1989 by the establishment of DOE Order 5480.18, "Accreditation of
Performance-Based Training for Category A Reactors and Nuclear Facilities."
The accreditation of DOE nuclear training programs applies to programs at
Category A reactors and non-reactor nuclear facilities that have been
designated as "high hazard or selected moderate hazard" operations. At the
Savannah River Site (SRG), which is located near Aiken, South Carolina, four
reactor facilities and eleven non-reactor facilities were designated in the DOE
Order to implement a performance-based training program that could be
accredited by an independent accrediting board. Thede facilities consist of
nuclear production, processing, and waste management operations that
produce nuclear materials for the Department of Energy's Defense Programs
mission. In 1991, over 26,000 personnel are employed at SRS.

The technical staff training program at SRS is one of nine programs that DOE
has specified for accreditation. These programs are modeled after the INPO
training programs in the commercial nuclear power industry. This presentation
will describe the efforts underway at SRS regarding the technical staff training
program efforts.

Initial Self Evaluation Reports (ISERs) have been completed for all SRS
facilities that are designated in the DOE Order. These evaluations consisted of
systematic assessments of existing training programs, determination of job
positions to be included in this training program, and identification of program
strengths and weaknesses. Training Program Accreditation Plans (TPAPs)
were completed based upon the findings and recommendations in the ISERs.
These training plans are three year schedules that specify the resources and
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time frames necessary to develop training programs that will satisfy the
objectives of the DOE Training Accreditation Program which are also adapted
from INPO. Technical review has been completed at the DOE-Savannah River
Field Office and the comments have been incorporated in the revised versions
oftheTPAPs.

While awaiting final approval of the TPAP documents from DOE Headquarters
and, hopefully, resource commitments to implement the plans, SRS training
personnel and managers realized that we have opportunities to conserve
precious resources for the technical staff program. Therefore, we formed a
sitewide Technical Staff Training Quality Task Team to pursue opportunities to
share training information and resources across the SRS., The mission of this
team is to integrate the technical staff programs that have been proposed by the
various divisions and facilities at the site into one program that will best fit the
needs of the SRS without sacrificing quality and still meet the accreditation
objectives. We have received the encouragement and support of senior
managers and the local DOE managers to integrate our efforts for the technical
staff personnel.

Initial efforts of this task team have been to identify the job positions identified in
the various divisions and facilities, the number of personnel in each position,
and the projected resources needed to develop and implement an accredited
training program. Since some training organizations had begun to conduct
training needs assessments and job analyses, we decided to utilize one
consistent methodology for collecting this data. We were fortunate that one
organization, Nuclear Materials Processing Division, had developed the
computer software and the necessary forms and procedures for conducting the
analyses. They were willing to share their system and train other training
personnel on how to conduct the needs assessment. This effort saved very
valuable time and resources and allowed all affected training organizations to
become knowledgeable of the process. An added benefit of this effort was the
identification of existing training materials and courses that may ultimately
become part of the technical staff training program. We found that, in many
cases, we were conducting training for technical staff personnel but failing to
take proper credit for the training because of the lack of a structured program
and incomplete documentation of training delivered.
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I predict that the training program for technical staff personnel at SRS will look
remarkably similar to other technical' staff training programs that have been
accredited at commercial nuclear utilities. After we have completed the needs
assessment and evaluated the data collected, we will find that generic areas
such as DOE Orders and Regulations, Codes and Standards, QA/QC Practices,
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Overview, ALARA and Radwaste Reduction, and
Environmental Laws and Regulations will probably comprise a core program for
technical staff personnel. This core curriculum of required training courses will
be supplemented with applicable facility specific courses depending upon the
function of the individual job positions.

Handouts to be provided to session attendees:

1. Breakdown of job positions identified in the technical staff program
2. Examples of needs assessment data
3. List of training subject areas identified by technical staff personnel

Roy A. Bryson , Senior Training Specialist
Environment, Safety, Health & Quality Assurance Division Training
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Aiken, South Carolina 29801

Telephone: (803) 642-4331
FTS 583-4331
FAX (803)642-4318
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SATISFYING THE DIVERSE DEVELOPMENT MEEDS
OF AN ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION

Lynn Pavelka Zarkesh

ABSTRACT

The Engineering Department at Davis-Besse Nuclear Pover

Station has established an aggressive philosophy for

professionally developing their staff. This philosophy has

evolved over the last four years into a program with

specialized administrative tools which not only satisfies

the intent of industry training guidelines, but also

accentuates the development of the individual.

The Developaent Prograa - A program constructed

to actively integrate system and applied science

courses, •anageaent and interpersonal skill

courses, design basis course-? (e.g., pipe break

analysis, support design, etc.) special process

courses (e.g., human factors, ALARA, etc.) and

external seninars sponsored by industry experts.

The Individual Developaent Plan (IDP) - A

docuaented course of action, developed annually,

in which the eaployee and the line supervisor

jointly contribute to the identification of

career goals and strategic professional

objectives. It establishes the indoctrination

and developaent strategies for employees based

upon position responsibilities, performance,

personal goals, and Departaent objectives.

The Training Database - A PC database developed

to retain and aanage course inforaation (e.g.,

requests, attendance priorities, schedule,

history, etc.). It provides the Engineering

Department with a cost effective aethod to track

requests, report, schedule, and maintain overall

training status.
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Realising that the employees of the Davis-Besse Nuclear

Power Station are a valuable asset to all facets of

effective power generation, Che Engineering Department has

established an aggressive philosophy for professionally

developing their staff. This philosophy has evolved into a

program which prosecutes an environment that is conducive to

excellence and professionalisa.

As training needs and developmental issues were

identified through various internal audits, assessments and

INFO'S Corporate evaluations, it was evident that a new

program would have to be assembled for the Engineering

Department. Some of the needs and issues to be reconciled

were:

• As Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station began

assuming control of its design basis from its

constructor, it was apparent that Department

personnel were inexperienced in maintaining

the documents' technical and administrative

control.

• Training personnel on process and procedural

changes was inefficient and difficult to

adminis ter•

• Supervisory personnel did not actively

participate in the development of their

personnel.

• The variety of skills and knowledges needed by

Department personnel was not being addressed

by an existing training program.

• The time required to indoctrinate new

personnel to the technical and administrative

processes of the Department was critical to

its effective operation.
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B The responsibility for the indoctrination and

professional development of personnel vas

fragmented throughout the Corporation.

• Training requests for classes external to the

Department vere not being tracked.

• Training records vere fragmented throughout

the Corporation.

a Training vas being used as a perk rather than

as part of personnel development.

a Personnel input vas not considered in the

identification of developmental objectives.

The resolution to these problems vas further complicated

by the overall diversity and personnel fluctuations vithin

the Engineering Department. The organizational structure

has evolved to its current limit of roughly 160 technical

personnel* 25 supervisory personnel* 15 technical

administrative personnel* and 25 non-technical personnel

exclusive of a contract vork force during refueling/

modification outages. The Department is currently comprised

of 5 sections (Design* Assurance/Services* Nuclear*

Performance* and Systems) vith such diverse responsibilities

as: budget control* predictive maintenance* life extension*

configuration control document maintenance* technical and

administrative procedure maintenance* modification design

and development* NPRDS, post modification testing* accident

analysis* simulator modeling* fuel cycle analysis* plant and

Engineering computers, plant systems support, fire

protection* drafting* engineering self assessment* and

training.

Besides the diversity of the organization and the

issues* implementation vas further complicated by the need

to expedltiously satisfy outstanding commitments.
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It was apparent from an investigation of the Corporation

as veil as the industry, that no single training program or

administrative process vould resolve the Engineering

Department's training needs and developmental issues. The

content of the available programs addressed only one facet

of the need, i.e., plant systems, inspection techniques,

supervisory skills, computer skills, etc. No one program

acknowledged that personnel were multi-dimensional and

required a complementary set of skills. Additionally, the

needed input and participation by personnel at both the

employee and supervisory level was not developed or

encouraged in any existing program.

As the Engineering Department began to systematically

reconcile the training needs and developmental issues

identified by the internal assessments and audits, it was

determined that a job/task analysis vould not effectively

address tha diversity of the organization and keep pace vith

the volatile needs of die industry. A more individualized

and flexible approach vould be required to be beneficial and

cost effective for tee entire organization.

The Development Program

In order to address the training needs and developmental

issues previously mentioned, and still be able to implement

effectively, the Engineering Department at Davis-Besse

Huclear Power Station forged a development prograa

consisting of the following elements:

Indoctrination

Qualification

Advanced Technical Training

Professional/Management Training

Revised Process Training [e.g., continuing education]
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Courses provided by the Corporate management and personal

development series, the Davis-Bess® Technical Staff &

Managers Program, industry experts, and Davis-Besse computer

systems were integrated into the Program's elements. This

integration with those courses already developed by the

Engineering Department was not only the most cost effective

means of addressing the diversified developmental needs for

all Department personnel, but also fostered immediate

implementation. The partial implementation permitted

immediate developmental benefits and promoted acceptance,

while the remainder of the Program was being designed.

a The Indoctrination Element

The intent of the Indoctrination Element is to

address the training needs of newly assigned

Engineering personnel to the documents, programs,

work practices, and management philosophy unique to

Toledo Edison, the Nuclear Group, and/or the

Engineering Department. The primary objective of

this element is to focus on an approach that would

individualize the indoctrination of each employee

based upon prior education, training, and pertinent

work experience without compromising the core

training required to support the Section. To

accomplish this, each new/transferred employee is

issued an indoctrination package containing a two

phase required reading list for the baseline of

documents and procedures that control Engineering

processes and responsibilities, and a list of

required courses. The readings and courses are

validated for applicability to the employee's

current assignments and position requirements by

their supervisor prior to employee discussions/

assignments. This individualizes the assignment

and promotes interaction.
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Hie classroos portion of this element

integrates Engineering and Technical Staff &

Managers courses which are scheduled, as determined

by the supervisor, for all personnel nev to the

Department within three aonths of their start date.

The courses address the following topics:

a A Corporate and site organizational overview,

B An administrative process overview,

a Codes, regulations and standards,

m Configuration a&nageBent,

B Design basis documents,

B Plant systeas overview,

e Procureaent and specifications,

a Quality Assurance awareness,

a Plant and document modification process, and

a Updated Safety Analysis Report/Technical

Specifications

a The Qualification Blesent

The intent of the Qualification Element is to

provide training in specific technical and

administrative areas to maintain or iaprove

proficiency in a permanent position within the

Department. The initial series of courses was

developed ss part of a "technology transfer" when

Toledo Edison assuaed control and aaintenance of

the Davis-Bess® design bases. Other plant specific

courses have been Integrated into the element.

(Reference Exaaple 1)

The elenent currently contains 40 courses. The

33 courses developed by the Engineering Department

are coapleaeated by 7 Technical Staff & Managers

Progras courses. The Engineering courses are

scheduled on an "as requested basis". The
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regaining courses are scheduled quarterly since

they are part of the curricula for the Technical

Staff and Managers Program.

a The Advanced Technical Element

The intent of the Advanced Technical Element is

to provide unique opportunities for training

tailored to an individual, based on the performance

of the individual and the goals and objectives of

the Department. This element is particularly

important for the continuing development of

experienced personnel. Engineer-In-Training (BIT)

and Professional Engineer (PE) preparatory classes

along with classes leading to a Masters in Nuclear

Engineering have been offered as part of this

element. The advanced technical courses developed

sa part of the Technical Staff and Managers Program

have recently been integrated into the element.

s The Professional/Management Element

The intent of the Management Element is to

provide opportunities for professional and

management training tailored to an individual,

based on the performance of the individual and the

goals and objectives of the Department. This

includes supervisory and other management skill

courses sponsored by Corporate, the University of

Toledo, the University of Michigan, and the

Engineering Department.

The supervisory courses offer incremental

management principals commensurate vith the level

of management skills required by position.
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Besides multiple computer courses, this element

also includes personal enrichment courses sponsored

both by Engineering and Corporate. These courses

develop the interpersonal skills needed for

effective functioning within the complex

organization of an operating nuclear power plant.

a The Revised Processes Element

The Engineering Department is governed by over

150 procedures/instructions to effectively

administer and control administrative and technical

processes. These procedures are subject to

frequent changes and revisions as the result of the

ongoing enhancement of processes and development of

new programs (e.g., Interchangable Equipment List,

etc).

Training on programmatic and procedure changes/

revisions are frequently implemented by a phased

required reading. The phased process allows for

specific training to be issued to only those

individuals directly impacted by the change. It

also provides a mechanism for notifying personnel

indirectly affected so that they are able to

maintain an adequate level of awareness in support

of the Engineering department. The phased training

is predetermined for each document by supervisory

personnel and implemented by a centralized support

organization.

The Individual Development Plan (IDP)

To effectively administer the Development Program,

promote a holistic approach, and maintain the required

flexibility to address the volatile changes in training

needs, an administrative planning tool was developed the

Individual Development Plan (IDP) (Example 2).
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INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (IDP)
ED 8079-1
(IS) NAME

(1A) S.S. NO.

(2) CURRENT POSITION (3) COST CENTER

(4A) CAREER SGAL5 (Snort T#rm)

(48) CAREER GOALS (Lone Term)

|S) FORMAL TRAINING

(•) ASSIGNMENTS)

(7) ACTIVITIES

(•) REMARKS

(•) EMPLOYEE 5IONATUBE/OAT6 (101 SUPERVISOR SIONATURE/DATE (11) TC ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Exanpl* 2, Page 1 of 2
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Individual Development Plan ((DP) • Instructions (ED 8079)

(Use black ink only)

To be completed by Employe*:

(1) A. Social Security Number

B. Nams (last, first, middle i nitiai)

(2) Current Position (e.g., Senior Engineer, Assistant Engineer - Mechanical, etc.)

(3) Cost Center (e.g.. 521, S31. S41. etc.)

(4) Career Goals:

A. (Short Term)'Define those career goals established for the current year. Include examples such
as: (1) complete installation of plant modification to add de-icing valves, cooling tower (2)
involvement as lead engi neer on plant modification to update Secondary Alarm Station (SAS)
(3) design supports for reroute of Auxiliary Steam Header line.

A. 1 Outline the reasons) for the Short Term goals (e.g.. develop an understanding of project or
financial management principles, etc.).

B. (Long Term) - Identify the position the goats arc targeted to reach, it may be the next level of
engineering responsibility (e.g.. Assistant Engineer - Nuclear. Associate Engineer - Design, or it
may be supervisory/management development).

8.1 Outline the reason(s) for the Long Term goals (e.g.. to achieve technical proficiency in a
specific discipline or a supervisory/management position).

• Supervisor and employee shall discuss and mutually agree on employee career goals.

To be completed by Supervisor:

NOTE: Ensure any outstanding recommendations for training, assignments, or activities from the
employee's performance appraisal are included on lines 5.6, and/or 7.

(5) Formal Training - List the training (courses) that is required for the employee to develop a specific
knowledge or position. Include ali applicable training (e.g.. Engineering training, training provided
by Nuclear Training and/or Corporate Training).

e Prioritize the training using a scale from 1 (high) to 3 (low).

(6) Assignments) - Define current tasks and j ob assignments that are performed by the employee to
achieve their career goals.

(7) Activities • Include additional development items that provide the employee with growth potential
(e.g., conferences, seminars, or symposiums), include tentative attendance dates.

(S) Remarks:

e include any common objectives that are to be completed by the supervisor and employee for
career development.

e Include any requests that need to be developed by the Training Coordinator,
e Include scheduling parameters or limitations.

(9) Employee Signature/Date.

(10) Supervisor Signature/Date.

e Submit to the Training Coordinator.

(11) Training Coordinator (TO Acknowledgment - Initial/Date.

Exanple ?, P*ge 2 of 2
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The IDP is an interactive process, involving both

employee and supervisor, which integrates career objectives

and strategic professional goals. It establishes the

development strategies for employees based upon individual

performance and Department objectives. The IDP process

provides supervisors with an effective mechanism to identify

and plan the development path of their personnel. The IDP

allows supervisors to focus only on those elements that will

improve job performance and professional enhancement. This

in turn permits effective expenditure of budgeted funds. It

provides management with an effective mechanism to schedule

courses and track development progress. Its provides

additional developmental benefits by being prepared in

conjunction vith the employee's performance appraisal.

The Training Database

In order to effectively assimilate and manage the

multitude of development data being provided on the IDP, as

well as Integrate the training records croa around the

corporation, a PC database was developed. The current PC

has a 1.2 meg hard drive and uses dBase III and Report

Yriter software. There are 4 major files of information:

• training - social security number, course code, date,

and status

• employee - social security number, last name, first

initial, cost center, position, and program

commitments

• cost center - supervisor last naae, first name, cost

center and title

a course description - course code and title

The previously mentioned files provide data for reports on

course status and requests, personnel schedules, requests

and coapleted courses, and personnel status in various site

programs. See Examples 3 through 6 for a cross-section of

existing reports.
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I

DAVIS 8ESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

TStN TRAINING STATUS

POSITION

T 1
T 1
T 6
T 1
T 1

NAME

D. Andrews
U. Fiippin
C. Hengge
M. Hurtha
C. Scribner

COMM YEAR

1991
1990
1990
1990
1990

GSI

U
U
U
T

AREA

SYI

T
T
U
T
T

532-

OAA

T
T
VI
U
U

Hengge

ADI

T
T
W
U
U

CRS

R
T
U

U

REF

R
R
U
U
U

AUP

R
R
U
U
U

BS1

T
U
U
R
U

BS2

T
U
U
U
U

BS3

T
U

u
u
u

BS4

T
U
W
W
U

BS5

T
U
U
R
U

BS6

T
U
U
R
W

PR1

T
W
U
U
U

SY2

T
T
S
I
W

SMI

R
T
T
R
T

TStM POSITION LEOGEMO

T1. SENIOR ENGINEER
12. ASSOCIATE ENGINEER
T3. SENIOR ASST. ENGINEER
U. ASSISTANT ENGINEER
T5. ASSOCIATE SYSTEM SPECIALIST
T6. SUPERVISOR
T7. TECHNOLOGIST

STATUS CODE

CLASS CODES

GSI - GENERAL STAFF INDOCTRINATION
SYI - PLANT SYSTENS INDOCTRINATION
OAA - QUALITY ASSURANCE AWARENESS
ADI - ADMINISTRATIVE INDOCTRINATION
CRS - CODES, REGS, AND STANDARDS
REF - PLANT REFERENCES
AUP - ADMINISTRATION/WORK PROCESSES
PRO - ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
SMI - BASIC SIMULATOR

U - WAIVEREO
T - TAKEN
S - SCMEOULEO
R - REOUESTEO

BS1 - REACTOR FUNDAMENTALS
BS2 - MECHANICAL FUNDAMENTALS
BS5 - ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS
BS4 ~ ItC FUNDAMENTALS
BSS - MATERIALS FUNDAMENTALS
BS6 - CHEMISTRY CONTROL FUNDAMENTALS
PR1 - PRINT READING
SY2 - DBNPS PLANT SYSTEMS



COURSE

Course Schedules/Requests

HAME TSM-SY2
TITLE O8HPS Plant Systems

i

NAME

J. Hoyers
B. Halooe
J. Bergstedt
B. Sarsour
W. Haley
J. fiarron
L. Worley
D. Munson
P. Mahoney
D. Gerren
C. Gale
0. Blakely
R. Bordner
K. Bell
D. demons
N. Borysiak
R. Ackerman
C. Hengge
J. Cunnings
P. Jacobsen
». Hcvland
D. Uolverton
J. Bouden
E. Matranga
E. Matranga
i. Cunnings
P. Jacobsen

AREA ^•Vv^Cv^ W^V^^^t

330 <M - Quality Verification Section
542 Safety Analysis
320 QA • Quality Control Section
522 Station Performance
320 QA - Quality Control Section
523 Test Engineering
310 OA - Quality Systems Section
522 Station Performance
532 Systems - Secondary
533 Systems - Electrical/Control
533 Systems - Electrical/Control
542 Safety Analysis
521 Operations Assessment
5 U Design - Electrical
551 Engineering Assurance
511 Design • I I C
531 Systems - Primary
532 Systems - Secondary
532 Systems - Secondary
5 K Design - Electrical
533 Systems - Electrical/Control
532 Systems - Secondary
533 Systems - Electrical/Control
531 Systems - Primary
531 Systems - Primary
532 Systems - Secondary
5 U Design - electrical

STATUS

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

s
s
s
s
s

DATE

10/15/90
10/15/90
10/15/90
10/15/90
10/15/90
10/15/90
10/15/90
10/15/90
10/15/90
10/16/90
10/16/90
10/16/90



Personnel Record with Courses
Taken, Scheduled, Requested, and Waived

EMPLOYEE

NAME I. Kendall
SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

LEGEND T • TAKEN
U - UAIVERED
S • SCHEDULED
R - REQUESTED

AREA
COST CENTER 533

UNIT Systems - Electrical/Control

ENG-QOO Engineering Principles
ENG-009 Instrument Devices
EDD-PSDM Problem Solving/Decision Haking
ENG-017 FMEA
ENG-A01 Engineer in Training/Professional Engineer
ENG-034 Hunan Factors
TSM-AWP Admin/Work Process
TSM-SM2 Advanced Simulator
ED0-M02 Management Orientation II
EDO-CYC Charting Your Course
TSM-CRS Codes, Regs, & Standards
ENG-Q11 Specifications
ENG-Q30 Root Cause
ENG-Q30 Root Cause
ENG-019 Instrument Installation
ENG-Q21 Seismic Eval. of Equipment
GEN34 Potential Condition Adverse to Quality
ENG-B09 USAR/Technicat Specifications
ENJ-BO1 Modification Process
ENG-BO6 Procurement Specifications
ENG-810 Configuration Management
ENG-805 Oesign Basis Oocuments
ENG-604 Codes, Regulations, and Standards
TSM-SYI Plant Systems tndoctination
TSM-AOI Administrative Indoctrination
TSM-GS1 Gen'I Staff Indoctrination
TSM-QAA Quality Assurance Awareness
ENG-HO1 Engineering Oivision Miscellaneous Training
ENG-Q31 Instrument Inspection Techniques
ENG-E01 Engineering Program Miscellaneous Training
ENG-PRO Engineering Procedure Training
ENG-PRO Engineering Procedure Training
ENG-PRO Engineering Procedure Training
TSM-PR1 Print Reading
TSM-REF Use of References
ENG-A01 Engineer in Training/Professional Engineer
ENG-A01 Engineer in Training/Professional Engineer
ENG-AO1 Engineer in Training/Professional Engineer
EDO-SSM Survival Skills for Managers
EDD-SSM Survival Skills for Managers
ENG-A01 Engineer in Training/Professional Engineer
ENG-AO1 Engineer in Training/Professionel Engineer
ENG-A01 Engineer in Training/Professional Engineer
ENG-A01 Engineer in Training/Professional Engineer
ENG-MIC Nuclear Sponsored • Integrated Control System (ICS) Training

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

T
W
W
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

07/15/87
07/27/87
07/29/87
08/07/87
08/25/87
09/11/87
09/28/87
09/28/87
09/28/87
09/28/87
09/28/87
09/28/87
10/08/87
10/09/87
11/06/87
11/06/87
08/05/88
11/29/88
12/06/88
12/09/88
03/01/89
03/01/89
05/10/89
05/10/89
08/21/89
08/23/89
08/28/89
08/29/89
08/30/89
08/30/89
09/11/89
09/13/89
09/25/89
10/30/89

Example 5, Page 1 of 2
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Personnel Record with Courses
Taken, Scheduled, Requested, and Waived

EMPLOYES

MAKE I. Kendall
SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

LEGEND T - TAKEN
U • UAIVEREO
S • SCHEDULED
R • REQUESTED

AREA
COST CENTER 533

UNIT Systems • Electrical/Control

EN6-NIC Nuclear Sponsored • Integrated Control System (ICS) Training
EN6-3M NG-EN-00304 Safety Evaluation Training
EMG-Q12 Process Control System
EMG-Q12 Process Control Systems
ENG-Q16 Instrument Setpoint Calculations
EHG-O16 Instrument Setpoint Calculations
ENG-Q16 Instrument Setpoint Calculations
ENG-OBCESO OBCES Data Maintenance (Rev 0, EN-DI-00U2.3)
EDO-TKP Time Management
ENG-SCC Procedures/Instructions for MCO/SCC Process
EN6-PSSN Power Safety See Thru Model
ENG-NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
ENG-AMT Assertive Management Training (8. Zibung)
ENG-MCQAP Nulti-Category OA Program Training
TSN-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 OBHPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSN-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 08NPS Plant Systems
TSN-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSN-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSN-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSN-SY2 OBHPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 OBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 OBNPS Plant Systems
TSN-SY2 OBNPS Plant Systems
TSH-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems
TSM-SY2 OBNPS Plant Systems

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
S

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

11/03/89
11/27/89
11/29/89
11/30/89
12/05/89
12/06/69
12/07/89
01/25/90
06/12/90
07/31/90
08/07/90
08/16/90
10/02/90
11/09/90
02/11/91
02/12/91
02/13/91
02/U/91
02/15/91
02/25/91
02/26/91
02/27/91
02/28/91
03/01/91
03/11/91
03/12/91
03/13/91
03/U/91
03/15/91
03/18/91
03/19/91
03/20/91
03/21/91
03/22/91

Example 5, Page 2 of 2
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90 Day Schedule

COST CENTER 533
UNIT Syst« Electrical/Control

<*>

I*
1
o
IV

J.

i.

w.

M.

D.

J.

C.

L.

W.

L.

I.

L.

I.

I.

L.

EMPLOYEE NAME

Bouden

Bowden

Mugse

Mugge

Hooten

Fehl

Gale

Kendall

Mugge

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

. Kendall

CLASS CODE COURSE DESCRIPTION

EOD-CYC Charting Your Course

EDD-CVC Charting Your Course

EOO-TMP Tine Management

EMG-ELEC Electrical Engineering PE

EMG-EIEC Electrical Engineer *3 PE

ENC-ELEC Electrical Engineering PE

ENG-ELEC Electrical Engineering PE

TSM-SY2 08NPS Plant System

ENS-EIT Engineer-in-Training (Engineering Fundamentals)

TSN-SY2 DBMPS Plant System

TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems

TSH-SY2 08NPS Plant Systems

TSN-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems

TSN-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems

TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems

STATUS

S

S

S

S

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

DATE

01/17/91

01/18/91

01/23/91

02/05/91

02/0S/91

02/05/91

02/05/91

02/11/91

02/11/91

02/12/91

02/13/91

02/U/91

02/15/91

02/25/91

02/26/91



90 Day Schedule

AREA

•
to

m

1

Page 2

S.

L.

L.

I.

I.

L.

L.

L.

L.

L.

L.

L.

L.

L.

COST CENTER

UNIT

EMPLOYEE NAME

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

Kendall

533

Syst • Electrical/Control

CLASS CODE COURSE DESCRIPTION

TSM-SY2 DSNPS Plant System

TSH-SV2 DBMPS Plant Systems

TSH-SY2 DBMPS Plant Systems

TSN-SY2 D8NPS Plant Systems

TSH-SV2 DBMPS Plant Systems

TSM-SY2 DBMPS Plant Systems

TSM-SY2 O8NP$ Plant Systems

TSN-SY2 OBNPS Plant System

TSH-SY2 OBHPS Plant Systems

TSH-SY2 PBNPS Plant System

TSM-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems

TSM-SV2 DBMPS Plant Systems

TSH-SY2 DBNPS Plant Systems

STATUS

S

S

S

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

OATE

02/2379!

02/28/91

03/01/91

03/11/91

03/12/91

03/13/91

03/14/91

03/15/91

03/18/91

03/19/91

03/20/91

03/21/91

03/22/91



The Development Sumary

In order to maintain an adequate level of functional

awareness among the Department's supervisory personnel on

the implementation of the Development Program, a reference

Banual was coapiled the Development Susnary. The

Development Sumssry contains the following information:

• Functional description of each elessent of the Program

s Catalog containing descriptions of all available

courses

• Functional summary of all the various progress,

(e.g., Technical Staff and Managers) integrated into

the Development Program

a Personnel status in the various progress (e.g.„

Technical Staff and Managers, Supervisory, etc..)
B Governing procedures/foms/vorksheets

The Development Suasary provides the supervisor vith current

desk, top guidance on determining development strategies for

personnel within their supervision.

Suaaary

The ability to develop the skills and knowledge required

for higher level positions has been identified by INPO as

an elenent for enhancing professionalism of nuclear

personnel. The Engineering Department's Development Program

provides this opportunity for all personnel in the

Department. Its holistic approach also improves the

interpersonal skills, knowledge and interface for both

eaployees and supervisors. The Program's success has been

proven by its adaptation to external organizations (Quality

Assurance and Independent Safety Engineering).
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POSITION-SPECIFIC TRAINING FOR TECHNICAL STAFF PERSONNEL

LeRoy C. ttigdahl

ABSTRACT

The Fort Calhoun Station Technical Staff and Manager Training Program was
accredited in 1987. Oaaha Public Power District comitted to provide this
training to all newly assigned plant engineers, quality assurance engineers,
and other technical staff personnel that were not supported by one of the other
nine (9) accredited program. Two later independent plant assessments indi-
cated a need for improved training. These assessments provided the iapetus to
develop training with increase value and job relevancy.

The one prograa that was originally accredited has evolved into nine training
programs. Training prograas now exist for personnel in the following
classifications:

1. Design Engineers
2. Systes Engineers
3. Special Services Engineers
4. Nuclear Safety Review Group personnel
5. Plant Review Comittee personnel
6. quality Assurance personnel
7. Maintenance Schedulers and Planners
8. Technical Staff personnel
9. Ruciear Supervisors

This paper discusses these training prograas and identifies positive and
negative aspects of position-specific technical staff training.
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INITIAL TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM

Background
(Table 1)

The Fort Calhoun Station Technical Staff and Manager Training Progran was
accredited in 1987. The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) generic
guidelines for Technical/Managerial training were reviewed by Fort Calhoun
Station training personnel for applicability in developing the training
programs.

Organizationally, the Supervisor - Operations Training had responsibility for
the training program. In turn, a Training Supervisor and two (2) Shift
Technical Advisor instructors were assigned to Technical Training which
included the Shift Technical Advisor and Technical Staff and Manager Training
Programs.

Content

The initial Technical Staff Training Prograa was three (3) aonths in length and
covered th@ sane subjects as the six (6) month Shift Technical Advisor training
progran. The Technical Staff training progran did not include simulator and
on-the-job training as did the Shift Technical Advisor training program.
Additionally, the extent of coverage of such topics as Mitigating Core Damage,
Transient and Accident Analysis, Abnormal Operating Procedures and Emergency
Operating Procedures was significantly reduced for the Technical Staff training
program. However, the Technical Staff students received the sane systems
training as did the Shift Technical Advisors, but with less depth of coverage
and no plant time.

Target Population

Omaha Public Power District committed in 1987 to provide Technical Staff and
Manager training to all newly assigned engineers at Fort Calhoun Station. This
included plant engineers, maintenance engineers, test engineers, QA engineers,
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TABLE 1 - IMITIAL TECHNICAL STAFF TRAILING PROGRAM

° Accredited in 1987

• One Sypervisor and two (2) Instructors

° Initial program - 3 months in length

° Sisilar in content to Shift Technical Advisor Training Progran

° Included all Engineers assigned to Fort Calhoun Station
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plant chesist, plant health physicist, licensing and other technical staff
personnel that were not supported by one of the other nine (9) accredited
training programs. The initial target population for the Technical Staff and
Manager training numbered approximately 125 personnel.

Observations
(Table 2)

Observations drawn free the initial technical staff training prograss include;

• Training efforts were positively received by personnel within the
target population.

• The target population for the technical staff training program was not
clearly defined.

° The initial three aonth technical staff training prograa did not raeet
the job-specific training needs of our clients.

• The training philosophy was nore reactive than proactive.
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TABLE 2 - INITIAL TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING OBSERVATIONS

Training was positively received

Target population for Technical Staff Training Program was not
clearly defined

Three (3) month training was not job-specific

Training philosophy was sore reactive than proactive
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ACTIOIIS WHICH EFFECTED TECHNICAL STAFF TRAIfUNG PROGRAM

Background
(Table 3)

Fort Calhoun Station experienced two events which significantly altered the way
in which business was conducted and greatly affected the structure of Technical
Training. The first was the water intrusion into the Instruaent Air Systea
resulting in an Independent Ruciear Appraisal (MA). The second was Fort
Calhoun Station being placed on the list of plants requiring additional fUC
attention resulting in the Safety Enhanceaent Program (SEP).

Independent Nuclear Appraisal (IHA)

As a result of the water intrusion into the Instruaent Air Systea and increased
regulatory attention, OPPD decided in Noveaber of 1987 to have an independent
appraisal perforaed of all nuclear related activities. This was determined to
be necessary to:

° Assess QPPD's plans and organizational structure for achieving
Excellence in Operations.

e Provide an independent assessaent of the nuclear operations for the
OPPD Board of Directors.

° Make recoaaendations for improving regulatory coapliance.

The scope of the independent appraisal was to perform an in-depth review,
identify strengths and weaknesses, and develop recoaaendations and ispleaent
actions as necessary. The appraisal was subaitted to the OPPO Board of
Directors on June 14, 1988 and consisted of the following areas:
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TABLE 3 - ACTIONS WHICH EFFECTED TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM

° Independent Nuclear Appraisal (INA)

° Safety Enhancement Program (SEP)

° Safety Systea Outage Modification Inspection (SSOMI)
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° Organization responsibilities
Staffing levels

° Management control and effectiveness
° Communications
° Safety Review process
° Plant operating practices
° Corporate operating practices
° Personnel motivation and disciplines
° Personnel understanding of regulatory and administrative requirements
° Adequacy of improvements to make lasting changes

The IMA resulted in the formation of System Engineering, Special Services
Engineering, Nuclear Safety Review Group, and Maintenance Planning and
Scheduling as well as establishing numerous training requirements for the new
departments and functional areas. The reorganization occurred July 1, 1988.

Safety Enhancement Program (SEP)

The purpose of the Safety Enhancement Program was to consolidate the concerns
which led to Fort Calhoun Station being placed on the list of plants requiring
additional WRC attention into a corrective action program leading to
excellence. The emphasis of the Safety Enhancement Program was to improve the
overall level of safety.

The Safety Enhancement Program was developed by OPPD in December of 1988. A
detailed analysis of problems in approximately 19 areas was performed. The
current areas of attention include:

° Communications
° Control Room Environment
9 Design Basis
• Effective Self Assessment
° Emergency Preparedness
• Human Resource Management
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° Improve Quality Program
° Inadequate Staffing
° Industrial Safety
° Instrument Air Progran
° Integrated Planning
° Maintenance
9 Major Technical Issues
° Material Condition and Facilities
° Preventive Maintenance
° Procedural Compliance
° Radiation Protection
• Security
° Surveillance Testing
° Technical Engineering Support
• Training

The SEP reviewed the training outlined in the IMA and in sotse instances
established additional training requirements.

Additional Factors

In addition to the training established by the IMA and SEP, there were two (2)
other training programs developed by the functional departaents. The first was
the Quality Assurance training program to comply with the direction of the
Division Manager. The second was the Design Engineer training prograa in
response to a finding of the Safety Systes Outage Modification Inspection
(SSOMI).

Observations
(Table 4)

There are several observations that may be drawn fros the actions listed
above. They include the following:

° The IMA and SEP provided an excellent reference for designing the
various training efforts.
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TABLE 4 - ACTIONS WHICH AFFECTED TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM
- OBSERVATIONS -

° ISA and SEP provided excellent reference

° Magnitude of t<ork exceed logistical capabilities

° Cosm'taent dates overextended in-house resources

° Relocated to new training facilities

0 Technical Training went fro* one (1) program to nine (9) programs
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° The magnitude of work associated with the IMA and SEP exceeded
logistical capabilities.

° The comoitfsjerat dates established in the IMA and SEP overextended
in-house resources and mandated the use of consultants.

° The relocation fros trailers to the new training facility in January
of 1989.

c The technical staff training effort went from one training program to
nine position-specific training programs.
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CURRENT TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM

Introduction

There ore nine position-specific technical staff training programs administered
by the technical training departnent as well as the Shift Technical Advisor
training prograa (Table 5). Staffing in a matrix organization includes one
supervisor, one instructional technologist and eight instructors. Each
instructor has been assigned a training program to coordinate. This includes
aaintaining the Training Program Master Plan, performing needs assessments,
designing and developing training material, scheduling and conducting training,
as well as evaluating the training efforts. Each instructor has been assigned
pristary lesson plan responsibility for selected topics. This provides
consistency and continuity in our instruction. Alternate instructors were also
assigned for each lesson plan (Table 6).

Program

Technical Staff;
The Technical Staff training progras is divided into initial and continuing
training. The initial training consists of a twelve (12) weeks of formal
classroom instruction. The prograa encompasses the general technical training
that is needed by wore than one position. Position-specific training is not
included in this initial progras. The scope of this prograa encompasses
selected engineers and other technical personnel new to the station. The
continuing training prograa consists primarily of seminars and required
reading, and is design to reinforce, oaintain and iaprove job related skills
and knowledge. (Table 7)

Svstea Engineer;

The Systea Engineer training prograa is divided into four segments; core
training, on-the-job training, ora"! board, and continuing training. Core
training consists of approximately five (5) aonths of foraal classrooa
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TABLE 5 - TRAINING PROGRAMS AS OP JANUARY 1991

° Technical Training

System Engineers

° nuclear Safety Review Group

Plant Review Group

Maintenance Schedulers and Planners

Design Engineers

Quality Assurance

Special Services Engineers

° Unclear Supervisors

480 hours

720 hours

800 hours

50 hours

44 hours

200 hours

120 hours

160-675 hours

240 hours
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TA3LE 6 - TECHNICAL TRAINING DEPARTMENT

Supervisor (1)

Instructional Technologist (1)

Administrative Support

Lesson Plan Responsibility

Instructors (8)

Coordinate Training Progras

Priaary Lesson Plan Responsibility

Alternate Lesson Plan Responsibility
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TABLE 7 - TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM

480 hours of formal classrooa Instruction

Semiannual seainars. Required Reading, Hotlines

do Position-Specific training

25 Technical Staff personnel
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instruction. The instruction is based on IFSPO Good Practice 85-003 and TS-4I3,
Section 4.0. On-the-job training (OJT) is performed by each individual in
their areas of specialty. Qualification manuals are used to guide the
individual through the OJT and practical applications and become a permanent
part of the individual's training record. The OJT phase of training is
approximately six (6) months; in duration. Upon successful completion of all
core and qualification manuiii requirements, the System Engineer is scheduled
for an oral board exaiinatitm. Continuing training consists prisarily of
periodic seminars and selected vendor training. (Table 8)

Ruclear Safety Review 6roap fMSRG):
The NSRG training program consists of initial and continuing training. Initial
technical training is equivalent to the initial Systea Engineering training
program. Additionally, NSRia members receive training in root cause and
investigative technique, such as: EGSG's Management Oversight and Risk Tree
Analysis (MORT), Kepner-Trejoe Problea Solving and Decision Making, INPO Human
Perfomance Evaluation Systi», INPO Observation techniques and interpersonal
skills. The continuing training consists of selected training classes and
vendor training, as well as required reading. (Table 9)

Plant Review Coaaittes (PRC):
The PRC training program consists of initial and continuing training. The
initial training has been developed to ensure that the PRC members and
alternates possess a fundamental background in the conduct of PRC meetings and
the responsibilities assigned to the PRC. The training encompasses the general
technical and administrative training that is needed by sore than one position.
Position-specific training is not included within the scope of this training.
The continuing training program consists primarily of semiannual seminars and
is designed to reinforce, maintain and improve job-related skills and
knowledge. (Table 10)

Maintenance Schedulers and Planners:
The Maintenance Schedulers and Planners training program consists of initial
and continuing training. The initial training for the Maintenance Schedulers
and Planners includes the requirements of maintenance planning, methods of
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TABLE 8 - SYSTEM ENGINEER TRAINING PROGRAM

° 720 hours of foraal classroo® instruction

9 Honthly seminars and selected vendor training

° Position-specific training

6 months OJF

Qyalification Manual

Oral Board

° 28 System Engineers
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TABLE 9 - NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEH GROUP TRAINING PROGRAM

800 tours of formal classrooa training

System Engineer course

£(%S M&mgemmt Oversight ami Risk Tree (IfflRT) Analysis

Kepfjer-Tregee Probles Solving and Decision Making

Root Cause Analysis

liPO Observation Techniques

Selected training classes and vendor training

6 Safety Review Group Specialists
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TABLE 10 - PLANT REVIEW COfMTTEE TRAINING PROGRAM

° 50 hours of formal classroom training

9 Sealannual seminars

e No position-specific training

° 30 Plant Review Comittee Members and Alternates
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assigning priorities to work, criteria for monitoring progress, feedback to
maintenance history, and the concept of a maintenance work package. The
continuing training program consists of maintenance specific training and
required reading. (Table 11)

Design Engineers:
The Design Engineer training progran is divided into four (4) parts; generic
courses, discipline specific courses, on-the-job training, and continuing
training. Generic courses are required of all Design Engineering personnel
regardless of discipline. Discipline specific courses have been identified for
six (6) discipline areas. On-the-job training is performed by each individual
in their areas of specialization. Qualification guides are used to guide the
individual through OJT and become a permanent part of the individual's training
record. Continuing training is designed to reinforce, Maintain, and improve
employee job-related skills and knowledge. It is provided to individuals in
the departaent as determined by the Manager - Design Engineering. It focuses
on special problem identified by the departaent or on particular individual
weaknesses. (Table 12)

Quality Assurance (QA);
The QA training program is divided into four (4) parts; core courses, specialty
courses, on-the-job training, and continuing training. Core courses are
required of all departaent personnel and fora a base of knowledge that is
necessary to function effectively in quality assurance. Nineteen (19)
specialty courses have been identified for the quality assurance function at
OPPD for specialty areas. On-the-job training is performed by each individual
in their area of specialty. Qualification guides are used to guide the
individual through OJT and become a permanent part of the individual's training
record. Continuing training is provided to individuals within the department
regularly. Special topics are determined by the Manager - Quality Assurance
and Quality Control. (Table 13)

Special Services Engineers;
The Special Services Engineer training is divided into four parts; core,
fundamental, specialty and continuing training with OJT where applicable.
Initial training is equivalent to the initial Technical Staff training or
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TABLE 11 - MAINTENANCE SCHEDULERS AND PLANNERS TRAINING PROGRAM

° 44 hours of formal classroom training

° Maintenance specific training and Required Reading

• No formal on-the-job training

° 21 Schedulers and Planners
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TABLE 12 - DESIGN ENGINEER TRACING PROGRAM

° 200 hours of formal classrooa training

° As determined by Manager - Design Engineering

• Position-specific training

On-the-job training in area of specialization

Qualification guides

65 Design Engineers
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TABLE 13 - QUALITY ASSURANCE TRAINING PRQC-MM

120 hours of formal classroom training

As determined by Manager - Quality Assurance and Quality Control
and Required Reading

Position-specific training

On-the-job training in area of specialization (19)

Qualification guides

18 Quality Assurance Engineers
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initial System Engineer training, depending on the needs and position of the
individual. Continuing training consists primarily of quarterly seminars and
vendor training selected to reinforce, maintain and improve job-related skills
and knowledge. (Table 14)

nuclear Supervisor Training:
The Nuclear Supervisor training progran consists of initial and continuing
training. The intent of the initial training program is to provide training to
the Nuclear Supervisor on specific technical and administrative topics as well
as to improve their supervisory skills. Supervisory skills training is
carried out in conjunction with Human Resource Development. The prograa
consists of six (6) weeks of training which nay be taken over a two or three
year period. (Tables 15, 16, 17, 18)

Specialized Areas of Study
(Table 19)

In addition to the nine (9) training programs discussed above, specialized
areas of study were also identified in the IMA and SEP. OPPD instructors have
been certified to teach all of the subjects listed below except MQRT. Classes
are conducted on a recurring basis.

• Root Cause Analysis
° Kepner-Tregoe Problem Solving and Decision Making
° Kepner-Tregoe Project Management
° E6&6 Management Oversight and Risk Tree Analysis (MORT)
• INPO Human Performance Evaluation System (HPES)
° IKPO Observation Techniques

Quality Management Skills (QMS)
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TABLE 14 - SPECIAL SERVICES ENGINEER TRAINING PROGRAM

° 160-675 hours of foraai classrooa training

° Quarterly seminars and Required Reading

° Position-specific training

Selection of formal classroom training

Selected vendor training

° 31 Special Services Engineers
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TABLE 15 - NUCLEAR SUPERVISOR TRAINING PROGRAM

240 hours for Maintenance Supervisors

200 hoyrs for In-Plant Supervisors

120 hours for Kuclear Supervisor

Selected technical training and required reading

75 total Nuclear Supervisors
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TABLE 16 - SUPERVISOR 1RMNIM5

YEftROSE (1 )

MBEKGKB

OBBS8 MM1ER JiMP TJHUi

M3F

M2T

101
102
103
104
211
S21
941

mtzD. to supa-wlaocy Skills
Planning & Eewiewg

Career Guide DLscussion
Coach and Oraansel
Unit^ 9ml Diversity
GBQP Initial

MucLeai: Sup. Adain. Ovecviev

8
4
4
4
4
8
4
4

1040-02 Irateftrial Safety
1036-01 Obaesni&tian Skills

Division
S3ESD-16 Nudofur
2327-24 Unclear S^>. Pee^ons

IS
8
4
4

BOORS BRO/XBCHs 36/4 BOORS 0/40
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BIBLE 18 - NUCLEAR SUPHWISOR 3RAH1INS PROGRAM

YEAR THREE ( 3 )

HBEK FIYB six

t
to

SEHD-21
SEAD-11
9G3V2Q6
ESD/AARequal
CBDP Bogoal

Project
EcoiiLeBB & Dedfiioras

TOML1XXRS HRD/SHCHs

16
8
8
4
4

40/0

SEHC-01
1040-02
QfiOM)2
SSB-01
SEN>-09
1EB
urn

Cause Analysis
Industrial Safety Requal

Oontiral
Plant Chearistxy
I n l u s t z y BucnLs
ProoaduEe Seeps & Revs.
On Site Tedi.

'BOOBS BRD/TBQBI:

8
4
4
8
8
4
4
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TABLE 19 - SPECIALIZED AREAS OF STUDY

Root Cause Analysis

Kepner-Tregoe Prohlea Solving and Decision Making

Kepner-Tregoe Project Management

EG&E Managevent Oversight and Risk Tree (MORT) Analysis

IRPO Huaan Performance Evaluation System (WES)

IHPO Observation Techniques

Quality Management Skills (QMS)
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Observations
(Table 20)

As can be seen by reviewing the Fort Caihoan Station Technical Staff training
program, different approaches have been taken to position-specific training.
Several observations, or lessons learned, Mere drawn fro® our experience in
developing position-specific training for the Technical Staff. They include:

° Position-specific training can require considerable effort to
establish. It can be accomplished through formal classes, structured
self-study, OJT, or tutoring.

° The mire involvement management and the functional department have in
the development of training materials, the greater the comitsent for
participation and success.

° The wire tailored the training is to the functional department, the
greater the chances for acceptance by the functional department.

4 The on-the-job training coapo&erat of the training programs inst have
the support of ^anagenent and the functional department and be
administered by the functional department.
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TABLE 20 - OTREMT TECHNICAL STAFF TiMIMINS PROGRAff
- OBSERVATION -

Position-specific training can require considerable resources

Conitanit established by involvement

Acceptance enhanced by tailoring training to functional area

OJT wist have support of management and functional department

OJT administered by functional department
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CURREMT STATUS OF TECHNICAL STAFF TRAIMIMG AT FCS
(Table 21)

GPPD managenent is concerned that the Technical Staff training say be too
ambitious with nor® resources assigned than other utilities. As a result,
Technical Training has been consolidated with Operations training to better
utilize the instructional staff. It is anticipated that by January 1991. the
instructional staffs will be functionally integrated.

Focus of Training

By the end of 1991, all of the initial training programs will have been
implemented. Considering the limited turnover that OPPD experiences, it is
anticipated that the focus of our training efforts will be in continuing
training. Instructors will become sore involved with the plant.

The Quality Assurance instructor has assisted QA as an auditor and has served
as an auditor in auditing QA. The PRC instructor attends PRC meetings and
assists the SARC. The Maintenance Scheduling and Planning instructor has
assisted the outage planning effort during plant refueling. The System
Engineer instructor is scheduled to work the outage with System Engineering.

Observation

The sore involved the instructors become in supporting their assigned
functional department, the better their perception of the needs of the
departments and how to fleet them.
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TABLE 21 - CURRENT STATUS OF TECHNICAL STAFF TRAINING AT
FORT CALHGUN STATION

Technical Staff instructors consolidating with Operations
Instructors

Future training focus on continuing training

Greater involvement with plant
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INDUSTRY INITIATIVES

Background

The National Acadeny for Nuclear Training operates under the auspices of the
Institute of Unclear Power Operations (INPQ). The Rational Academy is in the
process of revising INPO 82-022 Technical Development Programs for Technical
Staff and Managers. INPO 82-022 has served as the guidelines for development
and implementation of the Technical Staff and Manager training program. ACAD
90-XX, Guidelines for Training and Qualification of Engineering Support
Personnel. October 1 9 % is the draft revision of INPO 82-022. A copy has been
sent to the industry for review. Its objective is to provide the framework for
a training and qualification program for engineering support personnel.

Proposed Significant Changes (result of ACAD 90-XX)

The most significant changes identified in the draft guideline are as follows:

° Initial training would consist of orientation followed by departmental

position-specific training,
° Continuing training would be associated with position-specific

training only.
° Position-specific training would lead to task or duty qualification.
° Technical Staff managers would not be separately identified in the

title of the guideline.
• The title of the guideline would now be "Guidelins for Training and

Qualification of Engineering Support Personnel".

It is the National Academy's intention that the guidelines in ACAD 90-XX serve
as the basis for enhancing the existing Technical Staff training progran.
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GERALD F. MOODY
MANAGER, TECHNICAL TRAINING
BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

ABSTRACT

The purpose of Technical Staff and Technical Staff Managers training is to
provide job skills enhancement to individuals selected to fill key technical
positions within a nuclear utility. This training is unique in that unlike
other training programs accredited by the National Academy for Nuclear
Training, it does not lead to specific task qualification. The problems en-
countered when determining the student population and curriculum are a
direct result of this major difference.

Major problems encountered are determining who should attend the train-
ing, what amount of training is necessary and sufficient, and how to obtain
the best feedback in order to effect substantive program improvements.
These topics will be explored and possible solutions discussed.
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BENEFITS OF TECHNICAL STAFF AND TECHNICAL STAFF MANAGERS
TRAINING

The many benefits of this training have provided significant return on in-
vestment at many utilities. The following desireable conditions are among
the benefits of this type of training:

o improved communication

o improved job performance

o growth of the individual

Improved Communication

Communication among technical staff employees is improved by the appli-
cation of the technical knowledge gained as a result of this type of training.
Engineers and managers are more knowledgeable of the plant and regula-
tory requirements and are thus able to communicate more easily and with
greater efficiency and understanding.

Improved Job Performance

Better understanding also leads to improved job performance which is the
ultimate goal of the utility. Many types of work seem to benefit from this
type of training. For example, 10CFR 50.59 reviewers make extremely im-
portant decisions about the changes to plant design, operation, and proce-
dures. This important review is critical to the safe and effective operation
of our nuclear facilities. It is imperative that the personnel making these
decisions about the nuclear safety of a change to the plant make decisions
in an informed manner. Plant Technical Specifications, FSAR criteria and
system design and operation are fundamental knowledge elements that
these individuals must possess in order to make accurate assessments.
There are many other functions in the nuclear organization that are just as
important. Technical Staff and Technical Staff Managers Training fills a
critical role in developing the knowledge of employees to enable them to
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perform these functions. This leads to improvements in the safety of the
nuclear site.

Growth of the Individual

Another benefit worth mentioning is the growth of the employee. As em-
ployees become more knowledgeable and proficient in their job function,
they are also more valuable to the utility. They are more likely to be
prepared for promotion or other more responsible job duties. This creates
a more motivated and dedicated work force. The training offered by our
utilities in this area has the potential to significantly aid the overall opera-
tion of the nuclear station. This is potentially a very good investment for
the utility.

PROBLEMS INHERENT AND INCURRED IN THE PROCESS OF ADMINISTERING
TRAINING

Broad Scope

The broad scope of the target population for this training program makes
task analysis an unusually difficult project. It is desired that this training
be designed to fit several different groups of employees. Each one has a
separate slate of tasks which could require analysis. The development and
maintenance of such a task list would require considerable time and man-
power. For this reason, most utilities choose a compromise in the form of a
needs analysis. This is simply a method of gathering subject matter experts
together in order to define the training priorities. Some of the results from
the Browns Ferry needs analysis are shown in the attached appendices.

Feedback

Feedback is essential to the maintenance of the training program. It keeps
the training on target and ensures that the training population is given the
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opportunity to identify any new training needs. However, there are many
different ways to obtain feedback on training programs. One approach is to
ask the students to complete a standardized questionnaire. This is the
standard way of obtaining feedback, but other appro? ;hes have also
proven successful. Instructors in the class may be able to obtain a better
feel for the comments of the class if an informal discussion is held at the
end of the session. This may be documented and used for programmatic
improvements. However, one difficulty that has been observed in using
feedback from the trainees, is the tendency of the individuals to place an
inordinate value on their own specific training needs that may not be
shared by others receiving training through this program.

An additional method for obtaining feedback that has been used very
successfully at TVA is the curriculum review committee. This is a
committee of plant and training individuals who meet once per quarter to
discuss the training program and make decisions regarding curriculum, in-
dustry event coverage, the training population and the status of trainee
progress in the program. This forum enables the training department to
solicit genuine feedback from the supervisors of the employees who par-
ticipate in the training and who benefit the most from ensuring that it
meets their needs. Problems such as delinquencies can be properly
addressed in this forum as well. This group of individuals is also able to
put the needs of the entire group into perspective in order to achieve the
greatest benefit for the available training resources.

Material Development

The question of material development is one which is faced by every
training manager. This issue involves whether or not to write program-
specific lesson plans for each part of the course or to use existing material.
The question of standardization of this material, especially in a multi-site
utility is also important. It is essential that the training material be current
and meet the needs of the target population. However, this does not neces-
sarily mean that separate systems lesson plans must be developed for each
system to be covered in the programs. All utilities have system lesson
plans used in operations training which are maintained current and pro-
vide plenty of information for the technical staff. Separate objectives
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should be used to train these indi -duals, but the job of materials mainte-
nance is one that can easily be accomplished by using material already de-
veloped. Standardization of training materials and curriculum are also
desirable for the multi-site utilities. This does not mean that the training
must be identical from site to site, but rather that the curriculum be the
same and that the generic lesson plans be .ommon. There are several
benefits to this. First, the work of developing and maintaining the materi-
als that cannot be used from other programs can be shared between the
sites. Also, the feedback from the program can be shared to improve the
training throughout the utility.

TRAINING POPULATION AND PROGRAM CONTENT

Two difficulties which seem to be prevalent throughout the industry are
also fundamental to the training program design and implementation. They
are as follows:

o Determining the training population required to meet INPO require-
ments and to ensure the safe and efficient operation of the nuclear
station; and,

o Determining what training to provide for this population.

These fundamental issues are of great concern to the utility as they impact
both the cost involved in implementing this training and the ability of the
trainees to more efficiently and accurately perform their duties.

Determining the Training Population

As personnel are hired to fill technical staff positions at a site, it must be
recognized that they are hired with the requisite knowledge, experience,
and skill to perform the duties of the position in which they are placed. In
the case of entry level engineers, this means that the work they perform
initially must be reviewed and modified by more senior engineers and
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managers before acceptance. As the individual progresses in his or her po-
sition, less review should be needed as the individual gains experience and
knowledge. The knowledge of the technical specifics of the job may be best
gained through a combination of job experience and training designed to
enhance technical knowledge. Management skills and other related train-
ing should also be addressed for individuals as the position requires.

In order to design an appropriate training program, the first objective
should be to define the population of individuals to be trained. This is best
done by determining the job functions that require specific technical
knowledge of the plant, procedures, and regulatory requirements sur-
rounding the operation and maintenance of a nuclear power station. The
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations first gave guidance to utilities in
1985[INPO point paper August 14,1985] in a point paper that defined the posi-
tions at a nuclear utility that should be addressed with the Technical Staff
and Technical Staff Managers training program. This point paper, along
with the document entitled Technical Development Programs for Technical
Staff and Managers flNPO 88-007 March 1988], laid the groundwork for the
initial accreditation of this program by the National Academy for Nuclear
Training. It was further recognized that each utility should develop its own
list of technical staff positions to be included in this training program, in-
cluding assistant engineers and engineers.assigned to various departments
other than the technical support department. Also, it was felt initially that
this training should only encompass on-site personnel
[INPO point paper August 1985]. Appropriate utility management must make
decisions regarding the attendance of the training based on the needs of
the technical staff and the available training resources. The responsibility
of sending personnel to the designated training, must rest squarely on the
shoulders of the responsible managers.

More senior management involvement is needed in the determination of
training program participation for supervisors and managers as well as in
determining the appropriateness of corporate involvement in this training.
Many individuals may need some elements of this training in crder to bet-
ter perform on the job. It is felt in some companies that corporate manage-
ment should have at least this level of technical training in addition to
appropriate management training. While the INPO guidelines do not insist
on it, there are other reasons to consider such training. Among them is
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compliance with the particular ANSI standards which involve training re-
quirements for various technical and managerial positions. These should be
folded into the requirements of this program.

Determination of Program Content

In order to produce and maintain a well trained work force, a systematic
determination of training program content must be made. The program
content is typically determined by means of a needs analysis based on
input from the job incumbents. Meeting the needs of the incumbents as
well as meeting requirements may be accomplished in different ways.
Management must determine which approach will accomplish the objective
while staying within budgetary constraints. Following are three possible
methods which have been used successfully by utilities to conduct Techni-
cal Staff and Technical Staff Managers Training.

Multi-Program Approach

The training population may be divided into several different programs,
each aimed at one particular job classification. This approach is the one
outlined in the INPO document, entitled Job Related Training Needs for
Technical Staff PersonnelriNPO 88-007 March 1988]. Utilizing this approach
would enable the training program to be tailored to each job category. An
initial common block of training would likely be appropriate to address ge-
neric issues. The programs could be administered by the training depart-
ment or by the individual organizations requiring the training. The major
problem with this approach to training is the redundancy involved in the
development and maintenance of the programs. In essence, one training
program could become several different programs. This concept may also
be instituted by allowing each organization to perform training beyond the
generic courses with the training department performing that function.
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Training That Meets Generic Needs

A second possibility is to perform a needs analysis identifying high priori-
ty training subjects or those which are important and most likely to in-
crease the proficiency of training attendees. A core of courses can then be
created to encompass the greatest needs of the training population. The re-
mainder of the needs may then be covered as specialized or on-the-job
training as identified by the needs analysis. Inconsistencies between pro-
gram administrators and lack of available training for specialized needs
are two potential problems with this approach.

Detailed Job and Task Analysis Based Training Programs

A third possibility requires recognizing subcategories among the Technical
Staff and Technical Staff Managers population. Each specific job may be
evaluated through a job and task analysis. From that point, a training ma-
trix to indicate required courses for each job classification may be devel-
oped. This training matrix could indicate generic courses, specialized cours-
es and qualification cards that must be completed prior to an employee
being assigned more important or difficult tasks. This approach, while su-
perior in the targeting of the training, is costly due to the additional analy-
sis and documentation requirements. This approach is also in contrast with
the original programmatic content envisioned by INPO. Initially the pro-
gram was intended to encompass the general technical training need for all
of the positions listed by the site. Position specific education and training
was considered equally important but was net reviewed for accreditation.1

CONSIDERATION OF COST AND BENEFITS

In any training program development, the cost of the training program
should be considered in order to effectively evaluate its worth to the utili-
ty. Cost estimates are difficult to make due to the uncertainties involved.
However, some guidance was given in 1986 as to the costs involved with
various types of training generic to the nuclear industry (reference table

1. INPO point paper, 1985.
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3-1 from NUREG/CR-4627)2. This table shows estimated dollar values for
various types of training normally conducted in the nuclear industry. The
estimates may be applicable today if adjusted for inflation and may be
used to give a rough estimate of the cost of some training programs.
Additionally, it is important to realize that the cost of inadequate safety
assessments and evaluations for design changes or procedural reviews
may far outweigh the cost of the training programs to the utility.

POTENTIAL IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL STAFF AND TECHNICAL STAFF
MANAGERS TRAINING

In a recent speech to the Mid Atlantic Training Group, NRC Commissioner
Forrest Remick described the Technical Staff and Technical Stuff Managers
Training as potentially one of the most important and beneficial programs
in the industry. This program is still in the developing stages and should
be carefully reviewed to establish the ultimate goal of the training and the
resources to be dedicated to it at each utility.

2. NUREG/CR-4627 Table 3-1
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APPENDIX 1

TECHNICAL STAFF GENERIC TRAINING NEEDS

1. General Employee Training
2. Radiological Emergency Preparedness Training
3. ALARA Work Planning
4. Technical Specifications
5. Safety Analysis Report
6. TVA/GE Print Reading
7. Plant Design Basis
8. Plant Modifications Process
9. Industrial Safety

10. Plant Security and Non-Radiological Emergencies
11. Plant Reference Materials
12. Independent Verification
13. Temporary Alterations
14. Clearance Procedure
15. Regulatory Requirements
16. Nuclear Codes, Standards and Regulations
17. Quality Assurance/Quality Control
13. Plant Systems and Components
19. Plant Operations
20. Interfacing with Internal Organizations
21. Planning and Scheduling
22. Plant Procedures (Content)
23. Procedure Development/Revision
24. TVA Computer Information Systems
25. Technical Report Writing
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APPENDIX 2

TECHNICAL STAFF SPECIALIZED TRAINING NEEDS

1. Vendor Manual Control
2. Configuration Management
3. Purchasing and Material Stores
4. Process Control Theory (Prints,Symbols,Control,Wiring Diagrams and

Logic Diagrams)
5. Nuclear Reactor Physics
6. BWR Plant Chemistry
7. Material Sciences (Nuclear Materials)
8. Electrical Science
9. Thermal Science

10. Simulator Orientation Training
11. Supervisory Skill Training
12. Budgeting
13. Interfacing with External Organizations (NRC.INPO.etc.)
14. On-the-Job Familiarization
15. Personnel Policy
16. Stress Management
17. Root Cause Analysis
18. Industry and In House Operating Experiences
19. Work Control
20. Organization and function of the NRC
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APPENDIX 3

TECHNICAL STAFF HIGH PRIORITY TRAINING NEEDS

1. Technical Specifications
2. Safety Analysis Report
3. TVA/GE Print Reading, Plant Drawings
4. Plant Modifications Process
5. Industrial Safety
6. Clearance Procedure
7. Regulatory Requirements
8. Nuclear Codes, Standards, and Regulations
9. Quality Assurance/Quality Control

10. Plant Systems and Components
11. Plant Operations
12. Interfacing with External Organizations
13. Planning and Scheduling
14. Plant Procedures (Content)
15. Procedure Development/Revision
16. TVA Computer Information Systems
17. Technical Report Writing
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APPENDIX 4

MANAGERS GENERIC TRAINING NEEDS

1. General Employee Training
2. ALARA Work Planning
3. Technical Specifications
4. Safety Analysis Report
5. TVA/GE Print Reading, Plant Drawings
6. Industrial Safety
7. Plant Security and Non-Radiological Emergencies
8. Temporary Alterations
9. Clearance Procedure

10. Regulatory Requirements
11. Nuclear Codes, Standards, and Regulations
12. Quality Assurance/Quality Control
13. Purchasing and Material Stores
14. Plant Systems and Components
15. Plant Operations
16. Supervisory Skill Training
17. Budgeting
18. Interfacing with External Organizations (NRC,INPO,etc.)
19. Interfacing with Internal Organizations
20. Planning and Scheduling
21. Plant Procedures (Content)
22. Personnel Policy
23. Stress Management
24. TVA Computer Information Systems
25. Work Control
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APPENDIX 5

MANAGERS SPECIALIZED TRAINING NEEDS

1. Radiological Emergency Preparedness Training
2. Vendor Manual Control
3. Configuration Management
4. Plant Design Bases
5. Plant Modifications Process
6. Plant Reference Material
7. Independent Verification
8. Process Control Theory (Prints, Symbols, Control, Wiring Diagrams and

Logic Diagrams)
9. Nuclear Reactor Physics

10. BWR Plant Chemistry
11. Material Science (Nuclear Material)
12. Electrical Science
13. Thermal Science
14. Simulator Orientation Training
15. On-the-Job Familiarization
16. Procedure Development/Revision
17. Technical Report Writing
18. Root Cause Analysis
19. Industry and In House Operating Experiences
20. Organization and Function of NRC
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APPENDIX 6

MANAGERS HIGH PRIORITY TRAINING NEEDS

1. Technical Specifications
2. Safety Analysis Report
3. TVA/GE Print Reading, Plant Drawings
4. Industrial Safety
5. Clearance Procedure
6. Regulatory Requirements
7. Nuclear Codes, Standards, and Regulations
8. Quality Assurance/Quality Control
9. Plant Systems and Components

10. Plant Operations
11. Supervisory Skill Training
12. Budgeting
13. Interfacing with External Organizations (NRC, INPO, etc.)
14. Interfacing with Internal Organizations
15. Planning and Scheduling
16. Plant Procedures (Content)
17. Personnel Policy
18. Stress Management
19. TVA Computer Information Systems
20. Work Control
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JOB AND TASK ANALYSIS FOR TECHNICAL STAFF

Bruce C. Toline

ABSTRACT

In September of 1989 Cooper Nuclear Station began a project to
upgrade the Technical Staff Training Program. This project's roots
began by performing Job and Task Analysis for Technical Staff. While
our industry has long been committed to Job and Task Analysis to
target performance based instruction for single job positions, our
approach was unique in that it was not originally considered
appropriate for a group as diverse as Tech Staff. It was our
contention however, that since we were striving to provide a very cost
effective training product and still meet or exceed INPO requirements,
we would consider Job and Task Analysis for Technical Staff.

Much to our satisfaction the Job and Task Analysis Project was much
less complicated for Technical Staff than we had imagined. The
benefits of performing the Job and Task Analysis for Technical Staff
have become increasingly obvious as we pursue lesson plan
development and course revisions.

The outline for this presentation will be as follows:

o Philosophy Adopted
o Preparation Of The Job Survey Document
o Performing The Job Analysis
o Performing Task Analysis For Technical Staff And Associated

Pitfalls
o Clustering Objectives For Training And Comparison To

Existing Program
o Benefits Now And In The Future
o Final Phase (Comparison To INPO Guides And Meeting The

Needs Of Non-degreed Engineering Professionals)
o Conclusion

By focusing on performance based needs for engineers rather than
traditional academics for training we are confident our future
Technical Staff Program will meet the challenges ahead and will
exceed requirements for accreditation.
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PHILOSOPHY ADOPTED

When ! embarked upon the Tech Staff Training Development Project

I had my own preconceived philosophical notions; however, in a

project of this sort one has to have a starting point. It is important

to point out that, while there are several roads to success, the one

which appears to be shortest is the one upon which I, the engineers

that I am trying to serve, and my management can agree. I tried to

put myself into the shoes of the people I represent so that I could

select a philosophy sad goals that could be presented to them, which

they would endorse with enthusiasm. In selecting these goals the

operative words for me to base them on were "cost effectiveness" and

"quality". Consideration given to the above, I presented the project

based upon the following goals:

o Training which does not directly enhance job performance

should not be required for initial training,

o Initial training materials should be site specific

o Objectives for training should be based upon tasks actually

performed by Tech Staff Personnel.

o Training should have maximum availability for users,

o Vendor Supplied Training should meet performance based

objectives. If we set this as a standard we should be able to

insure that we get our money's worth when we ask a vendor to

provide training.

o The cost of training should not out-weigh the benefit,

o Training should be presented during hours which maximize

learning whenever possible. The morning hours would be

optimal for student retention,

o When possible most lessons should be designed to be 4 hours

in length, to maximize the trainee's usefulness to the plant.

(Note that our training facility is at the plant site.) Four hoars
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still allows time for the engineer to retain to his desk and keep

up with Ms work activities,

o Oar training program should be defendable to outside agencies.

We should be able to provide visible evidence on why we select

our objectives for training and why we choose not to train for

certain tasks or elements of tasks,

o Our training program should exceed requirements for INPO

reaccreditation.

In order to win support for the upcoming project, I went to the desks

of the individual engineers to find out what their desires for training

were and to convince them of my desire to provide meaningful training

for them wMch would help meet the above objectives. At this point I

had already decided that job and task analysis was needed to meet the

above objectives. During discussion with them I explained the job and

task analysis process as I went along to prepare them for the

upcoming event. Most of the engineers were very supportive of the

process because it was an analysis that should eliminate personal

prejudice to a large extent. The engineering management was also

supportive of this approach because the INPO guidelines would sot

support our objectives above in their entirety. I spent about two weeks

communicating to the engineers and trying to convince them that we

could develop a qualify training program; feat, that without their

support, would not be successful. This time was well spent because

their assistance in the development of site specific materials, without

question, contributed to the success of this project Their continued

cooperation will be necessary to maintain the qualify of future

materials to be developed. For the cooperation I have received from

the engineer's, I would like to express my gratitude and to emphasize

my respect for them and for the job that they are doing.
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PREPARATION OF THE JOB SURVEY DOCUMENT

Preparing The Task List

H e total population of our Tech Staff Group at the time consisted of

about 4S engineers and technicians. We just had the plant engineers

in ©nr group (not the design engineers from our corporate office)

which consisted of system engineers, performance engineers, reactor

engineers, safely and review group, maintenance engineers, and other

specialty positions. In order to pot together oar initial task list we

acquired ail of the job position descriptions for positions included in

oar technical staff group. Also we acquired all the information that

INFO sad In their data base for Tech Staff Tasks. INFO did have a

large task list with some table top analysis in their data bank. Many

of the INFO tasks did apply to our engineers bat they had to be

reworded to reflect differences is oar organization. We also used our

engineering procedures from which to derive tasks. After all the tasks

were put together I grouped them into duty areas just as a matter of

convenience. I then routed copies of the task list to ail the groups in

Tech Staff for their additions, deletions, aod commeats to ensure that

no tasks were overlooked. By the time we were done, we had a task

list of 30® piss tasks and we were convinced that it was accurate. In

this process we defined what we considered a task to be and what we

were sot going to create, L&, tasks that were specific to each system

but which could apply to multiple systems. This portion of the process

occurred over a 3© day period of time.

Preparing The Survey Document

We then created our survey document which listed each task and

provided for it's evaluation, given a value from 1 to 5, based upon:

o frequency of performance

o importance (considering the overall impact with regard to
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possible unnecessary radiation exposure to workers, damage to

equipment and systems, injury to personnel, loss of power

generation capabilities and possible radiation releases from

failure to perform a task properly),

o difficulty in performing the task.

We have a math model that we use as a guide for job analysis which

aids as in making the determination as to whether or not a task is

significant enough in terms of importance and difficulty to be analyzed

for training. The survey document was identical to surveys used by

other training groups at CNS, so we had only a couple of days of

clerical help invested in preparing the document

PERFORMING THE JOB ANALYSIS

The Actual Analysis

We had 35 members of Tech Staff actually participate in the survey.

We also worked with the computer program so that we could identify

who each respondent was in order to distinguish the tasks that were

specific to a group or individual. This aided us greatly in determining

which tasks applied to Tech Staff in general and which were position

specific. We gave the participants one week to respond to the survey

and it was about 2 weeks before the data could be inputed into a

computer program.

Analysis Results And Consensus

After we performed the job survey we met with engineering

management and supervision to look at the results of our efforts.

From the survey data we selected tasks that we would perform analysis

on based upon the values derived from the survey, the number of

people who perform the tasks, and the experience of the people
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involved in the consensus. We were all in agreement that any task

could I*, subject to analysis if the need arrived. This portion of the

survey process lasted about two weeks.

PERFORMING TASK ANALYSIS FOR TECHNICAL
STAFF AND ASSOCIATED PITFALLS

Gaining Support For Task Analysis Project

It was at this point lit time that some reassurance was required to

proceed with the project Based upon the number of tasks that we had

selected for training, there was concern that we were talking about

many more required training hours than they had anticipated. This

concern was what I used to justify the upcoming task analysis. It was

my contention that engineering tasks, because of their nature, would

contain many identical objectives. The advantage of performing the

task analysis would be to provide a means to identify and cluster those

similar objectives. To support this contention I performed an initial

task analysis on a task I selected because our QA group had identified

a need for training associated with the performance of this task. The

task was technical receipt inspection so I sat down with an engineer

whom I considered a subject matter expert and we performed the

analysis. It turned out to be an excellent example because it provided

as with a means to resolve their concern and proved to be a good

example for analysis. We identified all the elements in the task with

associated references and standards. Then we looked at each element

to determine the skill and knowledge required. The results of the

analysts showed that this is not a particularly difficult task to perform

as long as the performer is familiar with how to locate the various

requirements associated with codes and standards and is familiar with

the terms and requirements associated with testing. We were

convinced there would be many other engineering tasks whkh would
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specify these identical requirements. Hie information also provided

insight into what codes and standards are associated with

procurement at Cooper Nuclear Station.

The Plant Management Contribution

It was at this point that Engineering Management came to my rescue.

I knew that the task analysis project would require more time than I

had available. My budget was set such that I was not going to be able

to get outside assistance. The Engineering Management hired a

contractor from an outside source to work under my direction and

perform task analysis for this project. For their assistance in this

matter I am deeply indebted and would like to make a point of

conveying to them my appreciation for their cooperation. It is my

belief that the entire success of this project depends upon the

cooperation of the parties involved and in that area we exceeded

reasonable expectation.

The Program Development Contribution

During the development of this project Program Development was

frequently consulted by myself and the contractor assigned to help

with the analysis. Without their input we certainly would have

overlooked a number of details which added to the quality of the

product that we created. I also would like to thank Program

Development for their patience and assistance. I know that I barged

into their office on many occasions with requests for advice and I was

never disappointed.

The Task Analysis Project

Our goal was to perform task analysis on 68 priority tasks over a 6

month period from March to September. Not only were we to perform

the analysis, but also have them reviewed and approved by subject

matter experts and by our program development people. The
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contractor that was selected to help in the analysis was selected based

upon his technical background and not based upon previous analysis

experience. We felt that technical expertise would be of more benefit

in this instance and we had not located anyone who had experience in

performing task analysis for Tech Staff. I had to make two

assumptions at the beginning of this project and they proved quite

controversial at first but they aided the project considerably. The

assumptions and rationale went as fellows;

o First we assumed that our entry level Tech Staff Person had an

Engineering Degree; (for the most part this was true and we

decided to upgrade the training requirements for non-degreed

engineering professionals at the end of the project). As we

performed each task analysis we identified only that skill and

or knowledge which we considered beyond entry leveL We felt

that we could more accurately assess what we considered to be

entry level during performance of each individual analysis

rather than trying to draw conclusions at the end of the

project

o Nest we determined that, for our purposes, we were going to

define skills as abilities associated with psychomotor elements.

This assumption created quite a bit of discussion but for tasks

as highly cognitive as engineering tasks this assumption makes

sense. A task which is highly cognitive does not lend itself to

assessing the skill of the operator because of the large number

of possibilities. Given our assumption, however, technical

writing would be an example of a skill.

As we performed task analyses we tried to be consistent in how we

defined a knowledge or skill. This was just so that we would have an

easier time of clustering similar knowledge requirements or skills at

the end of the project We completed our task analysis project one
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month ahead of schedule and we had analyzed an additional 44 tasks

beyond what we had scheduled. While performing the analysis for

some tasks, we would find one task embedded within another and in

the process of doing the analysis would complete both. Also we would

find tasks that were so closely related that we could accomplish both

simultaneously. This really caused the project to go much faster than

expected. The bottom line is that we were very pleased with our efforts

and the engineers who assisted In performance of the various analyses

were very supportive of, and very involved in, the development of their

own training program.

CLUSTERING OBJECTIVES FOR TRAINING AND COMPARISON
TO EXISTING PROGRAM

This part of the upgrade is where you actually start to find out if your

efforts will bear fruit. Since we had an existing program we had to

consider how we were going to implement the new information. First

I set about clustering the knowledge items which were identical or

similar. I tried to group them into subject matter areas based upon

lessons that already existed or lessons that would possibly be

developed. In this process we had to keep in mind the amount of

information we would like to have in one lesson, remembering our goal

of 4 hour classes. Much to my surprise the knowledge requirements

clustered very nicety and the amount of information that was going to

be required for training still looked very manageable. Once I had the

items clustered I began to develop objectives. We utilize the System

Engineer Concept at CNS and I tried to develop lessons that would

compliment our organization. When our existing lesson plans are due

for revision, we eliminate objectives which are not supported by the

task analysis and add objectives and information that are. Also I did

a normal revision to existing material against any changes that may

have occurred. I have several new lessons under development and I
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have a very dear path to follow for the program upgrade. As I

proceed with development I try to get £s much input from the

engineers as possible and thongh it takes more time, it adds insurance

that the final product will not only be performance based but site

specific.

BENEFITS NOW AND IN THE FUTURE

Benefits Now To Mention A Few

The task analysis itself is a tremendous resource for an instructor for

several reasons. Many times while conducting a class, a question will

come up about a task and the file can be easily accessed to provide

information concerning the specific task, Secondly, during course

development and revision, the tasks cannot be overlooked as to their

obvious value for development. The course material in it's entirety

can be designed to support the tasks.

The engineers are very supportive of training, especially since the

training is becoming so much more well targeted in helping them

perform their duties and since they played a part in development.

When we request training from vendors now we use the task analysis

to support the objectives that they are to meet. We also use it to

evaluate what they are trying to sell us. We get a much better product

from vendor supplied training as a result.

We use the analysis to defend our training program when questions

arise during audits from QA or outside agencies. Prior to having the

analysis it was pretty much our opinion against the next guys but now

we have statistical information to back our opinions.

Benefits In The Future To Mention A Few

Systems Training for System Engineers has been laigely based upon

objectives developed for operations. Our task analysis has helped us
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realize that we need to redesign systems courses in their entirety for

engineers. System Engineer objectives are much more technical in

nature. Hie design and technical aspects of systems need to be

included in greater detail taaa they have been in the past. System

information from USAR, Tech Spec's, Original Contracts, and Code

specific information should be included in the systems training. This

need has ted as to set the following goal for ourselves. We are

attempting to develop self paced systems courses for system engineers

which will be about 8 hours in length and will utilize mixed media.

To support this we videotaped our systems training for our licensed

operator classes and will edit the tapes to be used as part of the self

paced courses. Also we embarked on a project to upgrade the

information to be included in 44 systems so that it is suitable for

system engineers. This goal is apart from our BWR Systems Overview

Training which is given to all new engineers. The self paced approach

is much more suitable for a training environment which would create

a great deal of one on one training. Any engineer who has been

assigned a new system will be able to take the associated self paced

systems course as soon as he is available without concern for

scheduling. We believs that this approach will meet all of our original

goals we set at the beginning of oar upgrade.

As time has allowed, we have performed task analysis on some tasks

which are position specific. While some tasks may only apply to a

specific position we still need te be able to meet the training needs of

those individuals. By analyzing the tasks, we can develop objectives

which can help us to ensure that we meet those position specific needs.

We may find it more cost effective to go to an outside source to get

training for many position specific requirements, but at least we can

select a source who can meet our objectives. In reality we will

probably use some combination of in-house training and vendor
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supplied training to meet position specific needs, but without tbe task

analysis project we would not have tbe confidence that we have met all

the needs of individuals with unique responsibilities.

FINAL PHASE
(COMPARISON TO INFO GUIDES AND MEETING THE NEEDS

OF NON-DEGREED ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS)

Comparison To ENP0 Guides

H e final step in this training upgrade project will be to take a look

at the INFO Guides for Tech Staff and see how we stack up. We may

at that point want to assess the differences if they exist. If we choose

to add any training material based upon the guidance or justify why

some matedal is not required, we should be able to do so by using the

job and task analysis project as the means of justification. This step

is necessary for two reasons: First, we want to demonstrate to the re-

accreditation board that we intend to meet and exceed requirements

for re-accreditation and secondly, we want to have a means to

subjectively evaluate what we have accomplished against the industry

accepted practice.

Meeting The Needs
Of Non-Degreed Engineering Professionals

As I have visited with other Tech Staff Instructors around the

industry, we have frequently discussed the plight of the individual who

functions in a technical capacity but does not have a degree in

engineering. In the final phase of our program, we would be remiss

if we did not address the needs of those individuals. We intend to

evaluate the additional training needs of those individuals and develop

a method to meet those needs based upon comparison of each

individual's experience and training against a developed standard.
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CONCLUSION

After I started preparing this paper for the symposium, an

organizational change was made to our Tech Staff Training Program.

Filly one job positions were added to our training program. This

addition consists of about 80 people, primarily from our corporate

office. My initial reaction was stark terror; however, the appropriate

course of action seems simple enough, first, I need to establish

communications with the new engineering professionals involved.

Then, I will have to validate the task list to include any additional

tasks and to identify the scope of their responsibilities. Some new

tasks can be considered for survey and analysis and we can proceed

from there. In reality, the addition of that amount of technical

expertise will be a tremendous asset.

We believe our training program will be one of the best in the industry

in terms of cost effectiveness. We dont anticipate more than 200

hours of initial training for the new engineer, including General

Orientation Training. Upon successful completion of this initial

training the engineer would meet all the training requirements to be

a system engineer after receiving the appropriate systems training.

We believe that our engineers are some of the top engineers in the

industiy, as evidenced by the INPO # 1 Rating which they were

awarded in plant operations at the beginning of the year. It is our

contention that bigger is not better in the training industry. I have

confidence in oar engineers at Cooper and it is my sincere desire to

serve them and Nebraska Public Power District to the best of my

ability. It is a challenge to maintain the standards of excellence set

by our peers in the nuclear industry and yet the men and women of

Nebraska Public Power District have always been able to meet the

challenge.
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SYSTEM SK5INEER PQS^TyQN SPECIFIC QUALIFICATION

E.R. Diedrich

M.D. Ehredt

ABSTRACT

Since the beginning of the post TMI era in commercial nuclear
power, the adequate training and qualification of power plant
personnel has been recognized as one of the major contributors
to overall plant safety. In response to the numerous findings
which resulted from the TMI incident, thes Industry has been
driven to produce an unimpeachable standard for the training
and qualification of licensed nuclear operators. With the vast
amount of resources and talent which have been brought to bear
on this undertaking, the goal has been essentially achieved.
The weighing of resources to this one area however, has
overshadowed the equally important training and qualification
needs that exist for other Nuclear Plant personnel.
Closely related to the whole philosophy of technical staff
training is perhaps one of the most overlooked concepts in the
operation of a nuclear facility - ownership. The idea of
ownership of a particular system or component is often not
addressed in day to day operation because of the way in which
areas of responsibility have been departmentalized. While
every department at a given site shares the two common goals
of any nuclear facility, protection of the public and power
generation, areas of responsibility typically overlap to the
point where true ownership of a system or component may become
& gray area. One method of addressing system ownership has
been through the use of System Engineers. Despite some
existing INTO guidance however, the training and qualification
standards for system engineers are sketchy at best and vary
widely throughout the industry. This paper intends to provide
details on the standard developed by the Baltimore Gas and
Electric Company for the qualification of System Engineers at
their Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plants.
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INTRODUCTION

System Ownership

One of the major factors driving the institution of a System Engineering

organization is the problem of system ownership. At a nuclear power plant, system

ownership is a complex concept since so many different organizations within Che

plant have cognizance over various aspects of a system. System operation and

system maintenance for instance, even though closely related, are controlled

through different departments and sometimes even through individual groups within

these departments. While each department may feel a sense of ownership, this

ownership may not encompass all aspects of the given system. It may be possible

that even with all the departments onsite taken into account, some cspects of

system operation, construction or performance may not be tracked or even

monitored. For true system ownership to exist, there must be an individual or

group of individuals who has the responsibility for all aspects of system

operation and performance.

While the assignment of the design, construction and operation of plant systems

to a particular engineering group solves the problem of system ownership, it

raises the question of qualification of the individuals within the group. What

should be the knowledge level of a system engineer? The Baltimore Cas and

Electric Company (BG&E) has attempted to develop an answer to the question of

System Engineer qualification. The remainder of this paper explains how a

qualification standard was developed at the Calvert Cliffs plants and what

problems arose during the implementation of the standard.
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QUALIFICATION STANDARD DEVELOPMENT

Qualification Standard Design

Application of the Job and Task Analysis

In order to meet all relevant criteria for the qualification of System Engineers,

the first step taken was to assemble a team of highly experienced personnel from

the plant training and the plant engineering organizations. It was immediately

recognized by this group that the bulk structure of any resulting qualification

document would have to be driven by the Job and Task Analysis (JTA) which had

been performed for the System Engineering department. Several man-weeks were

spent in the reviewing and updating the Task Analysis to ensure that no major

changes had occurred since the Job and Task Analysis had been performed. At the

end of the review process the members of the Qualification Team were satisfied

that a valid JTA was in place.

The first piece of information extracted from the JTA was that two distinct types

of requirements existed: General Knowledge/Training Requirements and System

Specific Knowledge/Training Requirements. Each of these requirements were

different enough to demand Individual treatment in the qualification process.

The second major piece of information to be extracted from the JTA was the

extensive scope of knowledge that is required in order for any individual to

establish true 'ownership' of a nuclear power plant system.

Qualification Standard Format

The findings resulting from the review of the JTA were just one of the major

factors that drove the final fonoat of the qualification standard. One other

major consideration was, understandably, the manpower loading required to

accomplish the required level of qualification. Considering the extensive nature

of the knowledge required by a System Engineer, the type of structured training

program required to impart this knowledge would be a monumental undertaking. In

order to allow engineering personnel to attain the required knowledge level

without encountering severe manpower restraints, a more economical approach to

the situation was needed. This approach was found in an old standard: the

qualification manual.
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The qualification manual has long been an industry standard for the training and

qualification of technical personnel. In fact, the draft of ACAD 90-xx,

Guidelines for Training and Qualification of Engineering Support Personnel, which

was put out for utility comment by the National Academy for Nuclear Training in

October, 1990, recommends the use of qualification manuals. The qualification

manual approach has the advantage of being largely a self study program. This

maintains the necessary structure of a program while relieving some of the

manpower loading that would be necessary for formal training. The qualification

manual approach also has the advantage of easily handling the general and

specific knowledge and training requirements separately. One qualification manual

was developed that addressed the general requirements that had to be met by all

System Engineering personnel and additional 'system specific' qualification

manuals were developed that addressed the specific knowledge requirements for

each plant system.

Once the format had been decided, it was agreed by all parties involved that the

qualification manuals had to meet the following design criteria:

They had to provide a measurable standard based on the JTA

They had to be fully auditable

They had to be of real value to the end user group - the System

Engineers

They had to be readily controllable and updatable

They had to provide the system engineering personnel with some

reasonable guidance in locating specific technical information that

would be necessary to support the qualification process.

Range of Topics

The knowledge areas identified by the JTA included all aspects of system design,

operation, maintenance and testing. As a qualification standard, the manuals had

to address each of these areas and provide an adequate testing format for each.

To accomplish this it was necessary to divide each manual into four (4) general

sections.

The first section was administrative in nature containing such items as a list

of the references used in the body of the manual, a statement of the purpose of

the manual and directions for control of the manual as a training record.

The second section of the manual was devoted to all levels of system knowledge
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including general system functions, system and component design criteria, power

supplies, instrumentation, interrelations with other plant systems and applicable

plant procedures. Figure 1 contains the outline for section II.

FIGURE 1

OUTLINE OF QUALIFICATION MANUAL SECTION II

II. SYSTEM KNOWLEDGE/ABILITIES
A. Fundamental Knowledge
E. System/Component Design
C. Power Supplies
D. Instrumentation
E. System Interrelations
F. System/Component: Failure Response
G. Controls, Interlocks and Automatic Actuations
H. Technical Specifications
I. Procedures
J. Preventive Maintenance
K. System History

The third section of the. manual addresses the practical factors

necessary for a complete understanding of system operation, testing and

maintenance. This section includes system walkdowns, operation of major

components, surveillance testing and planned maintenance. The items contained in

this section are all considered to be participatory in nature.

The fourth section of the manual was designed as the final certification for the

System Engineer. After completion of the manual, senior engineering management

performs a final evaluation of each candidate by reexamining a statistically

significant number of the items contained in both section II and section III of

the manual.

Final Configuration

In order to best describe the final form that the manuals actually took and the

additional factors that drove this form, Figures 2 and 3 are copies of actual

pages from the Main Turbine System Engineer Qualification Manual. Figure 2 is a

copy of a page from section II of the manual and Figure 3 is a copy of a page

from section III of the manual.
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Referring to Figure 2 we see a page from the System/Component Design portion of

section II. This section was designed using ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance

Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants, as a guideline for the

topical items. Note that each individual knowledge/ability item is divided into

four (4) parts. The first part of an item is the statement of the required

knowledge or ability to be mastered by the student. The second part of an item

consists of a bolded section which contains specific plant references where

information relating to the knowledge/ability statement may be located. This

drastically reduces the time required for the students to locate specific

information. The third part of an item is a listing of the task statements to

which this knowledge/ability item relates. This allows a ready correlation

between manual items and the JTA as required by ANSI/ANS-3.1, Selection,

Qualification and Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants. The fourth part

of an item is an evaluator signature block for the verification of mastery of the

knowledge/ability item.

Referring to Figure 3 we see a page from section III of the manual. You may note

that this page follows the same format for performance items as was followed for

knowledge/ability items with one modification, the signature block contains two

lines instead of one. Since section III of the manual is actually On the Job

Training (OJT), the guidelines of INPO 86-029, Development and Implementation of

On-the-Job Training Programs, were followed. Due to the participatory nature of

the items contained in section III of the manual, specific training for each one

of the performance items is required. This training is verified by a separate

signature.

Qualification Standard Control

Ensuring the auditability of the qualification manuals requires both a strict

method of controlling changes or additions to the manuals and the ability to

readily locate information within the body of the manuals themselves. Since

forty-six (46) manuals have been produced to date, locating specific information

or making generic changes could become extremely time consuming. To avoid this

problem, BG&E has placed the entire bulk of the qualification manuals into a menu

driven database system. The system allows for the rapid searching and editing of

all of the qualification manuals simultaneously.
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FIGURE 2

B. System/Component Design

1. Locate/Discuss Che performance requirements(capacity, rating,
output) for the following:

a. Main Turbine (rating and capacity)

b. Reheat Steam System (moisture and superheat)

c. Turning Gear (speed)

d. EHC Oil pump (capacity and pressure)

FSAR - Section 10.5
Technical Manual - Steam Turbine Generator

(12-065), (13-065-01, 02, 03, 04, 05)

TASK:01.Q3, 01.10, 02.06, 02.09, 03.03. 03.09,
03.12, 05-12, 05.23, 06.05

Date Evaluator

2. Locate/Discuss the codes, standards and regulatory
requirements (including the applicable issue and/or
addenda.) which apply to the Main Turbine system In
general and the following Components in particular:

a.. Main Turbine

b. Protection and Control components

c. Reheat Steam System

FSAR - Sections 1.1, IB.2, 1.4.11,
10.5 and Table 1E-1 and
10-1

TASK:01.06, 01.08, 01.09, 02.01, 02.02, 02.03, 02.06, 02.08,
03.12, 03.15, 05.15, 05.24, 06.05, 13.01, 15.09, 16.01

Date Evaluator
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FIGURE 3

AetlonCode

20. Respond to excessive U-l Turbine Vibration, PI,D
1A0P-7E Step X

TASK;05.07, 04.01, 05.24, 01.10, 12.02, 01,03+
3.09, 02.06, 05.12, 01,08, 03.03, 05.01

Date Trainer

Dace i&valuator

21, Respond to Loss of Turning Gear Motor with a PI,D
Hot Turbine;.
1A0P-7E Step V

TASK;05.07, 04,01, 05.24, 01,10, 12.02, 01.03,
3.09, 02.06, 05.12, 01.08, 03.03, 05.01

Date Trainer

Date Evaluafcor

22. Confirm Auto Engagement and Rotation of Main PI,D
Turbine Turning Gear on lhtit-2.
EOP-1 Step III.F.2

TASK:06.05, 05.07, 04.01, 05.24, 01.10, 12.02,
01.03, 3.09, 02,06, 05.12, 01.08, 03.03,
05.01

Date Train**

Date Evaluator
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QUALIFICATION STANDARD PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Basis for Production

Why did BG&E* invest the resources into this project?

First the role of the System Engineer needs to be understood:

Definition of a System Engineer

A degreed engineer or equivalent or an engineering analyst in Plant and Project

Engineering who is assigned responsibility for maintaining expertise in assigned

systems, and for serving as a focal point and team leader for system problem

resolution and system improvement. The System Engineer may also be assigned

similar responsibilities for components or other areas of responsibility which

cross systam lines.

With this vast area of responsibility, and frequent turnover it became clear that

a fonealization of system knowledge was necessary. BG&E had an independent

assessment of plant engineering performed which resulted in some training

concerns. A finding of our Duke Engineering Assessment was that "some engineers

were not qualified to perform the tasks they were required to do." At the time

of this assessment, BG&E was actively involved in the development of an Engineer

& Technical Staff Training Program, which included System Engineer training.

This task has been completed. The program includes course work in Reactor

Theory, Thermodynamics, Fluid Flow, Electrical Science, Plant Systems, Integrated

Plant Operations, and Codes & Standards. It essentially follows the program

outlined in INPO 82-022, Technical Development Programs for Technical Staff and

Managers.

The training program is offered twice a year, more often if it is required. The

first group of engineers completed training in December 1988. The next training

session commenced in September 1989 and two (2) addition training sessions were

conducted in 1990.

A set of position-specific training manuals is being provided for approximately

60 major systems. Qualification Manuals are developed and used by System

Engineers for initial qualification. BG&E's commitment to safety and quality

coupled with the Duke Engineering Assessment prescribed this need for System

Engineer knowledge upgrades.
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Data Collection Process for the Job and Task Analysis

The job and task analysis was performed within the guidance provided by INPO 85-

006, Principles of Training System Development. Task surveys were sent out to

selected engineers whose responses were categorized as Train, Re-train and No

Train. These position-specific tasks were further associated with identified

jobs. In addition to relating tasks to jobs, the JTA also identified task

conditions, standards, references, personal safety considerations, human

interfaces, consequences of inadequate performance, skills and knowledges, and

elements. All of these factors were applied to the development phase outlined

earlier.

Process Logistics

To create manuals for sixty systems necessitated dedication of resources. A

complement position, in Plant Systems Department, of Training Coordinator was

created and filled. The commitment was to provide Qualification Manuals,

references, qualified trainer/ evaluator personnel, training schedules and

coordination to the trainees. Work could not come to a halt because Qualification

manuals now existed, so waivering of system knowledge was allowed. Motivation

for an engineer to complete his manual is indirectly linked to monetary

incentive. The System Engineer has built into his performance objectives a

qualification schedule. The performance objectives are reviewed annually and pay

raises are based on total performance objective completion. Each engineer is

responsible for approximately three systems varying in complexity. Once the

engineer completes his manual he becomes the system expert, and can provide

system checkouts and sign-offs for other engineers. The procedures needed to

implement these criteria were developed and approved.

Three types of procedures were needed to implement this program:

Database maintenance

Qualification manual implementation

Administrative requirements
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Administrative requirements surfaced as generic maintenance documents, procedure

hierarchy, purchase specifications, surveillance tests, etc. These requirements

were common to all systems and were segregated out of individual system manuals.

They were grouped together and proceduralized as generic Administrative

Requirements.

Where is the Industry Going?

Recently the National Academy for Nuclear Training issued a draft of ACAD 90-XX,

Guidelines for Training and Qualification of Technical Staff Personnel. Within

this draft is guidance that supports:

Initial training consisting of orientation followed by departmental

position-specific training.

Continuing training that will be associated with position-specific

training only.

Position-specific training that would lead to task or duty

qualification.

This guidance along with the INPO Good Practice TS-413 85-033, Use of System

Engineers, has added worthwhile industry influence into BG&E's System Engineer

Training Program.

ACAD 90-XX is only a draft but does reflect some current thoughts and trends that

are sure to change the qualification process for Technical Staff Personnel.

Implementation Concerns

Acceptance by the field personnel of position-specific qualification prior to

signature capabilities is slow and needs to be accomplished in phases. The field

personnel need to be brought in early on in the manual design phase. They need

adequate opportunity for critiquing the manuals. Field personnel need to know

that this is their qualification manual and they will eventually control it.
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Stages of Implementation

Phase I Design

Phase II One clean draft out for full field comment

Phase III Production of the first group of significant systems. These

again go out for comments.

Phase IV Full production of remaining systems incorporating all

comments from the previous phases.

Phase V End user control of the program

BG&E has completed Phase I and has experienced limited success accomplishing

Phase II and Phase III. The Project Manager was the Training Department, this

caused some turfmanship concerns and separation of resources. It was prudent to

have Che Training Department heavily involved but the project would have worked

better if the end user was the Project Manager.
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MANTG Technical Staff and
Manager Training Committee

Ronald E. Schaffer

Abstract

In January, 1989, the Mid-Atlantic Nuclear Training
Group created a sub-committee to address training
programs for Technical Staff and Technical Staff
Managers as defined in INFO Guideline 82-022 and Ken
Strahm's letter of August 14th, 1985. It was
recognized that there were many different
interpretations of the guideline due to the variety
of plant organizations and titles involved in this
program. The committee's charter is to focus on
the differences among the various programs
represented, to identify the differences between the
various implementations of the TS&M program, and to
try to identify a common thread or basis upon which
a model program could be built. Although the
committee was formed as a part of the Mid-Atlantic
Nuclear Training Group, attendance at the meetings
has been open to anyone wishing to attend and has
been attended by representatives of INPO and of
several New England Training Association (NETA)
utilities. This paper provides a brief overview of
the items discussed at the six meetings held to
date, a discussion of some of the conclusions drawn
from those meetings, and a look at how some of these
ideas were incorporated into the program at Public
Service Electric and Gas.

Background

In September, 1982, the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations

(INPO) issued guideline INPO 82-022 for "Technical Development

Programs for Technical Staff and Managers." This program was

included in the original ten training programs eligible for

accreditation by the National Nuclear Accrediting Board. Unlike
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the other accr©ditabl© programs, such as licensed operators,

chemistry technicians, and maintenance technicians, there was a

fundamental disparity in job functions, titles, and functional

implementation in the "Technical Sta£f and Technical Staff Manager"

work area from utility to utility and from plant to plant. This

made it extremely difficult for both the utilities and for INPO to

implement the accreditation process on these programs, since unlike

the other programs, definition of population was required before a

rational attempt at program review or development could be

undertaken. Although the program descriptions in 82-022 appeared

pointed and specific, there was also much room for interpretation

due to the wide differences in plant types, plant organizations,

plant procedural implementation and other factors affecting the way

technical staff and their managers do their jobs.

In an attempt to clarify this situation, Ken Strahm, INPO's

Vice President for Training and Education, issued a letter in

August of 1985 transmitting a point paper on the expected

implementation of the Technical &taf£ and Technical Staff Manager

program.2 This letter attempted to define the positions INPO

expected to find in a utility Technical Staff and Technical Staff

Manager training program, and refined the list of topics expected

in a typical program. The list of positions was extremely helpful

in limiting the scope of the population. Even though the titles

chosen were generic, they described functional responsibilities

which must be considered oven if the organizational structure does

not contain tha specific positions cited. The Strahm letter also

acknowledged the fact, that all of the objectives contained in INPO

85-002, "The Accreditation of Training in the Nuclear Power

Industry" 3 could only be applied selectively to the Technical Staff

and Technical Staff Manager accreditation area since completion of

position specific job and task analysis was not required. "Rather,

a broad scope assessment of training needs and program content is

expected."2

As one might expect from the events described above, each
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utility went about developing and implementing it's own

interpretation of the guidance. The accreditation process,

following the guidance of the Strahm letter, evaluated each program

on it's own merits and not against a firm standard such as that

available for the other accreditable programs. It is no surprise,

then, that there were, and still are, wide differences in the

programs from utility to utility.

Mid-Atlantic Nuclear Training Group

Background

In 1981, several training managers in the mid-atlantic region

met to discuss common problems and share solutions. This group

found that this sharing of information was quite valuable and that

each participating training organization benefitted through

avoidance of creating a local solution to common problems. These

managers decided to formalize their relationship and formed the

Mid-Atlantic Nuclear Training Group (MANTG). For the first several

years, this group continued to be just a meeting of training

managers or their representatives. As the business of trailing

grew more and more complex, MANTG determined that more benefit

could be gained by having the experts in several fields meet as

sub-committees to MANTG under the auspices of the manager's

committee. As a result of this decision, sub- committees were

formed for operations, radiation protection and chemistry,

maintenance, instrumentation and control, and training development

and education.
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Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager Committee

At the manager's committee meeting in November of 1988, the

fluid character of the Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager

training area was discussed. I was asked at that meeting to form

an ad hoc subcommittee to study the problem and attempt to bring

some commonalty to the programs among the participating utilities.

In an effort to broaden the experience at the meetings, I chose to

invite members of the New England Training Association (NETA) to

the organizational meeting of the sub- committee, which was held at

the Public Service Electric and Gas Nuclear Training Center in

Salem, New Jersey in January of 1989. The committee has met seven

times and has discussed a variety of subjects related to the

training of technical staff and managers. Each participant has

taken the experiences of the others and incorporated ideas

pertinent to their program.

The Issues

Overview

The meetings of the subcommittee generally have a common

format. Items of current interest are discussed, including updates

on issues pertinent to each utility represented. Recent audits,

accreditation visits, or other activities related to the Technical

Staff and Technical Staff Manager training area are discussed and

information and experiences shared. Each meeting also has a focus

of one or more topics which are agreed to at the previous meeting.

All participants are expected to bring examples and materials

relevant to the focus topic. The following topics have been

discussed at the seven meetings conducted to date:
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- Continuing Training

- Remediation

- Qualification

- TS&M Population

- Fundamentals Training

- Waivers and Exemptions

- Record Keeping

- Exam Banks

- Use of Industry Events

- Using Student Feedback

Each of these will be discussed in more detail below. The

intent of these discussions is not to dictate a method of

satisfying a requirement, but to share one's approach. Each

participant then determines if the approach will work in his or her

program and uses it, modifies it, or disregards it as needed.

Continuing Training

Various methods of providing continuing training were

discussed, including required reading, presentation at group

meetings, and formal training. All types are used, and the topic

in many cases determine the appropriate method of presentation.

Although there are some continuing training needs which are

applicable to the general technical staff and manager population,

some subjects must be tailored to small groups or even to

individuals. This creates a complexity to this program not found

in other programs. In some cases, only generally applicable topics

are presented through the TS&M program. Position specific topics

are provided in conjunction with technical continuing training

under other programs. The committee consensus was that the

continuing training must address the core subjects and that

individual needs may be addressed through other means or through

individual instruction.
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Remediation

It was generally agreed by all participants, that the approach

taken in most programs is to re-cycle the individual who failed a

course through that portion of the course failed, rather than

providing topic specific remediation. As the character of the

course and the population becomes further defined, it nay be

appropriate to remediate on a task or function basis, but at the

present, the programs are mostly topical and not task based.

Qualification

Since the Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager programs

are not rigorously task based and formal task analyses are not

always performed, a task based qualification system is not

appropriate. Because of this, the linkage between completion of

training and job qualification has not been effectively made. In

general, a trainees' supervisor determines on a subjective basis

whether or not the individual is qualified to perform his or her

job. No detailed qualification cards are utilized for the general

technical staff population. Some positions, such as systems

engineers, have been analyzed and a task based qualification system

has been implemented. I have implemented a formal qualification

and training process for my systems engineer students, but the

process described above is applied to all other technical staff and

manager positions.

TS&M Population

The numbers and types of staff included in the population of

the Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager program varies

widely from plant to plant. This was expected due to the variety

of plant organizations and the broad definitions provided in the

descriptions of the program. Some functions identified in the
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guideline1 and the Ken Strahm letter2 may be performed by several

people in different organizational units, and some functions may be

grouped in a single individual or job type. Additional complexity

is found where positions outside the strict definition as provided

in the references are included to provide this training to them.

As a result of our discussions, the committee participants have

refined their population descriptions for their programs and the

scope of the training program is aligning better from utility to

utility. We have re-structured our program to eliminate those

positions not considered part of Technical Staff and Technical

Staff Manager training from our procedure governing this training.

In order to provide training to these other positions, we have

created a new procedure to provide similar training on a less

formal and voluntary basis to other positions not covered in other

training programs. INPO has recently developed a draft guideline

to replace 82-022 which will bring further order to this program.

The committee has reviewed this draft and provided suggestions

based on our experienced to INPO.

Fundamentals Training

Fundamentals training in the Technical Staff and Technical

Staff Manager programs varied from two weeks to fourteen weeks.

The definition and material for this portion of the program tends

to be highly developed since most programs have been drawn from

existing materials for operators and technicians. The wide

variance in level of detail included in the training has provided

excellent background information to all to modify or re-focus their

fundamentals training. Some of the shorter programs have been

expanded utilizing the materials and concepts shared at the

meetings. We have drawn upon the experiences of other members and

have enhanced the fundamentals and systems training offered to our

Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager population, while

retaining the less rigorous training previously used for

orientation of other employees.
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Waivers and Exemptions

Various mechanisms exist for addressing an individuals'

previous knowledge and skills. It is generally accepted that

waivers, in the sense of stating that a capability is not needed by

an individual, are not acceptable. Exemptions based on analysis of

an individual's previous training or experience are a viable method

for avoiding repetition of training which the individual does not

need. Although the level of approval and the method of initiation

of an exemption varies from utility to utility, the criteria and

basic principals applied are generally equivalent. We agreed that

in all cases an exemption from training should be based on

objective analysis of an individuals' capabilities and validation

of previous training and experience. Valid documentation to support

exemptions is a necessity.

Record Keeping

Most utilities participating in the committee are keeping

records on a more or less individual basis, rather than a work

group basis. Some utilize a training requirements and completion

matrix by job position. The method of record keeping varies from

manual systems through stand-alone personal computers to networks

and mainframes, but the basic necessities for records generation

and retrieval are similar. It was agreed that the nature of the

Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager program is highly

individual based and requires a system which can account for

individual training either on-site or at a vendor's school.

Exam Banks

Most utilities participating do not maintain an examination

bank for the Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager program.

Those that do generally draw on the fundamentals and systems exams
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from other programs, such as operations, to get their questions.

As the program gets better defined and, particularly when formal

job and task analyses become the norm, then exam banks committed to

this program will become viable. In selected portions of some

programs, such as systems engineers, exam banks are maintained. We

are building an exam bank for our systems engineer program, but

currently have no formal exam bank for the general Technical Staff

and Technical Staff Manager program.

Use of Industry Events

Incorporation of industry events and experiences into initial

and continuing training programs is a valuable training method and

tool in any training program. This is also true for the Technical

Staff and Technical Staff Manager program. Industry events and

experiences range from INPO Significant Operating Experience

Reports (SOERs) to incident reports unique to each facility. There

are valuable experiences and learning points directly applicable to

every job in the plant contained in these reports. It is generally

agreed that this mechanism provides a basic resource for technical

staff continuing training and is utilized by all members.

Using Student Feedback

It is generally recognized that soliciting and acquiring

feedback from the students who attend training programs is the most

effective way of assuring that the programs meet the student's

needs. Although there are various forms and methods used in the

Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager programs of gaining

this input, the basic precepts are similar. In general, student

comments are solicited immediately after the class is completed.

This type of feedback provides primarily information on the conduct

of the class and the presentation. After the trainee has been back

at the job for some period of time, information is gathered from
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the trainee and from his or her supervisor as to whether the

training enhanced the individual's job performance and abilities.

In task based programs this can be rather straightforward, but in

the technical staff program the views tend to be more subjective.

It was found that various method are utilized to solicit this

information, ranging from mailed surveys to personal interviews.

All methods can and do provide valuable information needed to

refine the training programs.

Into the Future

The MANTG by-laws require that for a sub-comraittee to become

a permanent, or standing committee, it must meet regularly for a

period of two years and then be evaluated for continuing need. At

the November 1990 MANTG manager's meeting I requested that the

Technical Staff and Manager subcommittee become one of the MANTG

standing sub-committees due to our evaluation of continuing need

and value. The managers agreed and established it as a standing

committee. We intend to continue to f mis on topics relevant to

the Technical Staff and Technical Staff Manager program area and

will attempt to bring some uniformity to this program. One of the

initiatives we are considering is development of a generic or model

program drawn from our individual experiences which meets the

criteria contained in the draft guideline. We have no commitment

to fully implement this generic program at our individual utilities

since it cannot satisfy all our individual needs, but it will

provide a practical example against which we can measure our

individual programs. Our meetings are open to any utility

representatives who wish to participate. Attendees need not be

members of MANTG to attend meetings and participate in committee

activities. We will continue to refine our programs based upon our

shared knowledge and thus make the Technical Staff and Technical

Staff Manager program better and more able to meet the needs of our

students.
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THE CLIENTS PERSPECTIVE
Client and Owner

Michael J. Colorab
Manager of Operations

Nine Mile Point Nuclear Power Station - Unit II

ABSTRACT

After Nine Mile Points' Licensed Operator Requal-
ification Program was declared unsatisfactory by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the importance of quality
training (the clients need) took on new meaning. During
a year of recovery, the clients needs were determined,
and training responded. The end result was a strong
program, with ownership in the right place.

AS A CLIENT

The basic need is effective training. It's easy to say; it makes sense. It's

difficult to implement. The need is for operators that know systems, procedures,

and policies. The need can be broken into key elements:

1 - Program
2 - Training methods
3 - Instructors

The program needs to be well organized and structured. It must be auditable.

It's important for the "client" to be able to see where and how all regulatory

requirements are satisfied. The training department needs to be responsible for

this process. "Interpretations" should be made with plant concurrence. The

program needs to provide good documentation in all areas. It must be easy to

determine whether or not an operator is qualified and in what areas.

The program needs to have a good feedback mechanism. It must be possible for

any operator (from the newest employee to the manager) to suggest improvements

to existing training.
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The program needs to be able to incorporate plant and industry lessons learned.

The decision on what items need to be included should come from the plant.

Training needs to take the lead on how the training is accomplished. This is

a challenge. If this is not done right, training becomes "overloaded" with

industry events (Unit 2 training has had feedback that too much time is spent

on industry events). The effectiveness of industry events is lost if improperly

presented. To the extent possible, long classroom sessions should be avoided.

Where adaptable (and most are) these events should be incorporated into simulator

sessions.

The program needs to provide feedback to the supervisors and managers on problems

and status. The feedback needs to be timely and complete, Periodic formal

reports are good, but short frequent communications give managers and supervisors

a chance to react: to problems before they become serious, and be continuously

"informed".

Quality training methods are essential. Operator feedback indicates the

simulator (this should surprise no one)is the best training tool. Niagara

Mohawks (my) goal is to spend 50 percent of Licensed Operator Training time in

the simulator. Simulator scenarios need to be numerous and flexible enough to

keep operators challenged and to reinforce system knowledge (i.e., don't let "2"

Intermediate Range Monitor fail upscale every training week). Simulator

scenarios also need to be demanding. At least one training scenario and

evaluated scenario each cycle must force the crew to exercise the more difficult

sections of emergency operating procedures. Thera should be a balance, of

course, with "normal" operations training, but the crew needs to be prepared for

plant transients. In the last year, Nine Mile Point Unit II has experienced a

partial loss of the instrument air system and a generator ground. After each

of these events, the crews commented on how simulator training had prepared them

to control the plant.

Classroom training needs to be interesting. This can be a challenge. There is

normally a mix of knowledge and experience levels on a crew and in a class.

Staff licenses may also be involved. The material must be at a level that

everyone learns.
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Unit 2 requalification training instructors have started handing out elementary

diagrams when teaching systems. The students are expected to follow along in

electrical diagrams as instructors teach interlocks.

Often, technical seminars are brought into the training cycles to give the

operators a chance to expand their knowledge. Examples of successful subjects

are protective relays and microprocessor controlled radiation monitors. System

engineers are used as subject matter experts, and usually conduct the training

(this also promotes teamwork between operators and system engineers).

Another need is quality instructors. Instructors need to have the respect of

the students (imagine teaching operators about "their" plant). Instructors need

to be prepared when they walk into the classroom (or simulator). They need to

be the authority on the subject. Questions need to be answered, if not

immediately, as soon as practical.

Instructors need to reinforce station policies (e.g.: communications, procedure

compliance). In the simulator, during training exercises, immediate corrections

must be made. Students should only leave after doing things correctly. It is

not acceptable to tell students hours or days later that their performance was

unsatisfactory.

Instructors need to strive for realism in the simulator. An operator' will

probably never forget he is in the simulator, but the greater the realism, the

better the training value. This places demands on the simulator and uhe

instructors. The simulator needs to correctly model the plant; problems must

be identified and corrected.

The instructors must become technicians, mechanics, reactor engineers, and any

other support function that could be called. The reasons for failures must be

credible, and the response to problems must be in line with normal plant

operations (at Unit 2, simulator instructors ask operators to call the names of

actual plant personnel for support).
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AS AN OWNER

The message is clear in the industry. The plant needs to own the training

program. The manager and supervisors need to control the content and direction

of training. This takes involvement and responsiveness on the part of managers.

It takes participation at all levels. It is necessary for the manager to assess

training and provide input to the process.

Training needs to continue at the plant. It is not enough for training

instructors to enforce and reinforce policies and procedures, managers and

supervisors need to expect the same at the workplace (if it's only a "training"

expectation, it won't happen).

The manager needs to have documented expectations (and policies). This allows

consistency between crews, and between the plant and training.

The manager needs to spend time in training (beyond required participation

although this is a good start). The only two ways to assess training are to

witness it first hand, and see the effect on plant performance. From assessments

of each of these, the owner needs to continuously fine tune the program.

The manager needs to be involved in any outside assessments of the program or

people. This sends the clear message of ownership, and also- shows support of

the training staff and students.

PROVEN METHODS

One concept that has had a positive effect on training at Unit II is the

formation of an Operations Training Program Advisory Committee (OTP&C). The

committee is made up of Operators (non-licensed, and licensed), supervisors,

instructors and managers (from the plant and training). Meetings are held

monthly. The agenda typically includes proposed changes to training, a review

of the status of training and general discussion. The committee is chaired by

a reactor operator. Meetings provide a chance for all interested parties to

input to the process, recommend to the managers and get immediate feedback.
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Another id«ta that worked well (and originated in OTPAC) was the rebuilding of

our non-licensed operator training program. Non-licensed Operator Training was

suspended for approximately S months. Operators and trainers worked together

to select and analyze tasks, develop training material and lesson plans. The

project was finished on time, and the operators and instructors feel ownership.
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CLIENT EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS

MAKING THEM KNOWN

T. K. Eiggins

Good Morning. My name is Tom Higgins. I am the Operations
Manager at Commonwealth Edison's, Byron Nuclear Power Station,
Byron Nuclear Power Station is a two unit Westinghouse 4 loop
plant, 1175 megawatts each, located in northern Illinois.

While working with Commonwealth Edison I have served in both
the company's Training Department and Operating Department.
While thinking about what I was going to present today, I
thought back over my past personal experiences both as a
trainer and as a trainee. I have come to the conclusion that
the most valuable contribution a customer can make to the
Training Department is direct involvement. It is my belief
that the most worthwhile involvement that Operating can have
with Training is by supplying experienced Operating personnel
to the Training Department as instructors on a rotational
basis. This method leads to open lines of communications
between the departments and ensure the training instructors
have a vested interest in the quality of their product.

When I first started with Commonwealth Edison Nuclear
Operations in the early 1970's, the Training organization
consisted of one individual at our Quad Cities Nuclear Power
Plant. The responsibilities of this individual was, for the
most part, to coordinate the training presented by General
Electric in their licensed operator training program. There
was no training for other departments such as Maintenance, Rad
Protection, Chemistry or Technical Services.
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The non-licensed operators training program consisted of

approximately four weeks of introductory level topics.

Due to the escalation of our training program requirements to

meet the accreditation process that occurred in the early

1980's, the Training Department grew in leaps and bounds, but

even prior to this, through our own requests and requirements,

our Training Department grew ten fold.

Because of the rapid growth of the training departments, many

times contractors and direct hires from off the street were

used to fill training instructor needs. This led at times to

resentment from the operators. They were being taught by

people who had never had operator experience in their Control

Room. The Training instructors had not been "baptized under

fire". This generated a "wall" between the Operating and

Training departments and led to less efficient training

programs, lack of understanding betvaen the two departments and

was a real block to sharing of information.

After analyzing this problem and searching for input from the

two departments involved, it became apparent that there was a

need for greater operator involvement in the training programs,

both in the development of the programs and the presentation.

To this end, we started sending our best operators to the

Training departments.

In the mid 1970's at the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station we

started supplementing our Training Department with shift

experienced operations people. On a rotational basis, Shift
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Supervisory people would assume the roles of training

instructors and training instructors would assume the roles of

Shift Supervisors. This had an enormous impact on tearing down

the wall that had been built between the Operations Department

and the Training Department.

With the advent of accreditation in the early 1980's, the need

for increased staff levels in the training departments caused

us to, once again, rely on contractor personnel and direct

hires from off the street. Again, the resentment started to

build and recognizing this we started to supply the Training

Department with top operations personnel. We now have

established a career path for our best reactor operators to

advance from the Control Room into the Training Department

classrooms. While functioning in the Training Department as a

classroom instructor, the reactor operators are given the

opportunity to upgrade their Reactor Operator license (RO) to

that of a Senior Reactor Operator license (SRO) and become

potential Shift Supervisors.

Over the past two years we at Byron Station have re-assigned

approximately six of our top Shift Supervisors to our Training

Department and in turn have re-assigned six of our Training

Department instructors to Shift Supervisor positions. Also, we

have established a career path for RO licensed personnel,

whereby they promote to Training instructor, attain their SRO

license and then as need arises, promote to Shift Supervisor.

The assignment of our Shift Supervisors to training and

Training Instructors to Shift Supervisors is intended to be a

rotation. This is on a two (2) year basis; the Shift
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Supervisor who has been assigned to training will rotate back
onto shift being replaced by another Shift Supervisor and the
Training Instructor who has been assigned to shift will rotate
back to training, likewise, being replaced by a different
Training Instructor.

The two (2) year rotation was arrived at mostly by "trial and
error." The time has to be long enough for the individual to
learn the new position and become productive but not so long as
to seem a permanent move.

In addition to this, during the process of accreditation for
our Operator Training programs, we have spent many manhours in
table top discussions and job analysis with our Operations
people to ensure that our Operations Training programs are
indeed truly task based.

This year we will receive onsite our plant specific training
simulator. To date, the Operating Department has reviewed and
helped write most of the simulator acceptance tests that are
presently being performed.

When the simulator arrives on site, scheduled for the 15th of
February, the Operating Department will be directly involved
with the initial start-up and testing of the simulator prior to
actual start of our training program. Once again, due to the
reasons we have recognized in the past, we are supplementing
the staff of the simulator from the Operations staff. The
simulator staff will have 14 people. Of those 14, 10 have come
directly from the operations staff.
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These efforts of supplying the training staff have to some

degree impacted our Operations staff. It goes without saying,

the top candidates for training positions are also our most

experienced Operating people. However, this is a short term

effect and is offset by the positive results we have seen.

I believe that we are essentially over the hump now and have

firmly established the path of Operations people advancing

through our training organization to go on to be Shift

Supervisors. People with training background prove to be

invaluable in our shift organization. They bring their

questioning attitudes and classroom, textbook knowledge to the

shifts. This blend of knowledge with experience has promoted a

sound, knowledgeable Operations staff. In turn, the

experienced Operations people in the training organization have

brought a real "hands on" level of knowledge to the Training

Department. It has provided an ease of communication between

the departments. The Training Department knows Operating

expectations because they are essentially an extension of the

Operating Department.

The system I have described has brought the Training Department

and the Operating Department very close. It requires very

little effort to make Operating expectations known to

Training. As one of the Shift Supervisors that recently

rotated to Training put it, "I have two (2) years to ensure

this program will provide good qualified operators to the

Shift." He went on to say "I will have to live with what I

provide."
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With this attitude and the close working relationship of the

two departments, the expectations of the Operating Department

have become the expectations of the Training Department.

I expect this blend to also result in a very successful

simulator training program in the future as we incorporate our

onsite simulator training program with our present classroom

training program.
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CLIENT PERSPECTIVE

M. Cohen T. A. Oleksiak

ABSTRACT

Training Sections can best serve the needs of their clients
by encouraging them to recognize that self-determination and
overall training program ownership are the key ingredients of
a successful program. In a support role, Training Sections
should provide excellent lesson plans and instructors, good
record keeping, and feedback vehicles. Most importantly,
Training Sections should communicate closely with their
clients and provide maximum flexibility to support overall
client responsibilities.

WORKING RELATIONSHIP

From the inception of the Perry Nuclear Power Plant's Maintenance Section

training program, there has been a positive and constructive working

relationship between the Maintenance and Training Sections. The major

ingredient in this successful formula is communication. Effective

communication has resulted in the Training Section's responsiveness to

the Maintenance Section's needs relevant to changing Plant conditions.

These methods of communication between the two Sections are not limited to

the instructor to student level. Formal meetings are frequently held to

discuss the Maintenance Section's goals, progress, and current status with

Manager involvement from both Sections. Daily communications between the

Maintenance Section Training Coordinator, who reports directly to the

Maintenance Section, and the Training Section Lead Maintenance Instructor

ensures smooth schedule coordination. The establishment of such positions

with concomitant responsibilities is essential.

A second factor in the working relationship between the Maintenance and

Training Sections is an overall understanding of the each Section's

responsibilities. The training procedures, which are jointly approved by
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the Maintenance Section and the Training Section, state that the former is

responsible for the implementation of their training program. The

Maintenance Section accepts ownership of the program and demonstrates this

responsibility. At no time throughout the training program history have

Training Section personnel attempted to force a schedule, lesson plan, or

any other requirements upon the Maintenance Section. The Training Section

does, however, make suggestions for goal attainment and provide

documentation and reports that indicate the training status. The

Maintenance Section establishes the training requirements and then the

Training Section fulfills them. The Training Section did, however,

provide Maintenance with expert consultation during the on-set of the

program when requirements, as delineated in NRC and INPO documents, were

being reviewed. Thus, a mutual understanding of responsibilities as well

as accompanying accountability created the environment for a successful

program.

CLIENT EXPECTATIONS

A thorough understanding of what the Maintenance Section expects from the

Training Section is essential to the overall success of the training

program. These expectations should not be inferred but should be

frequently discussed and widely accepted by both Maintenance and Training.

Produce Lesson Plans and OJT Documents

All of the initial lesson plans for classroom training are prepared by the

Training Section. The Maintenance Section in turn reviews these lesson

plans for content and applicability prior to courses being taught. This

further demonstrates the ownership and involvement that Maintenance has

with the training program. The same is also true for On-the-Job-Training

(OJT) modules.

Supply Professional Instructors

Maintenance, as the client, recognizes the difference between professional

trainers who can lead a discussion with appropriate questions and
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instructional techniques versus an individual who does not have basic

instructor skills. Based on various forms of feedback, the Training

Section must recognize a need for changes in the instructor's methods or

the instructor himself, in order to improve the quality of training. The

client expects the instructors to enhance the training by encouraging

the more experienced students to share their knowledge. This results in

the information taught being specific to work performed at a particular

station and at the same time makes the presentation more enjoyable.

Schedule Training to Accommodate Maintenance Goals

The Training Section is charged with developing a proposed classroom

training schedule for an upcoming quarter. This schedule is based on the

needs of the Maintenance Section in order to meet specific goals. The

Maintenance Section Training Coordinator reviews the schedule and makes

any necessary changes to accommodate the work load, shift schedule, and

personnel availability. The key to making this particular scheduling

method work is the flexibility of the Training Section. The Training

Section may at times be required to revamp an entire quarterly schedule,

or in some cases, cancel a large portion of the scheduled training due to

unforeseen circumstances, such as a forced outage. In each instance, the

rescheduling must be accomplished in a cooperative manner. The Training

Section must view their role as a service organization and the Maintenance

Section as their client, keeping in mind the old adage that "the customer

is always right."

Utilize Feedback for Continuing Improvement

The Maintenance Section realizes the importance of feedback in order to

improve their training program. Feedback is communicated to the Training

Section in various ways. Initial feedback is through the lesson plan

review. Another method is course critique. Initial, feedback from

students to instructors is in writing, using the standard fill-in-the-dot

rating system. This system is adequate for data compilation but falls

short with respect to communicating specific problems. This is true in

spite of the space provided for the student to write in his concerns.

Experience has shown that many excellent mechanics/electricians do not
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feel comfortable expressing themselves by the written word. Even those

who are ambitious enough to embark on a journalistic venture, usually do

not provide enough detail or give specific reasons for their comments

and/or complaints. It has been found that the most productive method for

obtaining feedback is a verbal critique led by the instructor at ihe

conclusion of class. This gives an individual the opportunity to express

himself without having to work at it (putting it in writing) which helps

stimulate ideas and typically will involve the majority of the students in

the classroom. It also provides immediate feedback to the student from

the instructor, and the student leaves the classroom knowing that his

comments have been heard.

Record Keeping

It is imperative for the Training Section to maintain accurate records

with respect to trainee participation. Records should be available by

either individual trainee or by course. Date(s) attended as well as

correlation between students and courses are required. Vhen called upon,

Training personnel, must act promptly to supply the requested data.

HOLDING THE STUDENTS' INTEREST

During a recent poll conducted among the Maintenance Mechanics at Perry,

they were asked, "What makes one training class more enjoyable than

another?" Based on previous feedback, the results were not at all

surprising. The majority of the mechanics enjoy a class where the

instructor asks a lot of questions which in turn promulgates good class

participation. Most of the students preferred an instructor who directs

questions to specific individuals and not just the entire class.

Training which involves some kind of hands-on exercise, where everyone has

the opportunity to participate, was another favorite. The ideal situation

would be to have enough tools or equipment for everyone to be involved at

the same time. This would also allow for the training to become more

personal due to the students working in smaller groups.
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Waivers and Test Outs

The option to waive or test out of classroom training at Perry was given

serious consideration. The result) however, led Perry to limit waivers or

test outs. Although this restriction may be loosened in the future, it

was deemed appropriate for the initial phases of a new program. At the

on-set of the program, trainees' knowledge varied from novice to

journeyman. The Training Section instructors were called upon to solicit

constructive criticism and "plant specific" information from the incumbent

employees. Their input was then incorporated into applicable lesson plans

that will be used in the future.

Conveying the Client's Needs to Training

In addition to the day-to-day collaboration between the Maintenance

Section Training Coordinator and the Training Section Lead Maintenance

Instructor, periodic formal meetings are held between the Section Managers

and their staffs. Furthermore, Perry has three other formal means of

communication. The first involves the course critiques, both written and

verbal. The second involves programmatic post-training evaluations. The

last vehicle is called a Training Assistance Request (TAR). This form is

used to convey training needs that are not normally offered but are

either necessary or would enhance client performance.

ON-THE-JOB-TRAINING

On the job training and certification is administered and controlled by

the Maintenance Section. Training Section personnel are utilized in the

OJT process as trainers, when needed, but they never act as evaluators of

job performance. The final determination as to the qualification of an

individual rests solely with the Maintenance supervisors. This is still

another example of how the overall responsibility for the training program

rests with the Maintenance Section.

The OJT training/evaluator program is a fail safe method to ensure that

the level of knowledge among all of the qualified mechanics is at an
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acceptable, minimum level. The Training Section agrees vith this

philosophy of providing the necessary teaching and training required but

not determining who is qualified to perform the work. Such a deter-

mination must rest vith the organization chartered to perform the vork.

The Maintenance Section, not the Training Section, is held fully

accountable for vork performed in the plant.

Responsibility

Each trainee must be avare of his responsibility vith respect to

qualification cards and classes that are required in order to achieve his

maximum qualification. A trainee's supervisor must get involved vith the

individual needs of each employee. The supervisor is assisted in this

endeavor by the Maintenance Section Training Coordinator. The Coordinator

must vork closely vith the Training Section to assure that classroom

training is available as veil as stay abreast of daily vork activities so

that OJT opportunities are realized on productive vork.

OJT Waivers

Unlike the restrictions placed upon vaivers and test outs of classroom

training, as described above, vaivers have been permitted for OJT modules

during initial implementation. Whenever an individual is vaived from a

particular module, it must be by mutual assent betveen the incumbent

trainee and the supervisor. If an individual is not allowed to

participate in OJT for a particular module, based solely upon the opinion

of his supervisor, a negative effect could result. This individual could

feel alienated and develop an attitude that there is something he has

missed. Conversely, an incumbent trainee should not be the only one

determining vhich OJT modules he should vaive. One approach used at Perry

involves an interviev session vith each incumbent trainee, his supervisor,

and the Maintenance Training Coordinator. Thus, a suitable number of OJT

module vaivers can be agreed upon, factoring in the incumbent trainee's

past knowledge, skill level and vork history.
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CONCLUSION

Training Sections can best serve their clients through excellent

communication, good record keeping, excellent instructors, quality lesson

plans, and total flexibility.
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TRAININS FOR OONl'lMJOUS IMPROVEMENT

Rober t J . Hovey

ABSTRACT

This presentation addresses the need for continuous
improvement in nuclear training and INFO's new
guidelines for shift supervisor selection, training
and qualification, and professional development from
an Operations Manager's perspective.

OQNHNUCOS

Over the past few decades, we have all seen considerable change in the
way we train people to work in cur nuclear facilities. Our training
programs and requirements have evolved over the years to meet the
changing demands of the industry under the guidance of INFO and the NRC.
Many of us have seen training departments, which consisted of one
instructor on a shoe string budget using a trailer for a classroom and
generic traimrjg materials, evolve into huge training staffs with
considerable resource ocranitmants using modern training facilities and
accredited training programs. This evolution has been positive and has
paid and will continue to pay big dividends for the industry.

Implicit in the concept of evolution is a disturbing characteristic.
Evolution suggests continuous change. That means we are not done yet,
and that we will never be done.
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In the nuclear business, if you are not improving, you are falling
behind because everybody else is improving. I am not sure who made that
statement first, but it is a widely recognized fact. Our challenge is
to train for continuous inprovanent.

In this presentation, I would like to share seme of my views and
expectations concerning our latest challenge, the new INFO
for Shtffc fflTppTvjj^or Selection. Ttarij|jj)cf ̂ d Qualification, and

SHIFT SUPERVISOR GUIDELINES

All of our utilities have established training programs for eleven (11)
Key positions to meet our INTO accreditation oomaabnents. Shift
supervisor selection, training and qualification, and professional
development will be the twelfth program for each utility which will be
reviewed for reaccreditation starting January of 1992.

Selection

One of the most significant changes with the new program may be that the
processes we use to select shift supervisors will be included under the
INFO accreditation. Utilities will have to document how they evaluate
and select shift supervisors if they do not already have formal

1 Qij<j*»|.in'a<g for Shift Sun^^^^or Selection. Trainipgf wpA Qualification,
and Professional Dev*1 opnent
Academy Document, 90-019 (Ncvestoer 1990)

2 S*7"̂ t"fwic Plan for_yv^7<^lrn? ft*8?** Nuclear Fow^r* Plant's
Nuclear Power Oversight Caasaittee (November 1990)
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selection programs. Howewr personnel records related to the selection
of individual shift supervisor candidates will not be reviewed as part
of the accreditation process.

Senior line managers should be included in the shift supervisor
selection process. As a m-in-iraim, the Plant Manager should be involved.
At seme utilities, the Chief Executive Officer is involved in shift
supervisor selection.

Training and Qualification

The candidate that the initial training and qualification program is
designed for are SROs with on-shift experience of one or more operating
cycles. Others nay be selected as shift supervisor candidates. Of
course, the training would have to be modified to compensate for their
differing experience.

The outlines in the guideline provide a framework for using existing
training materials and, where needed, for developing new training
materials. This is different from other training guidelines in that
the initial program design is provided rather than just topical areas
for the training program.

INFO estimates that five weeks of training will be required prior to
promotion to the shift supervisor position. Some credit say be taken
for the training already received during SBD etc other training programs.

3 Maintaining; Aotnrprtitation of Tr^i^ng in the N U C I ^ T Power
INFO Document - ACAD 90-025 Objective/Criteria Section 2.12

4 Briefing for Station. Operations, and Training Managers

January 25, 1991 Nick Paleologos (INFO)
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Since the training builds upon the experience gained by an cm-shift SRO,
we should not take too much credit for prior training. Additionally/
exemptions from training segments should be tailored on an individual
basis - after reflecting on the individual's demonstrated use of the
techniques covered in the specific training segments. In other words,
training exemptions should be based upon individual performance rather
than the fact that training has been provided as a part of some other
program.

It looks like anyone promoted to shift supervisor after January 1992,
will have to have completed the five week shift supervisor training
program. That means that we may have to start our training programs as
early as December of 1991, if we are planning shift supervisor
promotions early in 1992. We also may need to train some of our other
SPDs on-shift as a contingency to cover unexpected shift supervisor
vacancies, should they occur after January of 1992.

Most of the subjects required for the shift supervisor initial training
involve case studies, structured exercises, role playing, or group
discussions. As a result, larger classes will be better than smaller
classes. In my qunion, a minimum of four (4) people would be required
to participate in each class for the training to be of much value. It
may be difficult to break away four or more SROs on-shift for shift
supervisor training. This will be difficult at our three unit facility;
it may be impossible at some single unit facilities. Some utilities may
want to conduct joint training programs with other utilities for mutual
benefit, B u s night also present an opportunity for higher quality
training at a lower overall cost.

One of the most unique and interesting aspects of the new shift
supervisor training program involves the people who will be conducting
the shift supervisor training. Experienced Shift Supervisors, Human
Resource people, the Safety Coordinator, the Maintenance Manager, the
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Operations Jfenager, and other key managers will help conduct the
training. This will require a major coordination effort by the training
departments and line managers involved. Direct exposure to these key
people in a training environment should provide opportunities for
lively conversations, valuable insights, and a clear understanding of
expectations.

Since seme of the instruction in the shift supervisor training program
will occur in non-traditional settings such as discussions with
individual managers, monitoring and evaluating training in these non-
traditional settings sre not expected. Also, the training materials
that are used to guide discussion sessions with trainees do not need to
be in lesson plan format, but should include key points that support the
learning objectives. The training materials should take into account
the job position and experience of the designated instructor4

Professional Development

Starting January 1992, all new shift supervisors will be expected to
attend a two week professional development seminar in Atlanta during
their third to ninth month on the job, but no later that than the
twelfth month on the job. The two week seminar does not count as a part
of the five week training and qualification program. INTO will have a
pilot seminar in May and two other seminars this year, and eight per
year starting in 1992. Participation in the seminars will represent a
significant ccranitment for each utility and is expected to provide a
significant opportunity for growth and development of each shift
supervisor.
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In addition to participation in the INFO seminar we need to provide
other opportunities for growth and development. Shift supervisors
should visit other stations, work on a short term basis in a variety of
functional areas in our nuclear organizations - such as training, and
attend management, technical, or other courses.

IMPESEMEATiCN

We are required to review our processes for selecting shift supervisor
candidates and enhance it, as necessary, by August of 1991. We oust
select training methods and develop the enhanced training identified in
the new shift supervisor guidelines by November of 1991. Then, we must
implement the revised training for shift supervisors by January 1992, or
be prepared for implementation when the next student need exists.

I began this presentation by talking about our challenge to train for
continuous improvement. The challenge at hand is to implement the new
shift supervisor guidelines. It is a new pi.uyi.aiu with new concepts and
new people participating in the training arena. This program will
require more direct line management involvement with training than any
other prujidM. Let's take the time to do it right. Let's do it in a
manner that makes it truly worth while to our shift supervisors. Let's
make it fun - something our people look forward to. Let's really
prepare our shift supervisors so they can do their best from the first
day on the job.
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FORGING A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN OPERATIONS AND TRAINING

Jamas J. Sheppard

ABSTRACT

Following the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979, the world
of training changed radically, and the field became very
specialized and technical. In some cases, this led to a
marked separation between Operations and Training and a
decrease in the effectiveness of the training program due to
divergent objectives and needs. By recognizing the mutual
needs between Operations and Training, defining each group's
role and developing mutual objectives, an effective program
can be implemented and a true partnership formed. Following
the implementation of the mutually agreed upon program, an
ongoing measurement of the effectiveness of the program can
help to strengthen the partnership and to assure that
corrective action is taken in a timely manner, when required.

Introduction

The world of Operator Training has come a long way in the last

ten years. In the dark days after the accident at Three Mile

Island, the quality of Operator Training was placed in doubt

and a tremendous effort was undertaken to upgrade the training

provided and to restore the confidence in that process. As

the training world was transformed through the coming of age

of accreditation and industry standards as spelled out by the

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, the business of

training became sore complicated, more technical, and more

specialized. Training became a world of JTAs and KA factors

and other technical terms and jargon. As this occurred, in

some cases, Training was left to the trainers and Operations

was left to operations. Inevitably, if this occurred, the

objectives of the organizations became divergent and the

overall effectiveness of the Training Program, though
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technically correct, was lessened.

As I went through Senior Reactor Operator training in 1987 and

1988, I became concerned that such a divergence may have

occurred at H. B. Robinson. When I became the Operations

Manager at H. B. Robinson in 1988, I decided that I would

assure that any divergence that may have occurred was

corrected. To do that, I felt that collectively, both

Operations and Training needed to understand the overall

training needs, that the roles of each organisation needed to

be clearly defined, that a clear set of mutual objectives

needed to be developed, and that the effectiveness of the

implementation of those objectives needed to be measured, and

corrective action taken based on those measurements. I felt

that if these steps were taken, we would hava an effective

partnership and a truly Vln-Vin Situation for all concerned.

Defining the Heeds

As mentioned above, the first step in forging the partnership

is to understand the true Training needs. One of the key ways

to understand the overall needs in the Training area is for

Operations Management to experience what is being provided.

Additionally, if Training Management is also receiving the

training, then both sets of management will begin to

understand what the true needs are. I believe that this is

one of the strengths at H. B. Robinson. All of the Operations

Management must maintain a current NRC license. All of the

Instructors in the Operator Training Program are either

licensed or certified, including the management, and the

overall Training Unit Manager is a former Shift Supervisor.

Therefore, the Training Program is a living process and not an

abstract exercise to the management responsible for making it
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happen. Of course, there are other methods of understanding

the needs, but being the recipient of the product and a

participant in the training certainly is an effective one. It

also adds a considerable amount of credibility to management

when they must stand and perform in the simulator and in the

field in the same manner as their subordinates. As our

Operations and Training Management experiences the Training

Program, they are also asked to assess whether it is providing

what is desired in terms of overall direction, effectiveness,

and objectives. This is key in understanding what the needs

of the program are from a customer perspective.

Defining the Roles

Once the needs are understood, then the roles of the

organizations need to be understood. As I mentioned before,

in the case of H. B. Robinson, from an Operations standpoint,

the roles had been allowed to migrate to a view that

Operations operates and Training trains, and the two should

not be mixed. In late 1988, both Operations and Training had

come to the conclusion that this relationship was not one that

would assure success in the future. In seeking to define new

roles, a process utilized in Carolina Power & Light Company

called Total Quality was used extensively. One of the keys in

the process is to define the customer and supplier roles of

the parties concerned. A key factor in defining these roles

is the realization that both parties are customers and

suppliers, that both are interdependent and mutually

supportive. Once the respective needs from both a supplier

and a customer standpoint are defined, then a mutual set of

objectives can be worked out. This was done at H. B. Robinson

in the late fall of 1988, through a series of candid

customer/supplier oriented meetings in which the focus was on
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the problems, not who was at fault.

Implementing the Partnership

Although it say be somewhat tiae consuming to go through the

above process, it is essential in order to make the

implementation of the partnership work. Implementing the

partnership is a tough task because there is a lot of trust

involved. Each organization is allowing some of its future

success to be decided by someone else. Additionally, there

must be sharing of resources to accomplish the common

objectives. At H. B. Robinson some of the obstacles that we

had to overcome included:

1. Operations wanted Training to provide quick

turnaround on some training issues. Training did

not have the resources or the processes tc allow

this to happen. This was solved by establishing

two positions within Training that are staffed by

Operations on a rotational basis. The function

is called Real Time Training and meets the need

described.

2. Operations did not want Training making operating

policy. Training needed to know what the policy

was in order to strengthen and enforce it.

Operations committed to the establishment and

maintenance of Operations standards that are

adhered to both in the simulator and the plant.

Additionally, Operations committed to communicate

policy decisions through the line organization

and not through the Training organization.
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3. Operations needed the Training schedule to

accommodate both the Operations training pipeline

and also the periods in the year where extra

operators were needed onshift to support plant

evolutions and/or relief requirements. Training

agreed to skew their schedule to accommodate

Operations, and Operations compromised to allow

the proper simulator outages and to economize on

total instructors required.

4. Operations needed a formal feedback mechanism for

procedure problems that were identified during

training and Training needed assurance that their

concerns would be addressed. A simple mechanism

was established both in the Simulator and the

classroom which documented procedure problems and

transmitted them to Operations. Upon receipt,

Operations acknowledges the Item and provides

documentation of the disposition of the comments.

5. There was a need for the results of selection

exams and annual exams to be a joint decision

rather than merely a Training decision. To that

end, Operations committed to provide management

personnel to witness exams and to be part of the

decision process with regard to pass/fail, etc.

6. Finally, there was a need to assure that the

communications were clear and open between the

two organizations. One method utilized was to

assure that Training Management was copied on

most Operation's internal communications.

Secondly, the presense of Operations personnel

within the Training organization, who still were
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on the Operations routing, also fostered the

routine exchange of Information. Training

reciprocated with their correspondence and both

parties aade active efforts to assure that there

were no surprises with regard to each other.

Monitoring the Results

Once the relationship was implemented, then it was necessary

to aonitor and measure the results. Some measurements are

obvious and objective, while some are more subtle and

subjective. On the subtle side, there seemed to be a lift in

morale on both sides and th« spirit of cooperation Improved

greatly. On the objective side, the early results of

simulator exams and initial license exams were good and along

norms expected from the past. Operator critiques of the

program were reasonable and everything appeared to be going

along smoothly.

The above rosy assessment of the status of Operator Training

was rocked severely in December, 1989. In that month, H. B.

Robinson nominated five operators for Initial licenses, and

five for upgrade licenses. Although we felt that all the

candidates were extremely well qualified, the test results

were a 30% pass rate against our traditional 90% plus. We

were devastated and decided that we needed to do a thorough

investigation and initiate exhaustive corrective action.

Because we had established previously the basis for our mutual

relationship, we also approached the corrective action from a

mutual standpoint. We found precursors that we had not

listened to and weaknesses that we had previously overlooked.

Together we designed corrective action, together we described
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it to our organisations and together ve described it to the

NRC. The results of that corrective action were a 100% pass

rate on the subsequent initial license exams that were

conducted in July, 1990. Additionally, ve feel that we

discovered and initiated corrective action on many of the same

types of problems that eventually lead to the program failure

during the LOR exams at our sister plant, Brunswick.

An additional benefit of the partnership has been the way that

we have been able to prepare for our LOR exams scheduled for

March, 1991. The process defined above has established the

methodology for Operations and Training to work together to

prepare for success. As we found in December, 1989, it is not

a guarantee of success, but it certainly puts one in a

position to either achieve success or to recover from setbacks

more effectively.

SuBnsarv

In summary, in order to have an effective Operator Training

Program, there has to exist a partnership between Operations

and Training. Both parties need to understand the training

and management needs, the roles of both parties need to be

well defined and a mutual set of objectives established. Once

this is done, the plan can be placed into effect and the

results measured so that any corrections can be determined and

implemented.
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IMPROVING OPERATIONS TRAINING PERFORMANCE

Larry Hopkins
Philadelphia Electric Company

Limerick Generating Station

PAPER WAS NOT RECEIVED AT TIME OF PUBUCATION
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SPECIALTY TRAINING SESSION

Terry M. Williams, PhJ>.

Session Chairperson
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provided during the preparation of the following papers for publication.
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SPECIALTY "PAINING! MBfflEfflMNQ TPE IMPACT OF

Susan Haherstroh-Timpano

ABSTRACT

Virginia Power is currently undertaking a major effort in the area
of procedure upgrade. All station/corporate administrative and
station technical procedures arc; scheduled to be upgraded over the
next 5-7 years.

Administrative procedures are being revised to create a generic set
of station administrative procedures to be used at both sites and by
corporate, when corporate staff performs station functions. All
station technical procedures are being revised to include the most
current INPO and NRC recommendations, consistent format, a
commitment flagging system, and the latest technical and human
factors information/processes.

The implications for procedure training are tremendous. Although
we have always had a category for "Modifications and Experiences11

in our continuing training programs, this category has been used
previously to cover those changes that occur in the plant and within
procedures as part of normal operation. Suddenly, Training is
faced witis the possibility of providing training on «0 technical, as
well as administrative, procedures.

The effects on training materials can be devastating if you consider
the importance of procedures in each training program's database.
Most job and task analyses are procedure dependent, using
procedures for their standards.

Our job and task analyses are entered on a fairly sophisticated
relational database. Procedure changes mean changes to this
database in both the areas of performance steps and knowledge
items.

With this amount of procedural change, timely training is a
necessity. The evaluation of training needs and the development of
the support materials emphasize the need for direct communications
between Training and the procedure groups. Our initial attempts
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at developing this relationship were less than effective. Over the
last several months, we have developed a combination of methods
which involves a "hand-in-hand" approach that we feel has become
quite successful.

Virginia Power is currently undertaking a major effort in the area of

procedure upgrade. All station/corporate administrative and station

technical procedures are scheduled to be upgraded over the next 5-7 years.

Previously, Virginia Power had 384 site-specific administrative procedures

between the two plant sites. In addition, the corporate group had a

hierarchy consisting of 46 policy statements, 83 standards, and 575

corporate procedures which were related to the station administrative

procedures, although not directly.

Administrative procedures are being revised to create a generic set of

station administrative procedures to be used at both sites and by

corporate, when corporate staff performs station functions. Policy

statements and standards are being combined into standards, and

corporate procedures are being developed for those programs or processes

which are used by corporate staff only. Thus, the number of procedures

will be significantly reduced.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE REDUCTION

ORIGINALLY AFTER UPGRADE

Ptawi AdMu
Procedures 384 1M

Standards & PoUcy

Corporate Procedures

129

575
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All station technical procedures are being revised to include the most

current INFO and NRC recommendations, consistent format, a

commitment flagging system, and the latest technical and human factors

information/processes. Currently, there are approximately 7300 technical

procedures in the upgrade program at Surry Power Station and 5900

technical procedures in the same program at North Anna Power Station.

TECHNICAL PROCEDURES UPGRADE

SURRY POWER STATION DISCIPLINE

fSifCtfictsi

H^ffhaMital

IAC

Ops (dual)

Ops (single)

Other

Total

TECHNICAL PROCEDURES UPGRADE

NORTH ANNA POWER DISCIPLINE
STATION

Mledrifoi

Mechanical

I&C

Ops (dual)

Ops(singk)

Other

Total

TOTAL

775

576

1759

1933

1823

J12
7378

TOTAL

258

410

2462

238

1803

JM
5937
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Hie implications for procedure training are tremendous. Although we

have always had a category for "Modifications and Experiences" in our

continuing training programs, this category has always been used to cover

those changes that occur in the plant and within procedures as part of

normal operation. Suddenly, Training is faced with the possibility of

providing training on aB technical, as well as administrative, procedures.

Just to give you an idea of how quickly these procedures are coming out,

each station is scheduled to complete approximately 185 technical

procedures per quarter and the administrative procedures are being

implemented nt the rate of 15 - 2® per quarter.

The effects on training materials can be devastating if you consider the

importance of procedures in each training program's database. Our

programs are developed from detailed job and task analyses which

typically use the procedure as the performance standard.

Our job and task analyses are entered on a fairly sophisticated relational

database. Both skills and knowledge must be reviewed and updated as a

result of procedure change.

Additionally, since all instructional materials and evaluation instruments

are linked to this database via the instructional objectives, all materials

must be reviewed and changed appropriately, as well.

"Specialty Training" at Virginia Power has typically occurred on a very

irregular basis. In the past, requests came from various departments for

training sessions based on installation of new equipment, specialized skill

requalifkatioia, and other out-of-ihe-ordinary drcumstai
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With the upgrade of all administrative and technical procedures, the need

for specialty training became a frequent occurrence. It quickly became

clear that we needed to look at a variety of options to handle the increased

load.

Procedure Training Options

Administrative Procedures. — Originally, Training was kept in the

procedure loop through the review process. All revised administrative

procedures were sent to the training department for review of the initial

draft. This review, as well as receipt of the final, approved procedure,

was assumed to be adequate insurance of appropriate training.

For several reasons, this approach was not adequate, particularly

given the number of procedures coming to Training for review. Also,

although it was our intention that the draft be reviewed for impact on

future training sessions, this understanding was never formally

communicated, and, therefore, the process was not occurring.

At this point, we realized we had to come up with a better system

to evaluate training needs and ensure scheduling of appropriate training

prior to procedure implementation. Our first problem was to decide on

the kinds of training necessary and appropriate for procedure

presentation. Since the ANSI standard required only an "overview," our

decisions were based primarily on the extent of impact the new procedure

had on plant personnel.

We came up with the following categories for procedure training:

1. Employee Awareness

2. Required Reading
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3. Employee Involvement Meetings

4. Safety Meeting Briefings/Special Department Training

5. Formal Traioing/Continuing Training

Bmpkyse Awmemess. All employees receive on a regular basis a

summary document whkh lists any new administrative procedures recently

implemented, a brief summary of the procedure and a list of those

individuals who are expected to read and understand each procedure. No

training resources are required.

Beqmmi ReaOmg. Each department is responsible for its respective

required reading program. The procedures group sends out a copy of the

procedure to each individual with specific responsibilities listed in the

procedure and he/she is then responsible for reading and understanding

the content. Documentation of this process is then filed with Training.

The obvious benefit of tins format is minimal impact on Training

resources.

Employee ImmbmmeM Meetings. Employee Involvement Meetings

occur normally on a quarterly basis at each site. Their purpose is to

provide a forum for discussion of impending changes or new programs

which affect all employees at the site. We have used these meetings to

discuss new procedures we feel have an impact on most individuals;

however, that impact does not involve a detailed knowledge of complex

processes. The benefit of this type of session is that it allows for questions

and answers with members of the procedures group. This format also

allows for a minimal impact on Training resources.
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Safety Meeting Briejmgs/Spedal Department Trmmag. Training on

procedures during safety meetings Is used when primary responsibilities in

the procedure pertain to a specific department. A procedure summary is

supplied to the department supervision by the procedures group and they

present the training as a topic of the safety meeting.

Special department training is presented by a member of the

procedures group or other support group and is provided for

department-specific information which involves a radical change to the

way that group is currently performing a particular task or process and

may require a "big picture" view. This type of training is provided

infrequently, but again, minimizes training resource impact.

Formal Tndmmg/Comdamag Training. Formal training involves

inclusion of the procedure in a training lessen plan. This type of training

usually occurs as a special request, as when it affects many departments or

groups of individuals, some of whom do not participate in a regular

continuing training program.

Continuing training presentations occur on a quarterly basis with

procedure information included in a lesson plan. Normally, continuing

training sessions spend at least some of the «*a£ion covering procedure

changes/revisions. It has been our goal to limit this tune so that other

topics such as task re-training can be covered also.

Once we had identified viable procedure training options, as

described above, we needed to design the process for evaluating training

needs and communicating training plans to all involved parties. After

several miscommunications, we arrived at the following process:

1. Submit initial draft of procedure to Training for review and

tentative scheduling for next session, as applicable.
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2. 'Vhec final draft is complete, take training form to station

superintendent Mod have him evaluate type of training

necessary and appropriate audience.

3. Discuss training form with cognizant training supervisor for

concurrence on type of training and audience.

4. Agree on training completion date.

5. Training completion date becomes effective date for

procedure when it goes to Station Safety Committee for

approval.

The initial review by Training allows them to tentatively schedule

some time in the next continuing training session for review of procedure

changes. Originally, we had waited until the final draft was complete to

review far inclusion in continuing training which meant that formal

training could be delayed for months and the procedure would not be

implemented until completion of the training. With this new process,

procedure training can be included in the upcoming continuing training

session through tentative scheduling up front.

Technical Procedures. — As mentioned previously, technical

procedures are also being upgraded over the next several years. These

procedures are hetag scheduled for upgrade based primarily upon

commitments or "procedure action requests (PARs)," Virginia Power's

term for procedure deviations.

At Virginia Power, "Continuing Ti-aining* consists of the following

four segments:
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Task Re-Training

Required Annual Training

Systems Refresher Training

Special Training

Within the Special Training component fall degraded job

performance, station identified needs, and modifications and experiences.

The modifications and experiences portion of continuing training covers

important technical procedure changes hi each specific discipline. At

Virginia Power, these changes fall into two categories: procedure changes

and procedure revisions.

Procedure changes are modifications to procedures that must be

completed immediately to satisfy a work completion or safety concern. If

the change is considered "non-intent," e.g., typographical error,

incorrectly specified instruments for data taking, the hand-written change

must be processed through Safety Committee within 14 days of the change

approval. The change is effective as soon as it receives supervisory

approval and shift supervisor signature. If the change is deemed to be an

"intent change," eg. , a change to procedure purpose, initial conditions or

acceptance criteria, it must be approved by Safety Committee prior to its

implementation.

Procedure remskuss are longer term changes that will make the

procedure more workable or more appropriate for the task. These

changes are processed via the production of a new, upgraded procedure

with a new revision number.

Regardless of the reason for upgrade, a PAR is issued to implement

any new technical procedures. The PAR form includes a space for the

writer to check if there is any impact on Training created by the change.
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Training receives copies of all PARs to review for training impact.

Generally, the writer's judgement is correct; however, this review allows a

double check to avoid mistakes.

Training on technical procedures has not been as much of a

problem as have administrative procedures since often the changes to task

performance are minimal, and each procedure corresponds to a specific

discipline. Also, the period planned for modifications and experiences has

typically allowed time for training on technical procedures.

The key to success in this area is determining whkh procedures

require inclusion in the training curriculum and which can be covered via

the required reading program. Required reading has long been an

essential element in the Operations Department at both nuclear sites. It is

well-tracked and current.

Required reading, therefore, was an easy option for review of

simple procedure changes. A mistake we made, however, was to assume

that process, which had been working so well in Operations, would also

work in Maintenance.

Although, according to procedure, each department is responsible

for its own required reading program, the maintenance departments at

both stations were not following the required reading process due to other

priorities and a lack of understanding of their rotes in the process. Again,

the problem here was a lack of formal communkation with the shops.

As a result, a form was developed listing all personnel who must

complete the required reading. The form also includes a supervisor

signature line, acknowledging this accomplishment.
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This form is completed by the shops and then sent to Training for

placement in individual training files. Lately, one station has made an

attempt to set up its own files within the maintenance shops. We have

been pleased to see this change in attitude, and, if the effort is successful,

will recommend it to the other site.

The major training imp&ct of technical procedure revision is on the

job and task analyses and related training and evaluation materials. As

mentioned earlier, most of our job and task analyses are entered on a

fairly sophisticated relational database which must be updated as changes

occur in the procedures. As is apparent in the list below, a change to a

single step within a procedure can necessitate numerous changes for

Training:

Procedure Change* Add a performance step to a maintenance

procedure.

Possibk Effects am Training Materials:

1. Analysis - Add step to performance and analyze step for

additional skills or knowledge.

2. Learning Objectives - Develop/add objectives to cover

additional knowledge.

3. Lesson Flan - Add new learning objective(s) and related

instructional material.

4. JPM - Add new step.
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By providing Training with copies of all PARs, we keep them aware

of all procedure changes so that they can review the appropriate

instructional materials.

Training on new procedures during a procedure upgrade project

can become a nightmare if special consideration is not given to mimimizkig

Training resources. It is not possible to provide classroom instruction in

aU cases, and is certainly not necessary; however, it is necessary to have

an organized system to evaluate training needs rapidly and continuously.

Perhaps the biggest lesson we have teamed during the past year is

that open, formal communications among the training organization, the

procedures groups, and the various station departments are a necessity to

providing appropriate and timely training. We are continuing to improve

our communications with all groups involved in the project. In this way,

we hope to keep our plant staffs knowledgeable of all procedure changes.
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ENHANCING PROFESSIONALISM AT GPU NUCLEAR

Richard P. Coe, Ph.D. and Frank J. Landy, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

Late in 1988, GPU Nuclear embarked on a major program aimed at
enhancing Professionalism at its Oyster Creek and Three Mite
Island Nuclear Generating Stations. The program was also to
include its Corporate Headquarters in Parsippany, New Jersey.
The overall program was to take several directions which included
on~site degree programs, a sabbatical leave-type program for
personnel to finish college degrees, advanced technical training for
licensed staff, career progression for SROs and expanded teamwork
and leadership training for control room crews.

The largest portion of this initiative was the development and
delivery of professionalism training to the nearly two thousand
people at both sites.

Three primary philosophies guided the development of the
program.

Employees m Experts: First, GPU Nuclear employees were
considered to be the most valuable source of information for
designing a Professionalism program because it is these individuals
who are sensitive to the issues encountered hi the workplace.

SmMsm: The second philosophy guiding this effort was that the
program must be grounded us real life challenges that employees
face and must address.

Active Learmmg: The third guiding philosophy was that, in order to
have any real impact on the way employees think about
professionalism, the program must utilize active rather than passive
learning techniques.

Program p<»sign and, Development

The real architects of the program were the union and management
task team members drawn from a cross section of departments at
each site. Senior management played an ifflstnm^fital rote by
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placing a great deal ©' iphasis on the program. Employees
drafted the program on company time and the program also
received widespread publicity and support as evidenced by
numerous articles in the company newsletters.

Hie results of the task teams' efforts were a set of dimensions of
professionalism, definitions, acce^ble and unacceptable actions,
and coded videotaped scenarios with multiple responses.

it & important to emphasize that the materials for this program
reflect the language and orientation off the employees at the sites.
Tints, program participants see the effort as realistic and sensitive
to the issues that exist at their own site. In total, 3 acceptable and
3 unacceptable examples were written for each of the TMI
dimensions, and 5 acceptable and 5 unacceptable examples were
written for each of the Oyster Creek dimensions.

Approndmately 20 employees, representing a cross section of levels
and departments throughout the plant, were scheduled for each
session. Further, no subordinate/supervisor pairs were assigned to
the same session. This strategy yielded the desired mixture of
opinions and perspectives that we wanted during these sessions.

Nearly 1,500 of the 2,000 employees have been through the
program. Hans are to complete the initial offering by 1st quarter
of 1991. In addition, discussions are being held about the next
generation of "Professionalism.'' Suggestions range from simple
refresher training to a new stand alone program. Either way,
Professionalism training at GFU Nuctear has had a major impact
on relationships, teamwork and, hi general, the way people think
about each other and the important roles we all play.

Late in 1988, GPU Nuclear embarked on a major program aimed at

enhancing Professtonauan at its Oyster Creek and Three Mile Jstswd

Nnctear Generating Stations. Use program was also to include Its

Corporate Headquarters in Parsippaay, New Jersey. The overall program
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was to take several directions which included on-site degree programs, a

sabbatical leave-type program for personnel to finish college degrees,

advanced technical training for licensed staff, career progression for SRQs

and expanded teamwork and leadership training for control room crews.

The largest portion of this initiative was the development and delivery of

professionalism training to the nearly two thousand people at both sites.

It was important that the program be focused on the needs of a cross

section of people involved in the safe operation of the nuclear sites, in

addition, the program was to be endorsed and jointly used by members of

the local unions and management. At that point, GFUN made a conscious

decision to employ a highly skilled psychologist, affiliated with a major

university, to work with its training group to help develop the program.

Senior management and senior union officials were asked to nominate

representatives to serve on a program development team. Representatives

from both groups worked closely with the psychologist and the Training

Department to develop the program. This grass roots philosophy was

employed to solkit real life input and situations from employees who work

together on a dally bask. The situations were developed in the form of

challenges to acceptable professional behavior.

Project Philosophy

Three primary philosophies guided the development of the program.

as Experts. - First, GPU Nuclear employees were

considered to be the most valuable source of information for designing a

Professionansm program because it is these individuals who are most

sensitive to the Issues encountered in the workplace. Initially, the

consultants met with representatives of senior management, union officers
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and the company training staff to discuss the project. Then, senior level

management and the union ofikers at Oyster Creek and Three Mile Island

nominated employees to serve on the task teams. The task teams at each

site consisted of 10 employees, 5 management and 5 bargaining unit

members. This "mix" also represented a cross section of departments

throughout each plant site. The composition of these teams also illustrated

the fact that aR employees face challenges to professionalism and that a

cmpsmiwz effort is required in order to develop a program that addresses

professionalism issues. It Is not just control room operators or RadCon

technicians that need to be professional. All departments throughout the

plant sites face daily challenges to professionalism.

Realism. - The second philosophy guiding this effort was that the

program must be grounded in real life challenges that employees face and

must address. There in no such thing as a generic "off the shelf"

professionalism program that could have any real impact on the way

employees deal with the professionalism challenges they encounter on a

day-to-day basis. Thus, it was decided to have separate task teams for

each site and to develop a program specific to each location. The two

resulting programs, however, have more similarities than differences, but

the important point is that employees at each site "own" their program.

Active Learning. — The third guiding philosophy was that, in order

to have any real impact on the way employees think about professionalism,

the program must utilize active rather than passive learning techniques.

GFUN believes that employees could and should be trained to become

more professional by providing a forum for the open exchange of ideas.

Various perspectives regarding the challenges that employees face allow

for a better exploration of what "being professional11 really means. Thus,

the program was designed to encourage learning from examples of real life

challenges that employees experience by using a case study approach.
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Individuals need to "discover" principles through application rather than

memorization. This approach is commonly used in programs designed to

address ethical decision making.

Goals of the Progrjfl

The program has three general goals, first, the program is to provide a

forum for dialogue concerning challenges to professionalism. GPUN did

not want to create a program that "tells" employees the proper ways to

react; rather it desired to create a vehicle where employees can examine

different perspectives and jointly explore different ways that one might

handle various challenges. Nevertheless, a primary goal of this effort was

to develop a common language for talking about professionalism.

Typically when asked to define professionalism, most employees respond,

"I can't define it, but 1 know when I see it." Although such a response

may accurately reflect how most people think about professionalism, there

Ss a need to establish a common understanding of what professionalism is

and what it is not. This is essential before anyone can really S*£gin to

understand how it applies to any given situation.

A second major goal of this program is to instill a preemptive orientation.

It is fairly easy to define professional and unprofessional actions after they

have occurred. The real trkk Is to develop an awareness of challenges to

professionalism before they occur and to encourage thinking about various

potential responses before action k required. Such an orientation will not

resolve all challenges to professionalism, but such a preemptive orientation

will avert many of the challenges that employees encounter, as well as

increase the number of response alternatives individuals consider when

confronted with decisions.
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Hie third goal is to nurture a larger perspective in employees' minds when

they consider the consequences of their actions. GPUN wanted to create a

setting whereby employees could see how actions that may momentarily

solve their "local" problem may also have deleterious consequences for

someone doing another job. Thus, It was important to develop a

perspective that went beyond the immediate challenge at hand and looked

at the bigger picture.

Pjrogram Design and Development

The real architects of the program were the union and management task

team members drawn from a cross section of departments at each site.

Senior management played an instrumental role by placing a great deal of

emphasis on the program. Employees drafted the program on company

time and the program also received widespread publicity and support as

evidenced by numerous articles in the company newsletters. The

consultants' role was that of facilitators. As experts in program design

and development, they ted both task teams through the various steps of

creating active learning modules. They also served the valuable role of

maintaining a larger perspective in order to ensure that the program

would have a widespread appeal to all employees at each site. Each of the

consultant-led task teams met for approximately eight half-day sessions.

The exact number of meetings differed between the two sites as a function

of scheduling and the pace at which the two teams worked.

The results of the task teams' efforts were a set of dimensions of

professionalisin, definitions, acceptable and unacceptable actions, and

coded videotaped scenarios with multiple responses. All materials were

custom designed for each location. The task teams then worked to design

the actual programs that were to be presented to employees. A participant

workbook was created and the program material was fitructured to be
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delivered within a four-hour session. la addition, the program facilitators

were to be specially trained on how to lead groups of participants during

these sessions.

Definition of ProfessioiiiHsigu — In order to ensure & common

language for discussing professionalism in the nuclear environment, a

four-step process was followed. First, the consultants had the task teams

generate examples of terms they felt related to professionalism. Some

representative terms included: "responsible," "integrity," "cooperation,"

and "competent." Fifty-five terms were initially generated at one site and

the other site produced a list of 85 terms. The second step of the process

was to extract common themes, or dimensions, that were thought to

underlie the list of terms. This was done fe an iterative fashion, reducing

the larger lists of terms to 10 dimensions which were further refined and

collapsed into a final set of 7 at TMI and 3 at Oyster Creek.

- Personal CkamsZerisSks - Work Performance

- Working Retetiemdupg

Technical Competence - Safety Consciousness!

~ Teamwork

- Respect for O6um

-Inte&ity

The third step of the process involved writing examples of acceptable and

unacceptable actions that pertained to each dimension. The members of

the task team suggested, wrote, and revised the examples. It is important

to emphasize that the materials for this program reftect the language and

orientation of the employees at the sites. Thus, program participants see
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the effort as realistic and sensitive to the issues iliat exist at their own site.

In total, 3 acceptable and 3 unacceptable examples were written for each

of the 7 TMI dimensions, and 5 acceptable and 5 unacceptable examples

were written for each of the 3 Oyster Crefck dimensions.

VM@@i^&d SemmwM. The fourth step of this process involved

translating the dimensions, definitions, and examples into scenarios that

could be videotaped for use during the program. Task team members

were asked to envision real life situation where employees were faced with

challenges to professionalism. Although it was our desire to create

realistic scenarios, these instances were mat actual occurrences. The

purpose of these scenarios is to provide a forum for discussions, not an

avenue to vent feelings or opinions regarding previous events. The

framework for each scenario is that it should present employees with a

challenge to professionalism that could be responded to in a variety of

ways.

The task team developed various scenarios, each with four

alternative responses. Three of the alternative responses were "mixed," in

that the participants exhibited actions that were acceptable on some of the

dimensions although unacceptable ou other dimensions. A fourth "ideal"

response was also crafted by the task team in order to illustrate how an

employee should respond to each challenge. In total, five scenarios were

developed at TMI and six were created at Oyster Creek. After the scripts

for the scenarios and alternative responses were finalized, they were

videotaped on company locations using company employees as actors.

FadMMtsr Trauumg. The program facilitators are union and

management employees who volunteered to serve. A full day of facilitator

training was implemented at each site.
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Each of the facilitator training sessions was structured as follows.

1. Hie trainer presented the program with the

facilitators acting as participants.

2. Hie entire set of program materials was reviewed. As

noted, several videotaped scenarios were created at

each site, hut only two or three were used during each

session. Facilitators had their choice of which

videotapes they wanted to use.

3o Use consultants discussed how to structure a session,

solicit input from participants, handle difficult

questions, and generally keep things on track.

4. Because facilitators worked in pairs, typically one

management employee and one union employee, the

spotting of tasks and coordination of roles were also

discussed. It is important to emphasize that these

employees were viewed as resources and facilitators

for the program. They were Art and an not to he

placed in the role of a trainer. Hus was an important

recommendation by both task teams.

Additional practice sessions were held by the training staffs at each

site before facilitators actually delivered a program. At these sessions

facilitators presented as well as watched others present parts of the

program. They also familiarized themselves with the videotape equipment

and had appropriate question and answer sessions.
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Approximately 20 employees, representing a

cross section of levels and departments throughout the plant, were

scheduled for each session. Further, no subordinate/supervisor pairs were

assigned to the same session. This strategy yielded the desired mixture of

opinions and perspectives that we wanted during these sessions.

Reactions to

Department. The Training and Education Department

(T&E) has been highly supportive of the project and has served as the

coordinator of the activity through all of the development and pilot phases.

T&E personnel also have volunteered to be facilitators and have served as

resources to their peers in the pilot or practice sessions. The training

department will also be used to train new facilitators hi the future.

Participants. In general, the participants have reacted positively to

the program. Typically, the participants have some hesitation at first,

since employees are not used to coming to a program that demands so

much of them in terms of active participation. On the other hand, once

the participants see that their input is really sought and listened to, they

quickly warm up to the program. The relevance and realism of the

videotaped scenarios provide a great catalyst for generating involvement

and discussions.

Facilitators. As with the participants, it has taken awhile for the

facilitators to become comfortable with their rote in the program. Because

they do not fulfill a typical "trainer" rote, they tend to be a bit nervous at

first. However, as the sessions unfold they become more comfortable and

enjoy their rote. Many of them mention that £ is a rewarding experience

simply being part of a joint union/management effort focused upon an

important issue that relates to all employees.
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Consultants. Hie general reaction on the part of the consultants

was that this project has been demanding, yet rewarding. Demanding in

the sense that it has been hard work and taken a great deal of time to

orchestrate such diverse groups of employees to address a concent as

Initially nebulous as "professionalism." Rewarding in the sense that it has

been a great opportunity to work with joint union/management task

teams, entities that are all too rare in the organizational settings. Hie

consultants were also impressed by the level of commitment demonstrated

by employees, not only by the task team members, but also by the

numerous employees who volunteered as facilitators as well as the

program participants. Given the amount of time and resources that were

devoted to this project, it was also dear that senior management was

committed to "doing it right." Finally, the consultants were impressed

with the quality of the final products. It was quite rewarding to go from a

set of terms on sheets of fispchart paper to a set of real life videotaped

scenarios that make a difference. In summary, like anything of value, this

program demanded much in the way of time and resources, but the end

product was worth the effort.

Progress to Date. — Nearly 1,500 of the 2,000 employees have been

through the program. Plans are to complete the initial offering by 1st

quarter of 1991. La addition, discussions are being held about the next

generation of "Professionalism." Suggestions range from a simple

refresher training to a new stand alone program. Either way,

Professionalism training at GPU Nuclear has had a major impact on

relationships, teamwork and, in general, the way people think about each

other and the important rotes we all play.
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THE 90s-THE DECADE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

MEETING THE TRAINING CHALLENGE

Tina Woriey

ABSTRACT

The decade of the 90s is the Decade of the Environment—you see it
on TV, in papers, magazines . . . everywhere. Protection of the
environment and compliance with new and ever-changing
regulations are a must for companies to be successful. Like all
other industries, utilities must meet this challenge head on. The
nuclear industry has always been aware of the need for training on
nuclear issues such as handling nuclear materials and wastes and
responding to nuclear emergencies; but to meet the challenges of
tomorrow, we must now provide quality training on environmental
regulations.

This paper outlines the process Duke Power is using to meet the
challenge of providing consistent, accurate, relevant training on
EPA, OSHA, and DOT regulations. Training programs discussed
in this paper include:

• General Employee Environmental Overview Training
• RCRA Specific Training Topics
• OSHA Emergency Response Team Training
• Department of Transportation Training

Introduction

As we move into the ninety's, the environmental movement is experiencing

a new awakening. Words such as "Earth Day," "recycling," "right-to-

know, " and "waste management11 are part of our everyday language. In
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response to this new awakening, government officials are passing new

regulations and strictly enforcing existing ones. Environmental compliance

has taken on a new significance.

Within the nuclear industry, environmental compliance has always been

important; but now the focus is shifting. Environmental compliance is no

longer the responsibility of a chosen few-it is now a job that must belong

to everyone, just like ALARA. But, for personnel to comply with the

regulations, they must first receive consistent, accurate training. The

potential consequences of insufficient environmental training include such

things as:

1. Degradation of environmental programs

2. Monetary fines

3. Jail terms

4. Loss of community respect

Therefore, the challenge before us is to continue to develop and implement

training on numerous environmental regulations promulgated by the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration tOSHA), the Department of

Transportation (DOT), and various other environmental agencies.

The Corporate Challenge

The need for environmental training was first recognized by our Nuclear

Production Department-prohably because they are use to responding to

complex regulations and to meeting regulatory requirements with training.

After reviewing numerous options, such as vendor training (which was

perceived as too broad based for training at the technician level), Nuclear

Production requested in-house training development. Fortunately for

Duke Power, the Nuclear Production Department also realized that
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environmental training needs crossed departmental lines. Not only did

these regulations affect Nuclear, but also Fossil, Construction &

Maintenance, Transmission, Distribution, and every other department

within the company.

In the past, environmental-type training had been done by each location or

site. From a corporate standpoint, this was not the most effective way to

conduct the training because it resulted in duplication of training,

inconsistency of information, and higher training costs. It was also noted

that for environmental programs to be successful, all departments within

the company would need to work together.

With these facts in mind, Nuclear Environmental Compliance took their

concerns to a corporate level committee which dealt with solid and

hazardous waste issues. The committee agreed with Nudear's assessment

of the need for company-wide environmental training; and, in response,

the committee created a task force to identify specific training needs and

to pursue development and Implementation of environmental training.

Based on a needs analysis and input from environmental subject matter

experts throughout the company, the task force identified the first

environmental training topics:

• General Employee Environmental Overview Training

« RCRA Specific Hazardous Waste Training

(Approx* 20 topics under this heading)

• Spill Prevention Control and Countenneasure Plan (SPCQ

Training
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® National Pollutant Discharge and Elimination System

(NFDES) and Drinking Water Training

Since environmental training needs are continually changing, this initial

list has recently been updated to include new topics, such as:

@ OSHA Emergency Response Team Training

0 Environmental Compliance for Supervisors

Training Development

To meet the corporate challenge of creating consistent, accurate, and

relevant environmental training, the training department has established

three goals:

1. To create a generic product that incorporates the applicable

regulations and requirements as interpreted by our

compliance departments.

2. To allow and encourage flexibility within the lessons so that

each department/location can incorporate site-specific

information.

3. To assign each lesson plan a specific identification number so

that this training can be tracked and properly documented

throughout the Daks Power system.

To wmA our first goal, each lesson is based on specific regulations and

how these regulatory requirements wiH be met. The tewni contain

attachments of visual aids, a trainee handout package, exercises (If

applicable), and a facilitator's guide which provides a step-by-step outline

of how to prepare for, document, present, and evaluate the training.
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In meeting our second goal, each department is encouraged to make these

bask lessons more applicable to its locations by using site-spedfk

information and examples. Instructor notes (within each lesson) and the

facilitator's guide prompt the instructor as to when and what type of site-

specific examples to use. Departments are also encouraged to use

pictures/slides and plant tours if at all possible. The use of site-specific

information not only facilitates trainee understanding but also adds the

element of ownership to these "generic" types of lessons.

To meet our third goal of system-wide tracking and documentation, we

have been able to utilize our existing documentation and tracking system

for nuclear lessons. Each environmental lesson is assigned a unique

tracking number based on the topic. For example, RCRA lessons are

identified with "summary numbers" such as ET-0100, ET-0101, ET-0102.

As each lesson is taught, it is documented with a "Training Content

Summary" form which contains a summary of the training objectives, a

list of the trainees, instructors, pass/fail designations, and the specific

training "summary mynher." This information is then entered onto a

system-wide computer database to document each trainee's attendance.

Since environmental respomibilitks are becoming a part of each

employee's job, we also fed It Is important to ensure that certain

standards of knowledge and performance can be met. Therefore, in

developing "environmental" training, we utilize INFO guidelines along

with the knowledge gained in developing INFO accredited programs.

The development of environmental training topics is ongoing. The

programs developed to date range from introductory level courses

designed to ensure a solid understanding of the fundamentals to more

advanced topics that provide a higher level of training in a more specific

area.
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Now that the process and pals of development have been discussed, It is

time to look at specific courses developed.

EEviyoro»p®CTfalS Overview Trainitif

Hie consensus of the training task force and departmental m&aagement

was that ALL employees at Dyke Power could benefit from an overview of

environmental regulations and their effect on the employee and the

company. Although there Is no one specific regulatory requirement for an

environmental overview training, EPA regulations 40 CFR 112.7 and 40

CFR 265.16 could be addressed by this type of training.

In addition, an overview type of training would offer substantial value by

increasing employee awareness of environmental regulations and their

responsibilities for compliance. With this in mind, the first environmental

training .program developed was ftvjronmefltal Overview Training.

program provides a general overview of the various air, water, soil,

and waste regulations that affect every utility. Special emphasis is placed

on proper environmental management for the company and employee.

Because of its broad nature, this program is recommended for all

employees located in areas where hazardous materials/wastes are

generated, used, stored, or deposed. IdsaBy, our goal was for every

employe® within the company to attend, and our Nuclear Production

Department has trained everyone from management to technician level.

If this training is used to meet RCRA requirements, the program "must be

directed by a person trained in hazardous waste management procedures"

(49 CFR 265.16(a)(2)), trainees must receive an annual review of the initial

training, (40 CFR 26*5.16(c)), ami all traming documentation must be

maintained until the facility closes (40 CFR 265.16 (e)).
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Training Topics

Perhaps our biggest training challenge was determining how to meet the

need for RCRA specific training. RCRA regulations are very broad in

scope and very complex. Hie training must teach designated employees

how to perform their duties in a way that ensures compliance with the

regulations (40 CFR 26*5.16(a)(l)). As mentioned before, the general

RCRA requirements for training include:

1. Training directed by person trained in hazardous waste

management procedures (40 CFR 265.16(a)(2)).

2. An annual review of the initial training (40 CFR 265.16(c)).

3. Maintenance of training records until the facility closes (40

CFR 265.16(e)).

Therefore, to meet the requirements for training in 40 CFR 26*5.16, RCRA

training was divided into a series of approximately 20 tessons which can be

presented Individually as required. Some examples of RCRA specific

lesson plans are summarized as follows.

Introduction to Hazardous Waste Regulations — This lesson

introduces the specific RCRA hazardous waste regulations, describes the

characteristics of hazardous wastes, and describes the responsibilities of

hazardous waste generators and their employees. This training is

recommended for employees and supervisors who work with hazardous

wastes or who will need any other RCRA specific training. Groups

targeted to attend are those whose employees have the potential to

generate hazardous wastes such as Operations, Maintenance, Chemistry,

Instrument, and Electrical.
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Satellite Accumulation Areas. — This lesson describes the purpose

of Satellite Accumulation Areas, their physical requirements, requirements

for pladiig wastes in them, and employee responsibilities for proper

housekeeping and spill response. The training is recommended for

employees and supervisors whose job involves managing or placing

wastes/materials in a Satellite Accumulation Area. Groups targeted for

this training are Maintenance, Chemistry, Instrument, Electrical, and

Operations.

90 Dav Storage Area Management. — This lesson describes the

purpose and requirements for establishment of a 90 Day Storage Area.

Daily operation, chemical compatibilities, marking, labeling, safety,

record-keeping, and waste handling are also discussed. This training is

recommended for employees and supervisors involved hi the day-to-day

operation of 90 Day Storage Areas. At Duke Power, this task belongs to

the Maintenance group.

Used Ofl Management. - This lesson covers the acceptance criteria

for used oil, overall management of used oil storage/shipping, record-

keeping, and used oil manifesting. The training is recommended for

employees and supervisors whose job duties include the storage and

preparation for shipment/transport of used oil for energy recovery or

disposal. Groups targeted for attendance at Duke Power are Maintenance

and Operations.

Waste Identification. — This lesson provides in-depth

knowledge about the proper identification of hazardous wastes. It reviews

the RCRA regulations on hazardous waste identification and then provides

additional guidance to assist trainees hi making informed hazardous waste

determinations. The waste disposal approval process as well as proper

documentation are covered, and exercises are used to reinforce the
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content. This training Is recommended for employees and supervisors

whose duties Involve the characterization and identification of hazardous

wastes. The target audience for this training is Environmental

Compliance and their support personnel.

Hazardous Waste MlflifffftfPg- — This lesson provides in-depth

knowledge about RCRA requirements affecting hazardous waste

generators. The lesson offers guidance to assist trainees in making

informed decisions about compliance with EPA and DOT shipping

requirements. It also covers land restrictions/land bans. Exercises are

included to reinforce lesson content. This training is recommended for

employees and supervisors whose duties involve the identification and

shipping of hazardous wastes. Once again, the main target audience is

Environmental Compliance, with Material handlers being potential

trainees.

Additional RCRA Topics. - Additional RCRA topics currently

targeted for development include such things as:

• Hazardous Waste Sampling • Lead Acid Battery Plan

• Excess and Obsolete Chemicals • Coordinator Duties

• Reporting to Off-Site Agencies • Safety-KIeen Manifesting

• Lead, Silver, Mercury Recycling • Drum Control

OSHA Emergency Response Training

One of the newest environmental training challenges is OSHA Emergency

Response Training. In accordance with OSHA regulation 29 CFR

1910.120, facilities planning to respond to incidents involving hazardous

materials arc required to have a written emergency response plan and

appropriate training for the responding personnel. The plan must be

developed and
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implemented to handle anticipated emergencies prior to the

commencement of any emergency response activities.

To meet the regulatory requirements, training is based on the duties and

functions that are performed by each responder of the hazardous material

response team. Therefore, the target audience for this training can be

divided into five categories as listed below.

First Responder Awareness Level. — The first responder awareness

level Is the level likely to discover or witness a hazardous material release.

These individuate are trained on how to initiate the emergency response

sequence by notifying the proper station personnel and that they should

take no further action unless they create the incident and can handle it

without involving others. Our nuclear plants are primarily using Fire

Brigade members to perform these duties by incorporating hazardous

material training into initial and requal fire brigade.

Responder Operations Level. — The operations level responds

to releases or potential releases in a defensive fashion by taking steps to

contain the release, keep it from spreading, neutralize and prevent

exposure of others. Representatives from Safety, Chemistry and

Maintenance are trained to this level with approximately 40 people trained

at a nuclear station.

Material Technicians. — These technicians respond to

releases or potential releases in an aggressive role by providing

coordination/technical advice and/or services necessary to patch, plug,

dike, neutralize, and remove releases of hazardous materials. They

receive training equal to the first responder operations level and also must

show competency in areas such as then* station's emergency response plan,

identifying known and unknown materials, assessing hazards and risks of
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chemicals, and spill control and cleanup. Primarily, Safety personnel and

Fire Brigade leaders perform this function. They also attend special

seminars, In-house programs, state certified courses, or other vendor

courses.

Materials SpecialisJ. — The specialist responds with and

provides support to the hazardous materials technicians. White the

specialist's dailies parallel those of the technician, specialists require more

direct or specific knowledge of the various substances that may be involved

in an emergency response incident. They receive training equal to the

technician and must show competency in those areas. Representatives of

Safety perform this function.

Scene Incident Commander. — The incident commander assumes

control of the incident scene beyond the first responder awareness level.

They receive training equal to the technician level and also demonstrate

competency in areas such as initiating the hazardous material incident

command system, implementing the hazardous material emergency

response plan, identifying hazards and risks associated with chemical

protective clothing, and understanding the importance of decontamination

procedures.

Additional OSHA requirements for this training include:

1. Trainers with the training and/or academic credentials and

instructional experience necessary to demonstrate competent

instructional skins and the baseline skills for hazardous

material response teams, including some fire-fighting skills.

2. Annual refresher training or demonstration of competency

on an annual basis.
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3. Documentation of all training including a record of the

methodology used to demonstrate competency.

Department of transportation fDQT) TrifliMf

Over the past five years, several types of DOT training have been

developed and frnpkmented at Duke Power. The first lesson developed

was a course for the shipment of radioactive materials. From this initial

lesson, several other DOT courses have evolved, such as hazardous

materials training for shippers and for drivers. Each of these courses is

summarized below.

PQX Tr*fa>M>f fof SMwiPf Brfwctfafe Materials. — IE Bulletin

79.19 requires initial and periodic training in the DOT and NRC

regulatory requirements for all persons involved hi the transfer,

packaging, and transport of radioactive materials. It also requires that

training documentation be maintained for future inspection by the NRC.

In response to these training requirements, we developed lesson

plaits for the shipment of radioactive materials. The original lesson plan,

Compliance with Radioactive Material Shipping Regulations, covers the

identification, marking, labeling, placarding, and shipping paper/manifest

requirements associated with the shipment of radioactive materials/wastes.

Exercises are used throughout the training to enhance trainee

understanding, with a test given at the end of the training module. As

expected, the main target audience k the Radiation Protection group.

The refresher training reviews information from the initial lesson

plan and then updates trainees on problems observed with shipments and

recent changes/events which affect the shipping process.
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DQT Haaardoj|S.,Mll?rilfe! THtMfiff for Shippers. — As with the

majority of our environmental training packages, our Nuclear Department

was again the first group to identify a need to train shippers of hazardous

materials based on the general requirements in 49 CFR 173.1.

These regulations require persons who offer hazardous materials

for transport to instruct responsible employees as to the applicable

regulations. However, it is now important to note a proposed ruling

(Federal Reglster/Vof. 54, No. 142/Wednesday, July 26,1989) to enhance

the training requirements for persons involved in the transport of

hazardous materials. This ruling will expand the training requirements to

address four categories of training: general awareness/familiarization,

function-specific, safety, and driver training. The new rule will also

require refresher training on a two-year cycle and maintenance of training

documentation. This rate is expected to be approved in early 1991.

To meet these training requirements, we expanded the original

radioactive shipping lesson to create DOT BfiMinfyps Materials Shipping

Refutations for Shippers. This lesson covers the identification, marking,

labeling, placarding, and shipping paper requirements of hazardous

materials shipments. Exercises are used to ensure trainee understanding

with a comprehensive shipping problem used at the end of training in lieu

of formal testing.

The target audience for this training consists of Materials

personnel, Banners, Compliance personnel, and any other group involved

in any phase of ha^rdous materials shipping.

Our refresher training reviews the shipping process from the initial

lesson, focuses on shipping problems identified during the past year, and

reviews regulatory changes which affect the shipment of hazardous

materials.
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DOT Haigffipioiî ĵ fa^egipls Training for Drivers. — Fter 49 CFBL

177.8011, it is the duty of each motor carrier to instruct employees as to the

applicable hazardous materials regulations. As mentioned earlier, the

proposed training rule will expand/enhance all training requirements for

drivers as well as for shippers. To meet the requirements for driver

trainings we developed DOT Hazardous Materî fef Shippi)^* Regulations

for Drivers.

This lesson covers the shipping process from the driver's

standpoint. Special emphasis is placed on verifying agreement between the

hazardous materials shipping papers and the cargo. Driver rules of the

road, loading and unloading, and emergency procedures are also covered.

Once again, in-class exercises are used to facilitate trainee understanding.

Thy training is designed for drivers who haul hazardous materials.

Within Duke Power, this affects drivers in Construction and Maintenance,

Transmission, Distribution, Operating, and Retail. It is also important to

note that this training has proven to be very timely for assisting our

drivers in preparing for the hazardous materials endorsement on their

commercial drivers license (GDL).

Saaumr

Meeting the varied and complex needs for environmental training is

probably one of the most difficult tasks undertaken by our training

department. Not only is it difficult to define actual training needs, it is

also very difficult to develop training around regulations which constantly

change. Based on our experiences, there are several keys that can assist in

toe development of this type of specialty training:
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• Base the training on communicating the regulations

• Ensure the requirements for compliance are covered

• Identify the target audience early in development

• Relate the training to actual hands-on work/experience

But the most important factor in the success of any environmental training

program is management support. With management's commitment to

compliance and support of training, environmental programs can succeed

and environmental compliance will he an Integral part of every employee's

job.
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FITNESS FOR DUTY

Don Barnes and Glide Matney

ABSTRACT

A Fitness For Duty training program was developed to satisfy the
requirements of the NRC, 10 CFR 26,10 CFR 707 and to meet
requirements at the Westinghouse Savannah River Company.
Interactive videodisc technology was selected as the training
medium using the TenCore authoring language. Computer-based
training was chosen because of the large number of trainees, the
advantages of the reduced overall cost, and the increased trainee
retention of course material cc npared to traditional instruction.
The resulting training program utilizes extensive role playing
exercises in which employees and supervisors are exposed to real
life situations. Extensive interactions by the trainees are required
in that they must answer questions concerning the behavior of
individuals, random and for-cause drug testing, and the employee
assistance program. Feedback is given in each case. Emphasis is
placed on recognition of deteriorating job performance.

The Savannah River Site (SRS) has developed a training program, called

"Fitness for Duty," which complies with Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 26, of

the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 26). This regulation prescribes

requirements and standards for the establishment and implementation of a

"Fitness for Duty" training program for the nuclear power industry.

Based on these requirements and others from the Institute of Nuclear

Power Operations (INFO) and the Department of Energy (DOE),

Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRQ, Reactor Restart

Division (RRD) had a commitment to DOE to comply with this training
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requirement before reactor restart. Accordingly, training has been

implemented at the Savannah River Site that complies with these

requirements and covers the following eight topics:

1. Written policy and procedures

2. Policy communications and awareness training

3. Training of supervisors

4. Chemical testing

5. Employee assistance programs (EAP's)

6. Management actions and sanctions to be imposed

7. Appeals

8. Protection of information

The Interactive Technology Branch (FI) of the Nuclear Materials

Processing Training Department (NMPT) at the Savannah River Site was

tasked t© produce this training course in time for reactor restart. Upon

evaluation of all the requirements and a preliminary task analysis, it was

determined that an interactive videodisc course should be produced. This

course would simulate actual situations, related to the eight topics, that an

employee might encounter. The FT Branch also determined that they

could not implement a training program that bad a site-wide application

until overall program ownership was established. A program manager

was appointed by the IT Branch manager. After investigation, a panel of

recognized site-wide subject matter experts (SME's) were identified to

define the program and approve the training. These experts were from

the Medical and Human Resources Departments, the Drug and Alcohol

training program, and from each division training department within

WSRC. It was necessary for the program manager to act as researcher

and coordinator with subject matter experts, as well as program manager.
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The course content outline, training objectives, and course development

were completed while keeping in mind the overall purpose of the fitness

for Duty course. WSRC policy states that the mission of a Fitness for

Duty program is to help ensure that each employee's work place is a safe,

healthy, drug and alcohol free work environment. In accordance with this

policy, the Fitness for Duty course was designed to inform each employee

of the:

0 Consequences of substance abuse as it relates to health,

safety, security, and work place related problems.

e WSRC Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Han. (Employee

Assistance Program).

It also was designed to familiarize managers and supervisors with methods

of recognizing, handling and referring employees whom they consider to

be unable to perform their duties in a safe and competent manner.

A specific task analysis was completed using the interview method.

Subject matter experts were questioned extensively, records of past

performances were reviewed, and other facilities were contacted as to their

requirements. Training objectives were written to satisfy each of the eight

stated requirements in keeping with the WSRC mission. From the task

analysis it was determined that the course be divided into two modules-

one for all employees and one for only managers/supervisors.

Managers and supervisors are required to complete the module for all

employees before proceeding to the manager/supervisor module. Testing

is not a requirement at this time in either module; instead, students are

given immediate corrective feedback if a question is answered incorrectly.

Competency questions are liberally scattered throughout the course. This

feature is expected to improve retention of the information by the student.
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Hie interactive videodisc method of presenting the course was chosen by

the "IT" instructional designers primarily because it offered the flexibility

of combining live action scenarios, computer-generated graphics, and text

in a self-study program. Familiarity with interactive video already existed

at SRS; in fact, successful interactive videodisc training programs have

been in service in some faculties at SRS since 1984. Additional benefits of

the interactive videodisc method that were considered include:

• Reducing training tune per student.

• Reducing training costs per student.

• Increasing training retention and job performance.

• Decreasing the frequency of retraining.

• Creating consistent, professional and instructionaUy sound

training presentations.

• Making training available to all employees when needed.

These benefits have been measured and documented in numerous studies

in the civilian sector, in government, and in previous training programs at

SRS.

A professional narrator provides continuity and offers suggestions

throughout the course. The section of the course that depicts the

recognition of aberrant behavior revolves around four main characters

who are presented in a typical day at work, each with a different problem.

The student practices behavioral observation of these four characters and

answers questions related to each scenario. In another section of the

course, both the for-cause and random drug testing procedures are

demonstrated through role playing. During this time, the student is given

the opportunity to read the "Test Consent" and "Chain of Custody" forms.

The WSRC policies and Employee Assistance Plan are described and

displayed with computer graphics and text. This technique allows for
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easier updating when necessary without remastering the videodisc if these

policies or procedures are revised in the future. Since videodisc

remastering is both time consuming and expensive, material included on

the videodisc must be of a more permanent nature—not likely to need

changing or updating.

Due to a shortage of personnel and a short time frame of five months for

completing and implementing the course, a vendor was used. Tune did

not allow for an additional six-month bid process, so an on-site vendor

with a contract in place with RRD was chosen to produce the course under

the supervision of the course manager from the NMPT Department, IT

Branch.

Funds were transferred from the course production department (NMPT)

to the RRD to support this contract. The vendor was supplied with the

course content outline or task analysis, training objectives, basic

instructional design, and all necessary documentation supporting the

course. The total vendor cost of the course was $106,000, about typical

for a 2-3 hour interactive video course. Deliverables included the course

flowchart and storyboards, the video skits, videotape master, 200 one-

sided videodiscs, and 200 diskettes with the courseware. The TenCore

authoring language was used throughout the course. Additional resources

provided to the vendor included one course manager (who also acted as a

subject matter expert during production and final editing of the master

tape) and locations for producing the video skits.

The course kickoff meeting with all subject matter experts was conducted

on April 17,1990, to establish the guidelines, milestones and final

completion date of September 30,1990. Final sign-off for the course

outline by subject matter experts occurred on June 14,1990. Contract

support for the on-site vendor was requested on June 8,1990, and
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approval by management granted on June 18,1990. A course design

meeting between vendor and program manager occurred on July 2, 1990.

During this meeting a detailed list of requirements was provided to the

course designer and time lines were established for deliverables.

Manpower requirements included a program manager whose duties were

to research and develop objectives, provide a course outline for approval

by subject matter experts and coordinate all activities between vendor and

WSRC. The program manager's man-hours were approximately 250.

Subject matter experts averaged approximately 25 hours each reviewing

material that also amounted to about 250 man-hours. This brought the

total man-hours of WSRC personnel invested to about 500. This would

equate to approximately $20,000 of salaried work tune.

The full cost savings for this course cannot be determined until all

personnel have been trained. This is not scheduled until later this year.

However, as a comparison, a two-day course on Radiation Worker

Training was conducted in 1990 with traditional classroom training for

approximately 9,100 students. Almost two million dollars in lost

production time was realized due to personnel being away from their job

sites while in training. This two million dollars does not include instructor

costs, trainee transportation costs, training facilities costs, or training

development costs. It is estimated that the Fitness for Duty course wou!d

be equal to at least one full day of training if presented in a classroom

setting. Moreover, due to the physical layout of SRS, which covers over

300 square mites and has facilities separated by at least 8 or more miles,

transportation must be furnished for each employee from job site to

classroom. Based upon the two million dollars for 9,100 students for 2

days, the delivery of the Fitness for Duty course in a classroom setting

would equate to about one million dollars per day. In contrast, it is

estimated that the use of interactive videodisc computer-based instruction

will reduce a one-day classroom course to about 2 1/2 hours for managers
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or supervisors and about 1 1/2 hours for employees, for a cost savings of

around five hundred thousand dollars for the first year alone. As a

bonus, a self-paced interactive videodisc course will save additional funds

when prorated over years of delivery, whereas traditional classroom

delivery costs would remain high each year requiring instructors, student

transportation and time away from the job site. At SRS, student

terminals are distributed throughout most of the site, so employees can

take advantage of the training at any time they desire with minimal or no

conflict with their regularly assigned duties. These same student terminals

also can and do deliver other required courses, which again reduces the

initial training cost per student over time.

The course delivery hardware chosen was the Sony View 5000 system.

The current cost of these workstations is about $7,000 per workstation,

which includes the basic system of a computer, touch-screen VGA color

graphics monitor, keyboard graphic card, videodisc pteyer and necessary

software to operate the system. Because these systems are DOS based,

they may be used as PC's when not hi use as student learning stations.

Over 180 student delivery stations are located or are being located

throughout SRS facilities. Employees have access to them twenty-four

hours a day, seven days per week. The downtime of a delivery

workstation has been kept under 2% over the past 6 years. These student

stations are available for additional courses that have been or may be

developed for use in training, for job aids, or any other training need.

Training schedules are not necessary except for certain reactor operators,

managers and supervisors who may have job conflicts. All current

employees will have completed the Fitness for Duty training by December

1991. AH new employees will receive this training as part of their initial

employee orientation training. It is anticipated that over 25,000 employees

will be trained on Fitness For Duty in 1991.
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Dye to reactor startup delays, the course was not implemented until late

December 1990, and has not been in use long enough to measure training

effectiveness. However, early evaluation by selected target audience

groups indicates that the courseware is being well received and is of value

to the work force.

The course was Implemented by loading the course on each of the delivery

workstations. Each employee is given a formatted diskette with his or her

name and social security number on it. Hie diskettes are kept in a

guarded or locked container under the control of the employee's

supervisor. The diskette b released to the employee when he or she is

scheduled or desires to take training. Hie diskette in effect is the key to

course access, as well as to pertinent information such as when the course

was accessed by the employee, time spent on each section of the course

and test data. Course management and student record data commands

are prerecorded for each employee on then* personal diskette. This

diskette data b printed periodically by the record keeping personnel so

that course tracking reports can be constructed for management purposes.

Formal exams can abo be handled by a similar system except they must be

proctored to ensure that student diskettes are not exchanged by employees.

Formal exams are only required for certain job qualification/certification

requirements. Most courses are only required to be "completed* by the

employee.

No computer keyboards are required at the student workstations since all

employee/computer interactions can be conducted only by touch screen.

Tab simplifies interactions and helps reduce computer anxiety on the part

of some employees. Light pens and mouses can abo be used, but

experience has shown that these toob are not as user friendly as a touch

screen.
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Problems encountered by SRS during the development of the Fitness for

Duty course included the following:

1. With 10 subject matter experts, each with a different

expertise, the course outline and objectives were a major

challenge with each injecting his or her own desires into the

content of the course. Scheduling meetings convenient to all

posed a problem. However, all were very cooperative once

motivated. This was accomplished by giving them ownership

of their area of expertise.

2. Finding a way to contract with a vendor in a short period of

time was also a challenge. Our method of utilizing an

existing contract was less than desirable in that all

requirements necessary to provide a pleasing, trainee

interactive, technically accurate and motivational program

could not be controlled easily with this type of contract.

3. Storyboards were not supplied due to the contractor's not

allowing enough time up front for the flow-charting and

storyboardisg. What was received by the course manager

was only a draft video script. This necessitated a redesign of

screens after course completion. This could be controlled in

the future by placing the contract administration under the

user organization's authority. The withholding of funds for

not meeting a delivery deadline also could be used as an

incentive to produce a quality product on time.

4. The course was programmed in TenCore by the vendor,

again because the contract administration was not under the

course manager's control. The programming was less than
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desirable when delivered, final System assurance and

corrections were completed by in-house programmers.

Because of reactor startup delays, an additional 6 weeks was

available for this work.

5. The reading level was established at the 9th grade level

during the initial meeting with the program developer.

However, upon receipt of the draft script, the reading level

was identified to be at 14. This lack of communication

caused some delay and was not totally corrected by the

vendor. This was due to the required short delivery time of

the course. Again this could have been prevented if the

contract administration had been under the control of the

program manager.

6. Payment to the vendor was made before delivery of the

course; therefore, no penalties for the shortcomings of the

vendor could be assessed except by a letter written to the file

of the Purchasing and Procurement Department.

Other advice for novices anticipating entering this field is as follows:

• Include all elements in the request for contract. This should

include reading level and delivery dates for all deliverables.

• Give the course manager the contract administration job. If

not given the entire contract administration, he or she should

be given designated sign-off points along the way. This will

keep the vendor on schedule, and the course will be

developed to meet the needs of the students.
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Even with the problems encountered, a quality Fitness for Duty course was

delivered on time. Although a traditional classroom session could have

been conducted, the cost over time and the improved retention rate

reinforced the use of the interactive videodisc delivery methodology. Over

the past six years, student acceptance of this delivery methodology has

exceeded 82% ia previous studies. Management acceptance has been

assured by the proven cost effectiveness of the methodology. Other

training requirements of a site-wide nature are already in progress. Why

not consider a similar program for your facility?
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SPECIALTY TRAIN1NG-A TRAINING MANAGER'S INSIGHT

Ronald L. Ceravolo

ABSTRACT

"Specialty Training"—that is, any identified training need that is not
presently in one's training program or not part of the industry's
accreditation process—should be integrated into the training goals of
the utility. Because specialty training areas (e.g., NDE training,
Appendix R training, Environmental training) can significantly
impact station operation, they need to be given appropriate
attention. Options need to be assessed in terms of cost control,
commitments, priorities and other aspects of "Management of the
90s." Due to the many requirements that are being placed on the
stations to operate and on training organizations to qualify
personnel, the specialty training programs of today could become
the required training programs of tomorrow.

I appreciate the opportunity to share my experience as a training manager

concerning "specialty training." I am an employee of the Institute of

Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), and I have just completed a reverse

loan assignment to Publk Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G) as

the Manager - Nuclear Training (Salem and Hope Creek Generating

Stations). For the past fifteen months I have been performing the duties

of Training Manager. This paper will focus on this time period and will

be based on MY OPINION and VIEW POINT. It should NOT be taken as

guidance, direction, or areas that the Institute of Nuclear Power

Operations wants utilities or training organizations to move toward.
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Before we being our discussion of specialty training, I would like to share

with you my previous experience and background. I started my career in

the Navy, like many of you. Subsequently, I worked at two utilities in the

areas of Operations, Quality Assurance, and Training. Finally, I have

been with the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations for ten years, during

which time I have worked in the Training and Education Group

performing plant evaluations, simulator observations, training assistance

visits, and accreditation visits.

This paper will focus on the following areas/topics:

• Specialty Training-l>What is it?"

• Manager Insight—"Management of Training"

• Evahiation-"Effective and Efficient Training"

• Summary-'Insight"

Specialty Training

Specialty training covers many areas in the training field. I am going to

define specialty training, as I see it, before we proceed. We all focus our

attention on the training activities associated with accreditation and NRC

requirements. But what about the other areas of training that are needed

to operate the power plant and satisfy other outside requirements? These

areas I am going to call "specialty training." Following are a few

examples of what I perceive, as a trafming manager, as specialty training:

• NDE training

• Quality Control technician training
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® Appendix R training

• Environmental training

® System Engineers training (job specific)

® Right to Know training

But what Is specialty training? Specialty training, as I define it, is any

training need, identified through an internal or external assessment, that is

not presently in our training programs and/or not part of the industry

accreditation process. This does not mean these specialty training areas

are more or less important than other training; it just means they are

training needs. They might be a one-time training need or a long-term

training need. As training managers we should evaluate each one.

Manager Insight

Now that we have define specialty training, how do we manage it?

"Management of the 90s"-we have all heard this phrase many tunes.

What does it mean? It means that we have to not only understand the

training process, but also include management skills and people skills in

our decisions. The following are some of these factors:

• Cost Control

• Meeting Commitments

• Setting Priorities

• Interface with Customers

• NRC Requirements

• Accreditation
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These are the factors that affect our management decisions every time we

are presented with a specialty training need. Let us take a look at a few

that I faced during my reverse loan assignment as Training Manager.

Cost control. — As trainers and/or training managers we need to

review all options to ensure we are developing the training and delivering

the training using the most cost-efficient methods. This does not mean

that we should always cut cost or cancel training for the sake of cost. But

we should spend our money wisely. This can be accomplished in many

ways; one way is to ask ourselves the following questions:

® Is the specialty training due to a commitment?

• Is the specialty training needed to support an outage?

• Is the specialty training, if we do not provide it, going to

affect the station operation?

• Is the specialty training best provided by a contractor or

training staff?

• Is the deadline for the specialty training short term or long

term?

• Is what I am daing now more or less important than the

specialty training? (This will require input from station

management.)

After we collect the data on these questions, we need to analyze the data

and make a decision. This process may not answer all your questions

when reviewing requests for specialty training, but it should lead us as

training managers to consider cost factors.
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Meeting commitments. — As training mangers we must ensure that

if the specialty training is a commitment we give it the appropriate

attention. We must weigh all fac:ors and consequences. This is an area in

which we need to focus our attention. As training organizations we should

not reduce the effort to meet commitments, hut we should apply the same

effort toward all specialty training. This approach leads to another item

for consideration—priority setting.

Setting priorities. - "Setting priorities" or "priority juggling," to

which one do we relate? I find myself sometimes doing both. Sometimes

it feels as if the priorities are setting and juggling me instead of my setting

and juggling them. This is where the phrase "Management in the 90s"

comes into play. As managers, we have to use a combination of training

process skills and management skills to set priorities. How? I do not have

all the answers, but I can relate how I accomplished this task when I was

a Training Manager. The first thing I had to realize was that I did not

know everything; therefore, I had to rely on my direct reports.

This approach means involving staff in setting priorities in each of their

areas and requesting their input in areas outside their responsibility.

Without the input of our direct reports and training staff, we as training

managers will risk setting priorities that will not be sound. We also need

to involve station management when setting priorities. If we do not get

the station involved (get their input), we can set the wrong priority for our

customer. If this occurs, then we will have set the wrong priority for the

training group; We must also be willing to change priorities, because they

can and do change. We should evaluate why they are changing and what

impact the change will have on the station and the training programs.

When setting priorities, how should we treat specialty training? Answer:

Using the same process. Specialty training needs to be integrated into our

training goals. Specialty training can have the same impact on station
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operation as any other training program we implement. Remember, if we

work as a team with our training staff and the station staff, we will set the

proper priority for our customer—whether it he for specialty training,

accreditation, or NRC requirements.

Interface with customers. — I believe interface with the customer is

the key to training effectiveness and efficiency. This is true not only for

specialty training needs but also for all training needs. If we start by

defining the customer's needs and work with the customer through

development and implementation, the finished product will be a complete

training program—a training program that will satisfy the training needs

and have the support of the station. This is going to require us, as

training managers and training staff, to be proactive and persistent with

station management. We have to develop this partnership prior to the

training request by approaching our customers with an open mind and

listening to what they want. Achieving effective interface with our

customers is one of the most challenging tasks we will have as training

managers and training staff in the 90s.

Evaluation

The evaluation of specialty training Is no different from the evaluation of

our other training programs. We need to review the following items to

determine the degree to which we have accomplished the established

training goal and to learn how we can improve the next time:

• Efficiency

• Effectiveness

© Resource Allocation

• Training Method
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When a training organization stops learning how to improve training, it

becomes static and ineffective. The one thing that is different in the

evaluation of specialty training is "what do I do with the training after

implementation?11 Do I integrate it into my initial training programs or

provide refresher training during continuing training sessions?

Summary

In conclusion, specialty training is something we must deal with now and

in the future. Due to the many requirements that are being placed on the

stations to operate and on training organizations to qualify personnel, the

specialty training programs of today could become the required training

programs of tomorrow. Our challenge today, as a training group, is to:

• Continue to learn

• Improve our methods

• Listen to our customers

• Become more efficient
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SPECIALTY TRAINING FOR DOE SAVANNAH

RIVER SITE PERSONNEL

Gary W. Krantz

ABSTRACT

Use Department of Energy Savannah River Site (SRS), located near
Aiken, South Carolina, is a key installation for defense-related
nuclear materials production and research. The site sprawls across
a circular-shaped area of land covered with pine forests and
savannah, approximately 20 mites in diameter and encompassing
some 300 square miles, or 192,000 acres, in three counties of
western South Carolina. SRS was constructed between 195x and
1955 for the purpose of supplying Plutonium-239 and Tritium for
use in nuclear weapons. In addition to the site nuclear reactor
faculties, SRS operations today include nuclear materials processing
and manufacturing technologies that are extremely complex,
potentially hazardous, both from a radiological and nuclear
critically perspective, and which bear little resemblance to
operations in a commercial nuclear plant. These include the
manufacturing of fuel and target assemblies for the SRS reactors;
separation operations for the recovery of Pu-239, U-235, Np-237,
and Pu-238 from irradiated fuel and targets; purification of Pu-239
into a metallic form; purification of Pu-238 for use in space
exploration technology; extraction and purification of Tritium;
processing, vitrification and storage of high-level radioactive wastes;
treatment of waste-process effluent streams; environmental
restoration and waste management; and other operations. The
facilities are managed and operated by approximately 24,000
Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC) employees,
Bechtel construction subcontractors, Wackenhut Services Inc.
protective forces, University of Georgia (SR Ecology Lab)
employees, plus Army Corps of Engineers and US Forest Service
employees. SRS has approximately 460 DOE Federal employees
providing technical oversight, management and administration of
the site operations.

Within the past two years, DOE employee technical training aud
professional staff development deficiencies were identified by The
Secretary, Department of Energy as a serious problem, needing
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prioritized corrective action. These issues plus the initiatives to
resolve them were the subject of an April 16,1990, Secretary of
Energy Notice (SEN-21-90). A second Secretary of Energy Notice
(SEN-6B-90), signed on August 2,1990, established departmental
organizational and management arrangements that embellished the
earlier training initiative by defining a 5-year plan of training
program elements and by establishing an Office of Scientific and
Engineering Recruitment, Training and Development (TR). These
initiatives are directed at improving DOE employee oversight,
technical and management skills and in revitalizing the internship
programs for DOE employees.

Since there are no clearly defined accreditation plans for the newly
prescribed training programs for DOE personnel, the training can
be categorized as "specialty" training, much like the non-accredited
training of commercial nuclear utilities. As identified in the newly
issued DOE-SR Training Policy, some of the training for DOE
employees will be the same training to be developed in the
performance-based format by WSRC for site contractor employees.
The Policy also identifies the need for a diverse family of DOE
operations/oversight "specialty" training courses to be developed
specifically by a.id for DOE employees. The paper discusses the
"specialty" DOE tmining initiatives and provides insight into the
management issues, overall impacts of the initiatives, resources
required to achieve success in the effort, and a discussion of how
specialty training for DOE personnel will improve the safe
operation of DOE facilities in the USA.

Introduction

The nuclear industry today consists of two distinct sectors of

high-technology involvement: the commercial utility industry and the

defense-related nuclear industry. The commercial nuclear industry sector

is administered and operated by private utilities but regulated by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRQ. The defense-related nuclear

industry sector is administered and regulated by the United States
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Department of Energy (DOE) hut is operated and managed by DOE

contractors. Congressional oversight is provided by the Defense Nuclear

Facility Safety Board (DNFSB). The DOE defense-related nuclear

industry consists of 17 facilities that provide nuclear materials production,

processing, separations, concentration and packaging. Additionally, the

DOE facilities conduct nuclear weapons research and testing, high-level

waste management, plus environmental management, monitoring,

restoration and cleanup.

Beginning in the early-to-mid 1980s, DOE facility safety assessments,

congressional inquiries and other studies culminated in a series of DOE

complex-wide changes across the nation. At the Savannah River Site

(SRS) and other DOE facilities around the country, the agency is gearing

up to provide newly-directed operational oversight and technical

involvement in the nuclear materials production and processing facilities.

Technical and engineering staff increases have been approved and SRS

new-hires are beginning to assume new oversight responsibilities for the

agency. The site also has a new managing and operating (M&O)

contractor for the first time in 37 years. The training and qualification of

DOE personnel has received the direct attention of the Secretary of

Energy. New training initiatives have been mandated and training

organizations have now been established at the headquarters level and at

the Savannah River Site.

The DOE Savannah River Site

The DOE Savannah River Site (DOE-SR), located fifteen miles south of

Aiken, South Carolina, is a key installation for defense-related nuclear

materials production and research. The site is a circular-shaped area of

pine and hardwood forests and savannah within the Atlantic Coastal Ham
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physiographic province. Hie site is approximately 20 miles in diameter

and encompasses some 300 square miles (800 square kilometers), or

198,737 acres in three counties of western South Carolina (see Attachment

1). Hie site was selected from a list of one hundred and fourteen potential

sites in 18 states. Hie site was chosen due to four very favorable criteria:

a dependable water supply with good quality and flow characteristics

(Clark's Hill Dam was neaiing completion upstream), a large available

area with favorable geology and climate, a comparatively small number of

inhabitants but near cities with workforce personnel, and good railroad

and river transportation availability (see Attachment 2). Hie first

successful testing of an atomic weapon by the Soviet Union spurred the

United States into action to select the site and to proceed with the

development of weapons-related nuclear materials production capability

for the United States.

Initial construction at the Savannah River Site was started in 1951. By

September of 1952, the construction workforce at SRS peaked at 38,582

workers. The site was completed in 1956 and today includes more than

230 mites of DOE-maintained roads, <S3 mites of DOE-owned railroad

track and more than 500 buildings. The SRS property was acquired in

1950 at a cost of $19 million. The total cost of the site and facilities, as

constructed in the 1950 time period, was approximately $1.1 billion. The

replacement cost today would exceed $8 billion. The site was initially

constructed for the purpose of supplying Flutonium-239 and Tritium for

use in nuclear weapons. These weapons materials and other products

made at SRS are sent to DOE facilities elsewhere in the United States for

fabrication and/or processing. Considerable construction has continued

throughout the duration of the site operational history as safety upgrades,

research and development and new technology have required process

innovations, modifications and new construction projects.
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The DOE Savannah River Site FacMities-Niagiear Diversity

The SRS facilities involve a diverse spectrum of nuclear materials

production, manufacturing and processing technologies and waste

management. A brief description of the SRS facilities is provided in order

to amplify the tremendous diversity of training required for DOE to

provide oversight, and for the operating contractor to safely conduct

operations at the site:

SRS Nuclear Reactor Fuel and Target Fabrication Facilities. —

These facilities are operated at SRS to manufacture reactor fuel and target

assemblies for use in the SRS reactors. The reactor fuel is manufactured

of enriched uranium and high-purity aluminum, melted into cylindrical

graphite molds, machined into cores, assembled into dean aluminum

housings and welded to form a billet. The billets are heated, extruded

through dies into tubular logs, sectioned and machined into smaller cores

for assembly into a second billet. The extrusion process steps are repeated

to extrude these billets into fuel tubes which are then cut, assembled,

cleaned and shipped tto the reactors. Targets are manufactured from

lithium-aluminum for tii? production of Tritium. In the past,

aluminum-clad depleted uranium targets were also manufactured for use

in making Plutonium materials.

SRS Reactors. — There are five heavy water production reactors at

SRS, including three which are operational (K, L and F); one reactor (C)

in cold standby status; and one reactor (R) in shutdown status. The

reactors were constructed in the early 1950s to produce nuclear materials,

principally Plutonium-239 and Tritium, for the nation's weapons program.

All five of the SRS reactors are similar in design and operation but differ

in building layout and equipment location. Unlike commercial reactors,

SRS reactors are used exclusively to irradiate manufactured target
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assemblies to make special nuclear materials, not to generate heat or

electricity. Accordingly, they operate at comparatively low temperatures

and pressures. For this reason, many of the high-pressure/temperature

safety concerns of commercial nuclear reactors are different or of lesser

magnitude at SRS. The versatility and efficiency of the site's reactors

makes them uniquely capable of producing other types of needed nuclear

materials. The site has provided Califomium-252, Americium-243,

Uraniiun-233, Curium-244, Polonium-210, and Cobaft-60, for use La

medicine, industry and other applications. The P-, K- and L-Reactors

were first taken critical in 1954. The first Plutonium shipment from the

reactors was made in December of 1954. All reactors are currently shut

down, undergoing improvements in the areas of plant design and systems

support, operator training, management systems and environmental

compliance. The final Enviromental Impact Statement (EIS) on continued

operation of K-, L- and P-Reactors was published by DOE in 1990. DOE

issued its Record of Decision on the EIS on February 4,1991, announcing

that it will continue to operate K- and LrReactors at SRS, but will

terminate operation of P-Reactor in the immediate future and maintain it

in cold standby.

Heavy water Rework. — Heavy water plays a very important role in

the operation of the SRS nuclear reactors. For thirty years or so heavy

water was separated from the natural waters of the Savannah River for

use in the reactors at the site. Heavy water was also received from Dana,

Ohio. Heavy water is deuterium oxide, deuterium being a "heavy" isotope

of hydrogen. In natural water, about one out of every 7,000 hydrogen

atoms is deuterium. Heavy water is used as both a moderator, to slow

down fission neutrons so they can be used efficiently, and as a coolant to

remove fission energy given off as heat. The SRS heavy water production

plant began operations on October 3, 1952, and was closed down in 1982.
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Hie new Heavy Water Rework facility is being used to dean, purify and

upgrade the quality of the heavy water stored at the site. A stockpile of

heavy water is stored at SRS for use in the future operation of the site

reactors.

Nuclear Materials Processing Facilities. — SRS has two primary

chemical separations facility operations located in F and H areas of the

site, lii F-Area, irradiated aluminum-dad reactor targets containing

Pu-239 and depleted uranium are dissolved and run through several

solvent extraction cycles. Purified Plutonium solutions are transferred to

the FB-One where they are concentrated, precipitated and reduced to

metal form, primarily in hands-on glovehox operations. The H Canyon

building uses a modified solvent extraction process to recover highly

enriched Uranium-235 from spent reactor fud. The SRS separations

facilities also have the capability of separating Neptunium-237 and

Phitonium-238 from process streams. Facilities are also available for

fabricating Pu-238 into heat sources for outer space and other purposes.

With a half-life of 88 years, Pu-238 can be used in long-life energy sources

and has excellent application in space exploration and experiments.

Plutonium produced at SRS was used in the "Transit" and "Nimbus"

experiments left on the moon by Apollo crews. It was also used in the

"Viking,*9 "Pioneer" and "Voyager" space missions and in the "Galileo"

and "Ulysses" deep space probes.

Tritium Facilities. - Tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen

with a half-life of 12.3 years, is processed in three major facilities at SRS.

Additionally, a new Replacement Tritium Facility (RTF) will be completed

in 1991 at a cost of approximately $144 million and Is scheduled for

production startup in 1992. Tritium Is extracted from irradiated

targets, purified and loaded into reservoirs for off-site
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shipment to DOE and DOD facilities. Reprocessing of residual Tritium

also takes place at SRS after the Tritium decays in the weapons stockpile

and must he replaced on a scheduled basis.

Waste Management. — At SRS, nuclear waste is generated as a

result of the processing of the nuclear materials. SRS manages high level

waste (HLW), low level waste (LLW), mixed waste and transuranic waste

repositories. Nearly 90 million gallons of HLW generated at the site since

1953 has already been concentrated by evaporation into a volume of 34

million gallons of liquids, salts and sludges and stored in specially designed

tanks at SRS. Groundbreaking began at SRS in 1983 for the construction

of a new $930 million Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF). The

facility has now been constructed and was officially dedicated in 1990.

DWPF will begin operation in 1992, processing high-level sludge into a

solid form. The waste will be mixed with **ne particles of borosilicate

glass, melted and vitrified at temperatures near 2,100 degrees Fahrenheit,

then poured into stainless steel canisters, 2 feet in diameter and 10 feet

tall. The canisters will be sealed closed by welding and stored on site until

construction of the high level waste repository is completed. The low level

salt fraction of the stored waste, which makes up about 90 percent of the

volume, will be transferred to the newly constructed and operating $45

million Saltstone facility. This material contains the low activity

technkium-99 and iodine-129 radioisotopes. At the saltstone facility the

waste will be mixed with cement, fly ash and furnace slag. The liquid

mixture will then be pumped into a large concrete storage vault where rt

will cure to a stable concrete form. As of November 1,1990, more than

240,000 gallons of liquid waste had already been processed by the

Saltstone Facility into 3,000 tons of saltstone. It will take approximately

15 years to process the current inventory of high level waste at SRS

through the DWPF and Saltstone facilities, working in conjunction with

each oilier.
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Hie Savannah River Site has accumulated an operational experience

record of more than 130 reactor-years, 63 separations plant-years and 32

years of high level nuclear waste storage. H i s record has been

accomplished with no unplanned criticalities, fatalities or injuries due to

nuclear operations.

The Safety Assessment of DOE

Following the April 1986 nuclear accident at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power

Station hi the Soviet Union, the Department of Energy requested the

National Academy of Science (NAS) and the National Academy of

Engineering (NAE) to provide an independent assessment of the

implication of the accident on the safe operation of eleven of DOE's larger

reactors. In response to the request, the Academies, in August 1986,

formed the Committee to Assess Safety and Technical Issues at DOE

Reactors. The committee conducted the study by reviewing extensive

documentation from both DOE and its contractors, including DOE orders,

congressional testimony, safety analyses, incident reports, audits,

surveillance reports and other documents. The NAS-NAE Report, issued

in October 1987, described a number of technical issues of concern. The

committee found a high degree of confusion both within DOE and among

the contractor staff concerning the safety objective at the facilities and

concluded that the Department had not dearly articulated, documented, or

implemented specific safety objectives for its reactors. The committee also

found that DOE had failed to specify its safety requirements clearly, had

failed to apply them uniformly, and had failed to implement them in a

timely manner. The committee recommended that DOE clarify its safety

objectives and revise the DOE Orders so they would specify requirements

clearly and establish deadlines and budgets for implementation. The

committee also urged the Department to continue to conduct
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comprehensive audits of contractor performance on a frequent and

continuing basis and to require prompt responses to the audits from the

site contractors.

Hiey recommended the Department and its contractors develop an

expanded in-house capability to address, evaluate, and achieve an in-depth

understanding of the technical Issues associated with the reactors and use

methods and analytical techniques that are at least comparable to those

used in the commercial nuclear industry. The committee also concluded

that DOE, both at headquarters and in its field organizations, had relied

almost entirely on its contractors to identify safety concerns and to

recommend appropriate actions, in part because the imbalance in technical

capabilities and experience between the contractors and DOE staff was of

sufficient magnitude to preclude DOE from properly performing its audit

function. The committee found a strong need for comprehensive DOE

involvement in the operation of the production reactors. The committee

also recommended the DOE acquire and properly assign the resources and

talent necessary to ensure safe operation of its faculties. The committee

recommended that DOE expand its capability to sponsor research, conduct

and review safety analyses, evaluate operations, analyze trends, and assess

proposed plant upgrades internally.

During the course of the committee study, several events occurred that

had a dramatic effect on the manner hi which DOE conducts operations

today. In late 1986, Congress failed to authorize funds requested by DOE

for the purpose of extending the life of the N Reactor (Hanford) to the

year 2000. Also, in November 1986 DOE reduced the operating power of

the Savannah River reactors by 50% in response to questions raised by the

NAS/NAE committee regarding the capability of the reactors' emergency

core cooling systems. The committee recommended that before restoring
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full power operation of the reactors the DOE should satisfy itself, on the

basis of a rigorous external review, that it had a thorough understanding

of the behavior of the reactors in the major loss-ofrcoolant accident. The

DuFont Company notified DOE am October 29,1987, that it would not

continue operations at the site after its existing contract expired on

September 50,1989. On September 8,1988, the DOE-SR manager

announced tiie selection of Westingbouse Savannah River Company

(WSRQ as the new site managing and operating contractor. Thirty-seven

years of DuFont control and culture came to a dose during the "changing

of the guard"; however, a major segment of the workforce continued their

employment at the site, working for a new corporation with new direction

in the same facilities.

During the 1986-1989 time period the Subcommittee on Oversight and

Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of

Representatives, had been reviewing the adequacy of protection for worker

and community health and safety at the DOE nuclear weapons facilities.

The results of their study were issued in a report, dated May 25,1989.

The report discussed DOE's health and safety problems and indicated they

were "exacerbated by the lack of effective oversight within the Department

itself." The findings of the NAS/NAE assessment and congressional studies

received national publicity. The general public questioned and national

news media organizations reported on the Department's passive

involvement in the conduct of operations at SRS and other DOE sites.

The time was ripe for substantial and sweeping changes in the defense

materials production industry.

K- and L-Reactors at SRS began their scheduled maintenance outages in

April 1988 and June 1988, respectively. A maintenance outage to address

seismic concerns began at P-Reactor in April 1988. Following resolution
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of the seismic concerns, the managing and operating contractor restarted

P-Reactor in August 1988, but shut it down after several anomalies

occurred during startup. DOE made the decision that substantial

improvements in operation and management needed to be implemented at

SRS. These improvements phis plant maintenance and modernization

efforts were initiated at that time.

New Initiatives for DOE at SRS

On June 27, 1989, the newly appointed Secretary of Energy announced a

"10-Point Initiative" to "chart a new course for the Department toward

full accountability in the areas of environment, safety and health" (ES&H)

for the DOE facilities. Many of die new initiatives were intended to

remediate the findings of the previously discussed assessments,

investigations and studies of the DOE and to improve the conduct of

operations at its facilities. The Secretary discussed his immediate task of

creating a new culture of accountability within the Department. His

initiatives were considered to be "extraordinary steps to help restore public

credibility in the Department's ability to operate safely its unique defense,

research, and test facilities." The 10-Point initiatives that were intended to

"move DOE more aggressively toward the highly professional, technically

competent and credible Federal agency" the public expected were formally

outlined in the Secretary's memo of June 30,1989, to all Departmental

elements and involved the following:

• Resetting of priorities to reflect ES&H as more heavily

weighted than production.

• Modifying the criteria for awarding contractor fees to reflect

increased emphasis of ES&H.
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® Establishing independent "tiger teams" to conduct

environmental compliance assessments.

» Improving compliance with NEPA by coordinating with

states which host DOE faculties.

® Establishing new management teams within DOE to

emphasize safety over production.

• Strengthening ES&H technical capabilities of line managers

in DOE.

• Appointing an independent panel to help restructure the

DOE epidemiology program.

• Establishing a comprehensive epidemiological data repository

on DOE workers.

• Requiring a 5-year plan with milestones for achieving full

OSHA compliance.

• Accelerating cleanup of DOE facilities (Env. Restoration and

Waste Mgt. 5-year plan).

Hie sixth point, strengthening DOE personnel's technical capabilities, was

considered essential in placing primary accountability and responsibility

for operations and ES&H compliance on DOE line managers at all levels.

An intensive training program for DOE personnel was laced into the

initiative.
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In April 1990, a memorandum notice was distributed from the Acting

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Materials to line managers

regarding training programs which were under development for DOE line

managers in the fundamentals of inspection and in conduct of operations

for DOE facilities. Hie training programs were to he developed by and

presented to DOE managers and technical staff. Potential instructors were

canvassed for participation in the program from all DOE sites.

Two Secretary of Energy Notices (SENs) initiated in 1990 provided the

intent of the Secretary regarding plans for the training and qualification of

the Department's personnel at all DOE facilities. SEN-6B-90, entitled

"Departmental Organization and Management Arrangements" provided

the guidelines to develop, within DOE, the technical talent to operate the

complex defense materials production facilities. SEN-21-90, entitled

"Recruitment, Technical Training and Professional Staff Development of

DOE Program Managers and Supervisors," was initiated on April 16,

1990, to set a new course for the Department on training, education,

revitalization of the DOE internship program and other issues. The lack

of a coherent effort to recruit, train and develop personnel within DOE

was discussed in the SEN as one of the Department's most serious

problems. The Notice established a committee, to be chaired by the Under

Secretary, to develop a five-year plan for the recruitment, training and

professional development of technically qualified professionals to staff the

Department's offices at headquarters and in the field. The five-year plan

established a new Headquarters-based Office of Recruitment, Technical

Training and Professional Staff Development and assessed the personnel

and funding needs of that office. "Fast-track" training and tiger-team

training were also addressed in the SEN. The five-year plan included

seven major training-related elements that are listed in Table 1.
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Another new initiative undertaken by Headquarters is the development of

a program to establish qualification requirements for certain positions in

DOE. The DOE Technical Personnel Qualification Program (Order) now

under draft development by the Headquarters office will establish specific

requirements for the program personnel qualifications. Guidelines for the

development of the program plans include the organizational

responsibilities of the participants, procedures for program execution, and

the designated technical positions requiring qualification. The guidelines

also contain the following qualification requirements:

• Prerequisite standards (education, skills, knowledge) for each

position

• Systematic job task analysis for each position

• Design and development of formal, sslf-study and on-the-job

training requirements
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* Qualification cards with proficiency demonstrations,

examinations, orals, requalifications, required reading,

forma! course identification, general/specific site knowledge

and practical factors.

The "qualification card" approach is already being initiated and

proceduraily implemented at SRS and certain other DOE facilities.

Qualifkation cards are being developed for the Facility Representatives or

Area Resident Engineers positions in both the DOE-SRSPO (reactors), and

DOE-SR nonreactor (separations, Tritium, high-level waste etc.)

organizations. The DOE personnel in these positions have many of the

same responsibilities and authorities in SRS facilities as NRC resident

inspectors have in a commercial nuclear plant. Their main function is to

conduct surveillances and assessments of the contractor's conduct of

operations and adherence to procedures, standards and technical

specifications for their assigned facility and to report then* findings to

higher DOE management. Then* "qualifkation card" will consist of a

prescribed series of training courses, required reading, written

examinations, oral examinations, on-the-job training and other training.

Procedures are under development to ensure strict adherence to the

prescribed training and qualification mandates for the positions. The

Facility Representative's attendance in prescribed training courses, will be

scheduled, tracked and monitored by the new DOE-SR Office of Training

as required in a newly developed qualification card procedure. The

"training" segment of the qual-card will be carefully tracked and

documented in each incumbent Area Resident Engineer or Facility

Representative's Training Requirements Matrix (TRM).

Savannah River Site Employment

Until 1988, DOE and its predecessors, the Atomic Energy Commission

(A£O and the Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA), were
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involved in the administration of the site, hut mainly it provided

production requirements, planning, scheduling and budgeting

admhiistration. With DOE taking on increasingly additional new oversight

involvement at the site facilities in the 1988-1989 tune period, Federal

employment at the site increased significantly. As shown in Table 2, DOE

employment at SRS has more than tripled since 1950, increasing by 316

employees. The most dramatic increase in Federal employment at SRS,

however, has taken place over the last two years, as operations oversight,

surveillance and assessment responsibilities became a major activity for

DOE.

TebU2. DOE Fedend Employment at SRS

Year

April, 1951

September, 1969

September, 1979

September, 1999

September, 1999

November, 1999

DOE Employees

144

291
183
222

469

432

The dr *?p in employment between September 1990 and November 1990

represents retirements and attrition during a hiring freeze. A major

segment of the new employees hired hi the 1988 to 1990 tune period are

"professional" or "technical" personnel who are assuming responsibilities

in the oversight of operations. Table 3 provides position employment

statistics for select DOE professional and clerical positions at SRS from

September 1980 to September 1990. Since September 1980, Federal site

employees in the secretarial, clerical and administrative assistant Federal

occupational series categories (318, 303, and 322) have made up between

17-24 percent of total site employment. Today, those clerical categories
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remain at approximately 17 percent of total site employment. DOE

employees in the nuclear engineering (840) occupational series, however,

have increased in number from 11 in September 1980 to 55 in September

1990, representing a percentage of total site DOE employment increase

from 4.9 percent to almost 12 percent, respectively (for nuclear engineers).

Similarly, employees listed in the General Engineer (801) and

Environmental/Physical Scientist (1301) occupational series have also had

marked increases during the ten-year time period. The 1990 percentage of

total site DOE employment for those two categories is 17.3 percent and 8.4

percent, respectively.

laMe 3. Select DOE Position Emobn istux I

1989 1982 1984 1996 1988 1999

Secretaries, Geeks, Admin. AimMairi

Emmonmemml Engineers

Chemical Engineers

Envsronmemtal or Physical Scientists

Gemeni Engineers

Nudear Engineers

46

2

14

7

15

11

43

3

8

19

33

12

€2

5

9

13

47

29

69

4

8

29

52

19

64

6

19

23

59

29

78

19

13

39

89

55

Total DOE Site Employment, AM Positions 222 269 392 326 349 469

NOTES: 1. Statistics provided an fir September 39 oj the designated year

2. Statistics indaie SRSFO and employees in supervisory positions

3. Employment statistics are taken from DOE personnel allocation

reports

4. General Em&meen include QA Engineers, Oass^kation Analysis,

Project Jdmgimeers, and Fntgrum Engineers

5. DOEenwbrymentinNoj^mberl999was432,inclmMng68SSSfO

employees ̂ approximately forty percent ofSMSPO employees an

nudear engineers).
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When the Federal employment statistics at the site are compared from

September 1988 to September 1990, the increase in professional series

employment is even more reflective of the active role the agency is taking

in hiring new professionals for technical oversight involvement. During

that two-year time period, nuclear engineers increased in number from 20

to 55 (175 percent), general engineers increased from 59 to 80 (35

percent), and environmental/physical scientists increased from 23 to 39 (69

percent). Chemical engineers and environmental engineers increased in

number by 30 and 66 percent respectively during the same two-year tune

period. Other professional series employment increases occurred at the

site, primarily in the engineering, health physics, electronics, quality

assurance and security fields. At the Savannah River Site today, there are

more than 23,000 "tracked" employees working in various capacities as

contractors, subcontractors and Federal personnel. Table 4 provides

current employment statistics for the site, including DOE, the site M&O

contractor and subcontractors.

TeMe4.

DOE (Federal) Employees
DOE Support Service Contractors
Westinghouse Savannah River Co.

Operations

Savannah Miver Laboratory

Local Service (Temporary)

Becktd Savannah Mher Inc.

CPFF subcontractors

Other subcontractors

Wackenhut Services Inc.
Univ. of Go. (SR Ecology Lab.)

iff Forest Service (Feieni) Employees

Off-site Westinghome Subcontractors

432
412

12,291
1,400

316

4,463
1,142

288

1,028
111

59
1,268

Total 23,210
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With the addition of new DOE professional operations oversight employees

and the changeover of site managing and operating contractor from

DuPont to Westinghouse Savannah River Company, a major cultural

change is in process at the Site. Many of the current WSRC employees

are former DuPont employees with years or tens of years of site

experience; however, they are unaccustomed to DOE active involvement in

site operations, assessments and surveillances. Both new and long-term

employees at DOE, WSRC, BSRI and WSI are facing the changing of a

culture that has existed at the site for 37 years. Training programs are in

development to address the culture change and the new oversight

involvement DOE will be providing into the future at SRS.

Specialty Training for DOE-SR Non-Reactor

For the DOE Federal personnel at SRS, there are no accredited training

programs. Ail of the training for DOE employees can therefore be

categorized as "specialty" training as it is labelled in the commercial

nuclear industry. The specialty training and learning experiences provided

the new DOE oversite personnel must be directly related to their duties

and tasks if the incumbents are to perform their duties in accordance with

the new headquarter's initiatives. New DOE incumbents are essentially

unfamiliar with the agency mission, with defense-related materials

production in general, and with the type of contractor oversight they are

expected to perform. DOE employees with long-term experience in the

operations at SRS are facing a restructuring of their involvement in site

operations and must now learn new oversight duties, responsibilities and

authorities. Additionally, they will be expected to be as knowledgeable of

the technical aspects of their jobs as the site contractor employees. This is

particularly so for the Area Resident Engineer or Facility Representative

position incumbents. Although many of the incoming new-hire DOE

personnel are from the commercial nuclear industry or the nuclear navy,
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their job duties at SR are considerably different from those performed at

their previous jobs. Fortunately, the site is in the midst of a culture

change for all employees (both DOE and the contractor's ranks) and

corollary training needs analysis efforts are under way for both

organizations. Hie recently directed mandate for training of DOE-SR

personnel has been setected by the site's DOE manager as one of the most

important quality improvement elements for the site. Formal Quality

Improvement Flan (QEP) criteria address training initiatives, milestones

and goals. Job task analysis/training needs analysis is recognized by the

DOE manager as a pivotal element in achieving success in the future

operation of the facility with technically qualified employees who have

been trained in accordance with then* prescribed duties. A job task

analysis and training needs analysis effort is now being conducted for the

highest priority DOE oversight positions. The seventeen highest priority

oversight positions, were identified in a survey response by DOE-SR

divisions and are listed in Table S. Interviews are being scheduled and

conducted with both the position incumbents and their supervisors.

Training needs are being catalogued, along with learning objectives for

matrixing with the various tasks performed.

Table 5.

Area Reside**

NudmrEngineer

Operations Engineer

General Engineer

Health Physicist

Program Engineer

Project Engineer

Environmental Engineer

Industrial Bygkmsi

Assurance Engineer

Quality Assurance Specialist

Operating Accountant

ImhtttriM Engineer

Nudear Safety Engineer

MedmmaA Engineer

Technical Kngint€r

Fin Protection Engineer
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Since line management is responsible for the qualification of the

incumbents in their positions, they will review the results of the analysis

effort for approval and verification of the designated training for the

position incumbents. One of the corollary byproducts of the analysis

effort will be the upgrading of site position descriptions to ensure they

include the newly directed oversight involvement as position duty elements.

A training requirements matrix (TRM) is currently being generated for all

DOE-SR personnel by the Office of Training. The matrix is being

developed and maintained on a computerized database and will contain the

identified training needs in 5 matrix categories shown in Table 6.

TaMe6.

• Gemerie Fbrndameatahs Tfaudag (ASpenomnd must receive)
• Megidatory Meqmtemmls-Based Trmmng (DOE Orders,

NEPA, OSHA, Fedeni/State, etc)
^Spee^ Required Tnnmng(DetermiMed by Job task

• Individmi D^dopmei^ TnmmKg (St^nrisor tuui imatmbeiii

specked)
• Specialty Trmmng (Facility required trcudng or required

reading)

Training needs identified in the analysis effort and rated to be the most

difficult to perform, the most important (critical), and/or the most

frequently performed will be prioritized for training development (or

scheduling if available). Identified training needs learning objectives will

be correlated with learning objectives in the site managing and operating

contractor training programs. Training courses on facility operations,

chemical or mechanical systems and other technical topics will be provided

by the site contractor. Where possible, contractor-provided

performance-based training courses developed to meet the DOE
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accreditation order will be utilized. In addition to the site-provided

technical training, a family of "fast-track11 or "stop-gap" conduct of

operations courses, contractor assessment and surveillance courses and

other technical oversight courses are being developed and implemented by

DOE headquarters personnel from the Office of Scientific and Engineering

Recruitment and Training Development (TR), with assistance from DOE

site instructors and coordinators. The "fast-track" or "stop-gap" courses

which are in some stage of analysis, design, development or

implementation at this time are shown in Table 7.

TaMe7. DOE-HQ F&st-Trwek TnatdnB

0 FkmJBmemBis of DOE Qpewtiom

• Tiger Team Tmusimg (ForDOE independent assessment

pers&mael)

• Lmoms Leaned mO^Opemtiom of Nudem-FadOies

• €Zkamad Emguteerimr FuadmmembJs

• Codes and Stemdmrn

• Eemetor Physics

• Reactor Systems

The courses range in length from 4-days to two-weeks, have prescribed

homework assignments, include hands-on instructions and walkdown-type

involvement, and are very highly regarded as providing applicable training

in the DOE oversight duties and tasks.

Specialty Training for DOE Reactor Restart Personnel

The restart strategy for the K-Reactor facfity and subsequent reactor

facilities (P and L) fonnulated in November 1988 includes the key issue of

improvement of DOE oa-site technical vigilance and monitoring. The

long-term Improvement objective is to provide an enhanced on-site DOE
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presence fostering technical vigilance, routine surveillance of operations,

and effective management controls. An issue associated with this

ten-term objective is the implementation of DOE-SR organizations with

technkally qualified line and safety staff and with resident engineers at the

reactor facilities. Another issue is the implementation of comprehensive

surveillance and audit programs for the reactors. Key acceptance criteria

to meet the restart Bong-term objective address training program

requirements for on-site DOE-SR personnel.

DOE formed the Savannah River Restart Office (SRRO) hi June 1989 at

DOE headquarters to provide coordination, independent technical review,

and staff support to the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs in

directing the safe and timely restart of the SRS reactors. DOE also

formed the Savannah River Restart Special Projects Office (SRSPO) at the

same time to provide line management and oversight of resumption of

reactor operation. As of November 1990, SRSPO had 68 DOE employees.

The Reactor Operations and Training Division (ROTD) of SRSPO is

responsible for oversight of SRS production reactors' daily operations.

This includes maintaining full-time staff at each reactor to oversee the

operating contractor's activities including procedures, maintenance,

project management, security and emergency planning. ROTD also is

responsible for overseeing training of the operating contractor's reactor

operations personnel. DOE is reviewing and developing position

descriptions for the designated positions and identified responsibilities and

specifying corollary training requirements for inclusion hi the SRSPO

restart training program. DOE assigned experienced personnel to the area

engineer, technical staff and management positions in SRSPO to provide

safety oversight at the reactors and meet those commitments.

A Safety Evaluation Report is being developed to specify, consolidate, and

evaluate the criteria necessary to ensure a safe reactor restart. The
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SRSFO restart training program represents the interim effort directed at

enhancing SRSFO managerial and technical staff basic skills and abilities

and satisfying SER Restart Criteria. SRSFO expects and plans for the

DOE corporate (TR) directed training program, in concert with the DOE

SR (OT) training program, to provide the continuing basis for an

integrated SRSPO training program. This will train the staff to be

proficient in the technkal areas related to SRS reactors.

Hie SRSPO restart training program ensures that, prior to restart,

technical and professional management personnel will receive training in

the areas of Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INFO) publications,

including "good practices" on team building; surveillances, audits, and

reporting; reactor walkthroughs; health physics/radiation protection;

unreviewed safety issue process; and lessons teamed at SRS and other

facilities. The training program ensures that SRSFO technical personnel

receive, prior to restart, training in health physics/radiation protection;

duties, responsibilities, and authorities of staff technical positions; and

unreviewed safety issue process. Designated technkal personnel will also

receive training in inspection, audit and reporting procedures prior to

restart. Additionally the restart training program requires SRSFO

technkal staff to receive training which may be completed after restart.

These training elements for the technical staff include simulator training

(for selected staff); general employee training (including contractor

requirements while hi the reactor area); plant systems (including SRSFO

Reactor System Self Study Modules and associated Reactor System

Walkdowns); new or revised procedures, policies, or orders (as they are

issued); and lessons learned at SRS or other facilities.

The SRSPO restart training program establishes a formal method for the

staff to demonstrate the effectiveness of the training through oral, written,

or practical exams for selected courses. The program establishes a
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training schedule and maintains records indicating attendance and

satisfactory completion of training. A key feature of the SRSPO restart

training program is the development of a Training Requirements Record

(TRR) for each managerial and technical staff member in the

organization. The TRR provides a dear, concise method of specifying an

individual's training requirements and the documentation of completed

training.

The restart training program also ensures that all SRSPO staff assigned to

the emergency response organization satisfactorily complete and document

the completion of required training, ft ensures that the reactor emergency

response organization possesses the requisite knowledge and practical

abilities obtained from daily on-the-job experience and/or through the

documented training program.

DQE-SR Training Resource Requirements

Personnel resources currently working hi training-related involvements at

the Savannah River Site for DOE are shown in Table 8.

TabU8. DOE Tnwwtf Personnel

1999 1991

DOE-SR Office ofTrmmng (Federal Employees) 3 4

Contractor support serrice 6 7

Support Service 8 4

DOErSESPO (FtM-tme Trmmwg) 1 1

Comtmctor mgport wemee 7-8 2

Note:
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The primary duties and responsibilities of these training resources are to

develop, implement, coordinate and formally document training programs

for the DOE employees at the site. The duties also include the completion

of training needs assessments for DOE employees, training requirements

matrices development, training procedures development, training course

planning, scheduling and budgeting* assessments and surveillances of site

contractor training programs, and overview of the contractor training

program accreditation effort.

Since technical training of both contractor and DOE personnel will play

such a crucial role in increasing technical capabilities and implementing

the needed culture change at the site, the DOE-SR Office of Training was

directed to participate in the site contractor's Award Fee and Performance

Evaluation Committees (PEC). The Office provides training-related

performance criteria, goals and objectives for the Award Fee process and

the site contractor is rated, on a scheduled basis, on their progress hi the

achievement of the prescribed training program goals and objectives. The

site uromaging and operating contractor has training resources in each of

its seven divisions, with a total training staff of 586, including 480

"exempt" (monthly salaried), and 106 "nonexempt" (weekly) personnel.

These training resources include training managers, trainers, training

course developers, and support personnel. The resources provide training

for the site's contractor employees who manage and operate the Savannah

River Site. A buildup of the site contractor training resources has

occurred since DOE issued DOE Order 5480.18, requiring accreditation of

the training programs at all DOE faculties around the country.

As shown in Table 9, the technical training budgets for both DOE and the

site contractor are increasing to reflect needed training upgrades. The FY

1991 training budget estimate for DOE-SR (excluding salaries and benefits
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of DOE Office of Training employees) is $1.6 million. The SRSPO budget

estimate for training and qualifying DOE reactor operations oversight

personnel has been reduced in 1992 to $200,090 since the major training

effort for SRSFO oversight personnel has now been essentially completed.

Approximately $135,000 per year is also budgeted for nontechnical

training and education (college courses, etc.) for DOE personnel at the

site.

TaMe9.

DOESR

DOBSBSPO

Site Contractor

0 in tkomonds)

FT 1999

$1,455

$1,313

$59,994.4

FT 1991

$1,699.9

$9,834

$191,958.4

'So matincludeNotes: 1. Estimates for DOE personnel trail

DOE salaries md bemj&s kd do imdmie tnumg

contssct support service costs.

2. Estimates for sue contractor personnel training contain

'fifth shift' costs wMeti include salaries end benefits for

m entire skffi of penomnd in training Jutt time.

Contractor budget estimates include acereduatiom3.

upgrades of Sr i g prog

The training budget for SRSPO personnel comprises only a small segment

of the total funding for the reactor restart effort at SRS, which increased

from $606 million in 1990 to approximately $704 million in 1991. The

costs for training Federal personnel at the site is a small part of the overall
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1991 Savannah River Site budget of $2.2 billion dollars or the total DOE

Atomic Energy Defense Activity budget of $8.6 billion (DOE's total 1991

budget is $14.8 billion).

Summary

Hie DOE nuclear defense-materials production facility at the Savannah

River Site, Aiken, South Carolina, Is in a stage of transition, cultural

change and renovation, spawned to ameliorate safety and environmental

concerns of the past, and to acMeve comparability with the commercial

nuclear industry. Facility safety initiatives have promoted widespread

changes in technical specifications and operating procedures for the site

materials production and processing facilities. Formal commitments have

been developed between DOE and slate and Federal agencies regarding

site effluents, air and water quality regulations, and occupational safety.

Radioactive wastes, which have accumulated at the site for the past 37

years will soon be processed through new, high technology facilities to

separate the high-level fraction from the low-level fraction so both can be

processed and packaged in a stable form for long-term burial. In concert

with these needed changes, the Secretary of Energy issued a series of new

initiatives that place Federal personnel in a new role at the Savannah

River site, assuming demanding new operations oversight responsibilities

and accountabilities. This restructuring of duties and involvement for the

DOE employees at the site requires significant training and qualification

upgrades. A formal DOE-SR Office of Training was opened in April 1990

to develop and administer a training program for DOE non-reactor

personnel while providing oversight of the site contractor's corollary

training program upgrades. A DOE Savannah River Restart Special

Projects Office was opened in June 1989 to implement needed reactor

restart initiatives. Hie training and qualification of DOE SRSFO

oversight personnel became a high-priority effort. Programmatic plans
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have been developed and are now being implemented to provide long-term

training improvements and initiatives for all DOE employees at the

Savannah River Site. Additionally, DOE headquarters "fast-track"

training programs were developed and are now being conducted for

designated Federal oversight personnel. As the site reactors and other

defense-related nucte&r materials pswhictEOE and manufacturing faculties

begin, resume or continue operations, trained, qualified DOE Federal

personnel will be involved. They are being trained to provide operational

surveillance, safety assessments, monitoring, requirements compliance and

oversight, much like NRC resident inspectors function in the nation's

commercial nuclear plants. Due to the short life of Tritium, defense

materials production and manufacturing must continue if the United States

' is to retain the deterrence capabilities it currently possesses. At the DOE

Savannah River Site, the restructuring of DOE involvement, equipment

modifications, and new high-techisdogy processing facilities have been

linked directly to personnel training initiatives and upgrades, both for

DOE oversight personnel and site contractors. The Department of Energy

Is implementing formal initiatives in the training arena, and upgrading the

technical capabilities of all site personnel to meet the challenges of the

future. By meeting the goals and objectives of the training initiatives, the

Savannah River Site will continue its crucial rote in the production of

defense-related materials, as needed, on schedule, and with the highest

quality white preserving public safety and protecting the environment.
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STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

M. C. Pate

ABSTRACT

Numerous strategies can be used to develop and implement
specialized training. In order to achieve effective specialized
training, however, two items are especially critical: use of a
systematic approach and sensitivity towards a good needs analysis.
Sensitivity towards these items includes involving representatives of
the target population in all phases of training, identifying student
characteristics and their impact on training setting and delivery,
preparing a scope document that addresses the terminal and
enabling objectives of training in terms understandable to the
customer, and emphasizing flexibility in the use of alternative
training delivery methods and training resources. Increasing
sensitivity towards these factors will increase participant satisfaction
and the ultimate use of the training provided.

Developing and implementing specialized training is not unlike developing

and implementing other forms of training. A systematic approach must be

taken to ensure effective training. Nuclear utility training departments

typically are focused on providing task-based technical training using a

systematic approach. This systematic approach is based on task analysis

and regulatory requirements. Often the bases for specialized training are

regulatory commitments and management directives for which the typical

job and task analysis may not be the best approach. While the task

analysis approach is effective, there are some activities within the
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systematic approach that warrant increased sensitivity. The purpose of

this paper is to emphasize some aspects of the systematic approach that

warrant this increased sensitivity.

Sensitivity to the development of a good needs analysis is one of the up-

front development tasks. This needs analysis needs to focus on

characteristics of the student population including perception of the

training need, student location and availability, and other similar

attributes that would have an effect on training delivery and settings.

Involvement of representative members of the target population early in

the needs analysis phase is a key to obtaining the best Information.

Sometimes supervisors and managers are used in the development of the

needs analysis instead of some members of the target population. By

involving members of the target population early in the analysis process,

we can identify key concerns or characteristics that otherwise might be

overlooked.

Student characteristics need to be identified in terms of what impact these

characteristics will have on the training setting and training delivery

methods. Some of these characteristics include students' educational

background, previous training, current job assignments, and students'

perception of then* own training needs. For example, specialized training

that is focused on technical staff personnel with engineering degrees

obviously needs to start at a level commensurate with their educational

background. In other instances, there may be logical breaking points

within the student population—such as supervisor versus nonsupervisor,

professional versus hourly personnel, and technical versus not technical

personnel—that may warrant different strategies in developing and

delivering training. A set of generic questions can be developed to guide

the training manager in investigating student cnaracteristics as these

characteristics impact training.
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An example of how characteristics of a population affected training is

illustrated in the development and delivery of a root cause analysis course.

The target population for the root cause analysis course was technical staff

personnel. In reviewing this training, it was determined that, in addition

to the target population, the supervisors of technical staff personnel

needed to have a basic understanding of the root cause analysis process.

This basic understanding was to enable the supervisors to support fully

and facilitate corrective actions resulting from root cause analyses. As a

result, a detailed root cause analysis course was implemented for technical

staff personnel and a shorter root cause analysis overview was

implemented for managers.

The students' perceptions of the need for and benefits of the training have

a tremendous effect on the approach to providing training. Some student

perceptions to be sensitive to include: "This doesn't apply to me. I already

know the subject. Management does not support this item. It won't work

in this company." If any of these perceptions exists or other negative

perceptions exists, then training needs to be structured to address these

items up-front. An example of addressing these perceptions includes

"preaching and teaching." This "preaching" is best accomplished through

lines of management prior to conducting training. However, this may not

always be possible based on training schedules and commitments. An

alternate approach is to schedule the appropriate level of management as a

part of each class session. An up-front presentation by management can

facilitate student "buy-in" and therefore set a positive stage for technical

training to follow.

Identifying the availability and the location of the students directly bears

on the logistics of implementing the training. Training schedules can be

developed to provide the training in the most cost-effective manner

considering instructor versus student travel and maximum class size.
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A portion of the needs analysis should address administration of the

training. Items to consider include classroom and laboratory faculties,

need for documentation, tune frames in which the training must be

completed, travel and lodging arrangements, and personnel interfaces.

Sometimes a pre-prepared form, to be completed by the training

organization during a face-to-face meeting, can be used to focus on key

administrative aspects of the training.

As training needs are analyzed, a training scope document should be

prepared. This scope document should address the terminal and enabling

objectives of training in terms understandable to the customer. The scope

document must be acceptable both to the training department and the

department needing specialized training. One form of a scope document

can be an executive summary addressing the purpose, basis, expected

outcomes, initial and/or retraining requirements, and training duration.

This document will serve to focus quickly both the training department

and the customer hi the best direction. The scope document also serves as

a "customer-supplier" agreement to eliminate surprises as training

development and implementation occur.

The identification and establishment of a contact person(s) in the

department where the student population exists is a key to success. This

contact person can assist in scheduling personnel, providing technical

information to aid in lesson plan development, reviewing lesson materials

for applicability and technical sufficiency, and generally supporting the

training effort from within the population base.

There are several ways hi which to develop specialized training. The

approach depends on the content expertise of the training department

compared to the training requirements. If expertise exists within the

training department, then the process of developing training usually falls
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within existing developmental practices. These practices may include

marking-op and repackaging already developed materials, using vendor

manuals and textbooks, and conducting in-depth development including

full scope task analysis. The training department, however, needs to be

sensitive to packaging already developed materials that may not meet the

need in order to expedite specialized training.

The training department needs to be sensitive to considering alternate

training delivery methods. Sometimes classroom training is selected due to

the need to expedite training, but it may not be the best approach.

Different methods of delivering specialized training need to be explored

including special videotape presentations, self-study, exemption testing,

and various combinations of the different delivery methods.

Due to the nature of specialized training, there may be training resources

available in local technical schools and colleges. Sometimes these training

resources—such as hiring, on a part-time basis, technical school and college

instructional personnel—are overlooked when developing and implementing

specialized training. For example, a local university expert in test

development was employed to make a presentation as part of a continuing

training program for nuclear training instructional personnel. This expert

provided valuable information and was considered a highlight of the

training session.

If training expertise is not available, a team or task force approach may

be warranted. The team may consist of an instructional technologist

and/or an instructor and content experts. Content experts may be in-

house personnel and/or vendor technical representatives. In cases where

new technology is a critkal factor, a task analysis may be performed using

vendor personnel as the content experts. This strategy, for example, was

used in the development of training for new valve operator testing
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equipment. The vendor technical representative assisted instructional

technologists and an in-house technical instructor in the development of a

task analysis. IMs task analysis served as the basis for full development

of a specialized valve operator testing course. Such an approach may he

less expensive than other methods when detailed technical information is

iry to develop training.

Hie implementation of specialized training is similar to implementing

©tier forms of training. Training departments need to he sensitive to the

selection, indoctrination, and special training needs of the instructors.

Often specialized training can he categorized into primarily technical

training or primarily nontechnical training. Primarily nontechnical

training focuses on such areas as fitness-for-duty, corrective action

programs and procedures, root cause analysis, and nuclear prioiitization.

Sensitivity to selection of an instructor who presents the "right image" is

important in addition to having the content expertise. In primarily

technical courses, having the technical expertise to maintain credibility

with the students is important provided the individual has the requisite

instructional organizational and presentation skills.

A pilot or trial course or phase warrants increased sensitivity for

specialized trciiJisg. A pilot course involving a cross section of the

population and key supervisors and managers is a good indicator of how

the training will be received and understood. Such a pilot course can

identify areas for revision or enhancement so that changes can he

implemented early. It is much easier to adjust training materials after a

pilot course than to revise materials during the fuU implementation phase.

After the initial implementation phase of specialized teaming, the target

population changes which impacts subsequent training or retraining
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phases. These changes can occur because of information learned in initial

training and subsequent changes in practices or procedures within the

utility. The point to be sensitive to is that, after the initial phase of a

training program, the needs analysis needs to be revisited for subsequent

phases. For example, in the initial phase of a Fitness-for-Duty Training

Program, the student population expressed an extremely strong need for

details regarding the process and procedures. As a result, initial training

courses included this information. Training feedback indicated that this

detail was meeting the needs of the participants during the initial training

phase. Subsequently, retraining courses included a similar amount of

detail covering changes in the Fitness-for-Duty procedures. Participant

feedback indicated that the detail in retraining was not needed as a

general understanding of the overall program that was satisfactory at this

time. As a result, retraining was revised to delete a significant amount of

detail.

Establishing adjunct instructors is one way to implement specialized

training. In addition to the requisite content expertise, adjunct instructors

need to be recognized as individuals who are considered organized, who

communicate effectively, and who are perceived as being friendly and

approachable people. The training department should be especially

sensitive to selecting only those adjunct instructors who want to be adjunct

instructors. In addition, the training department should be sensitive to

selecting those individuals for adjunct instructors who have the full

support of their immediate supervision.

A program can be established to identify, train, and maintain adjunct

instructors to provide flexibility in implementing specialized training.

Features of an adjunct instructor program should include the provision for

initial and retraining on instructional skills and practices for handling the

administrative aspects of training courses. One approach that tends to
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reduce the Impact on adjunct instructional personnel is to limit adjunct

instructors to delivering only already prepared materials. Materials would

be prepared by the appropriate certified instructor or instructional

technologists. Training for this type of adjunct instructor would focus on

presentational skills and training program administrative practices, such

as end-of-course documentation requirements.

Each adjunct instructor should be supported by an instructor from the

training department. This support instructor serves as a contact person

for training materials, end-of-course evaluations, and other administrative

items such as course documentation requirements. In addition, the

support instructor serves as a counselor working with the adjunct

instructor on instructional delivery methods and techniques.

Vendors and contract instructional personnel may be needed to support

the development and implementation of specialized training. If vendors or

contract instructional personnel have off-the-shelf materials available, the

usual process is to simply contract for training. Another approach that

may have benefit for the utility, in the long run, is to support utility

instructors temporarily with contract personnel. Contract personnel

would relieve the utility instructor by conducting already developed

lessons. The utility instructor would develop and implement specialized

training. As a result, the utility gains and maintains expertise within that

would otherwise be lost when the contract instructor leaves.

In general, there are numerous strategies that can be used to develop and

implement specialized training. There are two key items to keep in mind

as identification and development of specialized training occurs. These

two key items are (1) use a systematic approach and (2) be very sensitive

to a good needs analysis. Increasing sensitivity to these two factors will

increase participant satisfaction and the ultimate use of the training

provided.
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EFFECTIVE TRAINING BASED ON THE CAUSE ANALYSIS

OF OPERATION ERRORS

Eiaitsu Fujita, Kunio Noji, Akira Kobayashi

ABSTRACT

We have investigated typical error types
through our training experience, and analyzed the
causes of then. Following items are error types
which are observed in our simulator training.
(1) Error type due to lack of knowledge or lack of

its applying ability to actual operation.
(2) Error type due to defective mastery of skill-

base operation.
(3) Error type due to rote operation or stereo-

typed manner.
(4) Error type due to mind-setting or lack of

redundant verification.
(5) Error type due to lack of team work.
(6) Misjudgement for the plant overall conditions

by operation chief, who directs a reactor
operator and a turbine operator in the
training.

Based on these cause analysis of operation
errors, we place emphasis on the following
training methods to overcome these error types.
(a) For the item (1),
it is effective to actually experience the plant
transient behaviors, by using simulators, which
are previously learned at a classroom. By grasping
these characteristics with simulators, trainees
can deepen their knowledge and apply them to their
operation.
(b) For the item (2),
it is effective to repeatedly exercise the basic
operation of normal and off-normal conditions.
Through these processes, trainees can master basic
patterns of operation for not only each system but
also whole plant to cope with transients.
(c) For the items (3) and (4),
the upgraded training is effective. This training
offers such exercises as coping with trouble
occurences under normal start-up/shut-down
operation and responding multiple mulfunctions
during plar>+ off-normal conditions.
For these trouble shooting, operators can improve
their ability not only from skill-base, but also
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froa knowledge-base.
(d) For the item (5),
we place emphasis on the training policy for
having trainees acquire a certain ability, which
contributes to reliable operation for individual
basis and team work performance.
(e) For the item (6),
such training for an operation chief is useful,
that offers the exercises to make situational
judgement and to direct operators for maintaining
the safety during degraded conditions.

In these training, operators are improved in
their knowledge and skill corresponding to their
positions in a crew, as well as in their ability
required for team work. Consequently, they can
fully acquire their ability needed for safe
operation of nuclear power plants.

1. INTRODUCTION

BTC has been offering the operator training for all

BWR utilities in Japan since 1974. By March of 1992, an

approximate total of 4000 operators and 1600 shift crews

had completed the training in this center. BTC has several

training courses as shown in Fig. 1. The operators can

receive appropriate training, from the initial training

course to the advanced operator training course, according

to their position and experience.

We are following operation error tendencies obeserved

in our training. They are utilized to improve training

program and to establishing effective instruction guide-

line development. The errors, which we point out, are not

so significant as affecting safe plant operation. However,

we think that trainees should overcome thesr errors for

acquiring more reliable operational ability. From this

viewpoint, it is effective to point out the errors to

trainees, explain the cause of them and give the advice to

prevent their reccurences.
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We have classified errors based on their cause

analysis to typical error typejs. From the results of this

analysis, we could confirm the reinforcing points for

instruction and reflect on training method.

In this paper, we describe these reflection on

training based on the error tendency anlysis and the

results that we verified training effects.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF ERROR TYPES

AND ERROR OCCURENCE TENDENCY

2.1 Classification of Error Types

In this paper, the errors are defined as deviations

from exact operation expected in the procedures and from

good example of operation attitude. Additionally, we

regard such operation attitude as an error that might lead

to bad team performance.

He have calssified errors into 6 following types

based on training experience.

(1) Error type due to lack of knowledge or lack of its

applying ability to actual operation.

(2) Error type due to defective mastery of skill base

operation.

(3) Error type due to rote operation or stereotyped

manner.

(4) Error type due to mind-setting or lack of redundant

verification.

(5) Error type due to lack of team work.

(6) Misjudgement for the plant overall conditions by

operation chief, who directs a reacter operator

and a turbine operator in the training.
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Fig. 2 shows the comparison of error occurence rate

corresponding to the above error types; observed in the

initial training and the operator retraining courses. It

is shown almost errors can be included in these error

types. From this result, we can say this classification of

error types is adequate.

2.2 Description of Error Types and the Examples

We describe the definition of error types shown in

Chapter 2.1, and show typical examples.

(l)Error type due to lack of knowledge or lack of its

applying ability to actual operation

The errors of this type are caused by trainees in-

sufficient ability that they do not have enough knowledge

or can not apply the knowledge to plant operation.

<example>-l

Under the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) situation,

RHR systems are lined up to Low Pressure Core

Injection (LPCI) mode. After core reflooding, to

change the line-up of RHR to containment spray mode,

operators have to switchover the "spray valve control

switch" to "manual override" position.

Under this situation, because of lack of knowledge

concerning the interlock, trainees may not change the

line-up of RHR system to the required mode.

<example>-2

In the case trainees are not good at applying the

knowledge of PLR control system to the operation,

they might reset the scoop tube lock with inadequate
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signal adjustment under the lock condition. This

action might bring PLR speed rising up and con-

sequently introduce reactor power increase.

(2)Error type due to defective mastery of skill-base

operation

The errors of this type are caused by insufficient

trainees skill, since they do not have enough operation

experience in actual plants nor enough training.

<example>

During reactor water level restoring upwards after

scram, operators have to respond with manual tripping

one Turbine Driven Reacter Feedwater Pump (TD-RPP) at

500mm of reactor water level and another TD-RFP at

800am, and then manual controling the level using

Motor Driven Reacter Feedwater Pumps (MD-RPPs).

If trainees defectively mastered this skill, they

could not respond to this transient in a timely

mannner. This leads to excess of reactor water level

rise and trip remaining Feed Water Pumps needed to

control reactor water level.

(3)Error type due to rote operation or stereotyped

operation

The errors of this type are caused by carelessness

derived from trainees overfamiliality, and by stereotyped

operation without enough verification of the plant

conditions.

<example>-l

Operation errors such as mis-selecting the switch to

be handled, are seen during skill-based response
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immediately after scram.

These are caused by the carelessness mantioned above.

<exaaple>-2

Under the pen stick of a reactor water level

indicator after scram, if trainees verify only this

indicator, they might not to grasp actual level

condition.

This lead to delayed response for controlling feed

water flow, and consequently RFPs tripping at reactor

high water level.

These are caused by stereotyped operation mentioned

above.

(4)Error type due to mind-setting or lack cf redundant

verification

The errors of this type are caused by trainees

mind-setting derived from narrow view or mis-judgement

derived from lack of redundant verification.

<example>

Under the transients, such as during turbine trip,

which introduce reactor pressure increasing. Safety/

Relief Valves (SRVs) are automatically opened for

reactor pressure controlling. In these conditions,

operators can know SRV opened through verifing the

annunciator "SRVs leakage" lighting and its exaust

pipe temperature rising. On the other hand, for

confirming the SRVs re-closure, it is expected to

verify SRVs exaust pipe temperature going down, and

the other related parameter trends, such as reactor

pressure and suppression pool water temperature.

But in the case of SRV stuck-open, the exaust pipe

temperature comes down from initial rising due to
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satulated temperature decreasing caused by reactor

depressurizing. Under this condition, if trainees

verify only SRV exaust pipe temperature decreasing

for confirming SRV reclosed, they might set their

mind that SRV has already re-closed.

(5)Error type due to lack of team work

We define this error type as that caused by in-

adequate trainees communication or cooperation in a team,

which might induce misjudgement or mis-operation.

<example>

In the case of Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

closed after reactor scram, if a reactor operator

does not iinform their closure to a supervisor and a

turbine operator, it might happen that turbine gland

seal steam is lost. Because, if a turbine operator,

who does not know all MSIVs closure, opens turbine

drain valves, the main steam pressure would blow

down. This would introduce stopping of the evaporator

steam genenration, and then loss of turbine gland

seal steam.

(6)Misjudgement for the plant overall conditions by

operation chief

The errors of this type are caused by inproper

judgement of operation chiefs and their inadequate

direction for operation.

<example>

Under the condition that condensate water is out-

leaking at some point of its pipe lines, if a trainee

playing a role of operation chief delays to confirm
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the situation, and to order plant shut-down,

isolation of the leaking point, then this might lead

to excessive leakage of condensate water. In this

case, an operation chief should make judgement that

system line is out-leaking based on the various

confirmations and take countermeasure for preventing

condensate water from excessive out-leaking in a

t imely manner.

2.3 Error Occurence Tendency

We have analyzed error occurence tendencies observed

in our training from two viewpoints. One is the operation

phase and another is trainees operational experience. From

the resuls of this analysis, the error occurences are

relatively frequent during off-normal conditions that

introduce plant overall transients, rather than during

normal operation phase. Also, we can recognize that error

occurence tendencies are changing according to trainees

operational experience. We describe these tendencies in

this chapter.

(1) Error tendency according to the operation phase

We show the tendency according to the operation phase

in Fig. 3 derived from our training experience. The

occurence rate of errors that are observed after scram,

amounts to about 2/3 of all errors.

Most errors under off-normal conditions are observed

immediately after scram. We think the reason of this

tendency is owing to the fact that the operation load is

heavy at this stage. On the other hand, since the opera-

tional tasks become decreased, the occurence rate of
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errors after plant conditions stabilizing, is diminishing

gradually.

Errors under normal operation is less frequent than

under all other conditions. Errors under the normal

operation phase are mainly observed during the reactor

start-up/shut-down operation, in which operators also have

relatively high operation load.

From this consideration, we think it is important to

reduce the errors occuring immediately after scram for

total error reduction.

(2)Error type features according to the trainees

operational experience

Fig. 2 shows the occurence rate of error types

observed in the initial training course and operator

retraining course. In the initial training course, error

types: (1), (2), (3) & (5), described at Chapter 2.1, are

remarkable among all error types. In operator retraining

course, error types: (3) & (4) are most remarkable.

In the advanced operator training course, we focus on

the error type (S) with regards to training purposes.
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3. STRESS POINTS IN OUR TRAINING

We describe the stress points in our training based

on the results of the error analysis of Chapter 2.3.

3.1 Common to every training courses

(1) "Pointing at and Calling out"

As shown in Fig. 2, error type of stereotyped

operation is most eminent. One of these error causes is

the carelessness due to stereotyped operation. For

preventing these errors, it is effective to perform strict

compliance with "pointing at and calling out".

The way to perform the strict compliance with

pointing at and calling out is described below.

This is the operation aanner helpful for reliable

operation. For example, before touching on the switch,

operator points at the switch with his finger and calls

out loudly the component name to be operated, then he

operates it. That is called "SHISA KOSHO" in Japanese.

In such way, redundant confirmation through voice and

watching for target action, Makes the operation aore

reliable. Also, this kind of operation helps other

operators follow it.

(2) Redundant verification

Another cause of the errors due to stereotyped

operation is the insufficient verification introduced by

stereotyped operation. To prevent this type of errors,
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redundant verification is effective.

The redundant verification,we say, means to confirm

multiple indicators of same process parameter, such as

reactor water level, or to check various indicators

correlating with each other, such as main steam pressure

to reactor pressure. By this means, even if an indicator

failed to show correctly, operators can reliably grasp the

plant condition with others.

(3) Operation ability contributing to team work

Operation error types are divided into two cate-

gories, one is caused by lack of operation ability of

individual basis and another is caused by poor cooperation

within the team. We think training must provide the

operator with the ability not only for individual basis

but also for team basis.

Such kinds of ability for team basis are broken down

as follows.

a) mutual cooperation among control room operators

b) cooperation with local operators

c) good communication with an operation chief.

(a) and (b) are important for operators to respond

with the plant conditions. (c) is required for the

operation chief collecting the plant total imformation.

We have been putting focus on the training policy

that trainees get these attitude into habits in the

initial training course and refresh these attitude in the

operator retraining course.
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3.2 The Philosophy for the Initial Trainig Course

(A) The Philosophy of Training Program

The purpose of this course is to bring up trainees to

main control room operators. This course is composed of

classroom and simulator training.

At first, trainees receive lectures concerning plant

systems and knowledge required for plant operation in

classroom sessions. In this period, they should acquire

all knowledge needed for plant operation.

Simulator training sessions, after the period of

classroom session, are divided into normal operation and

off-normal operation.

In this training course, from the viewpoint of

reduction of errors of remarkable types found in Chapter

2.3, the simulator training program is designed to

reciprocally arrange "training mode" and "performance

mode" as shown in Pig. 4.

In the training mode, trainees receive sufficient

explanation with regards to the meaning of operation

procedure related to plant behavior, at the key steps of

training. Also we use such training method as demon-

strating the example operation by instructors to trainees.

This process is indispensable to overcome the error types:

(1) and (2).

In the performance mode, trainees are drilled the

operation ability aimed at the reliable performance in the

actual plant. This process i© indispensable to improve the

ability relating to error types <3), (4) and (5).
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(B) Typical Training Methods

(1) Putting importance on basic operational attitudes and

upgrading ability to apply knowlege to operation.

At the first stage of the normal operation training,

trainees need to aaster operations for each system and for

plant start—up/shut-down along with operation procedures.

During this training, trainees are forced to acquire

operation attitudes, described in (1) and (2) of Chapter

3.1. Besides, trainees are taught the meaning of operation

procedure related to plant behavior, at important points.

Through such process, trainees are strength- ened the

ability to apply the knowledge to operation adequately.

At the second stage, trainees are laid at the regular

positions same as at actural plant; an operational

director, a reactor operator, a turbine operator and a

reactor assistant operator. By this formation, they

perform normal start-up and shut-down operation with

variety of communication needed to actual operation. This

training is aiaed at mastering the ability of team basis

described in (3) of Chapter 3.1, as well as acquiring

normal operation skill.

(2) Enhancing the ability for applied normal operation

At the second stage, described above, trainees are

also trained to cope with mul functions related to the

systems under operation at the important phase of normal

operation. This training is effective to enhance the

ability of applied operation as well as thoroughly to

understand the meaning of procedure.
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For an example, as shown in table 1,

during MD-RFP starting, trinees are put on the conditions

to respond to reactor level increasing caused by feed-

water flow control valve seat leak aulfunction triggered

by the instructor. By the experience in such response,

trainees recognize the importance to redundantly verify

plant parameters needed for judging the conditions

correctly, and they are enhanced their ability for applied

normal operation.

(3) Mastery of basic operation skill to respond reactor

scram

After normal operation training, trainees go to next

stage, off-normal operation training. The first step of

this stage is aimed at mastery of basic operation skill to

respond reactor scram.

We have already shown, most of the operation errors

occur immediately after scram through our expriences. For

contributing to total error reduction, it is effective to

reduce the operation error during after scram. So, we put

importance on the training for mastering skill-based

operation to correctly respond reactor scram.

The basic actions to be performed after scram are

made clear as below.

For a reactor operator,

+ Verify reactor scram and subcriticality

+ Changeover reactor mode switch verifying reactor

pressure and MSIVs open

+ Adjust reactor water level
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Table 2 Examples of Mulfunction During Start-up Operation

No.

1

2

3

4

5

It ess of

Start-up

Operation

Withdraw

the

Control Rods

Start

MD-RFP

Changeover

Reactor

Mode Switch

Changeover

Reactor Level

Control to

Automatic Mode

Changeover

Reactor

Feed Water

Pumps

Mulfunctions

to be used

in training

*Control Rod

Un-coupling

*CRD Pomp Trouble

*FCV Seat Leak

of MD-RFP

*MD-RFP Trouble

*MSIV close

by Main Steam

Pressure Switch

Drift

*APRM Down-scale

IRM Up-scale

*Abnormal Control

of Reactor Level

Control System

*FCV Lock

of MD-RFP

•Abnormal Control

of

TD-RPF Controller

Main Response

of

Trainees

•Control Rod

Coupling Check

•Switchover

to stand-by pomp

•Verification

Reactor Water Level

Closure Discharge Valve

of MD-RFP

*Stop MD-RFP

start Stand-by Pomp

•Verify

Multiple Indicators

and

Related Parameters

*Verify

Reactor Level and Power

•Changeover

to Manual Mode

•Manually Control

Reactor Water Level

•Verify

Reactor Level and Power
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For a turbine operator,

+ Verify main turbine trip and related interlock

actuation, such as automatic changeover of plant

power supply

+ Verify the state of main steam pressure control

required for reactor pressure stabilizing

+ Verify feedwater and condensate water system in

operation

+ Verify main turbine going to stop in ordinary

manner

By repeated performance of response, trainees acquire

reliable operation skill, basic to responding off-normal

conditions.

(4) Enhancing the ability to respond for plant overall

transient

After acqiring basic operation skill as mentioned

above, performance mode of training is introduced to

practice the response for variety of off-normal con-

ditions. At this stage, the point to be trained is

enhancing the ability concerning the error types: (3) and

(5). Concerning the error type (3), we observe carefully

the basic operational attitudes performed during counter-

response. Concerning the error type (5), at the initial

stage of this training, this error type is often observed

described in (2) of Chapter 2.3. For effectiveness of this

training, we design training scenarios systematically as

shown in Table 2. Such kind of scenarios composed of

multi-mulfunctions relating each other. For example, a

scenario is that a necessary interlock doesn't work

properly during plant trip. Many kinds of scenarios are

used for this training corresponding to important function

of relating system. Through this training, trainees
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Table 2 Examples of Effective Scenarios for Upgrading

of Applied Response Under Off-normal Condition.

No.

R-l

R-2

R-3

R-4

T-1

T-2

T-3

Operation

Items

Verify

Reactor Scram

Control

Reactor

Water Level

Verify

Radiation

Monitors

Verify

Pr iraary

Contaiment

Integrity

Turbine Trip

Control

Main Steam

Pressure

Verify Turbine

Coast Down

Effective

Malfunctions

*Not Actuate

RPS channel Logic

*Not Insert

Some Control Rods

*Not Actuate

Trip Logic of TD-RFP

*FCV Lock of MD-RFP

*Malfunction

MS Rad. Monitor

*Malfunction

Area Rad. Monitor

*Small Steam Leak

in Containment

*Leak of N2 gas

in Containment

*Not Actuate

Gen. Lockout Relay

*Not Changeover

Bus Power Supply

*Stuck Open of

Turbine Bypass Valve

*Not Respond

Turbine Bypass Valve

*Low Pressure

of Tb Gland Seal

Responce

of Trainees

^Manually Scram

*Verify Reactor

Subcriticality

•Maintain

Reactor Water Level

*Changeover

to Operable Pumps

*Close all MSIVs

*Check Relative

Rad. Monitors

*Verify

Containment Press.

^Monitor

Contaiment Temp.

^Maintain

Plant Power Supply

*Manually Close

All MSIVs

*Try to Open

using Opening Jack

*Supply Steam

fros House Boiler
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improved to overcome stereotyped operation. Also these

scenarios require mutual information exchange among

operators for grasping plant overall conditions. So,

trainees recognize the importance to perform basic

operation attitude concerning the team basis.

In such a way, trainees are enhanced the ability to

reliably respond for off-normal conditions.

3.3 Operator Retraining Course

(1) Refreshing basic operation skill

This training course is designed for refreshment of

the operators currently working in the main control room

of an actual plant. At the initial stage of this training,

refreshing basic operation skill is conducted through the

training.

(2) Enhancing knowledge-base operation.

As described before, two error types are to be

remarked for trainees of this class. One is the error due

to stereotyped operation caused from overfamiliality of

operation. Another is the error due to mind-setting or

lack of redundant action.

In this course, we put emphasis on the training to

improve the ability to respond for plant overall tran-

sients. In this training, we use training scenarios,

described in (4) of Chapter 3.2(B). We remark the

operation errors caused by stereotyped operation.

Sufficient variety of this kind of scenarios is exercised

in order to point out such kind of errors. By teaching the
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countermeasure to prevent reccurence, trainees are

improved operation performance. On the other hand, through

experiencing such kind of errors, trainees recognize the

importance of knowledge-based operation.

In such a way, trainees overcome this type of errors

and improve the ability to respond abnormal condition in

reliable manner.

(3) Enhancing the ability for diagnosing and practical

operation response

In this course, we have used more complex events

developed based on the actual events that have occured in

Japan and overseas. Trainees can upgrade their ability to

diagnose certainly the plant condition. Also, they can

improve their practical operation response reflecting

countermeasure learned from the lessons of past actual

events. Additionally, scenarios that are more severe to

the reactor, are used for training to respond with

judgement for maintaining reactor safety.

Training exercises are recorded on video tapes during

this session. It is useful for reviewing their performance

by themselves with instructors critique. This method is

helpful for increasing the training effects.

4. TRAINING EFFECTS THROUGH ASSESSMENT

FOR OPERATION PERFORMANCE

We conduct the training review meeting among

trainnees and instructors at the final day of each

training course. He can hear the trainees comments

reviewing training results. We can grasp the degree of
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their satisfaction and the opinion for the training

improvements. However, with this methods, it is difficult

to get quantitative effect of training.

In the operator retraining course, we have been

introducing new method in order to grasp quantitatively

the effects of training. In this method, we evaluate

trainees perforaance at the first day and final day of

training period. We call this "Entry and completion level

check". At this check, we evaluate trainees operation

performance coping with plant overall transients. The

scenarios used for the entry check and the completion

check, are at equivalent level in order to evaluate both

performance with sane conditions. Evaluation points are

following at the reactor operator and turbine operator

position.

1) basic operation skill to cope with the transients

2) diagnostic and judging ability to cope with

off-normal condition

3) basic operational attitude

For each point, trainees performance is evaluated 5 graded

levels based on the instructors observation. 5 levels are

graded as following.

A .- above 90% for the goal

A*: above 80% for the goal

B : above 70% for the goal

L': above 60% for the goal

C : below 60% for the goal

Fig. 5 shows the summarized resuls of this check for

recent 100 trainees. Almost all trainees acheive A or A*

ranks at final stage of the training. By this data, we can

say sufficient effects of our training are verified, and

our training methods are effective for our training

purpose.
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Evaluation Point

Basic Operational
Skill

to Cope with
the Transients

Diagnostic and
Judging Ability

to Cope with
Off-normal

Conditions

Basic
Operational

Attitude

v Rank

Entry
Level

Completion
Level

Entry
Level

Completion
Level

Entry
Level

Completion
Level

h A* B B1

A A' B B

A A' B B1

"•.

A A1 B B

A Af B B1

A A' B

Pigure5 The Results of the Entry and Completion Level Check
in Operator Retraining Courses



5. Conclusion

We analyzed operation errors observed in our training

sessions. Based on the results of this analysis, the

stress points reflecting human factors in our training

were made clear. Also, we verified the effects of such

training by newly introduced quantitative evaluation.

Consequently, it is said our training methods reflecting

human factors are fruitful.

Furthermore, we will be continuing to consider these

analysis concerning the operation errors. For this

purpose, we will try to take these data with higher

accuracy by using advanced technics, and lead to upgrading

of our training methods.
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ANALYSIS AND TRAINING OF
COGNITIVE SKILLS

Randall J. Mumaw
Westinghouse Science and Technology Center

ABSTRACT

Cognitive skills (e.g., decision making, problem solving) are critical to
many jobs in the nuclear power industry, and yet the standard approach to
training development does not always train these skills most effectively.
In most cases, these skills are not described in sufficient detail, and training
programs fail to address them explicitly. Cognitive psychologists have
developed a set of techniques, based on analysis of expertise, for describing
cognitive skills in more detail. These techniques incorporate a diverse set
of human performance measures. An example is given to illustrate a method
for determining how experts represent problems mentally. Cognitive
psychologists have also established a set of empirical findings concerning
skill acquisition. These findings can be used to provide some general rules
for structuring the training of cognitive skills.

INTRODUCTION

It seems clear that cognitive skills play an important role in the nuclear industry.

Operators, maintenance technicians, engineers, and other support personnel are all required

to have some understanding of the power-generation process and the many complex

systems that support it. This understanding is used for cognitive tasks such as diagnosis,

anticipating the effects of a disturbance in one part of the system on other pans,

troubleshooting, and procedure selection. Unfortunately, the emphasis on the use of

procedures in the nuclear industry can give the impression that "thinking" is not required

for good performance. However, even when the use of documented procedures rigidly

guides job performance, "thinking" is not shut down. Highly skilled personnel will

maintain a deep understanding of the state of the system that allows them to diagnose,

reason, and anticipate in conjunction with the proceduralized course of action.

If these cognitive skills truly are important, it is the duty of trainers to identify them,

analyze mem, and train them effectively. The standard approach to training in the nuclear

industry is the Systems Analysis of Training (SAT). Since its development in the 60s,
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SAT has been the dominant force in guiding large instructional development programs.

SATs major achievement has been to provide a standardized structure to training design

activities that ensures the development of a comprehensive training program. Despite

SATs success, trainers in some fields have found that the behavioral foundations of SAT

have not supported the development of effective instructional materials for jobs that rely

heavily on cognitive skills (i.e., decision making, problem solving, reasoning, judgment,

or planning). In the last decade, work in cognitive psychology has been applied to task

analysis and instructional design techniques to better address cognitive skills. This paper

describes how this work has influenced both our understanding of skilled performance in

cognitive tasks and the techniques used to train them.

Let me illustrate more concretely how SAT falls short in describing cognitive skills.

Certainly, traditional approaches to task analysis identify cognitive skills. In analyzing the

tasks and subtasks that comprise a job, one typically finds a need to use verbs such as

"decide" and "determine." An example might be "determine when the x procedure needs to

be applied." Job incumbents will verify that this determination must be made and that

trainees must learn to make the determination. Further, the task analyst will correctly label

this as a cognitive skill. However, the job analysis stops at that point Training fails

because there is an insufficient understanding of the meaning of proficiency and how it can

be acquired by the trainee.

My most recent experience in developing training for cognitive skills was in the field

of air traffic control, a job I believe has much in common with nuclear power plan: control

room operators. The cognitive skill that is the essence of air traffic control is determining

when a potential conflict exists-what controllers call "seeing the traffic." Standard task

analysis had identified this cognitive skill as a critical component of the job years earlier,

but no one had yet translated that insight into effective training. Instead, trainers would put

student controllers in realistic simulations of heavy traffic and yell at them to see the

important traffic patterns that were obvious to the trainers. The trainers were unable to

analyze the skill in any more detail and were, therefore, unable to convey die skill to the

students. Some students figure it out on their own, but many do not figure it out How

can cognitive skills be better characterized and described for the purposes of training?
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ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE SKILLS

The acquisition of cognitive skills cannot be observed in the same way that the

acquisition of motor skills can be studied. However, in most cases experts—those most

proficient in a skill-can be easily recognized. Thus, a number of cognitive psychologists

decided to study me acquisition of cognitive skill by analyzing problem-solving expertise in

a number of fields and contrasting the picture of expertise to a picture of novices. This

approach seeks to understand the endpoints of skill acquisition. The strength of this

approach is that it establishes the goals of training-the characteristics of expertise. The

weakness is that little is discovered about the middle stages of skill acquisition~the

common pathway to expertise. The general model of cognition used by these

psychologists to describe skill identifies both a mental representation that captures current

understanding and mental processing that operates on that representation. A more detailed

description of this model is beyond the scope of my current purpose.

Through these studies of expertise, psychologists were able to develop a general

picture of cognitive skill. A somewhat simplified description attributes three qualities to

experts: they have richer, more detailed knowledge; their knowledge is more highly

organized; and they have available more efficient problem-solving strategies. Let me

describe each of these in more detail.

Richer Knowledge. Experts have much richer knowledge than novices, especially in

areas related to how systems operate. In working with air traffic controllers, I found that

skilled controllers knew a lot about the operating characteristics of aircraft For example,

they knew maximum climb rates and speeds for each type of aircraft that came through their

sector. This knowledge was useful in sequencing aircraft to avoid one overtaking another.

This knowledge, which seems important, is not given an explicit place in the controller

curriculum. The better controllers do find a way to learn it, though. In jobs that require

working with complex systems (e.g., electronic systems, power plant systems), skilled

operators understand much more about how those systems work and why they work that

way. The less skilled operators may be able to state system relationships or characteristics,

but they are less likely to understand why mat is true. The deeper, richer knowledge

supports reasoning and inference-making in experts.

Knowledge Organization. Experts develop a sensitivity to meaningful patterns of

information that are tied to important functional relationships. Typically, when the pattern
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is recognized, experts know the appropriate actions to address the situation. For example,

chess masters can recognize tens of thousands of patterns on the chessboard that indicate

the game situation and the best move. Similarly, physics professors, when given physics

problems to solve, quickly identify the category of problem (e.g., conservation of energy)

and produce the related set of equations that must be solved. Novices, in these cases,

exhibit performance that is less directed. Thus, experts do not necessarily consider more

solutions, but they consider only the appropriate solutions by assigning a meaningful

classification to the problem early. This ability to identify meaningful patterns quickly also

aids in spotting deviations from normal conditions.

More Efficient Strategies. Finally, when it is recognized that a situation requires

some corrective or recovery action, experts typically possess strategies that novices do not.

In electronics troubleshooting, experts use a set of strategies that reduce the number of

measurements they need to make. In some cases, these better strategies have simply not

been discovered by novices. In other cases, the strategy is unavailable to novices because

they do not have the same representation of the problem that the expert has.

How do these characterizations of high levels of cognitive skill relate back to the

description of cognitive skill? Using these methods for describing proficiency, we should

now be able to give a description of skills such as "seeing the traffic" mat guide training.

More specifically, now that we know what to look for, we should be able to identify the

knowledge, the information patterns, and the strategies that experts use. When these are

made explicit, they can more easily be incorporated into the curriculum.

Unfortunately, the analysis techniques that allow us to identify these keys to expertise

are not standard tools of those in the training field; they are techniques taken from cognitive

psychology. Cognitive task analysis, as it has come to be called, relies on integrating a

diverse set of measures of human performance. An example may help to illustrate the

manner in which one can determine the meaningful patterns experts use to structure a

problem.

Chase and Simon1 studied chess masters and compared them to less-skilled chess

players (novices). They used a number of experimental tasks to determine how the chess

players differed In one task, they tested memory for chessboard configurations. The

subject (the master or the novice) was shown a number of chess pieces on the chessboard

for a brief period of time. When the chessboard was removed, the subject was asked to
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recreate it using chess pieces and a second chessboard. Chase and Simon tracked this

performance carefully. They noted the order in which pieces were placed, the time between

placement of each piece, and the number of pieces correctly placed. Further, in some cases

Chase and Simon used configurations taken from actual game situations, and in other

cases, they used random configurations of chess pieces. The result was that chess masters

had better memory for chess pieces only when actual game situations were used. This

shows that the masters did not have a superior memory in general, but that they had a

superior memory for meaningful chess patterns.

The other data collected helped Chase and Simon determine what the meaningful

patterns were. The chess masters placed pieces in clusters. That is, they would place

several pieces that represented some chess relationship (e.g., attack), pause, and then place

pieces belonging to a different relationship. Through this technique, the relationships that

are meaningful to masters were identified. As a final check, Chase and Simon asked the

chess masters to draw circles around groups of chess pieces that formed a meaningful

relationship. They found that these groups corresponded to the groups identified by the

order of recall. Thus, a number of related measures—order of recall, timing of recall, and

grouping—were used together to identify chess relationships that have significance to chess

masters in understanding game situations.

This same approach was applied to the analysis of air traffic controllers2 to determine

the meaningful patterns that controllers use for understanding the traffic in their sector.

Controllers were asked to complete a simulation exercise but were not told there would be a

test of recall later. At a point well into the exercise, the simulation was stopped, and the

controlters were asked to recreate the traffic in the sector using a hard copy of the sector

map. Again, measures such as order of recall, timing of recall, and grouping were used to

identify the patterns that are meaningful to controllers. These patterns can now become part

of the training materials for novice controllers who have no way of making sense of

complex traffic.

As I said, this type of analysis of cognitive skills is complicated, time-consuming, and

difficult to standardize. It does, however, provide a means for analyzing cognitive skills

into elements that aid training development The challenge for cognitive psychology is to

begin to standardize a set of tools and a method (similar to SAT) for conducting an efficient

cognitive task analysis. The challenge for trainers is to begin to identify those job

components that are most in need of this type of analysis.
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TRAINING COGNITIVE SKILLS

I now turn my attention to techniques that foster more effective training of cognitive

skills. This concerns the contents and structure of the training program itself. The first

point is that, when a more detailed analysis has been done of critical cognitive skills, the

characteristics of skilled performance should be addressed explicitly in the curriculum. The

training developer, being aware of specific knowledge, patterns, or strategies that

characterize skilled performance, can incorporate these items into training. Evaluation of

students' skill levels can also be tied to these indices of skilled performance.

More generally, when the job being trained relies heavily on cognitive skills and the

acquisition of extensive knowledge, the entire training program should be restructured to

facilitate skill acquisition. This restructuring should follow two principles: 1) tie training

to an understanding of the actual job; and 2) carefully control the degree of complexity

given to students.

A standard approach in training knowledge-intensive jobs is to put students in a

classroom for the first six weeks of training and try to give them every bit of knowledge

they will ever need. This approach reflects an administrative logic that optimizes

convenience for instructors and facility resources. However, with this approach, learning

often takes on the character of rote memorization because students are given no meaningful

way to integrate new knowledge. A better approach involves students in the job from the

first day and maintains a mix of actual job experience, simulation, and classroom learning.

When students are allowed to observe job incumbents and to engage in simplified

simulations of the job, learning of "facts" is motivated by a desire to make sense of

something real.

Students can also be defeated by overwhelming them with the complexity of

"realism." Operational people are often strong proponents of realistic, full-fidelity

simulation as the primary form of training. In these cases, students are so overwhelmed

with the mechanics of the situation, that high-level cognitive skills are never given time to

develop. Complexity can be controlled in a number of ways.

First, low- and medium-fidelity simulations should provide students with a feel for the

essence of the task or job. These simulations should have greatly simplified interfaces.

Then, after the task is mastered in these simple settings, more job components can be
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added. It may make sense for students to cany out fairly realistic tasks with the simplified

operational equipment. This allows them to see the logic of operations and focus on the

cognitive skills critical to operation. It also provides a good framework for adding detail.

When students are finally given realistic scenarios on high-fidelity simulations, scenarios

should initially emphasize single, meaningful events and build over time to more complex

scenarios. Cognitive task analysis can be used to classify problem types and to develop a

scaling of difficulty across problem types.

Second, support skills should be introduced gradually. Part-task trainers can be used

to practice individual job components that are basically mechanical, such as data entry skills

or computational skills. As these skills are mastered, they should be integrated into the

simulation of the full job. With this technique for introducing support skills, the focus of

the simulation remains on the more critical higher-level skills needed for integrating many

tasks.

Third, students should follow an apprenticeship model of training and work towards

intermediate goals that represent actual job responsibilities. When a number of skills can be

integrated into a useful skill, mat skill can be put into practice in a job setting. This further

aids integration of new information with actual job situations.

SUMMARY

The analysis and training of cognitive skills is currently not well supported by the

traditional SAT approach. Cognitive psychology has developed a set of techniques for

analyzing cognitive skills and a set of empirical findings that can guide training

development I have tried to illustrate how the analysis and training of cognitive skills is

changed under this new approach.
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T P THE WAY OF TEAMWORKI-G.rPN<T P
IN OIJI NUCLEAR

Douglas K. Harrington

ABSTRACT

Nuclear control room crews, like teams of any kind, develop their own
unique personalities, or ways of getting things done. These personalities
contain both good news and bad news when it conies to teamwork, and
evolve from the beliefs and attitudes of the individual supervisors and
operators. These beliefs and attitudes translate into behaviors that
contribute to, or become barriers to, the teamwork so vital in today's
modem nuclear control room. The writer, a consultant who has worked
with control room crews at twelve U.S. nuclear plants over the past five
years in developing teamwork skills, describes his experiences,
observations, and successes with the use of videotape to help operators
change or modify their behavior to make them more effective as members
of a control room team.

INTRODUCTION

Two heads are better than one, but
Too many cooks spoil the broth.

The more the merrier, but
Three is a crowd.

If you would have a thing well done, do it yourself, but
Jack of all trades, master of none.

In unity there is strength, but
A chain is no stronger than its weakest link.

These pairs of adages assembled by Ivan D. Steiner in his book, Group Process and Productivity.
seem to best summarize the opinions of experts who have, in years past, studied the effectiveness of the
small group process or, what we commonly refer to as, teamwork. White some experts would argue that
group results would prove superior in most situations, others would argue mat the individual is probably
more effective or that no significant difference would be found between the performance of the group or the
individual. After thirty-eight control room crews worth of experience over the past five years, this writer
would have to argue that teamwork is far superior to the "Lone Ranger/John Wayne" style of getting things
done in today's modem nuclear control room.

There is no question that nuclear control room operators understand the concept of teamwork.
While working with actual crews, or new license candidates, during team skills development workshops. I
have found that most supervisors and control room operators not only understand the concept, but also
agree with its value in their control room environment However, understanding may, in fact, be the
"booby prize" from mis teamwork training.

While some control room operators are able to apply the teamwork skills immediately, many
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operators have difficulty applying the skills to their actual control room situations even though they have a
clear "understanding" of the concept of teamwork. One of the reasons seems to be that operators, like most
of us, are unaware or unconscious of their behavior and the impact that behavior may have on others,
particularly during a highly stressful situation.

During one teamwork session with a new RO/SRO license class, a Reactor Operator candidate was
experiencing some difficulty maintaining his physical position at the control panels as well as
communicating with other crew members during a practice simulator scenario. As the scenario unfolded,
the RO candidate began to move about the control room simulator at a quickened pace in an apparent attempt
to find out what was going on at each control panel location. At the same time, he would call out to the
other operators, in a rather loud, high octave, stress inducing tone, any and all information he might have
seen during his travels around the panels. This behavior.while unconscious to the RO candidate, was quite
disturbing to the other members of his crew. Although he had received feedback about his behavior from
his classmates prior to this training session, he had made no changes.

During the viewing of the first videotape of his team's performance, I noticed the RO candidate had
his head down with his hands covering his face. As we began the debriefing of the videotaped
performance, he told the class that he was quite embarrassed and could not believe what he had just
watched. I asked him to describe the behaviors that seemed to bother him the most He talked about the
loud, undirected communi< ation and the lack of discipline in remaining at his assigned position. When I
asked if he had been aware of this behavior and the impact it was having on the rest of his team, he said he
was not

While you may be thinking that here is an RO candidate mat obviously did not make it through
licence class, there was a happy ending to this story. This candidate, after becoming aware of his behavior
that was disruptive to the team, made a very conscious decision to change. And change he did. Although it
was not easy, every dme he caught himself falling back into his old behaviors, he would simply say to
himself, "Settle down," and he did. Today, happily, this candidate is a licensed Reactor Operator doing
very well.

BARRIERS TO TEAMWORK
Obviously, there are many things about the nuclear control room environment which may effect

teamwork, but in my experience working with crews, mere are two key barriers which stand out as having
the most impact on whether or not a crew performs effectively as a team. These barriers are, (1) the beliefs
and attitudes crew members have about their respective roles, and (2) the leadership or behavioral style of
the Shift Supervisors and other Senior Control Room Supervisors.

Beliefs About Roles
Each individual member of a nuclear control room crew has an established set of beliefs about his

respective sole and what he can or cannot do, particularly under highly stressful abnormal or emergency
situations. A Reactor Operator may hold the belief mat his role is to keep the supervisor informed of
information he may have, but that he should not participate in the decision making, nor disagree with the
conclusions or directions of the supervisor. Another operator may believe that her role is to remain silent
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and do what she is told to do by the supervisor. At the same time, a Senior Reactor Operator in a Unit or
Shift Supervisory role may hold the belief that he, alone, must solve this problem without asking for the
opinions of his crew members. These and numerous other beliefs are developed from past experiences and
then strengthened or modified depending on the feedback or reactions from the senior supervisors, plant
management, training personnel, or regulators who evaluate crew performance. These beliefs, whether
held at a conscious or unconscious level, have a significant effect on the behavior of the operators and
supervisors.

For example, one control room crew I was observing during a simulator exercise had just received
the initial indications of an abnormal situation. The scenario had been selected because of its confusing
nature and the need for the crew members to carefully analyze the incoming data prior to taking action.
About five minutes into the scenario, the Balance of Plant Operator (BOP) walked over to the Shift
Supervisor, who was controlling the crew, and communicated an opinion of what he believed the problem
to be. The Shift Supervisor, already on his way to developing his own model of the situation,
acknowledged the BOP with the words, "No, it cant be that." With that feedback, the BOP turned away
and returned to his station at the control panels with no further exchange of information.

At mis point, one might ask the question, "What's wrong with ihat?" The supervisor heard the
BOP and assessed mat the information was incorrect and men went on with attempting to solve the
problem. However, the BOP in mis situation was quite accurate in his assessment of the problem. It
wasnt until much later in the scenario mat the supervisor correctly assessed the event and the crew
successfully completed the scenario.

During the debriefing of the videotaped performance, the Shift Supervisor said he could not
remember hearing the communication from the BOP. When asked why he did not push to get his
information and his point of view across to the supervisor, the Balance of Plant Operator said he didn't
believe it would do any good.

If we examine some beliefs that may have been at work in this situation, we might find that the
Reactor Operator, or BOP, held a belief that you don't challenge the Shift Supervisor. Such a belief may
develop over time as the operator teams how to get along with his supervisor. The Shift Supervisor, on the
other hand, may hold the belief mat he, alone, must solve the problem, or that allowing a Reactor Operator
to change his mind might be seen as a weakness by those observing his performance. For whatever
reasons, strongly held beliefs about how one must behave in a particular role in the control room appear to
have a significant impact on the behavior of operators and on how well a control room crew work together
and communicate as a team.

Leadership and Behavioral Styles
The overwhelming influence on whether or not a crew performs as a team appears to be the

behavioral or leadership styte of Shift Supervisors and other Senior Reactor Operators. Supervisors,
operating from their own set of beliefs about a supervisor's rote, may lead, or behave, in a way that
encourages a team environment, or in a way ihat inhibits sound teamwork behaviors. And we have
observed mat the supervisor's behavior tends to significantly influence the behavior of the rest of the crew.
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We call this phenomenon: "Shadow of the Leader."

For example, a much misunderstood and misinterpreted phrase utilized in the nuclear industry today
is "Senior Reactor Operator Command and Control." Shift supervisors and control room supervisors I
have worked with have differing beliefs about the intended meaning of those words. If a control room
supervisor's belief is that "command and control" means he is in charge, solely responsible for knowing
everything, and expected to make all the decisions by himself, he may translate mat belief into a more
directing or controlling style of behavior which may or may not be an effective, or a comfortable, style for
mat supervisor. On the other hand, a supervisor who defines "command and control" as utilizing all the
resources available to him to maintain his awareness and to make decisions, and as keeping his crew
informed and updated at all times, may utilize a variety of effective behavior styles depending on the
situation at the moment

At certain times during the emergency it may be quite appropriate for the supervisor to take charge
and give directions that are to be carried out immediately. At other times, it may be more appropriate for the
supervisor to listen and seek input from his operators, take time to carefully analyze data, or even to provide
encouragement and feedback to the cr ;w letting mem know how they are doing and where they are in the
emergency process.

Over the past five years, I have had the opportunity of working with and observing, from my point
of view, some very excellent control room crews. Throughout a scenario the entire crew appears calm and
in control of the situation. Communication flows freely among the crew with each piece of information
being directed to an individual or individuals and consistently being acknowledged. Doubts, concerns, or
questions are expressed openly and dealt with immediately. Directions are given and acknowledged in a
clear, calm, and concise manner. Crew members are listened to regardless of rank or position. Opinions
are asked for and willingly given. All crew members are kept in the communications loop and updated
when appropriate so the entire team knows where they are in the event and what direction they ar. taking
and why.

Without exception, the leadership of the Shift Supervisors and Senior Reactor Operators has been
the key ingredient in creating this environment of teamwork. Some of the very best supervisors I have
observed have been those who are capable of balancing the technical, problem solving, aspect of the event
with their responsibility for providing leadership to the crew. White taking in information and reading
procedures, they stay conscious of how the team is doing and step in when necessary to help calm a crew
member or clear up any confusion. They are decisive whenever action is needed, yet willing to listen for or
even seek out the opinions or ideas of their operators. The real difference between those supervisors who
do mis well and those who don't appears to be the flexibility supervisors have in moving from one
leadership style to another depending on what the situation calls for at the moment.

The Value of Style Awareness and Feedback
Most experts and writers on leadership today agree on the importance of leaders being flexible in

the use of more than one style in order to be effective in all situations and with all their followers. This is
particularly true when the goal is to create a control room crew that woiks together as a team rather man
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relying on the expertise of only one person for the successful handling of the event

It would seem, then, that our goal should be simply to "teach" all control room supervisors lo use
flexibility in their leadership behavior in order to be most effective in creating an atmosphere of teamwork
While that would seem to make sense, my experience has shown me that most supervisors do not change
their style or become more flexible simply by being "taught" fee correct way to behave as a leader.
Supervisors this writer has observed that make significant changes in their leadership style have been those
who have decided, through their own prerogative, that a change is necessary.

Hie team skills development process we have been using with control room crews has two fairly
simple objectives: 1) To provide operators and supervisors an opportunity to bring to a conscious level,
examine, and clarify their beliefs and attitudes about their role as members of a control room crew; and 2) to
provide valuable feedback, through videotape as well as person-to-person, about those behaviors other
crew members appreciate as well as ways in which each operator or supervisor could be even more effective
in their respective roles.

Many operators and supervisors, while going through the teamwork training experience, have
gained some valuable insight, either through feedback from their own crew members or through feedback
from watching themselves on videotape, that has made enough impact on them to cause them to say, "I need
to change." Causing that to happen is not always easy because control room personnel, like most of us,
operate on "auto pilot" without much conscious thought about the impact their behavior style is having on
those around them.

During one team skills development workshop, the Shift Supervisor, recently promoted to mat
position, asked me for help in getting one of his assistant supervisors to "take more control of the crew"
especially during emergency practice sessions in die simulator. The shift supervisor felt mat he, himself,
had to direct the crew because the assistant was either unwilling or unable to give mat direction. The reason
for the assistant supervisor's behavior became quite evident during me first videotaping of a simulator
scenario.

Initially, as the scenario unfolded, the shift supervisor was absent from the simulator control room.
The assistant supervisor, in charge of the crew, was actually doing quite well directing the operators
through the procedures. As the Shift Supervisor entered the simulator, and the scenario, he actually
bypassed the assistant and went immediately o the control boards and began conversing with the reactor
operators to assess ihe situation. He then began directing the operators while the assistant slowly backed
out of the picture.

At the end of the day, following the videotape review of the crew's performance, the Shift
Supervisor came up to me and said, "I think I know the problem with (my assistant)." Hoping that the
videotape feedback had provided this supervisor with some valuable insight, I hesitantly asked, "What do
you mink it is?" To my relief, and pleasant surprise, his comment was, "It's me!" He went on to say thai
he was unaware that he was actually "taking over" the crew from his assistant. While "taking over" was not
his conscious intent, his typical behavior was to take charge and control the event himself. The reaction he
was seeing from his assistant was based on the assistant's belief of the role the shift supervisor expected
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him to play. The shift supervisor had, in fact, influenced the behavior he did not like in his assistant.

Our goal, then, in the team skills development process is to provide supervisors, as well as
operators, the opportunity to receive meaningful feedback to help them become more conscious of the
influence their style may be having on the other crew members. Along with the important feedback received
from fellow crew members and from self-analysis of watching oneself on videotape, supervisors, as weli as
their crew members, are introduced to a behavioral model to help mem better understand the range of styles
and the strengths and challenges of each.

BEHAVIORAL STYLES MODEL
The behavioral styles model used in the team skills development process is a fairly simple model

which easily establishes broad, yet relatively accurate categories of behavior styles. The model, adapted by
the Senn-Delaney Leadership Consulting Group from the initial work of Dr. David W. Merrill during the
1960's, is based on a series of behaviors that fall into four easily recognizable groupings. Because of the
validity of the model, participants in the team skills workshops readily recognize and relate with the
characteristic behaviors.

For simplicity, we have attached names, or descriptors, to the four groupings, or quadrants, in the
model. The "Controlling" quadrant describes a style which is more formal and dominant white the
"Supporting" quadrant describes a style which is more easy-going and team-oriented. The
"Analyzing" quadrant characterizes a formal style which tends to focus on data and analysis, and the
"Promoting" quadrant depicts an informal style focused on ideas and people relationships. The single
term descriptors neb) to better describe the respective quadrants, but do not necessarily describe an
individual. Most of us do not operate from a single style even though we may find that one style, or way of
behaving, feels more natural or comfortable for us in any given situation. In reality, we may find we have
flexibility in all four styles with one style being the home base from which we operate much of the time.

The power of the behavioral styles model lies, not in the descriptions, but in the interactive
exercises during the Control Room Team Skills Development Workshop in which participants observe and
receive feedback on their personal style tendencies. During the workshop, control room crew members
place themselves in one of the four quadrants based on their perception of their own behavior during
abnormal or emergency situations. Later, each crew member receives feedback based on the perception of
other crew members on which style they see as being that person's primary way of behaving. In many
cases, an operator's self-perception is sustained by his teammates, while others are quite surprised by the
feedback they receive.

This model, when combined with the feedback and visually seeing oneself on videotape, permits
crew members, supervisors in particular, to gain a personal insight into their own behavior and the impact
mat behavior has on other crew members. An awareness of the types of behavior one might exhibit from
each quadrant has helped many supervisors and operators assess the value of their present behavioral style
and helped them, through personal insight, determine the kinds of changes they should make to be more
effective as a ream member, or supervisor, of a control room crew.

One of my favorite examples of a person making a significant change following a videotape
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feedback session involved a senior engineer at a nuclear plant participating in a license class in order to
receive a Senior Reactor Operator certification. During the first videotape feedback session, he turned to me
about half way through the playback of his team's simulator exercise and said, "Stop the tape!" What he
had just been observing was an example of his leadership style which was very directive while seeking little
or no participation from his team. He simply told each operator what to do, and they did it

After his command to stop the videotape, the engineer turned to his teammates and said, "Do I
really come across that way?" The question startled the younger, more junior, Reactor Operator candidates
and left them with no response. I asked the engineer what he meant by "that way." His response, white
humorous, indicated a great deal of insight into his behavior and style as a leader. He said simply, "My
wife has been telling me that for years, and I just saw what she was talking about" I was then able to get
the RO candidates to share their feelings with the engineer about what it was like being a member of his
team. During the days of training that followed, that engineer became a great supporter of the team skills
training effort and made significant changes in his own leadership style by making better use of his team
through seeking their input and participation, listening to what his teammates had to say, and informing
them about the directions he was taking and why.

Supervisors also have the opportunity to learn how their behavior style directly effects the behavior
of their control room crew. One SRO, who happened to be a very analytical person, got a very dear view
of how his style inhibited valuable input from his Reactor Operators. During the scenario, the SRO became
very absorbed in analyzing the information coming in and attempting, in his own mind, to solve the
problem. Each time an operator approached the SRO to deliver information, there was little or no
acknowledgement by the SRO that the information had been received. Eventually, the information flow
grew less and less until the crew was nearly silent

As the SRO watched the scenario played back on videotape, he became aware of what was going
on around him during the event Following the playback, he commented on how he was 'giving the
appearance" that he was not listening to his crew. He made a commitment to his crew that he would be
more conscious of their presence and acknowledge their communication.

FUTURE IMPLICATIONS
Much progress has been made in the nuclear industry over the past six years in creating an

awareness of the need for teamwork. However, much research still remains to be accomplished in
determining, more precisely, the competencies men and women working in our nuclear control rooms must
possess in order to perform effectively during highly stressful situations.
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READING ASSESSMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM
NUCLEAR MATERIALS PROCESSING DIVISION
WESTINGHOUSE SAVANNAH RIVER COMPANY

SUBMITTED BY
CHERYL L. LEWIS

MANAGER, FUNDAMENTALS TRAINING
NUCLEAR MATERIALS PROCESSING TRAINING
WESTINGHOUSE SAVANNAH RIVER COMPANY

PROBLEM:
To ensure ourselves and the general public that the workers in NMPD
could read, follow, and understand procedures.

SOLUTION:
Procedures were randomly selected and analyzed for reading levels.
A tenth (10th) grade reading level was established as the standard
for all NMPD employees. Employees were tested to determine
reading levels and approximately 12% could not read at the target
level of tenth (10th) grade. A Procedure Walk-Through Evaluation
was administered to each person not reaching tenth grade reading
level. This was a job performance measure given to ensure that the
worker was competent in his/her present job, and should remain
there while completing reading training. A mandatory Reading
Training Program utilizing Computer Based Training was established.
This program is self-paced, individualized instruction and provided
to the worker on Company time.

Results of the CBT Program have been very good. Instruction is
supplemented with test-taking skills seminars, practice exams,
individual conferences with our own reading specialist, and some
self-directed study books. This provides a mult-media approach to
training. 18 individuals have exited the program in the 14

week period the program has been operational.

This assessment and training program has been accepted by the
Westinghouse Savannah River Company Training Policy Council as a
Site Standard for Reading Assessment and Training.
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READING ASSESSMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM

Cheryl L. Lewis

A mandatory Reading Testing and Training Program for
Operators and their first and second line supervisors, Mechanics and
their first line supervisors, was developed in the Nuclear Materials
Processing Division (NMPD) of Westinghouse Savannah River
Company (WSRC). This was to ensure the general public and the site,
that our operators, mechanics, and their supervision have the ability
to read, understand, and follow their operating procedures. This
program was to be administered on company time and be
conveniently located to the individual's job.

We needed to first determine at what reading level it was
necessary for our employees to read. A stratified random sampling
of operating procedures was obtained. The procedures were
analyzed for readability levels using the FOG index. This index is a
recognized formula that measures reading levels of written
materials. Based on this analysis, an average reading level of tenth
(10th) grade was determined. Following the analysis of procedures a
testing instrument was selected. Tests of Adult Basic Education
(TABE) Level D, Forms 5 & 6 was chosen. This exam is a
standardized, nationally normed test of adult basic skills. A
composite reading grade level was obtained by testing the
Vocabulary and Comprhension Skills sections of the TABE.

HUMAN RESOURCE ISSUES

Prior to continuing on with the Reading Testing and Training
Program several Human Resource Issues were to be determined.
Division management conferred on several occasions to discuss and
make decisions regarding these issues. The major characteristics of
the Program were as follows: Reading Testing and Training will be a
mandatory program, no pay cuts or grade level changes will occur as
a result of the Reading Program. Everyone required to participate
will do so on company time and the company will provide 100%
funding for the program. An individual may continue in the program
as long as necessary providing satisfactory progress has been and is
being made. Job Performance Measures were to be administered to
those individuals who did not pass the TABE. Those persons who do
not pass these JPM's were to be temporarily removed from positions
that are considered nuclear safety sensitive.
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ASSESSMENT

After the Human Resource issues were settled the Program was
put into place. Proctors were subcontracted for the examination
process. Tests were administered over a three week period to
approximately 3,000 people. Testing took place Monday through
Friday on day and evening shifts. When each testing sessions was
completed the exam documents were hand carried to the Records
Department for verification, recording, and filing. The results were
not recorded in an Individual's Training File, but in separate files
designated for Reading Tests only.

Each individual who scored at or above the tenth (10th) grade
level received a letter informing him/her of their success. This letter
was notification that the process was complete and no further testing
or training, in reading, was necessary.

Each individual who scored below the tenth (10th) grade level
was required to take a Job Performance Measure (JPM) that we
called a Procedure Walk-through Evaluation (PWE). They were also
required to participate in a Reading Training Program. The PWE
tests an individual's knowledge, understanding and performance of
the job he/she is assigned to do. Satisfactory completion of the PWE
enables an individual to remain in his current job assignment while
training to upgrade reading skills. The Reading Training Program is a
Computer Based Training (CBT) program designed for adult reading
instruction. Several programs of this type were reviewed and a
prescriptive Basic Skills computer program was procurred. Reading
Training Labs were set up in four (4) areas convenient to the job
locations or areas. Personnel were subcontracted to monitor the labs.
All labs are open five (5) days per week. To accomodate varying
needs of facilities and areas, three (3) labs are operational from 6
a.m. until 6 p.m. and one (1) lab is operational from 8 a.m. until 8
p.m.
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TRAINING

The CBT Reading Training Program is diagnostic and
prescriptive. The trainee is taken through a series of diagnostic tests
and from these the program prescribes an individual training plan.
The trainee then takes the prescribed courses, via CBT, until all
courses are completed. After the CBT courses are completed the
trainee participates in a test taking skills seminar that includes a
practice exam. By taking this seminar, valuable knowledge and skills
are obtained on taking tests. This assists in alleviating some of the
stress that occasionally accompanies a timed test. The practice exam
also serves as an indicator as to whether an individual is prepared to
take the final TABE exam.

The final exam is the TABE Form 6, and is administered to
those individuals who have completed their CBT requirements,
passed their Procedure Walk-through Evaluation and have passed
their practice exam. Those who score at or above the tenth (10th)
grade level have completed all requirements and are considered
exited from the program. Those scoring below the tenth (10th) grade
level are tutored by our in-house Reading Specialist in individual or
group sessions.

Reiterating the steps to completion of the Reading Training
Program:

Pass the Procedure Walk-through Evaluation (PWE).
Complete all prescribed levels/courses of the Computer
Training.
Attend a test-taking skills seminar and pass the practice
exam.
Successfully pass (at 10th grade level) a second TABE
Level D, alternate form. (If form 5 was used for initial
testing, form 6 was used for final testing.)

STATISTICS

2,981 NMPD employees were initially tested. 364 (12%) of
those failed to reach 10th grade level, however 309 did reach either
8th or 9th grade levels, and 55 were below 8th grade level. Ths CBT
Reading Training Program has been operational since October 27,
1990 and eighteen (18) individuals have completed the program as
of January 30, 1991.
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CONFIDENTIAUTY

Confidentiality has always been of utmost importance during
this program. To achieve strict confidentiality of testing we did not
allow anyone to see scores or tests except the individual tested and
designated Reading Program Personnel. Managers did not receive
the employee's exact score, only whether or not the 10th grade level
was achieved. Reading Labs were designed with privacy and
confidentiality in mind, students were assigned identification
numbers. All documents relating to the Reading Program were hand
carried by couriers.

PLANNING

The benefits of a proven literate employee are many. Careful
planning is a must in preparing to implement a program such as this.
Some of the components in the planning process are as follows:
Acquire management commitment and support, this is not a "quick
fix" but a long range commitment of time, facilities, and dollars. Brief
management frequently on the Program, and their employees
involvement in it. Devote substantial human resources to support
the effort, interview them for competence and positive attitudes.
These personnel are needed to promote good morale among trainees.
Carefully work out the logistics for mass testing, have pienty of
substitute proctors ready at a moments notice. Plan to initiate a pre-
hiring testing program at the same time as testing, this will ensure
that everyone has participated. Plan to hold "test review" sessions,
employees need to know their results as soon as possible, following
testing. Choose the best method for instruction for your employees.
Whether it is CBT, classroom based, or a multi-media approach, tailor
it to fit your employees needs.
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The Experience of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
With The Analysis Of Training Needs *

J. L. Eggers and D. E., Tall**
Human Resources Division

ORNL

ABSTRACT

Three conditions combined to necessitate a thorough analysis of training needs for
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory: (1) significant recent expansion of potential
training requirements for DOE contractors, (2) increased sophistication in auditing and
review criteria, and (3) an historic absence of central attention to the Laboratory's
training functions. Laboratory management decided to perform a systematic, ground-
up training needs analysis designed to identify the training requirements applicable to
the Laboratory, what training is in place to identify these requirements, and what
training needs to be developed or improved in order to achieve an irreproachable
position with regard to personnel training and development An important goal was
the development of an accurate matrix of training requirements versus Laboratory
personnel.

Needs analysis involved 3^ separate organizations with a total of 5600 employees in a
wide variety of technical and professional disciplines, more than 200 training
programs in place or under development, and approximately 1200 training
requirements taken from more than 300 regulations and standards. The project is
comprised of three major phases: (1) distribution of training requirements by office or
division, (2) development and validation of training standards, and (3) distribution of
training standards by individual.

*Based on work performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory,managed for the
U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc.

**NUS Corporation, 910 Clopper Road, Gaithersburg, MD.

"The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U.S.
Government under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 Accordingly, the U.S.
Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publish or
reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do
so, for U.S. Government purposes."
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INTRODUCTION

In May of 1990 the Oak Ridge National Laboratory's Training and Development

Department was given responsibility for coordination of major aspects of the

Laboratory's training functions. Divisions remained primarily responsible for identifying

and fulfilling their training needs, while the central role was interdivisional coordination,

oversight, and appropriate assistance. During initial inquiries regarding training

activities and compliance status, it quickly became clear that there existed general

uncertainty regarding the identity, scope, and applicability of training requirements

throughout the Laboratory.

Uncertainty with respect to training status is attributable to several factors. Until

recently, little central attention had been given to Laboratory training needs and

functions. Each of the more than thirty divisions and offices reporting to Laboratory

management had pursued their training responsibilities somewhat independently of

the others. The central organization's role was limited to the development or

coordination of managerial, supervisory, and other optional nontechnical or

professional development courses on a subscription basis. The extreme diversity of

individual responsibilities and activities in a research and development environment

and the high academic standards among the population also led to questions

regarding the applicability of requirements for training.
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There have been significant increases in both the quantity of training

requirements and the sophistication of auditing criteria. In recent years facility owner

and operator management have aligned the conduct of facility operations with the

most stringent of appropriate industry standards. This has encompassed the Federal

Code and NUREGs, as well as other general industry codes and standards, among

them ANSI, ASME, NFPA, and ASTM. Finally, ths influence of the training

accreditation program and the development of the Technical Safety Appraisal (TSA)

criteria have led to an environment in which the quality of training is as important as

the fact of training.

In 1988, Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU), under contract to Energy

Systems, Incorporated, began development of a data base of training requirement

taken from each source code document with potential applicability to members of the

Energy family, important elements of this data base include the titles and numbers of

the document and subsection from which the requirement is taken, the text of the

requirement, the activity (task) meriting training, and a target audience statement. An

extract from this data base is presented in Attachment (1). A continuing contract with

ORAU provides for maintenance of the data base as source requirements are added,

changed, or replaced. These data were used in 1989 in a project to determine

applicability of individual training requirements to each of the five sites operated by

Energy Systems, Incorporated: K-25, X-10 (the Laboratory), and Y-12 at Oak

Ridge.and the Portsmouth and Paducah Facilities. The project matched training
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requirements source codes to existing training and identified applicable source codes

for which no training could be cited. Results were used locally to plan the

development of additional necessary training.

The ORAU project, while accomplishing its objectives on a broad, 5-site basis,

did not examine the applicability of training requirements to specific organizations and

individuals within a site. Also, several new source code requirements have been

added to the data base since completion of the project.

In August of 1990 Laboratory management decided to conduct a follow-up

assessment specific to the needs of the Laboratory, and to extend applicability data to

the name-and-badge number level. This project, termed the Training Needs Overview,

was to be completed in three phases: a preliminary survey at the division level; the

development and validation of Training Standards; and a final survey at the name-and-

badge number level. The primary goal of the Training Needs Overview is to develop

and maintain a data base which accurately reflects training requirements for each

individual at the Laboratory.
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PHASE 1--PRELIMINARY SURVEY.

The objective of Phase 1 was to determine the distribution of source code

requirements among the individual divisions at the Laboratory. Work began in

October of 1990 with the acquisition of approximately 1200 separate source code

requirements from the ORAU data base. Activity statements were entered into a local

data base versus the identification of the source code and subsection. Because the

raw data were correlated by source code number, and because more than one

source code or document class often referred to similar activities, a great deal of

preliminary effort was expended in grouping documents under similar activity

statements, and in grouping the activities into logical categories and subcategories.

This was necessary to reduce the total number of required responses on the survey to

an absolute minimum, and to make the survey more coherent to the responders. The

result was 23 separate categories, most of which were further divided into

subcategories of related activities or equipment. Attachment (3) presents a sample

page from the Phase 1 survey. Beginning in December of 1990, the survey was

distributed to 32 divisional training representatives throughout the Laboratory.

Handlers were asked to check an item if and only if someone in their organization

performed the activity as stated. Tney were not to supply names or badge numbers

at that time. For each item checked, they were asked to provide the name of the

training course cr program now being used to address the activity, and the source of

that training. The results permitted the elimination of several source code
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requirements as not applicable to the Laboratory as a whole, provided the basis for

limiting the scope of the second (Phase 3) survey for individual organizations, and

provided some initial data regarding the training which may exist for some citations.

The survey was substantially complete by mid-February of 1991. The survey results

were tailored for division responses, and each division was provided with a report of

its responses.

PHASE 2--CHARACTERIZATI0N OF TRAINING REQUIREMENTS.

Phase 2 began in December of 1990 while Phase 1 was under way. This

phase involved the characterization of the training which exists or should exist at the

Laboratory to encompass all relevant source codes. Although a great deal of training

was in place, the decision was made that there should be no initial attempt to "match"

this training to source codes, instead, the Training and Development Department

would develop Training Standards based exclusively upon an analysis of the content

of source requirements. Attachment (3) presents a typical Training Standard. Each

contains a code number, a descriptive title, the basis for training (the source code or

codes), a comprehensive description of target audience, the required frequency of

training, and the required content, initial training and periodic retraining, if any, were

described separately. Training Standards were grouped by discipline and validated

by discipline subject matter and training experts. Validators were requested to modify

the standards to reflect existing training, if training did not exist, validation was limited
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to the verification of content. As was expected, the validation process resulted in the

combination of some standards, the refinement of data, the division of some

standards into generic and job- or facility-specific standards, and the relegation of

some standards to position-specific training analyses. No change was permitted,

however, which would compromise a standard with respect to the applicable source

code requirements.

The development and validation of Training Standards ensures that all

applicable training requirements are considered in the scope of the Training Needs

Overview and identifies the training events intended to address them. Validated

standards also serve as definitive criteria for the assessment of existing training or the

development of new training. Finally, they form the basis for development and

maintenance of a Laboratory-wide training catalog.

One lesson learned during Phase 2 deserves special mention. The ORAL) data

base was constructed on the basis of keyword searches through source codes.

Keywords included variations of "train", "qualify", "inform", "know", and others. The

result was a large number of data points which were marginal as training

requirements, or which did not stand alone as sufficient justification for the

development of a training standard. For example, the statement: "Personnel who [do

something] shall be trained in [some definite topic or topics]" was treated as a

definitive training requirement and incorporated into a standard. However, a
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statement such as: "Management shall ensure that [some activity] is carried out by a

qualified person" was viewed as an administrative requirement rather than a training

requirement, it is the manager who must define qualification requirements, and who

must remember to assign only qualified persons to the activity. Most standards define

"qualified" as possessing an appropriate combination of education, training, and

experience. Elimination of these administrative-like citations reduced the original 1145

citations by more than half, and in retrospect, having done this sort of review up front

would have significantly reduced the scope of the phase 1 survey. Although

eliminated from the development of Phase 2 training standards, administrative citations

were not eliminated altogether from consideration. They were grouped by discipline

and appropriate training representatives were provided with copies, along with

advisement to review them for incorporation into the job analyses for specific

positions.

PHASE 3--TARGET AUDIENCE SURVEY.

Although Phase 3 has not yet been initiated, the instruments to be used have

been developed and piloted. During Phase 3, a second survey form similar to

Attachment (4) will be used to obtain the names and badge numbers of all personnel

who fit the target audience statements contained in the validated Training Standards.

Each division training representative will be supplied with all data, but his/her attention

wilt be focussed upon the standards relevant to the division as determined in the
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Phase 1 survey. Wherever an employee classification or activity code expresses

inclusive applicability, names and badge numbers will not be required, since this data

can be obtained from the Personnel Department data base. Following the receipt of

all data, scheduled for completion by mid-May, the "requirements intersections" of the

training data base can be established or confirmed for all affected personnel. That is,

each person at the Laboratory can be 'tied" to applicable requirements as indicated

by survey data. At that point, a report can be obtained which describes the training

implementation void, regardless of the status of the object training programs (active,

inactive, under development, under revision, planned, or i 'npianned).

CONTINUING MAINTENANCE.

An aggressive and effective program is required to maintain the validity of the

TMIS in the face of changing requirements and personnel assignments. The Training

Needs Overview represents a snapshot of the applicability of current training

requirements to current staff assignments. The data bank upon which it was based

was frozen in October of 1990. Between then and projected completion in July of

1991, it is probable that several new items will have emerged, in the time it takes to

enter any division's Phase 3 data into the training data base, the division's make-up

with respect to training requirements will probably have changed in some way.
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As training requirements source codes change, ORAU supplies the appropriate

data to the Energy Systems Training Department (ESTD). who are responsible for

coordination of training activities for all five sites. The ESTD transmits the data to the

Laboratory's Training and Development Department, who in turn evaluate it for

inclusion in follow-on minisurveys similar to this one. Personnel changes are a little

more difficult to track. Any change in status detectable through the Personnel data

base can be used to signal the need for a training needs review. However, many

responsibilities meriting training are not tied to normal personnel data. For instance,

responsibility for building evacuation in emergency situations can be transferred with

the knowledge of just one or two supervisory personnel. It is evident that divisional

training representatives must develop communications systems or conduct limited

periodic surveys to ensure that such changes do not occur undetected. Before the

Training Needs Overview is completed, the Training and Development Department will

have assisted divisions with the identification and implementation of effective methods

for tracking training needs.
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SPECIFIC TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Citation Number: ANSI Z136.1-1986 App. D6
Title of Regulation: THE SAFE USE OF IASERS
Subtitle of Section: Guide for Organization and Implementation of Laser

Safety and Training Programs (Training)

Full Text: D6.1 General. Training will be provided to each employee
routinely working with or around lasers above Class 2. The level
of training will be commensurate with the degree of potential
laser hazards. D6.2 Laser Safety Training Program Topics. Topics
for inclusion in a laser safety training program may include,
but are not necessarily limited to, the following: (1) For
personnel routinely working on or around lasers: (a)
fundamentals of laser operation (physical principles,
construction, etc.) (b) Bioeffects of laser radiation on the eye
and skin (c) Relations of specular and diffuse reflections (d)
Nonradiation hazards of lasers (electrical, chemical, reaction
by-products, etc.) (e) Laser and laser system classifications
(f) Control measures (g) Overall management and employee
responsibilities (h) Medical surveillance practices (if
applicable) (i) CPR for personnel servicing or working on lasers
with exposed high voltages and/or the capability of producing
potentially lethal electrical currents (2) For the LSO or other
individual responsible for the laser safety program, evaluation
of hazards, and implementation of control measures, or any
others directed by management to obtain & thorough knowledge of
laser safety: (a) The topics in D6.2 (1); (b) Laser terminology;
(c) Types of lasers, wavelengths, pulse shapes, modes,
power/energy; (d) Basic radiometric units and measurement
devices; (e) MPE levels for eye and skin under all conditions;
and (f) Laser hazard evaluations, range equations, and other
calculations...

Category: LASER SAFETY;INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Activity: Works with or around lasers above Class 2

ATTACHMENT (1)
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY TRAINING NEEDS OVERVIEW Page 72

CATEGORY 16: PERSONNEL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

16.1 Respirators

Uses respirators

>

n

INS

Supervises respirator protection program

Supervises respirator wearers

Maintains respirators

Wears respiratory protective equipment

Issues respirators

29 CFR 1910.134 (a)(3)
29 CFR 1910.134 (b)(3)
29 CFR 1910.134 (c)(3)
29 CFR 1910.134 (c)(4)
29 CFR 1910.134 (e)(5)
29 CFR 1910.134 (c)(5)(i)
29 CFR 1910.134 (c)(5)(ii)
ANSI Z88.2-1980 3.5.6
ANSI Z88.2-1980 3.5.9
ANSI Z88.2-1980 7.2
ANSI Z88.2-1980 7.2.3
ANSI Z88.2-1980 7.2.3.1
ANSI Z88.2-1980 7.2.3.2
OSHA CPL 2-2.20A V, D.I.I

29 CFR 1910.134 (c)(2)

ANSI Z88.2-1980 7.2.1

ANSI Z88.2-1980 8.4

29 CFR 1926.103(c)(l)

ANSI Z88.2-1980 7.2.2



CODE:

PROGRAM:

BASIS:

AUDIENCE:

FREQUENCY:

CONTENT:

FIRE3

TRAINING FOR FIRE WATCH PERSONNEL

ANSI/ASC Z49.1-1988 6.4.3
29CFR1910.252 (d)(iii)(b)
29CFR1926.352(e)
NFPA 51B 3-3.1.2

All personnel specifically assigned to guard against fire in and
around areas where welding, cutting, or heating operations are
being performed.

Prior to assignment to fire watcher duties.

1. Specific anticipated fire hazards.

2. Use of the specific fire-fighting equipment provided,
including practice on test fires.

3. The facilities and procedures for sounding an alarm in the
case of fire.

4. The specific duties of fire watchers, including fire combat
limitations and the required period of alertness following the
cessation of welding, cutting, or heating operations.

(Note: Some of the foregoing ir»vj|y in-situ training for specific
operations and locations.)

ATTACHMENT (3)
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CATEGORY; HAZARDOUS WASTE OPERATIONS

PROGRAM: Supplemental Initial Training for Hazardous
Materials Technicians and Specialists

AUDIENCE: 1.

2.

Individuals who respond to releases or
potential releases at hazardous waste sites
for the purpose of stopping the releases.
(Hazardous materials technician level)

Individuals who respond with and provide
support to hazardous materials technicians
during emergencies at hazardous waste sites.
(Hazardous materials specialist level)

DIVISION/OFFICE:

NAME BADGE NO.
CLASS
CODE

ACTIVITY
CODE

ATTACHMENT (4).
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SESSION INTRODUCTION

SEVERAL GIANT STEPS FORWARD

Bill Lowthert
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company

(Susquehannna-SES)
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PLANT SERVICES (MAINTENANCE) FOREMAN TRAINING
INCEPTION TO IMPLEMENTATION

Michael S. Dunlap

ABSTRACT

Training content and time allocated for training have become
essential and auditable commodities. This additional
awareness, by upper management, has increased the pressure
on training organizations to demonstrate effective and
efficient programs. Structured program design and
administration can assist training organizations in meeting
these requirements and assuring a quality program.
Sequential development of the job analysis, qualification
standard, associated lesson plans, and a methodology for
tracking program changes which affect the system, are all
required components in a systematic approach to training.
This paper addresses these facets in establishing a training
program. It describes the methods utilized, problems
identified and resolved as they occurred in the development
of the Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO) Plant
Services (Maintenance) Foreman Trainino Program.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the process selected and utilized in the development
of a training program for Plant Services Foreman at the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant (ICPP). Although this job classification is not
currently required to meet D.O.E. accreditation guidelines, professional
practice has been to meet or exceed available standards wherever
possible. The analysis is therefore closely patterned around the
requirements established under 0.0.E. Order # 5480.18 as outlined in the
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Training Accreditation Program (TAP) Training Program Support Manual. The
process utilizes the, Instructional Systems Design (ISD), approach to
training. These five primary phases, analysis, design, development,
implementation, and evaluation provide a systematic approach to program
development.

HISTORY

Shift supervision of crafts personnel is an essential requirement
typically found in most twenty-four hour operations. Due to the variety
and complexity of job requirements, first line supervisory personnel are
not always functionally qualified in all aspects of the positions they
supervise. Providing formal training and qualification requirements which
meet the requirements of the shift position and reflect additional
concerns of supervisory personnel assigned to specific craft duties,
becomes a perplexing issue. One solution is development of a generic
program covering only the common knowledge and skill requirements
required. Craft specific qualifications can then be incorporated as
optionally required attachments to the base standard. This format was
selected rather than developing six or seven individual craft specific
supervisory qualification standards.

COURSE OF ACTION

The first step in the ISD process is the analysis phase. The analysis
phase has three distinct steps: needs analysis, job analysis, and task
analysis. The purpose of this phase is to define requirements or
problems, identify probable causes and possible solutions, and select the
solution that best fits the needs of the initial requirement.
Circumstance generally having training implications include the following:
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• Performance-based training programs do not exist for key plant
positions.

• There are shortages of qualified personnel.

• Major changes in job scope have occurred.

• Changes have been made in regulatory requirements.

• Plant modifications (existing and planned) need to be reflected
in training programs.

• There is evidence of job performance deficiencies.

The initial needs analysis clearly indicated a discrepancy existed in the
training program for Maintenance Foreman, it was determined a second stage
of analysis was required and a formal job analysis was initiated. Several
sources of information were selected as representative examples of what
the final program was intended to reflect. Among these were previously
conducted job analyses, qualification standards, job descriptions, and
representative copies of INPO's approach to the problem. Specific
concerns identified in accreditation guidelines to be observed during the
analysis included:

the methodology utilized by the training organization in
conducting the job analysis;

personnel directly involved in conducting the analysis;

the methodology utilized in development of the facility specific
task list and its subsequent validation.
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Additional consideration should be given to the structure of the analysis
during initial development. Program design can be enhanced or limited by
the selection of the type of program utilized during the initial
development of the documentation supporting the analysis. Criteria should
include program versatility; ease in modification, format selection,
report capability, capacity; storage range, memory requirements and the
program must be user friendly. Careful selection of the supporting
program reduces the amount and frequency of data entry and provides a
standardized professional product. It also becomes the foundation of the
training matrix which allows the program custodian to maintain the program
in a current status. The program selected for this analysis was
Professional File, available from Software Publishing Corporation.
Examples of the forms generated are included at the end of this paper.
This software package provided generation of all required forms and
reports following a single entry of the analysis data. It also remains
easily expandable for future update or enhancement and allows selective
field poling to assess and modify the current status of data.

Following Identification of the targeted result, the next phase is to
assure compliance with established guidelines as the process is
developed. First on the agenda is the construction of an initial task
listing, a baseline which is expandable as additional tasks were
identified. The initial task listing was created during a brainstorming
session. The process involved three training specialists, two of which
had previous experience in relief assignments as a shift crafts foremen.
This initial list was evaluated and selectively reduced to tasks
representative of generic assignments shared by the referent group.
Although evaluation is the last stage of the ISO process, it must become
an integral part of the whole process. Its continued use assures that all
facets of the process are current and results in the creation of a quality
package. Following this evaluation a document search for procedural
requirements overlooked during construction of the initial list was
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conducted and the additional tasks added. Document references were
attached to the individual tasks as they were discovered during the
document search and loaded into the growing data base. This larger task
list, after reconstruction to form viable task statements, became the
primary review implement for the incumbent interview process.

Initial contact with the referent group for the analysis is a sensitive
period, however, their cooperation is essential for an accurate analysis.
Care at this point to highlight the benefits of the analysis project may
remove some of the initial anxiety experienced by those under evaluation.
One method which will reduce the initial anxiety is to distribute a letter
containing information describing the reason for the analysis and how the
information obtained will directly affect those participating. Initial
misgivings by the incumbents include assumptions that the analysis will
cause an increase in accountability, responsibility and work load. These
assumptions are common regardless of the level of the group under analysis
and must be removed to accomplish a valid analysis.

Selection of individuals for the incumbent interview process is critical
to compiling an accurate and complete task listing. It must include a
representative sampling of the total job spectrum. In addition to
selection of participants based on job function other biographical data
must also be reviewed. These additional concerns include but are not
limited to length of service within that position, previous work history
and educational background. This additional biographical data can affect
the results and must therefore be noted. In this specific instance job
requirements varied with the actual assignment. Individuals from both
rotating shift and straight day work were selected and interviewed for
generic duties. Additional tasks discovered during this process were
modified to meet structure requirements and selectively added to the task
listing.
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Following evaluation of the preceding efforts it was determined the task
list was now ready for the first review by the entire referent group as a
task validation questionnaire. This step provides an opportunity for each
individual to review the list and verify actual concurrence with job
performance. It also provides an opportunity for those who were missed in
the incumbent interview cycle to add tasks to the list. Verification
lists were mailed to all job incumbents for validation. Of the sixteen
forms generated five were returned, no new tasks were recommended by the
incumbents for addition to the list. Tasks which received concurrence of
less than 80% were reevaluated to determine appropriateness for inclusion
in the job analysis questionnaire. Seven tasks met this criteria and were
individually assessed to determine if they were still generic task
statements.

Construction of the job analysis questionnaire follows the validation
phase, although no new tasks were added in the validation phase,
additional space was again provided for incumbents to add and rank tasks
within this format. In addition to the sixteen incumbents, four
additional questionnaires were provided to their reporting management to
assess managements perspective of each task. The management
questionnaires are used for reference only and tallied separately from the
referent group. Additional effort to solicit participation from both
groups is required during this phase to assure a complete and valid job
analysis. Fourteen of the sixteen members of the referent group completed
and returned the questionnaires. One new task was added to the list, as a
result of the process.

Comparison of the two sets of data generated by the questionnaires
provides the basis for the management concurrence meeting, which following
additional evaluation concludes the job analysis process. A consensus
meeting was conducted to evaluate the differences in ranking the two sets
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of data, the incumbent ranking and the management ranking. Of the fifty
six tasks analyzed thirty four or sixty one percent were assigned Over
Training. Eighteen tasks or thirty two percent were assigned Training,
and four tasks or seven percent were assigned to the No Train categories.
All tasks were averaged and the results compared to an established logic
tree. After comparing the management data with the incumbent data,
differences in the training outcome were identified for seventeen tasks.
In ten of these tasks, management indicated a higher level of training was
required than that indicated by the referent group. Each task was
discussed and a consensus was established to define the final training
resolution. All tasks assigned Over Train status are designated for
incorporation into continuing training formats, lesson plans which are
assigned a specific frequency of presentation. The Train items are to be
assigned initial training status, placed in lesson plans which are
required before assumption of duties. No Train items are assigned a
status as capable of being assimilated on the job without formalized
training. This information is utilized during the program development
phase of the ISO process. The consensus meeting may also function as a
forum to establish a ruff draft of training priorities for the development
of structured training in the initial design phase.

The design phase consists of the following activities:

• determination of appropriate training settings;

• writing learning objectives;

• preparation of learning activities;

• development of qualification standards;

• construction of tests and

• development of the training plan.
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Analysis of existing training programs will reduce the amount of initial
development time for almost any program. Before a commitment is made to
develop new training materials, existing course materials (if any exist)
should be evaluated for possible adaptation or modification. These
existing products include but are not limited to the following: vendor
presentations, prepackaged self study programs, junior college and
university classes and established procedures. Following the initial
assessment and documentation of the available resources, material to cover
the remaining tasks must be developed.

The first activity in the development phase is the specification of
learning activities. This involves identifying not only the content of
the activities but also their sequence and structure. Trainee learning
activities are defined during the development phase. Suitable training
aids, methods, materials, and lesson plans are selected and produced as
required. The resulting program is reviewed technically, tried out on a
group of trainees, evaluated and revised as necessary. Development of
lesson plans which provide training as well as assess mastery of the job
analysis conclusions, may be accomplished by grouping tasks which are
similar in nature. The category of the tasks can be incorporated in the
terminal objective for the lesson plan and each individual task may then
represent a supporting enabling objective. Utilizing the analysis in this
manner allows the trainer to provide training which is focused upon actual
position specific requirements. It also establishes a well documented
audit trail. Each Over train or Train task should be represented in a
lesson plan format. All designated Over train items must be included in
lesson plans which are scheduled within the continuing training format.
Train items should be incorporated in into initial training programs and
presented to the designated personnel during initial training efforts. No
train items are often over looked due to their low priority. Additional
effort is required to assure that these items are represented within the
on-the-job portion of the program.
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Qualification standards for specific job descriptions must also be
traceable to the initial job analysis. As in the construction of lesson
plans, a well structured format may be achieved by grouping tasks into
clusters of similar emphasis. Qualification standard formats may differ
in structure from facility to facility, however, all formats should at a
minimum contain the following:

• an introduction, describing the format of the qualification
standard and outlining the responsibilities of both the trainer
and trainee;

• a reference where information on material may be located, this
may be a listing of appropriate lesson plans, procedures,
seminars, or self study assignments;

• knowledge objectives, what information the trainee must
understand prior to performance of each individual task;

• skill objectives, the performance required to demonstrate mastery
level performance for each task;

• signature cards, where satisfactory performance may be documented
following testing by an authorized observer;

• an explanation of how grading will be accomplished and what may
be considered acceptable performance.

An additional step in the process is construction of an implement which
will maintain the program in a state of perpetual update. This process
can be made easier if the program was initially designed with this
additional feature in mind. Several software packages are available which
will aid the developer in designing a system which will be easily
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accessible for future update. One such system is Professional File. It
provides the user with the capability to generate a multitude of forms
based upon a single entry of the initial task list. This format can be
utilized as the source for validation and task ranking forms and will also
generate professional summary reports following each stage of the
process. Upon completion of the initial data entry, this program will
allow information to be updated and monitored. As information on the
analysis is accumulated it maybe stored in the data base. This growing
source of information becomes the training matrix which provides the
program custodian a methodology for maintaining the system. When
completed and properly maintained, the data base will contain all
information which is required for system evaluation. This data base also
acts as a reference during implementation of the program to assure all
data utilized is current.

SUMMARY

Program development is most effective when all facets of the final program
are developed in a simultaneous fashion. This may best be accomplished by
an initial awareness of how each portion of the ISD process affects or
complements each other section. Initial entry of the data into a system
which has form generation capability allows easy generation of
questionnaires and reports which are essential parts of the analysis
phase. It also acts as a storage location for information assembled
during the analysis. Information on task relevance to procedural
requirements may be attached to the task at the time of discovery. This
reduces the necessity for future cross referencing and research. As
lesson plans are discovered or developed during the design phase covering
material required for task mastery, they also may be attached to the
individual tasks. At this point the program is ready for implementation,
in the previous phases employee performance data was collected and
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analyzed and the specifications for training design were derived. Content
and learning materials were determined, created, and evaluated to support
performance-based training. Now, during the implementation phase, the
actual training begins.
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PLANT SERVICES FOREMAN VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRE
JANUARY 30, 1991

TASK * TASK STATEMENT

01.00 *MAINTENANCE ADMINISTRATION*

01.01 SCHEDULE MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

AUTHORIZE HANGING AND CLEARING OF TAGS ON PLANT EQUIPMENT

PREPARE MAINTENANCE WORK REQUESTS

REVIEW MAINTENANCE WORK REQUESTS FOR APPLICABILITY

USE TS/S TO ESTABLISH SAFETY/OPERATIONAL LIMITS

DETERMINE RETEST REQUIREMENTS FOLLOWING MAINTENANCE
ACTIVITY

ENFORCE/MAINTAIN ALARA STANDARDS FOR PERSONNEL

EVALUATE PRIORITY ON WORK REQUESTS

SUPERVISE/DIRECT PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-CRAFTS PERSONNEL

COORDINATE EMPLOYEE ACCESSIBILITY TO WORK AREA, TOOLS,
MATERIALS

SUPERVISE CLEAN-UP FOLLOWING MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY

ADMINISTER CUSTODIAL DUTIES FOR EQUIPMENT/TEST MATERIALS

INTERFACE DAILY WITH AREA SUPERVISORS

ENSURE EMPLOYEE COMPLIANCE WITH WP-12, WORK ORDER CONTROL
REQUIREMENTS

OBTAIN/SIGN HWP's & RWP'S AS REQUIRED

MATCH SKILLS WITH JOB REQUIREMENTS

ESTABLISH/MAINTAIN A SAFE WORK ENVIRONMENT

COORDINATE WITH PLANT OPERATIONS TO SUPPORT MAINTENANCE
ACTIVITY

IDENTIFY EQUIPMENT PROBLEM AND ISOLATE FAULTY EQUIPMENT

INITIATE/COORDINATE SYSTEM OUTAGES

CONDUCT SAFETY WALK-THRUS

AUTHORIZE EXCUSED LEAVES

CONDUCT CREW SAFETY MEETINGS
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P L A N T S E R V I C E S F O R E M A N J O B A N A L Y S I S Q U E S T I O N N A I R E

J A N U A R Y 3 0 , 1 9 9 1

T A S K # T A S K S T A T E M E N T N E V E R D I F F I C U L T Y I M P O R T A N C E F R E Q U E N C Y

0 1 . 0 0 * M A I N T E N A N C E A D M I N I S T R A T I O N *
0 1 . 0 1 S C H E D U L E M A I N T E N A N C E O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

A C T I V I T I E S

0 1 . 0 2 A U T H O R I Z E H A N G I N G A N D O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
C L E A R I N G O F T A G S O N P L A N T
E Q U I P M E N T

0 1 . 0 3 P R E P A R E M A I N T E N A N C E W O R K O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
R E Q U E S T S

0 1 . 0 4 R E V I E W M A I N T E N A N C E W O R K O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
R E Q U E S T S F O R A P P L I C A B I L I T Y

0 1 . 0 5 U S E T S / S T O E S T A B L I S H 0 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
S A F E T Y / O P E R A T I O N A L L I M I T S

0 1 . 0 6 D E T E R M I N E R E T E S T R E Q U I R E M E N T S O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
F O L L O W I N G M A I N T E N A N C E
A C T I V I T Y

0 1 . 0 7 E N F O R C E / M A I N T A I N A L A R A 0 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
S T A N D A R D S F O R P E R S O N N E L

0 1 . 0 8 E V A L U A T E P R I O R I T Y O N W O R K O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
R E Q U E S T S

0 1 . 0 9 S U P E R V I S E / D I R E C T P E R F O R M A N C E O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
O F M U L T I - C R A F T S P E R S O N N E L

0 1 . 1 0 C O O R D I N A T E E M P L O Y E E O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
A C C E S S I B I L I T Y T O W O R K A R E A ,
T O O L S , M A T E R I A L S

0 1 . 1 1 S U P E R V I S E C L E A N - U P F O L L O W I N G 0 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
M A I N T E N A N C E A C T I V I T Y

0 1 . 1 2 A D M I N I S T E R C U S T O D I A L D U T I E S O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
F O R E Q U I P M E N T / T E S T M A T E R I A L S

0 1 . 1 3 I N T E R F A C E D A I L Y W I T H A R E A 0 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
S U P E R V I S O R S

0 1 . 1 4 E N S U R E E M P L O Y E E C O M P L I A N C E O 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
W I T H W P - 1 2 , W O R K O R D E R
C O N T R O L R E Q U I R E M E N T S

0 1 . 1 5 OBTAIN/SIGN HWP's & RWP'S AS 0 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
REQUIRED
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PLANT SERVICES FOREMAN J/A SUMMARY REPORT
JANUARY 30, 1991

TASK # TASK STATEMENT DIFFICULTY IMPORTANCE FREODENCY DECISION

01.00 *MAINTENANCE
ADMINISTRATION*

01.01 SCHEDULE MAINTENANCE 3.4 (2.5) 3.7 (3.0) 5.0 (4.0) T (T)
ACTIVITIES

01.02 AUTHORIZE HANGING AND 3.3 (2.5) 3.8 (3.5) 3.6 (3.0) T (OT)
CLEARING OF TAGS ON PLANT
EQUIPMENT

01.03 PREPARE MAINTENANCE WORK 2.4 (2.0) 2.4 (2.5) 2.2 (2.0) NT (T)
REQUESTS

01.04 REVIEW MAINTENANCE WORK 3.2 (3.0) 3.6 (4.0) 4.6 (4.5) T (T)
REQUESTS FOR
APPLICABILITY

01.05 USE TS/S TO ESTABLISH 2.9 (5.0) 3.4 (3.5) 2.0 (1.0) OT (OT)
SAFETY/OPERATIONAL LIMITS

01.06 DETERMINE RETEST 3.4 (2.5) 3.1 (3.5) 2.3 (1.5) OT (OT)
REQUIREMENTS FOLLOWING
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY

01.07 ENFORCE/MAINTAIN ALARA 3.2 (2.5) 4.3 (3.5) 4.1 (3.5) T (T)
STANDARDS FOR PERSONNEL

01.08 EVALUATE PRIORITY ON WORK 3.5 (2.5) 3.6 (3.0) 4.6 (4.0) T (T)
REQUESTS

01.09 SUPERVISE/DIRECT 3.7 (3.0) 3.9 (3.0) 5.0 (5.0) T (T)
PERFORMANCE OF
MULTI-CRAFTS PERSONNEL

01.10 COORDINATE EMPLOYEE 3.3 (4.0) 3.4 (4.0) 4.9 (4.5) T (T)
ACCESSIBILITY TO WORK
AREA, TOOLS, MATERIALS

01.11 SUPERVISE CLEAN-UP 2.5 (2.0) 2.8 (4.0) 4.6 (3.0) T (NT)
FOLLOWING MAINTENANCE
ACTIVITY

01.12 ADMINISTER CUSTODIAL 2.7 (3.5) 2.9 (3.5) 4.0 (3.5) T (T)
DUTIES FOR EQUIPMENT/TEST
MATERIALS

01.13 INTERFACE DAILY WITH AREA 2.7 (2.5) 3.8 (4.0) 4.9 (4.5) T (T)
SUPERVISORS

01.14 ENSURE EMPLOYEE 3.2 (3.0) 3.7 (4.0) 4.9 (3.5) T (T)
COMPLIANCE WITH WP-12,
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY'S NUCLEAR MAINTENANCE SUPERVISORY TRAINING

Jo Palchinsky Magennis

ABSTRACT

FPL recognizes its responsibility to ensure maintenance supervisory personnel
have the knowledge and skills necessary to do their job in a manner that
promotes safe and reliable plant operations. The training we provide for
maintenance foremen/supervisors is based on the National Academy for Nuclear
Training's Guidelines for Maintenance Supervisor Selection and Development.
This paper describes the Maintenance Supervisory Training provided to all our
new and incumbent supervisory personnel. It summarizes what the Guidelines
say, what existing courses we had, what we did to finalize our curriculum, and
what we plan to do.

TARGET POPULATION

The target population for FPL's Maintenance Supervisory Training is all Mechanical, Electrical,

and Instrument and Control maintenance supervisory personnel in the journeyman's chain of command

including production supervisors, crew supervisors, foremen/chiefs, and temporary relieving personnel.

PURPOSE & PHILOSOPHY

FPL is providing training for maintenance supervisory personnel because we recognize our

responsibility to provide all supervisory personnel with the knowledge and skills necessary to perform

their duties in a manner that promotes safe and reliable plant operations.

Criticality of the Supervisory Job

The job of maintenance supervisory personnel is critical in three important areas: compliance,

cost, and communication. It's the foreman/supervisor's job to ensure all maintenance work complies with

all applicable policies, procedures and regulations. Their job is to mitigate or reduce rework so
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unnecessary, unplanned or excessive maintenance expenditures do not drive up the Operating and

Maintenance costs of running the plant It's critical they clearly and concisely communicate job

expectations, requirements and standards to crews and others with whom they interact to accomplish

maintenance work and solve work-related problems. The initial Maintenance Supervisory Training

begins to develop the critical skills needed to ensure compliance, maintain cost, and facilitate

communication.

Shift in Job Function

The training emphasizes the shift in job function when relieving or promoting from a

journeyman to a foreman/supervisor. The journeyman is a technician and worker who uses maintenance

tools and equipment and hands-on technical skills. The foreman/supervisor functions as an administrator

and leader whose resources include policies, procedures, technical specifications and regulations, and

people skills. The Maintenance Supervisory Training provides practice using these supervisory resources

and the skills needed to manage people.

Three Supervisory Roles

To function effectively and efficiently on the job, the foreman/supervisor performs in three

different yet equally important roles which we label 'technical, administrative and interactive." The

technical role requires knowledge of FPL plants, maintenance processes, and maintenance-related

problems. This role DOES NOT require the use of technical skills and knowledge to do hands-on

maintenance work. This role DOES mean that foremen/supervisors use their technical expertise to

accomplish such activities as diagnosing and solving technical maintenance problems and detennining if

maintenance work meets technical specifications (e.g., pumps are aligned properly).

The administrative role requires knowledge of paperwork policies, procedures, and regulations

that affect journeymen and FPL management This role requires foremen/supervisors to use skills in

implementing procedures in record keeping, management information systems, and personnel actions to

ensure compliance with internal requirements and external regulations. For example, when writing a

Temporary Change Request, submitting a Clearance Request, or approving time tickets in accordance

with procedures, foremen/ supervisors are properly performing their administrative role.

The interactive role requires knowledge of human behavior. This role demands the use of skills

in communicating, relating with others, managing others, solving problems, and self-development These

skills are most demanding when performing tasks such as conducting tailboards, crew meetings, and job
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inspections. They are also critical in situations like providing feedback to subordinates on their in-

progress work and when accepting feedback from the crew and others.

Purpose of the Training

The purpose of the Maintenance Supervisory Training is to develop the technical, administrative

and interactive competencies necessary to: 1) effectively supervise maintenance journeymen, apprentices,

and helper personnel; and, 2) to work efficiently with all people necessary to meet specified objectives

and requirements.

PROGRAM BASES

What the Academy Guidelines Say

In April 1990, the National Academy for Nuclear Training published the Guidelines for

Maintenance Supervisor Selection and Development (ACAD 90-010). These Guidelines are intended to

support programs that prepare a maintenance supervisor candidate and apply to all levels of maintenance

supervision up to, but not including, the maintenance manager. The Guidelines were developed from a

job analysis of supervisory positions. They suggest a job and task analysis by each utility is not

necessary. The Guidelines include an assessment and selection process for supervisor candidates, an

outline of initial supervisory training topics to enhance selected candidates' current skills, and an outline

for continuing training to maintain and improve supervisors' abilities. The initial training outline

includes 25 subject areas listing numerous topics. The continuing training guidelines suggest utilities

focus on supervisory needs, areas of emphasis based on performance, areas needing improvement, and

areas that have changed.

How FPL Designed the Training

FPL's Maintenance Supervisory Training was designed using the results of in-house job analyses,

a corporate competency study, and the Academy Guidelines. In 1989 before the Guidelines were

published, FPL took steps to identify the performance requirements of maintenance supervisory

personnel. Job analyses were performed independently at both the St. Lucie and Turkey Point nuclear

plants. In addition, Organization Development and Training, our corporate training group, conducted a

company-wide study yielding 21 competency areas of effective supervisors. In 1990, the Nuclear Division

staff reanalyzed the data in both internal and external evaluation reports of plant maintenance

performance from 1986-1989 to prioritize recurring problems. These studies provided Maintenance and
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Training management with the information needed to design the curriculum for the Maintenance

Supervisory Training.

Once we selected the tasks and competencies for the training, we identified and evaluated

existing in-house and vendor courses. At the time, our corporate training group offered five supervisory

courses including an orientation, leadership principles and leadership skills, selection interviewing and

performance appraisal. While these courses were appropriate for personnel in the "plant supervisor" job

position, they were not totally adequate for our foremen, chiefs, and temporary relieving personnel who

belong to the Bargaining Unit For example, the orientation covers some company procedures and

practices not applicable to bargaining unit personnel. The Performance Appraisal Workshop focuses on

evaluating monthly and non-bargaining unit bi-weekly personnel, while the foremen/chiefs must appraise

journeymen, apprentices, and helper personnel who are in the bargaining unit

While the two leadership courses are excellent, they focus on the supervisor-subordinate work

relationship versus a more global approach. We found that one of the most difficult situations a new

front line supervisor faces is how to interact with all the different people they need to in order to

accomplish their job including subordinates, peers, bosses and others. The Maintenance Supervisory

Training provides interactive skills training that focuses on working with all types of people. The two

corporate leadership courses are available for foreman/chief continuing training, and attended by those

who promote to plant supervisor job positions.

A review of plant administrative training resulted in no instruction that focused specifically on

the administrative responsibilities of maintenance supervisory personnel. Once the decision was made

that the accredited maintenance journeyman training would be a prerequisite requirement, it was clear

that we needed to develop a series of instructional modules specifically for our nuclear maintenance

supervisory personnel

When ACAD 90-010 was published, we compared it to our training design and confirmed thai

we were on the right track. We did add a fsw subjects to our training as a result of this comparison

effort, namely Industry and In-house Operating Experience and Emergency Preparedness. Only three

subject areas suggested in the Guidelines were assessed as not appropriate for our initial training, namely

Plant Chemistry, Contractor Maintenance Training Program Coordination, and Budgeting.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Instructional Scope and Sequence

The Maintenance Supervisory Training provides an orientation to job roles, responsibilities, and

expectations; broad knowledge of plant work processes and administrative requirements; and development

of basic supervisory skills. The twelve days of training consist of fourteen instructional modules. All but

one module are delivered during a two-week period, although each module may be delivered independent

of the others.

Tbe modules are delivered in a sequence that provides for learning from general to specific

topics. Use order parallels the natural sequence in which the skills and knowledge are typically used on

the job. The sequence also alternates and integrates interactive, administrative and technical topics.

Tbe following lists the typical sequence delivered during the two-week period:

Maintenance Supervisory Orientation

Conduct of Maintenance Overview

Coordinating & Scheduling

Interpersonal Managing Skills

Getting the Job Ready

Plant Communication Skills

Directing Work Activities

Observation Skills

In-plant Observation Practice

Conducting the Job Safely

Plant Configuration Control

Reviewing the Job

Performance Appraisal Skills

Problem Identification & Correction (delivered separately)

Instructional and Evaluation Strategies

The initial Maintenance Supervisory Training is delivered in a classroom setting using a variety

of instructional methods such as mediated presentations, group discussions, video modeling and video

exercises. Hands-on practice exercises include case studies, role plays and simulations. Job aids are

provided and used during the training. A six-hour in-plant observation exercise provides the tone to
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practice skills in the job environment and discuss their application while still in training. Bota pre-tests

and post-tests are used to evaluate students' achievement of the learning objectives and learning gain.

At the end of each module and the entire two weeks, student critique data is collected. Post-training

evaluation activities are conducted to monitor the transfer of skills from the training to the work

environment, and to identify additional training needs.

Special Features

One special feature that we believe is key to the success of the training is the involvement of the

Maintenance Superintendent in the delivery of the training. He delivers the very first module,

Maintenance Supervisory Orientation, which establishes the expectations so important to the success of

learning in the classroom and applying learned skills back on the job. The Superintendent also

facilitates the classroom discussion after the trainees return from their in-plant observation practice

activity during the second week of the training. And finally, on the last day of training he returns to the

classroom to summarize the program and receive input and feedback from the trainees on how to

improve the work environment to support the application of learned skills.

Another special feature is the customized Interpersonal Managing Skills training developed by

Learning International This instructional module helps develop five sets of critical skills used when

interacting with subordinates, peers, bosses, and others. The handouts, role plays, case study,

simulations, examples, and test items are all customized to include FPL's philosophy, organizational job

positions, and recurring critical issues to make the instruction relevant to the target population.

Two behavior modeling videos were produced in-house to demonstrate management's

expectations during the conduct of tailboard and shift turnover meetings. Trainees get the opportunity

to practice conducting these meetings with classmates after watching the videos, discussing the expected

behaviors provided in standard checklists, and participating in video observation exercises.

Another aspect of the training to help make it relevant includes the use of actual plant work

order packages. Actual packages are used when teaching how to review them before making

assignments, how to use them during tailboards and shift turnovers, what to do when there are job scope

changes, and how to review them upon the completion of jobs. The same work orders are used in four

different modules, but they only include the necessary information that would be included when they are

used on the job at the four different times.
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Finally, one of the most valuable features of the training is the In-plant Observation Practice.

This module gives each trainee an opportunity to spend six hours on the job observing a crew of a

different maintenance discipline than their own and practice applying many of the skills learned in the

classroom. Special guidelines provide structure for this in-plant activity which culminates, as mentioned

above, in a discussion back in the classroom when each trainee reports their observations.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION PLAN

Each time the training is offered, the class consists of a combination of twelve students who are

supervisors, foremen/chiefs, and temporary relieving personnel from the three maintenance groups. The

instructors are typically senior plant personnel or training personnel with past experience in a senior

plant position.

From June to October 1990, the initial training was provided to almost all Turkey Point job

incumbents in the target population. Since then, a few enhancements were made to the training. The

sequence for presenting the instructional modules was modified, as reflected above, to permit the

integration of administrative and interactive topics. Two modules were added: In-plant Observation

Practice and Performance Appraisal Skills. The later focuses on appraising the performance of

bargaining unit personnel. The video demonstrating tailboard and turnover meetings was produced. The

two new modules and the modrle that has been expanded to include the video and accompanying

exercises are targeted as continuing training at Turkey Point during 1991.

In August 1990, the training was piloted for a class of St. Lucie job incumbents. Four sessions

in 1991 and one in 1992 are scheduled to permit all incumbents to complete the training. A goal is to

target all temporary relieving personnel to complete this training prior to or shortly after assuming

foreman/supervisor responsibilities. This will ensure they understand the responsibilities and expectations

of their assignment and have the basic skills to be successful.

Other plans include conducting a post-training evaluation. Informal feedback from graduates

and management has been extremely positive. Changes in attitude and performance have been reported

during impromptu discussions and on the side at meetings. In a more formal sense, two important

evaluation questions are posed: 1) To what degree have the skills taught in the training been transferred

to the job, and 2) what are measures of improved job performance as a result of the training. Answers

to these questions will help us to determine the effectiveness of this training. They may also suggest

areas for improving the existing training, or objectives for continuing training.
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Also this year, the training requirements will be incorporated into procedures and accreditation

documents that currently only govern the maintenance journeyman training. This will ensure readiness

for the third round accreditation of our Maintenance Training Programs.

ON-GOING COMMITMENT

FPL is committed to excellence in all we do. Our Maintenance Supervisory Training is helping

o i supervisory personnel better deal with the challenging situations they encounter daily in their quest

for achieving high standards in operational safety and reliability. The performance and professionalism

of our people is the single most important factor in the successful operation of our nuclear power

plants.
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Susquehanna SES Maintenance Supervisor
Training & Certification

This program is based on the ACAD-90-010 Guideline for Maintenance Supervisor Selection
and Development.

Susquehanna's program Targets all Supervisors, Supervisor Candidates, and Temporary Supervi
sors that are responsible for in-plant maintenance or maintenance support activities:

•Mechanical Maintenance
•Electrical Maintenance
•Maintenance Support (Labor Support, Radwaste, etc.)
•Mobile Construction Support (Mechanical & Electrical)
•Chemistry
•Health Physics
•Maintenance Planning
•Instrument and Controls J

The program integrates the three major areas of direct Supervisory responsibilities

1.) Leadership and Management - Skills that require interpersonal activities that are typically
humanistic and subjective; such as coaching, motivating, communications, etc.

2.) Technical and Administrative - Knowledge that is directly related to the job of Supervising
from the production, regulatory, accountability perspective. These topics are very objective
and include training on topics such as workpackages, plant chemistry parameters, radiologi-
cal concerns, etc.

3.) Technical Skills - Ensure each Supervisor is technically competent in the plant systems,
components, or equipment he/she is tasked with maintaining or overseeing. Typical skills
found in this area are, circuit breaker maintenance, primary system sampling, or overhauling
pumps.

General philosophy of the program mergesall three of die areas into one comprehensive
program. It ^"""KNOW " " " X ^ C WOST"***^ should be viewed from the
standpoint that C 'ruv pT T L ^ ^ X j a ^ l ^ S [ W p p n p r * O each Supervisor must con-
currently address "̂**-—- if9f^l^^^^^^^^^\ -^^^ all three areas on a daily
basis to be successful ^KII I^B^^ '^ l l i ^^y in his/her responsibilities.

UNDERSTAND
HOW IT "TICKS"
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Stisaiiehanna SES Maintenance Supervisor Training and Certification Continued

The program implementation strategy is seen to cover two years. A total of 8 weeks of training
is realistically spread out to allow for meaningful application, thus avoiding the "hit-and-run" man-
agement training stigma.

Modules of 40 hour lengths are likely to find new Supervisors in full attendance, and incumbent
Supervisors attending the parts that are applicable given their individual training, experience, or
knowledge levels.

The Susquehanna Supervisor Training and Certification Program utilizes evaluations that
are traditional and non-traditional to assess needed.

•Written Exams
•Self-assessments
•Appraisals
•Demonstrative skills
•Assessment Centers
•In-basket exercises

This program is considered universal in application to various department disciplines, and is re-
garded as a living program that will always be changing to meet the needs of Supervisors in an
environment of constant change and challenge.

Michael Deckman
Maintenance Training Supervisor
Pennsylvania Power & Light
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A FOSSIL GENERATION PAST PROMOTES A NUCLEAR TRAINING FUTURE

John Stankiewicz

ABSTRACT

This brief overview of the Barbadoes Maintenance Training
Center of Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo) portrays how a
retired fossil generating plant has been remodeled into a nuclear
maintenance training facility.

It explains how existing equipment within the building has
been adapted and integrated with upgrades to create a modern
training facility.

Examples of the types of training, components, and equipment
available and the overall structure of the building are
described. Barbadoes Training Center has become a unique
training experience in the industry.
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POWER GENERATION TO TRAINING

The Maintenance Department of PECo has always played a key
role in the reliable operation of the generating stations.

The Training Section has been in existence for 30 years with
various locations throughout the PECo system. It was not until
the early 1980s that the retired Barbadoes Generating Station was
selected as the site of the new Maintenance Training Center.

By October of 1984, most training was conducted at the
Barbadoes Training Center with a staff of experienced Instructors
supplemented by field craft personnel.

All PECo Maintenance Electrical and Mechanical Training
Programs were accredited by the National Academy for Nuclear
Training in October of 1986 and re-accredited in 1990. Our
initial, specialized skills, and continuing training ensures that
the performance of our craftworkers are developed and maintained
to the highest level.

BARBADOES FACILITIES AND CORE TRAINING

The Barbadoes Training Center, with its available equipment
and an aggressive plan for upgrading an assembly of training
materials, has developed into a unique nuclear training facility.

This electrical generating structure of the past provides 20
classrooms with adjacent laboratory settings for machinist,
welding, pipefitting, electrical, rigging and specialized nuclear
training.

In-plant equipment repairs are part of initial training. The
Barbadoes machinist shop area has been upgraded with the latest
lathes, milling machines, drill presses, and 4 adjoining
classrooms. Trainees are provided instruction for items such as
Precision Tool Measuring and Blueprint Reading. The trainees
move into the adjacent laboratory setting where they disassemble,
repair, align, and reassemble an array of pumps and valves.

Pump packing promotes the nuclear industry ALARA (As Low As
Reasonably Achievable) concept. Radiation Protection is
integrated throughout many training modules developed and
conducted at Barbadoes.

In November of 1983, the maintenance weld shop was relocated.
Individual weld booths and the latest equipment have been
provided. Welders are trained, certified, and qualified through
programs administered at the Barbadoes Training Center.

Our large overhead cranes, both 50 and 100 tons, provide for
the rigging and lifting of heavy loads. Generator motors
including steam turbine cylinders and spindles are removed and
lifted into place.
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Large vertical and horizontal motors are disassembled and
assembled. Chain fails and associated rigging equipment
supplement the overhead cranes. Safety and procedural guidelines
are adhered to which promotes the proper techniques at our
operating facilities.

Hands-on electrical training consist of Three Phase AC
Induction Motor Disassembly. The Generator, whose cover is
removed during rigging training, is used for show and tell of its
internals. Smaller motors are available in the laboratories
adjacent to the electrical classrooms and blocking procedures are
simulated on retired transformers and generator breakers.

An upgraded Motor Operator Valve provides a troubleshooting
experience, various termination methods and a variety of
electrical inspection equipment prepare the trainee for his work
in the plant.

In the future, Battery Room Maintenance will be improved to
include actual battery installations and terminal maintenance.

A pipefitting area with classroom and laboratory is set up
just adjacent to the welding shop. Heat exchangers have been
extracted from their installation points in the plants and
relocated in the pipefitter shop area for training purposes.

Our valves and filters module has trainees repairing valves
under 2 inches and repairing and replacing filters.

NUCLEAR COMPONENTS FOR A FOSSIL PLANT

Our Reactor Pressure Vessel training uses mock-ups
extensively. The equipment used are actual or close
representations and can simulate conditions at both of our
nuclear generating facilities.

Training on a Hydraulic Control Unit is in place and
implemented at the Barbadoes Training Center. Initial and
Refresher training is provided for a complete rebuild of the HCU.
The Unit is also a resource for the experimentation of new
procedures, new designs, and new tool development.

The Main Steam Isolation Valve is nearly complete with a
fully functional valve. Restrictions to simulate plant
conditions are built in by the Barbadoes structure. The valve is
disassembled and assembled, actuators are disassembled, the valve
is reseated and leak tested.

We use our undervessel simulator to exhibit control rod drive
and instrument tube maintenance with a teamwork concept. A
Control Rod Drive (CRD) Rebuild module in a lab setting precedes
a CRD Exchange Installation and Removal on the mock-up.
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The undervessel mock-up is isolated and marked in the same
manner as an actual contaminated area in one of our nuclear
plants. The trainees will follow all of the requirements of a
Radiation Work Permit for their job, and dress in anti-
contamination clothing and respirators. This type of training
will allow our Instructor to be with the trainees during each
step of the simulated repair process, something we cannot do on
site and still maintain the minimum radiation exposure concept
(ALARA). This training allows us to instruct 12 months a year in
a controlled nuclear environment, something we could not possibly
do in our nuclear plants. Furthermore, the mock-up is used for
pre-job briefings and general practice prior to work at our
operating facilities.

Other mock-ups include a Ten Cylinder Fairbanks-Morse Opposed
Piston Diesel Engine (Emergency Diesel Generator), a Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System Turbine Mock-up and a life size Byron
Jackson Recirculation Seal Mock-up.

Barbadoes has provided training using actual mechanical and
hydraulic snubbers. Snubbers are removed and installed using the
latest procedures and radiological protection practices.

As you can see, we use mock-ups extensively in all of our
training. This is performance based training. The craftworker
is not just trained well, the craftworker is trained to perform
well. Our Initial Training (core and specialized skills)
generates the process and our continuing training enables us to
update our craftworkers on work techniques and changes to plant
equipment.

SPECIAL FEATURES: EXPERIMENTS, ROBOTICS, TESTING AND CERTIFICATION

The structure and equipment available at Barbadoes has
promoted some very special activity with relationship to our
nuclear facilities. Our Control Rod Drive equipment has served
as a testing ground for Control Rod Drive Exchange machinery.
Various products were both demonstrated and tested for
effectiveness.

Upon selection of the best equipment, modifications were able
to further facilitate our nuclear power stations through
experimentation, all conducted at the Barbadoes Training
Facility.

The Hydraulic Control Unit at our Center has become a
resource for tool development and procedure design. Our mock-up
was instrumental in the design of Diaphragm Actuator Tools for
our Limerick Generating Station. Personnel were able to
experiment with the tool on the mock-up and develop effective
procedures accordingly without having to enter a nuclear power
plant.
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High technology is enhanced through our facility which has an
ongoing effort to be used as a Robotics Training and Testing
Center. Barbadoes is complete with pipe openings which can be
used for pipe crawlers, numerous obstacles for surveillance type
robotics, and tanks which can be used for underwater devices.

We have already benefitted from Barbadoes as a Robotics
Exhibition Center which vendors have demonstrated their ability
to turn a panel control switch in a simulated radioactive area.
Finally, our intake pond structure provided an area to
demonstrate the capability of an underwater robot.

Our future plans call for Robotics Training and Testing which
other utilities could attend and participate in any
demonstrations. In this manner, our building promotes "As Low As
Reasonably Achievable" for all attending utilities as well as
ourselves.

As mentioned previously, our cranes and equipment provide the
opportunity for Rigging and Lifting Training. An additional
function is the certification and testing of Overhead (Cab-
Operated) Cranes and Heavy Loads Rigging.

Barbadoes provides a written and skill test to PECo Crane
Operators and also tests contractors who operate PECo Overhead
Cranes at both our fossil and nuclear facilities. Our staff has
communicated training requirements to contractor personnel in
preparation for Crane Operator Tests. This has significantly
improved the performance of individuals tested at Barbadoes.

This fossil generating facility of the past has had a
significant impact on Heavy Loads Rigging at our nuclear sites.
Heavy Loads includes any lift over 1,200 lbs. lifting any
equipment which could impair the safe shutdown of a nuclear power
plant or any lift over irradiated fuel. We have an extensive
training program incorporated for PECo personnel which includes
10 days of Initial and/or Specialized Skills Training and
approximately 64 hours of On-the-Job Training.

Again, we have the ability to test our personnel as well as
outside contractors with written tests and a skill test which
includes rigging check and gate valves and the transfer of a
large Drain Cooler (Heat Exchanger).

The Drain Cooler is moved on rollers, raised with a lifting
beam and overhead crane, rolled 90 degrees, and stood on end
using the hooks on our large overhead crane. All of this is done
with the equipment and facilities available in the safe
environment of the Barbadoes Training Center.
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A UNIQUE TRAINING FACILITY

This state of the art training facility is conducive to the
highest level of training. Because Barbadoes is located away
from the working arena, distractions to trainees and other
visitors are minimal. It is, however, easily accessible to all
of our facilities and offices, and is equipped with a cafeteria,
locker rooms, and showers.

In addition, the Instructor offices are conveniently located
to their classroom/laboratory areas. Testing areas, both
classroom and laboratory setting, are segregated from the actual
training areas. A conference room with a capacity of 16 is the
setting for our site training and line management to solve
problems and conceive the policies and plans of the future for
maintenance training.

A library stores technical, procedural, reference, and
regulatory information easily accessible to all personnel.

We at PECo are justifiably proud of the Barbadoes Training
Center and our Training Program.

Our facility which blends the old with the new supplies the
equipment, atmosphere and expertise necessary to motivate the
maintenance craftworker. It combines training with the
opportunity to improve work processes under the safest of
conditions. We believe it is equal of any in the Industry and
that it will meet our goal of providing well trained and highly
qualified tradesmen to meet the future maintenance needs of the
Philadelphia Electric Company.
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INTERFACING PLANT TRAINING WITH UNION HALL TRAINING

Lee R. McMullen

ABSTRACT

A major expense of outage operations is the training of union
journeyman brought in to supplement plant maintenance personnel.
This cost can be reduced by the formation of a partnership of the
union trainers and plant training departments. This partnership
utilizes the resources of both organizations and recognizes the
concept of, skill of the craftsman.
The program adapts existing union training to the specific
requirements of the utility thereby eliminating the need for
extensive training of a craftsman arriving on site.
In summary this relatively simple working arrangement can reduce the
training related outage cost.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Who Is Being Trained

The Plant Audience

The maintenance training audience during operational periods are

plant incumbents that either have completed or are progressing

through the standard training program. They are expected to complete

and maintain qualifications on all plant equipment assigned to their

organization. This allows the development or a very structured

training program that can be delivered over a period of several

years if necessary. An additional factor of this audience is that

a large portion of them have had significant nuclear, or other power

plant experience that simplifies the overall training process.

The Outage Audience

During outage periods the maintenance staff is often supplemented

by craftsman from the various local union halls. These workers are

skilled craftsman in their fields but often lack the specific

knowledge necessary for qualification in accordance with plant

qualification procedures. The goal of the training department for

this group is to integrate the specific knowledge that is needed
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into the base knowledge that has been provided by previous training

programs provided at other locations or by the union. This training

has to be designed such that it can be presented in a rapid manner

while still ensuring that all areas are covered.

The Trainers

As a part of a successful outage training program the training

department will have to undergo some self training. This is coming

to the realization that people trained at locations other than your

training center may already be qualified. In many respects this may

be the toughest audience of to get the training across to.

What Are The Training Requirements?

Limiting The Scope

The first step in designing the interface between the plant and

union training programs is to accurately define what the training

requirements are. In an ideal situation all craftsman would be

qualified to work on all systems. From a practical standpoint this

is rarely the case and often is not necessary.

To accomplish this task it is necessary that once the outage scope

of work is defined to have the maintenance department realistically

identify what jobs will require additional craft support. Once the

jobs are defined the skills necessary for these particular jobs can

be identified from the standard plant qualification programs. This

process when completed will provide the training department an

outline skills that will be required and a measure that can be

applied to outside training programs to determine if an incoming

worker has them.

How To Determine If The Requirements Are Obtainable

To meet plant training requirements based on completion of outside

training it is necessary for the training department to establish

a working interface with the organization supplying the training.

This allows for mutual examination of the training programs,
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methods, and instructors. One of the major factors standing in the

way of this is the attitude in many training organizations that if.

we did not complete the training it was not adequate.

Documenting The Training

Once the training has been identified it must be documented. This

can be accomplished by a testing program, on the job evaluation.

Documentation can be completed within the framework of existing

plant programs.

Conclusion

Outage training of craft personnel can be made cost effective. The

change in mind set required to complete it is to accept the concept

of skill of the craftsman, and training from other locations. Doing

this can make your program more efficient and effective.
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MULTI-SITE JOB ANALYSIS

L.E. Albritton C.R. Mullins
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Paducah

ABSTRACT

This material will detail the steps employed by the Martin Marietta Energy System's facilities at
Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio, in preparing a unified job analysis for mechanical,
electrical, and instrument mechanics and how differences in position responsibilities, organization, and
instructional format were resolved and implemented.

Plant Descriptions

1. The Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP), located approximately 15 miles west of
Paducah, Kentucky, is the largest of the Department of Energy's (DOE) diffusion plants, with
a plant capacity of 11,262,000 separative work units at peak power level of 3040 Mw. The
plant consists of four major separation process buildings and 106 support buildings.

The plant is designed to produce enrichments of Uranium-235 up to 4.5 percent for feed to
the Portsmouth plant with 960 of the 000 stages and 800 of the 00 stages. Employment levels
at PGDP are currently 1,600 employees with 446 of these employed in the Maintenance
Division. Of these, 359 are part of the Bargaining Unit [Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers
(OCAW)].

2. The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PORTS), located 20 miles north of Portsmouth,
Ohio, is also one of DOE's diffusion plants with peak power levels of 2260 Mw. The plant
consists of three separation process buildings with 4,020 stages of gaseous diffusion
enrichment stages and has the unique capability of enriching uranium to more than
97 percent U-235.

The employment level at PORTS as of May 1990 was 2,446 with 701 of the employees being
in the Maintenance Division and 498 being OCAW workers.

Purpose

1. Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (Energy Systems), because of the similarity of processes,
had decided to develop a plan of action which employed the concept of a unified effort
between the two Gaseous Diffusion plants and have one overall working entity entitled,
"Uranium Enrichment" Enterprise (UE). To meet the intent of this directive, it was decided
that training efforts should be coordinated whenever possible. A part of this coordination was
to develop one task listing for both UE facilities as suggested in the DOE Order 5480.18,
"Accreditation of Performance-Based Training for Category A Reactor and Nuclear Facilities."
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"Accreditation of Performance-Based Training for Category A Reactor and Nuclear Facilities."
The identified accreditable positions within the Maintenance Division were electrical,
instrument, and mechanical maintenance.

Problems

1. This concept (a unified effort), which from a management overview standpoint sounded ideal,
did have a few problems which might prove to hamper the goal of Energy Systems. Most
problems occurred due to Union Carbide operating PGDP and Goodyear Atomic operating
the PORTS plant up into the 1980s when both facilities came under Energy Systems.

Some of the problems that were encountered within the maintenance groups at the two plants
were:

a. Tasks performed in the high enrichment process at PORTS were not done at PGDP.

b. Maintenance mechanics at PGDP are also qualified welders while welders at PORTS
are a separate job classification.

c. Lesson plan format was different at the two facilities.

d. Some work performed by one craft at PGDP was performed by another craft at
PORTS.

Analysis Steps

1. The first thing to do in order to get an overall view of how the crafts were composed from
a functional standpoint was to analyze each craft independently at each site. It was decided
to group the tasks for each craft by Functional Work Groups (FWG), i.e., instrument
mechanic performing work in a specific area, rather than group all tasks together by overall
craft responsib.'lities.

This analysis produced a general listing of tasks for each craft and allowed us to identify
which work crews in the plant were actually performing the work. This was done at PORTS
and PGDP by the training staff with support from line management. The results of this effort
produced a list of tasks which could be taken to either plant and compared with the task
listing developed there.

2. The subject matter experts who developed the task lists visited the other site and walked
through the areas where the tasks were being performed to verify that they were comparable
in content and that verbiage is identifiable by both sites. Any tasks which were performed
at one site only were noted as well as any tasks performed by different craft groups at the
other facility (see Table 1).

By identifying the individual tasks which were unique to one facility or craft on the survey,
we were able to produce one listing which could be administered at each facility, thus
reducing both word processing and reproduction expenses. Administration of the survey will
still be performed independently at each site but survey results will be consolidated to identify
No Train (NT), Train (T), and Overtrain (OT).
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3. To meet the goal of a consolidated effort by the two UE facilities, it was going to be
necessary to develop a common format for lesson plan development. Deciding upon a
common format was relatively simple; however, there was still the problem of procedural
differences within the plants. The problem was solved by inserting a section within the lesson
plan which contained applicable plant procedures or policies for specific instruction when the
lesson was taught at that site.

Conclusion

1. It is the intent of the maintenance training groups at each facility to coordinate their efforts
in the development of instructional materials. Since both facilities will be working from one
job analysis and task listing, they will be able to identify required training common to both
facilities. This will reduce possible duplication of effort and meet the intent of the Energy
Systems directive.

A matrix of how training will be tracked for the two facilities is included in Table 2. This
matrix will allow each plant to identify the applicability of specific training to the various
FWGs at each facility.
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Table 1. ANALYSIS SAMPLE PAGE

UE MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE

TASK LIST

206.000 RCW SYSTEM

Task

206.001
Replace coolant
condensers

206.002
Replace
condenser heads

K206.003
Retube
condenser

K206.004
Repair
condenser tube
sheet leaks

206.005 Plug
condenser tubes

P206.006
Replace control
valves

Never

0

0

0

0

0

0

Frequency

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

Importance

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

Difficulty

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

K-Task performed at PGDP only

P-Task performed at PORTS only
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Table 2. TRAINING MATRIX

DEPARTMENT/PLANT APPLICABILITY

Training
Lesson Plan

Pressure
Safety

Bearings and
Lubricates

Plant
Department
(FWG)

PGDP
8101

X

X

PGDP
8102

X

PORTS
1114

X

PORTS
1115

X
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ARE WE TRAINING OPERATORS UPSIDE DOWN?

J. A. Wachtel

ABSTRACT

This paper addresses questions of simulator fidelity
and use in the training environment of the 1990s and
beyond. It reflects the basic truism that fidelity is
not an end in itself, but rather a means to the end of
training effectiveness. The author expresses his
belief that fidelity requirements for simulators
primarily used for training are different than those
for simulators used primarily for engineering design,
testing or research, and he questions whether the
industry has lost sight of this distinction. Simulator
specifications and use in the United States are
compared with those in other countries which have
significant commercial nuclear power industries, and
the differences in approach are examined. The author
questions whether the requirement for simulator
certification in this country, based as it is in the
licensing examination process, has led to an
overdependence on these machines in the training arene
- for which they are not necessarily the most effective
tools. The paper addresses the future usage of
simulators, as the industry begins to pay increased
attention to accident management. It takes a look at
the changing role of the operator in the increasingly
computerized control room environment in which
conventional displays and controls are replaced with
integrated digital systems, where operating procedures
are computerized, and where the operator's function
shifts from that of today's active controller to one of
systems monitor and supervisor; and it poses questions
about the, perhaps unreasonable demands that may be
placed on plant referenced simulators to support
training in operating environments quite different from
those in common use today. In short, this paper asks
whether the commercial nuclear power industry in the
United States needs to reexamine the approach to
simulation, simulator fidelity, operator training and
examination as the concerns of the industry shift into
new directions.

*The ideas in this paper represent those of the author and not
necessarily those of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, in the Spring of 1991, we are about to cross over a new
threshold in training for nuclear power plant operations. In
less than six short weeks, the zero hour will have arrived, the
hour by which all nuclear power plants and units in the United
States will be required to have certified or approved plant-
referenced simulators for use in examinations. Indeed, the
majority of plants will have met the deadline, on paper if not in
practice. Those few remaining plants without certified or
approved simulation facilities will, with few exceptions, be in
compliance soon after the May 26th deadline. This reality,
together with the fact that the latest revision to ANS 3.5, a
substantially different document than the 1985 edition, is not
far from issuance, makes this an auspicious time to take a look
backward as well as forward.

In this paper, I hope to summarize how we got where we are today
in the field of simulators and simulator fidelity, and then
examine where we might be headed. I will try to place these
observations into the context of recent research on fidelity, the
approach to simulation and training taken in other countries, and
then with a look ahead to the growing concern for accident
management and toward the snowballing movement toward advanced
reactors, digital control complexes, computerized procedures, and
what has come to be known as "knowledge-based behavior.11 I will
try to relate these disparate issues to our current simulators,
as well as to those likely to be produced in the next generation,
and to their use in operator training and evaluation.

THE RECENT PAST

In 1983, in response to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 19821,
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) established a task
force within the then Division of Human Factors Safety to develop
an integrated package of rules and regulatory guidance to address
the Act's mandate. Approximately four years later, in March of
1987, a series of changes were implemented to Part 55,
"Operators' Licenses," of the Commission's regulations2. Among
other things, the revisions to Part 55 required, within four
years of issuance, that all utilities have, in place, a certified
or approved simulation facility for use in operator licensing
examinations.

To the credit of the industry, many utilities had developed
programs for high-fidelity, plant-referenced simulators long
before these regulations were even discussed - some even prior to
the TMI accident of 1979. Many others had seen the benefits of
simulator training independent of the Congress and the NRC, and
had plans underway for the procurement and integration of
simulators into their training programs. A few utilities
actually performed comprehensive analyses to demonstrate to their
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satisfaction that simulators meeting certain requirements were
appropriate and cost-beneficial to the training programs.
Accordingly, it would be completely unrealistic to say that it
was the NRC's pending regulations that moved the industry to
adopt high fidelity, plant-referenced simulators across the
board, although there were a few organizations that seemed to
need a bit of an extra nudge.

In parallel with the NRC's four-year development effort of these
regulations and their associated review guidance for simulator
certification testing3, the American Nuclear Society's writing
group was updating the American National Standard for nuclear
power plant simulators for operator training4. The first version
of this standard was developed prior to the 1979 accident at TMI,
and issued in January of 1981. It was hurriedly updated as a
result of the accident. This second issuance, in April of 1981,
came at a time before the explosion in technology enabled far
more sophistication and functional fidelity in real time
applications. Thus the latest version of the Standard, as issued
in 1985, reflected two sweeping changes in the industry - the
NRC's pending regulations, and what has been called the "maturity
period" of simulator technology5.

Now, its 1991. The NRC's regulations officially take effect in
39 days, after the four year phase-in period built into the
regulation. And a new version of ANS 3.5 is soon to be issued,
one which finally recognizes the previously unresolved schism
between the NRC's requirement for simulator fidelity in the
licensing process and the industry's need for simulators in an
integrated program of training. Finally, this disparity has been
addressed, this schism closed. Finally, the Government and the
industry have had a meeting of the minds on simulator
requirements and applications. Or have they?

THE FIDELITY DILEMMA

In developing specifications for simulators, which, after all,
are merely one part (albeit a very visible, important and
expensive part) of a utility's systematic training program, there
are several ways to proceed, and I would argue that there are
examples now in place of utilities which have followed each path.
The first and most appropriate is to perform a systematic
analysis of the job to be trained, the knowledges, skills and
abilities required to perform all aspects of that job, and then
to determine the characteristics, components and uses of the
integrated training program to achieve those job performance
goals in the most cost-effective manner. In most cases in the
United States, that analysis has resulted in specifications for
high-fidelity, plant-referenced simulators as part of the overall
training device mix, but with the recognition that the simulator
was not necessarily the moBt important nor the most used tool in
the training device inventory. A second approach, less
appropriate and less successful for achieving the highest goals
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that a training program should achieve, is one that says, if we
don't know how much fidelity is required in our simulator, let's
throw money at the problem and achieve the highest degree of such
fidelity that we can, because we can't go wrong with this
approach. The third approach, perhaps equally inappropriate when
measured against the goal of training program objectives, but
which was seen as a necessary evil by many, is to specify a full-
scope, high fidelity simulator, perhaps with fewer bells and
whistles than those that resulted from the second approach,
because the Government required it. Note that all three
approaches appear, on the surface, to have achieved the same
result - i.e. an integrated operator training program with a high
fidelity, plant-referenced simulator (an ANS 3.5 simulator, if
you will) at its heart.

It is not the intent of this paper to debate the Government's
position of requiring simulators for examinations rather than
training. Suffice it to say that the NRC was, and is, ultimately
responsible for the issuance of operator's licenses, and was
acting within this responsibility to impose requirements for
simulators to be used as part of that licensing process. In
contrast, until recently overturned by the courts6, the NRC and
the industry were in essential agreement that the details of
training programs were under control of the utilities provided
that they followed the systems approach to training and had their
program accredited by the National Academy for Huclear Training.

The fact is that the fidelity requirements for a simulators to be
used for licensing examinations, particularly in a real-time,
team-centered environment, are not necessarily the same as those
for simulators to be used as part of a training program. This is
particularly true when that training program must deal with new
recruits as well as seasoned veterans; initial and recurrent
training; individual skill acquisition as well as integrated team
performance; and training on the rule-based behavior of
procedure-following as well as the kind of knowledge-based
behavior that may be required in dealing with unanticipated
events for which procedures may be unproven or unavailable. In
short, high fidelity simulators, marvelous tools though they may
be, and appropriate for the final stages of a complex training
program (i.e. the "final exam") may not be quite so appropriate
for earlier stages of training. Indeed, depending upon how they
are used and the purposes to which they are applied, high-
fidelity, full scope simulators may not only be cost-ineffective,
but may lull us into thinking that, by their very presence in our
training mix, they are contributing to better, more effective
training then they really are. Let us examine this more closely.

SEVERE ACCIDENT TRAINING

The NRC has initiated an Accident Management Program7 the
objective of which is that each facility licensee Himplement for
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each nuclear plant an *Accident Management Plan1 which provides a
framework for evaluating information on severe accidents, . . .
for preparing and implementing severe accident operating
procedures, and for training operators and managers in these
procedures." In addition this *Accident Management Plan* will be
expected to include as one of its objectives "assuring that
nuclear plant staff are trained in the procedures and guidance to
follow in the event of an accident beyond the design basis of the
plant, and utility management is trained and prepared to deal
with severe accidents. . . "

The National Academy of Sciences's (NAS) report Human Factors
Research and Nuclear Safety. 1988*, states: "New developments in
training technology are increasing the potential for alternative
approaches that emphasize concept training, exploration training
for procedural and control skills, and decision-making training
for cognitive skills. Developing and applying this knowledge to
the nuclear power plant context provides the opportunity to
achieve substantial performance improvements, especially for
rarely performed or difficult tasks and maneuvers.11 This
recommendation directly applies to severe accident training.

NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) has determined,
however, that current industry training may not adequately
provide for the development of procedural and control skills, for
decision-making and other higher level cognitive skills, and may
not adequately introduce the psychological stress associated with
a severe accident. In other words, it is the position of NRR
that industry training programs do not presently provide training
specific to severe accident situations other than emergency
preparedness drills which focus on external actions. Thus, the
NRC's Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research has initiated a
project to identify the skills required to perform during severe
accidents, evaluate new training technologies to determine their
effectiveness in developing these skills, and determine the
factors that can be introduced into training that will replicate
the psychological stress associated with severe accidents.

It is generally recognized that human behavior and response
during severe accident conditions differs from that which is
expected under normal/abnormal operations. Therefore it follows
that training which focuses on behavior and response under
accident situations may provide the best means for improving the
effectiveness and reliability of human performance under such
conditions.

The research project* therefore, has as its objectives to provide
the NRC staff with information necessary for the review of
utility training for severe accidents, by: (1) identifying the
functions and related positions that have responsibilities to
respond to potential severe accident situations, and their
associated knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs), (2)
determining %rhat types of training programs and technologies
would support development and maintenance of these KSAs,
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development of higher levels of cognitive skills, and reduction
of psychological stress, to ensure adequate performance of the
personnel serving in these positions in potential severe accident
situations, (3) determining the feasibility of applying these
training programs/technologies/methods in the nuclear power plant
environment, and (4) evaluating NRC training program review
guidance to determine its application to severe accident training
program reviews.

How many existing simulators, and how man:, training programs
which rely on these simulators, do you think are able to satisfy
the likely outcomes of this research, assuming that the research
meets its stated objectives? If your answer is, "not mine," I
expect that you are in good company.

ADVANCED REACTORS

Host countries with substantial commercial nuclear power programs
have plants with advanced control rooms in place, under
construction, or in the planning stages (e.g. France, Great
Britain, Canada, Japan).

From a human factors perspective these plants will be quite
unlike those in operation today. Let me describe some of the
ways in which they will be different.

1. They will utilize advanced instrumentation and controls
based on digital technology throughout the control room.

2. Alarms will be prioritized and "filtered" so that the
operator can respond to the most important situations first.

3. Automated, "intelligent" systems will provide
information and processor data to aid operators in
completing their tasks.

4. Displays and controls will be integrated, so that
operators can control the process by simply touching
appropriate points on the display screen itself.

5. Operating procedures may be computerized, may
automatically track plant status, and may even intervene in
the process if the operator fails to take timely or correct
action.

In short, the role of the operator is likely to change in terms
of what they will need to know about the plant and its systems,
and the ways in which they interact with these systems. The
current model of rule-based behavior, in which operators follow
procedures, will likely shift to one of knowledge-based behavior,
in which operators will need to have a greater understanding of
the process so that they can call up the correct displays and
intervene appropriately. The interaction of operator crews as a
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team will likely be different. Digital technology will permit
the development of compact console-type workstations in lieu of
the spacious control rooms we know today. In some cases these
workstations may be designed for operation by a single individual
during normal conditiom Host advanced designs will utilize
large, wall-size projection displays which can be seen by
everyone in the control room including Shift Supervisors. Most
designs will present much of the plant systems' information on
multiple CRTs, enabling all crew members to view the same
information at the same time, or to call up specific systems or
subsystem information at any particular CRT. They may impact
operator selection, training anc". examination requirements.

Clearly, advanced technology in the control room is intended to
enhance overall system performance, including the operator's role
in that performance. However, if not properly designed, tested
and implemented, advanced technology has the potential to
negatively impact human performance, lead to new types of human
errors, and reduce human reliability. Some of the ways in which
this can occur are as follows:

1. It can increase the operator's mental workload
associated with the need to manage a potentially complex
human-system interface. This workload increase may be due
to difficulties in the operator's ability to "navigate"
through, and find important information in, the new
computer-based work domain.

2. It can lea£ to boredom, which in turn can result in a
loss of vigilance, due to the fact that automated systems
will take over many functions previously performed by
humans. This loss of vigilance can lead to a reduction in
the operators' ability to detect and properly respond to
off-normal situations.

3. It can lead to a loss of operator proficiency in the
performance of those occasionally required tasks which are
likely to be automated.

4. It can impose great and sudden increases in operator
workload in the event of computer failure. It can result in
the operator's loss of "situation awareness," making it
difficult for the operator to assume direct control when
necessary.

5. It can lead to problems if the operator is unwilling to
accept the presence of these aids, or conversely, if the
operator overrelies on them.

Despite this gloomy portrayal of life in an "advanced" control
room, such designs, if properly planned and executed, can result
in the benefits of greater operational safety as envisioned by
their proponents. Many significant human factors issues need to
be addressed to achieve this goal, however, and they must be
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addressed in the very early phases of the overall system design
effort. Proper allocation of function between the operators and
the equipment, and amongst the crew itself, is critical, and must
account for the shift in the operators1 role from that of an
active, in-the-loop controller to that of a systems supervisor
and monitor. The design of the actual computer-based interface
itself is critical. Poorly designed displays will be ignored,
or, worse, will mislead and/or confuse the operator. Decisions
about operator selection and staffing must reflect the changing
work environment and task demands of the computerized control
room. But, after all the analyzing, specifying and designing is
complete, we must, as always, rely on the readiness of the human
to ensure safe operations. Training programs and simulator
utilization must be revised to emphasize, not only the new
control room design and operation, but the very different role
that operators will play in this setting. Issues of control room
distractions, shift schedules and rotation, and the concepts of
alertness, vigilance and boredom will have to be revisited in
light of the changed environment in which operator performance
will occur.

Some plants are already beginning to face these problems on a
small scale, as they backfit digital displays into previously
analog control rooms. And the time is not far away when some of
these advances will begin to appear, more and more pervasively,
even in the most traditioncl control rooms. Experiments with
computerized procedures, interactive controls and displays,
digital annunciator systems, and other sophisticated operator
aids, are all around us. Our operators and our training staffs
will soon be facing this new reality. And the concerns expressed
above may be even more serious for those plants in which these
technological advances are backfit into current control rooms
than they are for those control stations designed from the ground
up to accept the new technology. By definition (read
regulation), simulator fidelity will keep pace with control room
changes. My concern, however, is whether one key application of
such simulators, their use for training in a rapidly changing
world, will keep pace.

SIMULATORS IN USE AROUND THE WORLD

Simulators in use at nuclear power plants have been with us for
over 30 years. Zanobetti* reports that simulator training began
in the United Kingdom in 1959. Between 1968-73 all four nuclear
steam supply system (NSSS) vendors in the United States began the
operation of training centers based on simulators, and, by 1979
there were 12 light water reactor training centers in operation
in the United States.

Between 1973 and 1985, at least the following countries developed
simulator training centers for fossil or nuclear plants: Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan and the U.S.
After the Three Mile Island accident, the Kemeny commission made
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specific findings about the need for s..mulators. In reviewing
this report, Zanobetti makes an interesting comment: "By now
most PWR simulators have been modified and have become able to
simulate the events which took place that day . . . but at the
time, to understand correctly the events would have required,
rather than a longer simulation training, since none of the
existing simulators was able to simulate the two-phase phenomena
which took place, a deeper knowledge of the hydro-thermodynamics
of the plant. The implication is as relevant today as it was in
1979, even though the expectations (of both simulator capability
and training preparedness) are far higher now. That is that
training must somehow supply the "deeper knowledge" of the
principles and phenomena that may be encountered by operators in
their work. Although we tend to think of our expensive,
sophisticated simulators as the best tools to communicate this
level of understanding, this is far from a foregone conclusion,
and the success of any training program must ultimately be
measured in how its component parts, including simulators, are
used to promote the level of understanding of first principles
and basic phenomena. While today we have a thorough
understanding of the events that took place at TMI, new
situations constantly face us, and they too must be understood.

As Zanobetti. states: nA simulator is a facility whose operation
should be first understood on the basis of scientific knowledge,
then practiced on the basis of technical proficiency. . . . One
should always consider that the purpose of a training simulator
is to display to the operator enough information for him to be
satisfied with the correct behavior of the plant so as to be able
to formulate a correct diagnosis for what is taking place and
also to display a correct response to his remedial action."

It is generally agreed within the training community that realism
in the duplication of the actual plant is of relatively minor
importance for "academic education" and in the early stages of
training. This has led iaany training centers througout the world
to utilize simulators which are far less than full scope, high
fidelity machines - e.g. basic principles or generic trainers are
often used, and these posses widely varying degrees of realism
and resemblance to the actual control room. Zanobetti states:
" . . . the usefulness of basic principles simulators should not
be underestimated, in fact they are extremely useful because: (a)
they may demonstrate the essential phenomena even more clearly
than more complex simulators do; and (b) because being less
expensive . . they allow a longer instruction time." Th.is
argument is echoed in a recent book by Hays and Singer10. These
authors cite recent research findings which demonstrate that
higher fidelity simulators can be associated with poorer
training, particularly for novice trainees. They state, in part:
"(training devices) may not be cost-effective or provide maximal
training benefits if the physical and functional characteristics
of operational equipment are duplicated more precisely than is
required for effective learning."
The United States stands essentially alone in its development of
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high fidelity, plant-referenced simulators located, most
commonly, at each reactor site. To the question of vhy this is
so, we must reply that the answer is quite complex. It may be
due, in part, to the requirements imposed by the U.c. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission; it might involve the earlier efforts by
utilities to develop their own individual training centers well
before the regulations imposed by 10 CFR 55; it might involve the
political or cultural climate in the States which, unlike most
other countries with nuclear programs, involves the operation of
nuclear power plants by many individual local power companies, as
opposed to the nuclear program run by a national utility, the
State itself, or a small number of organizations acting
cooperatively.

For example, in France, all training is the responsibility of the
national utility Electricite de France (EDF); a similar situation
exists in Italy. In the United Kingdom, training is handled by
two national utilities (CEGB and SSEB) in a few large centers.
In countries where the generation of electricity is not
nationalized, the utilities have tended to join together to
operate common, central training centers. Such countries include,
for example, Germany, Japan and Sweden.

Of more importance is the question of the relative merits of
larger, centralized training facilities vs. smaller, plant-
specific ones as exist in the States. Whereas, as discussed
above, it is widely believed that full scope, high fidelity
simulation is not terribly useful in the early stages of
training, it is just as widely acknowledged that, for the latter
stages of training and for the examinations that mark the
culmination of a training program (as well as for ongoing,
recurrent training), high fidelity, full scope simulators are
best. And, when individual plant designs differ as they do in
the U.S., site-specific, plant-referenced simulators at
individual sites have clear benefits.

Nonetheless, Zanobetti believes that the larger, centralized
training center has powerful advantages over the smaller, plant-
specific one because of economies of scale. He feels that the
larger center is better able to provide the expensive,
specialized facilities and instructors, and provides a "more
suitable place to combine the scientific education with practical
training and the former is as much if not more important than the
latter in emergency conditions" (emphasis added).

This last point refers to a theme that is increasingly common in
the consideration of operator training - whether the focus of
that training is accident management; training on advanced
procedure concepts; or training to prepare operators for life in
the nuclear power plants of the future. The theme, being
expressed by a number of writers, is that education - the
development of broad concept® leading to what some have called
"knowledge based behavior" will ultimately stand our operators in
better stead than the more detailed, pragmatic preparation to act
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in certain ways under specific conditions - sometimes called
"skill-based" or "rule-based" behavior that is commonly practiced
today. He might visualize education as a "top-down approach"
where we start with fundamental concepts and principles, the
knowledge of which is an end in itself; as contrasted with
"training^** which might be visualized as a "bottom up" approach
in which we emphasize rules and procedures to be followed, too
often by rote.

This argument can be focused by another statement by Zanobetti -
stated in another context (that of the number of simulator
malfunctions that should be required). He states: "It may be
argued that a continuous extension of the number of malfunctions
is useless since the number which a trainee can see during his
training period is limited. Ke cannot be expected to remember
them all, and anyhow he may be confronted in actual practice with
a new one.1* During the days of the Apollo manned spacecraft
program, NASA and its contractors rigorously trained astronauts
to respond appropriately to single, double and even postulated
triple-order failures. Those malfunctions that actually occurred
in flight, however, were almost never the ones for which training
had been performed. The astronauts' fundamental understanding of
their mission, their vehicle and themselves was, however, more
than sufficient to enable them to cope with every emergency which
arose, including the catastrophic explosion of an oxygen tank
aboard the Command and Service Module (CSH) during the trans-
lunar coast phase of the Apollo 13 mission.

And that is the key point. The ultimate goal of all of this
training, these simulators, these procedures, these control room
designs, etc., is to provide the highest degree of assurance
that, if and when confronted with "a new one," an incident or
failure caused by factors never before encountered in quite the
same way, the operator will be prepared to deal with the incident
in such a way as to protect the public health and safety.

There can be no argument that this is what training is all about.
This is what the licensing process is all about. That's why
simulators exist. There is increasing agreement that the best
way to achieve confidence that our operators are prepared as best
they can be to cope with any eventuality is with a "top-down"
program of education and training. To the extent that our
sophisticated, high fidelity, plant-referenced simulators are
being used without careful regard for their proper role in a
systematic training program, we may be guilty of doing less than
we can - of training our operators "upside down."
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UPGRADES AND THEIR TRAINING IMPACT

W.B. Geise

ABSTRACT

In January, 1990, implementation of thermal
hydraulic and core model upgrades to the Brunswick
Simulator was completed. Static and dynamic NRC
examination preparation, Licensed Operator
Requalification training and training material
development had to be completed to support an
April, 1990's NRC exam date. Dramatic simulator
improvements resulted in expanded performance.
Unfortunately, insufficient time was available to
fully retrain operators before their examinations.
Because of this and other factors, the
examinations resulted in 14 of 20 operators
failing the dynamic simulator examination. The
following paper describes the BSEP simulator
impact on Licensed Training in 1990.

SIMULATORS - For years, managers thought the industry could

train and operate effectively without them. Today, we not only

want them but they are regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. Although the use and the customer may vary from one

site to the next, in all cases, our primary customer is the

licensed operator. The impact of simulators on an operator's

performance is directly related to the simulator's ability to

properly respond to normal, abnormal and transient conditions

without misleading the operator. To meet these criteria and

satisfy regulatory requirements, simulators are continually

evolving to better replicate the reference units and their

performance.
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The evolution of software modeling can result in significant

simulator improvements, greatly altering its performance. The

improvements can lead to misunderstandings if students have not

been properly introduced to the changes. I would like to provide

you with some insight in how operator performance during the 1990

Brunswick Licensed Operator Requalification examinations was

affected by simulator changes.

At no time in the 20 year history of power plant simulators

has there been more attention placed on simulator fidelity.

Prior to 1987, the phrase "simulator fidelity" was frequently

abused, misused, or ignored by utilities and vendors. Utilities

recognized the need for simulators without a full understanding

of the commitment required to purchase and maintain them. In

some cases, vendors signed contracts promising products they did

not have with the hope that hardware or software improvements

would be made in time. As a result, simulators were produced,

accepted by utilities, and used for training with, by today's

standard, a low degree of simulator fidelity.

Certification requirements, the increase in scope of

operator examinations, Emergency Operating Procedure training,

and Emergency Drills have resulted in greater demands for

increased fidelity. Trainers and operators now measure simulator

performance against a new standard. Areas that were considered

beyond the scope of simulation 10 years ago are crucial elements

in completing operator critical tasks.

Soon after the Brunswick simulator was delivered to CP&L in

1984, it became apparent that deficiencies existed in the
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thermal-hydraulic modeling of the vessel, the recirculation

loops, and the main steam systems. Core neutronic modeling also

required upgrading. The models were modified to allow use of the

simulator for routine operations but were limited in performance

in Emergency Operating Procedure. A long term simulator

improvement program was instituted to improve model performance.

It should be noted that the introduction of a plant specific

simulator is considered to be one of the reasons for the improved

operating performance and scram reduction.

From 1984 to 1989, the simulator was used extensively for

operator training with techniques implemented to compensate for

model limitations. When an exercise approached the limit of

accurate simulation of plant performance, instructors would stop

the scenarios and discuss expected plant performance. Procedures

were "walked-through" on the simulator with instructors providing

direction to the operators. Evaluation and examination of

operators was difficult. On occasion, operator action or missed

actions were difficult to separate from inappropriate simulator

response.

In 1988, plans were finalized and implemented to upgrade the

thermal-hydraulic and core models. During the next 18 months,

the Simulator Support, Licensed Training Unit and Nuclear Fuels

Group worked with the vendor to prepare, integrate and test the

new models.

In January, 1990, the simulator underwent a radical upgrade.

The improvements were quite dramatic. All legs of the Emergency

Operating Procedures, approximately 75% of which had never been
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dynamically exercised by Brunswick operators, could now be

exercised.

From a Simulator Support Manager's point of view, I couldn't

have been more pleased with the dramatic improvements. Training

could now provide the right training, thereby improving operator

performance. What no one in training or operations had

anticipated, however, was the operator response to vastly

increased simulator capability.

Operators had become accustomed to going to a specific point

in a procedure, freezing simulation and adopting classroom style

training. The model improvements combined with the new style of

examination scenario resulted in unique situations which

operators had not previously experienced. Unfortunately for

Brunswick, schedule constraints resulted in the new models being

integrated immediately prior to NRC administered Licensed

Operator Regualification examinations. The operators performed

far below the level anticipated with 14 of 20 failing the dynamic

examinations. Subsequent examinations resulted in numerous team

failures requiring Brunswick Units 1 and 2 to be shut down for

three weeks while accelerated training was conducted.

A Root Cause Team was initiated to determine why we had such

a high failure rate. The timing and lack of training on the new

models were two of the causal factors.

To rectify this problem, operators received extensive

retraining with attention placed on operator understanding of

events and procedures. In all, each operator received 100 to 200

hours of additional simulator training and was then examined by
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the NRC as a member of a team and as an individual. Recent

examination performance has shown dramatically improved

performance.

Each person involved has a lesson he or she learned from the

experience. Some of the lessons learned include allowing

sufficient time for operator understanding of simulator changes

including the use of demonstrations; allowing for sufficient

training time using the model upgrade; and carefully planned

integration of new models to limit their effects on operator

training and exams.

I can not over-emphasize the importance of including time to

re-learn task performance. Significant effort was required for

trainers to break old paradigms before new ones could be

established.

We continue to upgrade the Brunswick simulator; we are not

where we want to be in other areas of simulation, and we are

continually pushed to provide new malfunctions, overrides, and

remote operations to support new training and examination

scenarios and Job Performance Measures. It is our goal to

eliminate discrepancies that can result in operator confusion or

misoperation of the plant. Even this goal is sometimes not

enough. As we strive to achieve fidelity, we create conditions

to match the plant. In the process, training will require more

time to ensure operator competency.

What is the impact of improving simulator fidelity? What is

the .impact of simulators on plant operation or training programs?

The answer should be obvious.
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Simulator training started 20 years ago as a nice thing to

have. Simulators now play an essential role in training our

operators to handle both the routine tasks as well as the

extremely abnormal tasks conducted during examinations.
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CRITICAL SAFETY PARAMETERS
THE LOGICAL APPROACH TO REFRESHER TRAINING

A.R.Johnson
Production Manager, Point Lepreau G.S., NB Power

W.Pilkington
Operations Superintendent, Point Lepreau G.S., NB Power

S.Turner
Training Superintendent, Point Lepreau G.S., NB Power

NB Power, New Brunswick, Canada

ABSTRACT

Nuclear power plant managers must ensure that control
room staff are able to perform effectively. This is of
particular importance through the longer term after initial
authorization. Traditionally refresher training has been
based on delivery of fragmented training packages typically
derived from the initial authorization training programs.
Various approaches have been taken to provide a more
integrated refresher training program. However, methods such
as job and task analysis and subject matter expert derived
training have tended to develop without a focused clear
overall training objective.

The primary objective of all control room staff training
is to ensure a proper and safe response to all plant
transients. At the Point Lepreau Nuclear Plant, this has
defined the Critical Safety Parameter based refresher training
program. The overall objective of the Critical Safety
Parameter training program is to ensure that control room
staff can monitor and control a discrete set of plant
parameters. Maintenance of the selected parameters within
defined boundaries assures adequate cooling of the fuel and
containment of radioactivity.

Control room staff need to be able to reliably respond
correctly to plant transients under potentially high stress
conditions, utilizing the essential knowledge and skills to
deal with such transients. The inference is that the
knowledge and skills must be limited to that which can be
reliably recalled.

This paper describes how the Point Lepreau Nuclear Plant
has developed a refresher training program on the basis of a
limited number of Critical Safety Parameters. Through this
approach, it has been possible to define the essential set of
knowledge and skills which ensures a correct response to plant
transients.
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INTRODUCTION

The Point Lepreau Generating Station is a 680 MW(e) CANDU

nuclear power station, located in the province of New Brunswick,

Canada. It is New Brunswick's only nuclear station and represents

approximately 25% of the province's generating capacity. The

station produced it's first electricity late in 1982 and has

achieved, since then, a lifetime capacity factor of 91%. The

Nuclear Training Department is located at the station and reports

to the station manager.
(

Refresher training did not become an important issue with the

utility or the regulator until the station had been operating for

about 5 years. The extensive experience gained during

commissioning and early operation, coupled with a very low turnover

of authorised staff, provided sufficient assurance that knowledge

and skills acquired during initial training were still adequate.

The station has not had access to a plant specific full scope

simulator. One is currently undergoing final commissioning and

will be ready for training this summer.

The Canadian Nuclear Regulator, the Atomic Energy Control

Board (AECB), audits the station's training programs and sets

examinations which shift supervisors and control room operators

must pass to become authorised.

CONTINUING TRAINING AT POINT LEPREAU

Continuing training is a term used to describe the program of

on-going training required by authorised personnel. Figure 1

illustrates this program.
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Continuing training has two main components; Mmixmrnhmx

Training and Update Training. Refresher training, by definition,

is training designed to refresh knowledge and skills that have

already been imparted. Update training is training that has not

previously been received, and is provided to authorised staff to

inform them of job related plant design and procedure changes (or

additions). Update training may also be provided if existing

training has proved incomplete or has not addressed a relevant

topic.

Figure 1 shows that refresher training is further divided into

five components. This paper will address the component that

relates to operation of plant systems, since that is by far the

most complex and important.

REFRESHER TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

A refresher training program must define those important

aspects of knowledge and skills that are not maintained by on-the-

job-exposure, and must refresh these aspects by suitable means.

The knowledge and skills acquired in becoming an authorised shift

supervisor or control room operator are used in varying degrees and

in various ways while performing the respective jobs. It is

evident that the need for refresher training will vary from

individual to individual - dependent on such things as individual

experience in operating the plant, and plant operating history.

The scope and detail of refresher training is further modified

(significantly reduced) by the large body cf approved procedures

and other operational aids available to authorised staff.
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Attempts to effectively design a refresher training program

to satisfy such a potentially wide range of requirements have been

made by a number of organizations. Typical methods have been:

(i) To simply repeat the entire initial authorization

training program on a regular cycle.

(ii) To produce a sample list of different

incidents/topics which are arrived at by "good

judgement".

(iii) To initiate a task analysis of authorised positions,

and by ranking these tasks in categories such as

importance, difficulty, and frequency of execution,

to define those tasks requiring refresher training.

POINT LBPRBAU APPROACH

Point Lepreau's approach was dictated by the following four

considerations:

(i) When attempts are made to derive, from a large

inventory of knowledge and skills, those essential

elements required for a refresher training program,

the subjectivity of those doing the deriving is an

inherent weakness.

The approach used at Point Lepreau is to derive these

essential elements, not by expert opinion or by task analysis, but

by an analysis of the plant state and it's relation to the

station's safety objectives.

(ii) We recognise that authorised nuclear power plant

staff cannot, under conditions of high stress,

reliably recall all the knowledge and skills that
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they have acquired in becoming authorised. This is

not because these individuals are incompetent, or

inadequately trained, but because this task is

beyond the capacity of most human minds. It follows

then, that if certain knowledge and skills Bust be

reliably recalled under conditions of high stress,

(and clearly this is so), then it must be a limited

set, and arguably the minimum set, that will achieve

the defined safety objectives.

Significantly, this means that this aspect of refresher

training is one where the "conservative" approach of including

more, rather than less, may in fact compromise safety.

(iii) Frequently, during serious incidents, the response

of the plant and/or the operating staff is not as

predicted. Consequently, a training program that is

based on an analysis of predefined tasks or written

procedures will not support the operator when

immersed in "uncharted waters".

Refresher training must provide the operators with the ability

to adapt their responses when the unexpected occurs, while

maintaining the proper priorities and focusing on the appropriate

safety objectives.

(iv) Operating and maintenance errors are frequently the

precursors of serious incidents, and operator

training invariably concentrates on how to respond

to such incidents. It is clear that if the

precursors could be minimised, safety would be

improved. Refresher training at Point Lepreau

addresses prevention of the errors that lead to

transients.
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The incorporation of these four aspects into the Point Lepreau

refresher training program provides a dimension that is missing

from most others.

CRITICAL SAFETY PARAMETERS

The core of Point Lepreau's refresher training program is

based on the concept of Critical Safety Parameters. This concept

was used at Point Lepreau in the development of it's symptom based

Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP's) and extending the concept

from EOP's to refresher training was a natural one.

It is known that the fundamental nuclear safety objectives for

authorised staff are to maintain adequate fuel cooling and contain

radioactivity. Furthermore it has been established that this

objective can be met if a limited set of plant parameters, known

as Critical Plant Parameters (CSP's), can be maintained within

acceptable limits. Hafresher training is therefore directed to

ensure that the authorised staff possess the knowledge and skills

to maintain CSP's in an acceptable condition - the resulting

training program is referred to as "CSP Training".

CSP TRAINING

Looking at CSP training from an Operations perspective,

nuclear plant managers would like to see CSP training capture the

following objectives:

(i) Ensure authorised staff know how to monitor the

CSP's.

(ii) Ensure authorised, staff know how CSP's are

controlled.
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(iii) Ensure authorised staff can recognise when the CSP

value or trend is unacceptable, and potential

consequences of unacceptability.

(iv) Ensure authorised staff know how to restore CSP's

to acceptable values or trends.

(v) Ensure authorised staff do not initiate operations

or maintenance activities that might disrupt CSP's.

(vi) Provide an understanding of the important science

fundamentals and equipment/system principles

relevant to the CSP's.

(vii) Provide a review of "case studies" to illustrate

actual events that relate to CSP's.

Clearly this is a "tall order" for training to achieve,

however, the aforementioned goals do set a high standard by which

training objectives can be developed.

The benefits of the above approach are that:

- the training concentrates on the most critical aspects

of plant knowledge.

- the scope of the training is well defined and is not

subjective.

it is a limited body of training and does not overwhelm

the authorised individual with material at the risk of

diminishing their retention of critical matters.
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the training does not restrict itself to a review of
predefined procedures or incidents, but is intended to
provide the authorised individual with a sufficiently
comprehensive knowledge of, and familiarity with, CSP's,
that they can respond properly under a wide variety of
predicted and unpredicted circumstances.

TR&XMING PROGRAM CONTENT

The essence of CSP training is to provide authorised staff
with the knowledge and skills that will enable them to maintain
CSP's in an acceptable condition. In developing training material
based on CSP's, it is convenient to treat each CSP as a separate
module with the content of all modules governed by the detailed
criteria that follow.

CSP modules will be prepared for each CSP, namely:

Reactor Power - steam Generator Level

Primary Coolant Pressure - Steam Generator Pressure

- Primary Coolant Temperature - Containment Pressure

Primary Coolant Volume - Containment Radioactivity

Primary Coolant Sub-Cooling - Shutdown Cooling

Moderator Heat Sink Parameters - ICC Heat sink Parameters

Feedwater Radioactivity - Service Water Radioactivity

Each CSP module covers 8 topics, as follows:

(i) Monitoring facilities

(ii) Control of the CSP

(iii) Operation of associated systems

(iv) Maintenance considerations

(v) Response of the CSP

(vi) Consequences of severe CSP transients

(vii) Review of unplanned events

(viii) Supporting information
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Although the nodule is divided into 8 discrete topics, this

is to ensure that all relevant material is addressed. It does not

necessarily dictate the way in which the module should be prepared

or delivered in the classroom and on the simulator.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the overall CSP objectives, specific training

objectives are derived applicable to each CSP training nodule. The

training material and lesson plans are then developed using the

specific training objectives. Important CSP reference information

is compiled as diagrams, graphs and tables in flowsheet format as

an operator aid, and is used extensively in training. This is

called a CSP flowsheet. The training objectives are as follows:

MONITORING

In order to maintain a CSP within its permitted range,

monitoring of the CSP is essential. The frequency and scope of

monitoring must be adequate for all predictable situations - this

includes plant upsets, different plant states and display or

instrumentation limitations. There are five subsections:

Monitoring - Location of the Primary Elements

Ob-iective; With reference to the CSP flowsheet, the trainee will

identify information regarding the physical configuration of the

primary element(s) in its system.

Monitoring - Where/How the CSP is Monitored

Objective: With reference to the CSP flowsheet, the trainee will

identify the device(s) to be used under normal, and specified

abnormal plant operating conditions.
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Monitoring - Alarms and Auto Actions Associated with the CSP

Objective: The trainee will recite the sequence of key CSP alarms

and auto actions associated with the unsafe deviation of the CSP.

Training Emphasis: Key CSP Alarms - This is "automatic monitoring"

of the CSP and provides the operator with a warning that the

parameter is not in an acceptable condition. This is very

important and the operator must be familiar with the corrective or

protective actions that should have taken place automatically,

requiring confirmation that such actions have occurred, and to

respond as necessary to a possible change in plant state as a

result of the automatic action. Since the "automatic actions"

always, by design, place the plant in a safer or stable state, the

operator must not only know what those actions are, but also be

prepared to manually intervene and initiate the desired action(s)

if the auto feature(s) fail to function. For example, manually

trip the turbine if boiler level reaches the high level setpoint

and the trip has not occurred.

Monitoring - Treatment of the CSP Measurement

Objective: With reference to the relevant operating flowsheets,

the trainee will explain the way in which the primary signals are

manipulated before being displayed to the operator.

Training Emphasis: It is important that the trainee knows exactly

what an indication is identifying, and be able to state why it is

important. Treatment of the CSP measurement means the manipulation

of information from the primary sensors before it is presented for

monitoring purposes. The manipulation of raw information can

introduce changes to the final observed signal. It is important

to know what these changes might be if input signals fail, if

calibration signals fail or change, if a control program such as

Boiler Level Control (BLC) fails.
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Monitoring - Special Considerations/Precautions

Objective: The trainee will state if there are any characteristics

of the primary device, its physical arrangement in the system,

subsequent treatment of the signal or its display or any

environmental factor, or process conditions that could lead to

interpreting the CSP indication incorrectly.

Training Emphasis; The trainee is referred to the CSP flowsheet

which contains all the Special Considerations and Precautions.

This is an important area and includes information that permits the

operator to recognize or anticipate erroneous CSP information,

limitations on the information received or special interpretation

required.

CONTROL OF THE CSP

This describes the system (or systems) that are designed to

automatically control the CSP to a desired setpoint. The control

loops related to many CSP's are operated by means of complex

algorithms using the station digital control computers. As an

operator aid, these algorithms are presented in block diagram form

as program flowsheets. Not all CSP's are controlled to a setpoint

and this section is not applicable in those cases.

Objective: The trainee will be able to interpret the program

flowsheets. In particular:

1) Without reference to the flowsheet, state the program

failure modes, identify the resulting response of the

critical devices, and explain the response of the CSP.

2) With reference to the flowsheet, be able to state the

consequences of input signal failure/drift.

3) With reference to the flowsheet and operating manual,

explain the significance of specified key program alarms.
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Training Emphasis; This section describes the system that is

designed to automatically control the CSP to a desired setpoint.

Familiarity with the system that controls the CSP is important

since the system must operate correctly for the CSP to remain under

automatic control. The authorized person needs to know how the

system is designed to cope with the various operating conditions,

so that monitoring of the correct response is possible. Tho person

must also be aware of the limitations of the control system, the

modes of failure and effects of such failure, so that they can

assist it as required or provide an alternate method of maintaining

the CSP within acceptable limits. Classroom sessions will be in

the form of clarifying and highlighting important aspects of the

control program. simulator sessions will concentrate on

recognizing correct and or if necessary correcting CSP response

under various failure modes.

OPERATION OF ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS

This deals with systems and equipment whose operation directly

affects the CSP. It covers such things as design, operation, and

failures of the equipment or systems involved. There are 5 sub-

sections :

Operation of Associated Systems - Control Logic

Objective; Given an interlock diagram and relevant supporting

information, the trainee will explain the logic contained on the

diagram.

Training Emphasis; This is a discussion of equipment, trips,

permissives, auto start/stop, and similar features. This sub-

section will pay attention to complex logic and to an explanation

of non-standard or obscure features of the control logic. Figures

#2-a and #2-b identify typical examples of interlock diagrams used

in CSP training.
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Operation of Associated Systems - Rules, Limits and Hazards

Objective; The trainee will recite those Operating Rules, Limits

or Hazards to equipment that have the potential to affect the CSP,

and for which procedural or physical reminders do not exist.

Training Emphasis: The constraints on operating plant systems are

often built into operating procedures, actions on receipt of

alarms, and warning labels. There are some, however, that do not

lend themselves to such procedural or physical warnings, and where

these constraints affect the monitoring, control or restoration of

the CSP. It is important that they be fresh in the minds of the

operating staff.

Operation of Associated Systems - Equipment Failure

Obj@ctj.ve; Given a specified list of equipment failures, which

result in a CSP upset, the trainee shall be able, from alarms and

indications, to identify the probable failure and take appropriate

corrective actions. Where reference to operating documents is not

practical due to time constraints the necessary actions shall be

committed to memory.

Training Emphasis; This section includes predictable failures

where the time scale for operator response or complexity of

response justifies refreshment. By familiarizing the operator with

required actions when the CSP is challenged by equipment failure

and by requiring memorization of actions if time is not available

to refer to procedures, the probability of effectively dealing with

these failures is improved. This training objective forms the

basis for malfunction insertion in the various simulator lesson

plans.
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Operation of Associated Systems - Procedures

Objective; Given a specified list of operating manual procedures

and other formal operating documentation, whose application carries

significant risk of CSP upset, the trainee will identify which

actions/monitoring are important and why they are important.

Training Emphasis; This sub-section will deal with those

procedures where errors in execution of the procedure can quickly

result in degradation of the CSP. For example, change-over of

boiler feed pumps for strainer back-washing. This procedure from

the operating manual on boiler feedwater is included in the

training module because incorrect handling of the change-over could

result in a total loss of the main boiler feed pumps. Build-up on

the strainers has been historically very slow and as such there is

very little operational experience. Sufficient time normally

exists following receipt of the strainer high differential pressure

alarm to complete the pump change over in a controlled manner, and

trainees are to be advised to proceed cautiously.

MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS

Maintenance activities are controlled by the Work Permit

System, and reinforced in many cases by the use of approved

maintenance procedures, nd yet they have frequently been the cause

of plant transients, equipment failure and equipment

unavailability. When maintenance activities have the potential to

affect CSP's, they require special attention.

Objectives; For any maintenance activities for which new

procedures are developed and for those procedures currently being

used, the trainee shall be able to:

1} Assess the procedure for any potential to influence or

upset the CSP, and identify the consequences.
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2) For those specified maintenance activities which have the

potential to upset the CSP, or render equipment important

to the CSP unavailable, the trainee shall be able to:

i) Assess the impact of removal from service,

ii) During maintenance procedures, be able to recognize

which actions/monitoring are important and why.

iii) Adequately test and return the equipment to service.

Training Emphasis: Three aspects of maintenance are considered:

1) Removal of Equipment from Service - This is consideration of

those situations where removal from service of equipment could

affect the CSP. The CSP training module considers activities that

are scheduled on a regular basis, or which have led to upsets in

the past.

2) Maintenance Procedures (In Progress) - For any maintenance

procedure it is essential to recognise those components of the

procedure that have a potential to affect the CSP. The implications

of the procedure with respect to CSP influence must be clearly

understood by both authorized staff and maintenance personnel.

Authorized staff should establish that the maintenance personnel

involved in the procedure have sufficient knowledge and experience

to complete the procedure in a manner that is least likely to

influence the CSP.

3) Return to Service after Maintenance - Proper testing after

maintenance, and restoration to a poised or in-service state are

important responsibilities of authorized staff. Testing must

provide as comprehensive a check of maintenance work and equipment

availability as practicable while taking account of the potential

risk of plant upset generated by the testing.
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RESPONSE OF THE CSP

This section describes how the CSP is expected to respond

under predicted normal and abnormal operating situations.

Objective; Given relevant alarms and trends for specified events,

the trainee will evaluate if the plant is responding correctly

(safely), and be able to explain the characteristic shapes of the

trend(s).

Training Emphasis; By becoming familiar with (and having available

for reference), the actual or predicted response of the CSP, as it

would be seen on the plant or simulator CRT display, and with the

knowledge gained from the CSP training module section on Control,

the operator will be better prepared to deal with plant transients,

and would be more likely to recognize failure of the control system

or associated systems to respond correctly during a transient.

CONSEQUENCES OF SEVERE TRANSIENTS

Objective - Uncorrected Transients; For specified CSP transients

that are not terminated by the operator or by automatic operations,

the trainee shall identify (in a general sense), the nature and

severity of the damage that may occur, as well as the time frames

over which the damage can occur.

Training Emphasis; It must be assumed that the design features

provided to prevent CS? transients may not necessarily function in

the manner expected thus making the transient a possibility.
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objective - Corrected Transients: For specified CSP transients

that are required to be terminated by automatic or operator action,

and where the termination places stress on the plant or key

equipment, the trainee will identify the hazards, equipment stress

and economic effects that may accompany the appropriate corrective

actions. The trainee will identify the consequences of actions

(automatic or operator) failing to occur.

REVIEW OF UNPLANNED EVENTS

Training Emphasis; This section deals with Unplanned Events that

have affected the CSP:

i) The trainee will examine the selected unplanned events

with a view to determining what lessons can be learned

that will lead to improved operations.

ii) The review of unplanned events will reinforce the

importance of good operating and maintenance practices.

iii) The authorised person is provided with illustrations of

the kinds of errors/decisions actually made by his peers

and others, and the types of situations that have

occurred in nuclear plants.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Training Emphasis; Situations will arise when the trainee will

require additional fundamental or enabling training, or more

detailed knowledge to adequately meet a specified training

objective.
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Where this information would significantly digress from the main

topic, it may be presented separately as a supporting topic. For

example, in the case of the Boiler Level CSP this includes

thermodynamics, heat transfer, and use of the emergency water

system.

CSP APPLICATION TO SIMULATOR TRAINING

Those training objectives applicable to simulator training,

and in particular those dealing with CSP training module sections

on; Operation of Associated Systems, and Response of the CSP, are

being applied to the development of CSP based simulator training.

For each CSP, a number of events have been identified for simulator

training purposes, and simulator lesson plans are being written

that pertain to demonstration, training and testing of candidates

on these events. Some examples of CSP related events for which

training will be conducted on the simulator include:

- Boiler Level:

- Boiler Pressure:

Boiler level control program

failures; changing boiler feed pump

duty.

Steamline break inside and outside

containment.

Reactor Power: Loss of regulation (slow, fast, high

and low power); power manoeuvres.

Primary Coolant: Loss of pressure control; dual feed

pump failure.

- Containment! Dousing initiation.
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In total, over 100 CSP related events have been identified for

simulator training. Figure 3 shows a simulator lesson plan cover

sheet identifying how 3 CSP related events have been grouped under

feedwater events at full power steady state.

SUMMARY

The production of Critical Safety Parameter (CSP) training

modules at Point Lepreau G.S. is proceeding in parallel with the

development of a simulator training program that encompasses the

CSP philosophy. Training has been delivered on the Boiler Level

CSP, and on the Containment Pressure and Activity CSP. The

authorized staff are enthused with the scope and content of the

training, and the associated benefit arising from a personal sense

of enhanced capability. They have provided formal feedback to the

training department concerning the effectiveness of the training

approach and the training material. The use of workshops in the

training environment has proven of particular benefit where several

groups, 2 or 3 persons to a group, work together as a team on

addressing the appropriate solutions to a variety of operational

problems relating to the CSP. The strength of the CSP approach

lies in focusing on what the essential knowledge base is.

Development of simulator training is based upon training objectives

which have their derivation in the required (i.e. essential) CSP

knowledge base. Looking ahead, we will be applying the CSP

approach to our initial qualification training program. Last but

not least, we intend to refine of our operating documentation to

be consistent with and reflect the overall CSP philosophy.
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Feedwater pump discharge valve-MV021/IVIV030/IVIV039 ^Figure #2-a'

fltote: This piece of logic requires an explanation:

MV21

The Discharge MV21 will open if PlOl is not

rotating backwards and any main pump breaker is

closed; or PlOl Breaker is closed. The purpose of

this is to prevent starting the pump against no

head and thereby running it out. In other words, it

is ok to start the pump against a closed discharge

valve (retire FCV takes cane of flow requirements),

and ok to start it as long as another pump is

running already (providing a discharge head): thus

the runout of the pump is prevented.
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^ Feed water pump discharge Valve - MVO21/MVO307'MV<£39 Figure-#2-b
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POINT LEPREAU
SIMULATOR LESSON PLAN

COURSE NUMBER
SLP 002

PURPOSE
CSP Refresher
Initial
Skills Enhancement [z]

TITLE FEEDWATER EVENTS AT FPSS

EVENT
A) CHANGING LCV DOTY
B) CHANGING 3FP DUTY
C) LOSS OF REHEAT DRAINS AND

PLACING BACK IN SERVICE

DURATION
Classroom: 2 hr
Simulator: 2 hr

CLASS SIZE
Students:

ABSTRACT OF EVENT: THE ABOVE EVENTS ARE PRACTISED AT FPSS*
DUTY CHANGES ARE PERFORMED WITH AND WITHOUT BLC INTEGRAL
TERM RE8ET OPERATIONS.

INDEX
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

9.0

References
Prerequisite Training
Simulator Problems to Avoid
Malfunction(s) Inserted by
Set Up Required
Objectives
Introduction
Presentation
8.1 Classroom

8.1.1. Review
8.1.2. Discussion

8.2 Simulator
8.2.1. Demonstration
8.2.2 Practice
8.2.3 Additional Topics

Evaluation
9.1 Performance Testing
9.2 Knowledge Testing

FIGURE 3
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INTERIM SIMULATOR UPGRADES

Dr. David W. Fraley

Manager Simulator Projects

Washington Public Power Supply System

Richland, Washington U.S.A.

BACKGROUND

The Washington Public Power Supply System's original simulator for its WNP-2 nuclear plant

was procured at a time when the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) did not

require plant specific training simulators. The major requirements were spelled out in ANSI/

ANS-3.5 (1)- This publication provided men standard simulator acceptance criteria and a baseline

for scope and accuracy requirements. Although simulator vendors and utilities applied the

standards, until April 1981 NRC did not specify requirements.

In April 1981, the NRC issued Regulatory Guide 1.149<2), which endorsed ANSI/ANS 3.5. This

standard placed full responsibility for verifying simulator acceptability on simulator owners.

Since then, nuclear plant training simulator qualification has received increased attention because

of the number of new simulators, an increased focus on training and regulatory concern about the

fidelity of simulators used in operator licensing tests.

The WNP-2 simulator was not complete when it was delivered in 1983. Due to unacceptable

vendor performance the vendor's contract was terminated. Thus, no acceptance test or baseline

test was performed. Numerous features were known to be inoperative and the simulator as

delivered did not reflect recent changes in the plant's design. Supply System management decided

to upgrade the simulator software and hardware and correct deficiencies using staff. Concurrent

to its upgrade/retrofit, the simulator was pressed into service for training, significantly

complicating the Supply System's ability to perform the required upgrades.
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Revisions to 10CRFR55.45^ now require operator licensing tests to be conducted in a simulator

facility approved by the NRC. The sophistication of nuclear plant simulators also continued

evolution as these more stringent operator training requirements were established. This involved

both the range of transients and the accuracy of simulation. These improvements in sophistication

are reflected in the latest revision to ANSI Standards*5) (1985) and Regulatory Guide 1.149^

(1987), which continues to endorse the Standards.

Of paramount concern to utilities is whether the physical and functional fidelity of their

simulators) is sufficient to meet the revised standards in NRC regulation 10CFR55^. Receiving

NRC approval for use of a plant-referenced simulator effectively requires a utility to establish an

ongoing program to maintain and document the physical configuration and performance of a

simulator. The regulation also directs mat operator tests will not be administered after May 26,

1991 on an unapproved or non certified simulator facility.

SIMULATOR FIDELITY

The increasing requirements for simulator fidelity and sophistication, coupled with ongoing use

of the current simulator for training, put certification of the current Supply System simulator into

question. During summer 1988, as part of its ongoing industry inspections, representatives of the

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) indicated that the WNP-2 simulator had modeling

and fidelity problems that reduced its training effectiveness. These included:

• Several equipment differences between the plant and simulator equipment.

• Some conflicting indications between simulated systems.

• Unrealistic transient responses under many conditions.

• Significant problems with core, thermal-hydraulic, and feedwater/condensate models.

During NRC Senior Reactor Operator licensing examinations conducted on the WNP-2 simulator

during fall 1988, the INPO identified problems substantiated:
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"The simulator continues to display fidelity problems to the extent that comprehensive NRC

operating examinations cannot be administered without a thorough prevalidation of the

intended scenario malfunctions and evolutions."

The Supply System's own evaluation observed the following deficiencies:

Software - The simulator's models are not current with today's sophisticated models and

cannot be updated to meet today's standards without replacement.

Development Tools -The simulator is not designed with the current development tools to

update and modify plant simulators.

Instractor Interface - The instructor system used by trainers to control, monitor and

conduct training and examination does not meet ANSI Standards; it has difficulty in

controlling and monitoring the simulation process and does not assist the instructor in

avoiding operation outside the limits of realistic simulation.

Configuration Control - The current simulator has a number of deficiencies in

documentation of design data and changes that would make certification difficult; there is a

major plant change backlog, and software is not well documented.

Correction of deficiencies in the current simulator would require replacement of its computers to

support today's more sophisticated models; replacement of major portions of the software;

incorporation of a new instructor station and interface to control the simulator; and completion of

a number of changes to the panel hardware to match the plant. Documentation would be required

for these changes and for historical purposes to maintain the new configuration. Because of these

concerns about the simulator in its capacity as an examining tool, the Supply System initiated

action to provide an adequate simulator capable of supporting licensing examinations that could

be certified as meeting the NRC's requirements.
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SIMULATOR REPLACEMENT

Two alternative solutions were considered:

Alternative 1 - Factory construction of a new simulator. In this alternative, we would elect to

build a new, state-of-the-art simulator. The current simulator would then be replaced when the

new one was complete. All testing to validate, verify and certify die new simulator would be

completed at the vendor's facility prior to its installation.

Alternative 2 - Upgrade the current simulator to a certifiable level. We would use the

existing panels, instrumentation and I/O hardware but add new software and panels to the

machine. The backlog of plant changes would be incorporated in the simulator. A new computer

architecture would be established and configuration control would be brought up to the level of

the requirements.

Factors that affected our decision included:

Lost Training Time - A new simulator would allow a minimum amount of disruption to

training classes and examinations being conducted in the present facility. To reduce an

upgrade's impact, work would be performed on off shifts. However, changeout of the

computer system and major panel modification would cause unavoidable conflicts.

Schedule - The constraints of access to the current machine, coupled with startup of the

project, yielded a difference in schedule completion oetween the two alternatives of less

than six months. It was uncertain that either alternative could be completed by the May

1991 certification deadline.

Additional Hardware - Upgrading the present simulator would require new computers to

handle modem software, a new process computer, other costly instrumentation changes in

the plant control room, and the addition of panels not within the current simulator's scope.
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Cost - A new simulator was the more costly alternative. It was difficult to assess the+

indirect costs of performing an upgrade to the simulator including, lost training time,

detailed project management requirements, and the availability cost of qualified contractors.

Lack of records and the backlog of plant changes contributed significantly to upgrade cost

estimates and contributed to the uncertainty of our estimates.

Configuration Management - Over the years, modifications made to simulator hardware

and software were poorly documented. For the upgrade, the effort to upgrading design

documentation and prepare and conduct performance tests was equal or greater than that

required for design of a new simulator.

Risk - The risk to the Supply System was considered to be greater for the upgrade

alternative. Procurement of a new simulator would allow the Supply System, via the

contract, to share the risk of schedules and certification. A raew, state-of-the-art simulator

was also expected to exceed the minimum functional and fidelity requirements.

Thus Supply System management chose to replace the current simulator. The risks to the Supply

System's licenced reactor operator training program was the driving factor. The need to train

operators and conduct examinations would continue during a major upgrade, jeopardizing both

programs. The license training program, thus continued operation of the WNP-2 plant, also

depends upon successfully meeting the regulatory requirements for simulator certification.

The NRC was advised of our plans to replace the existing WNP-2 simulator with a new simulator

by summer 1991 to meet regulatory requirements. The commission agreed that our plan was an

adequate long-term solution. The Supply System also presented its intentions to perform limited

upgrades to the existing simu&tor to address major fidelity problems for near-term training.

LIMITED UPGRADES

Without other action, the conditions mat led to the decision to replace the WNP-2 simulator

would continue to affect the quality of our training program until receipt of the new simulator.

Because of our need to use the current simulator for continued training, the Supply System elected
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to provide incremental improvements to better support abnormal conditions and emergency

operating procedures training.

The scope of the interim upgrades was limited by a number of considerations:

» Major control room hardware changes including those not now simulated would not be

incorporated.

• Changes to plant system models must not exceed the capacity of the current simulator's

computer architecture.

• Upgrades must be implemented early in the remaining life of the machine to provide the

most training value for the investment.

• The impact on the current training schedule must be minimal to avoid compromising the

Supply System's limited staff resources in supporting both an upgrade and the

construction of a new simulator.

The operational fidelity of the current simulator was sufficient to support most of the normal

operating procedures during startup, power maneuvering and shutdown. In addition, many of the

operating procedures for off-normal conditions resulting from equipment malfunctions could be

simulated. However, emergency operating procedures used under accident conditions were not

effectively simulated. Those accident conditions frequently required instructor intervention and

freezing of the simulator, both of which are detrimental to operator training and testing. Accidents

that could not be run without instructor intervention included loss of coolant, loss of core flow,

loss of normal feedwater, fuel cladding failure, turbine trips, generator trips and main steam line

breaks.

Our original assessment of the simulator's fidelity indicated some critical performance problems

with its plant system models that included:

• Reactor response to transients.

• Heat balance^ressure relationships.

• Consistency of flows and mass conservation.

• Control room displays and support equipment.
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With the decision to procure a new simulator, the Supply System initiated an in-depth of the

present simulator's problems. In parallel with this more detailed review, the Supply System's

Training department reviewed the simulator's deficiencies to identify the minimum

improvements required to meet training needs over the expected remaining life of the simulator.

With the above considerations, our review focused on the fourteen models that comprised the

main energy loop and included the boiler, condensate and feedwater, main steam, primary

containment, main turbines, and the coolant rccirculation system. With the main energy loop

models as focus, our assessment criteria were:

• Normal Operations -The simulator should be able to go from cold start to initial heatup,

to hot standby, to turbine rolling, to power maneuver to cold shutdown.

• Normal Transients -The simulator should accurately simulate the following: 1) turbine

trip, 2) reactor scram, 3) generator trip, 4) trip of both recirculation pumps, 5) closure of

all main steam isolation valves, and 6) loss of all feedwater flow.

• Abnormal Transients - The simulator should also simulate selected severe transients,

such as: 1) design basis loss of cooling accident, 2) ATWS, and 3) main steam line

rupture.

• Power/Flow Correlation - The models should show a good correlation to the power-core

flow map data as well as an accurate nuclear steam and balance of plant heat balance.

The Training Department's assessment looked at the current and planned training sessions and its

then current set of simulator problem reports. Plant modifications that had an important impact

on training were assessed from a cost/benefit point-of-view. The pending problem reports

requiring action were categorized as;

• major simulator versus plant differences,

• training session support, and

• plant modifications with major training impact.
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These detailed assessments resulted in a prioritized set of limited upgrades to the current

simulator. For the simulator models, the boiler model would be replaced and the condensate and

feedwater, main steam and primary containment models would first be modified (upgraded).

Other plant system models that interfaced with these key models would also require some

improvements. These included such systems as the feedwater heaters, turbines and recirculation

systems. The Training department's assessment also recommended that the plant process

computer display system, a key control room feature, be incorporated into the simulator.

IMPLEMENTATION

The Supply System presented its intent to make improvements to the current simulator to the

NRC in December 1988. The detailed assessment mat established the scope and priorities for the

limited upgrades was performed in the first quarter of 1989. Our goal was to complete and test

improvements to the simulator in time to support annual operator ^qualifications examinations

scheduled for February 1990.

To support our efforts, we elected to contract for the work to replace or improve models in the

main energy loop. Our work plans were separated into three phases: the first phase, discussed

above, was the assessment of the scope of limited upgrades that could reasonably be performed.

The second phase was to develop a new boiler model and to upgrade the main steam header

model including steam flow calculations (from the vessel), condensate and feedwater hydraulics

model, and the containment model. The contractor would focus on the boiler, main steam md

condensate and feedwater models. Our staff would address the containment model and

improvements to other models. Work also began to install the new plant process computer and

displays in the simulator.

Key activities of this phase included:

Boiler System Model - A replacement model compatible with the vintage of the WNP-2

simulator was designed and coded for installation. A seven-node model (versus the original

2-node model) was developed to address the problems identified in die assessment.
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Problems included incorrect shrink and swell and natural circulation flow response, failure

to match the predicted power-flow response, and unacceptable responses to most transients.

The Supply System provided a set of evaluation parameters and transient and off normal

conditions as performance criteria for the boiler model. The consultant completed data

collection, determined and coded the basic model equations and compiled the code.

Condensate and Feedwater - The current model overfed the vessel causing erroneous level

response. In addition, its control system was sluggish and flow response was incorrect.

Supply System staff addressed the feedwater control system logic and developed improved

feedwater heater models. The consultant developed a new flow network approach and

incorporated modified pump flow curves.

Main Steam - The main steam system model includes the steam lines from the vessel

through the high pressure turbine. Major header modifications were developed to correct

improper pressure, mass and energy responses. Header pressure calculations were modified

to allow the model to respond to sharp changes in pressure.

Training Session Support - The Supply System technical staff focused its efforts on making

improvements to other main energy loop models to effectively support the interfaces to the

major upgrades and to correct specific deficiencies identified by the Training department.

Efforts included: correcting unrealistic pressure/temperature relationships during transients

and LOCAs in the containment model; correcting extraction steam calculations in the

turbine model; correcting the condenser's pressure response to air in leakage, offgas

operation and heat transfer at low power; and redesigning the jet pumps in the reactor

recirculation model to better correlate recirculation flow to core flow.

Plant Computer - The hardware to simulate the plant computer system was procured during

this phase of the upgrade. The interfaces between the simulator computers were also

designed to allow stimulation of the safety parameter display information system.
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All of these activities were completed in mid-summer 1988. We thought that the remaining

improvements were testing and installing the new boiler model and revising and refining the

major models that interface with the new boiler model. We were particularly sensitive to the

difficulties often encountered in the installation and integration of new models within an

operating simulator. In our case, the new boiler would affect the interfaces with, and require

changes to, a number of associated models. Work that was performed for this phase of the

upgrade project included:

Boiler Model - The boiler model would be integrated and integrated system tests

performed. Boiler model integration included validating the correct interface values from

the vessel to containment during a LOCA. Reactivity feedbacks between the boiler and core

model also required adjustments.

Containment - Work on this model during the previous phase identified some significant

problems in its ability to accommodate the change in mass and energy in containment

arising from line breaks. Major corrections needed in the containment model included

addition of explicit calculations for flashing, rainout and spray condensation in the drywell;

addition of wall condensation; and unproved drywell/wetwell mass and energy balance

calculations with vapor/steam pressures calculated from vapor specific enthalpy and

specific volume.

Condensate and Feed water -Main energy loop corrections required modification of the feed

pump turbines and feedwater heaters to support the integration. Model modifications

included model changes in calculating extraction flows, drain flows and associated

temperatures. It also included adjustments to the determination of heater levels and shell

pressures.

Condenser -The simulator's simplistic condenser model required investigation to assure

sufficient mass flow was included to allow the model to maintr in a mass balance. All

simulated interface flows were verified. These corrections forced corrections in the

circulating water - cooling towers and tower makeup water. The offgas system was also

revisited.
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Turbine Systems -The main energy loop corrections necessarily included turbine dynamics,

turbine control system modifications and the tuning of generator models. Turbine control

system modifications were not dependent on other models.

Other Models - The new boiler model also affected the reactor heat removal system

dynamics to yield proper cooldown rates, the flow dynamics of the cooling water systems

and heat exchangers to properly reflect heat transfers, and the dynamics of the moisture

separator reheater.

Plant Computer - The upgrade the plant computer equipment was received and installed.

Interfacing software for communication with the simulator computers was installed and

tested. Several improvements were also made to enhance the simulator instructor station's

capabilities.

In summary, the integration of the boiler model required major effort in that a number of models

required modification or retuning to properly interface. The original upgrade schedule had called

for completion of the integration and testing by November 1989. Model testing commenced in

late November 1989. The Supply System was not seeking a "certifiable" simulator as result of

the limited upgrades, therefore the testing program was designed to support the major aspects of

the training program anticipated for the remaining life of the simulator.

Testing of the limited upgrades was oriented to the simulator's ability to perform normal

evolutions and selected transient conditions directly in support of planned examination scenarios.

Early testing concentrated on improving model fidelity and assuring consistent, accurate physical

behavior of the recently integrated models.

Key to the testing was the Supply System's assumption of ownership of the simulator models.

Before integration, the simulator engineering staff and consultants had operated independently,

each group testing its respective models in a stand-alone mode and responding to problem reports

identified by the control room operator qualified members of the Training department.
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The major criteria used for evaluating the simulator's performance after the limited upgrades

were:

1. Normal startup and shutdown without departing from normal operating procedures.

2. Manual SCRAM.

3. Single reactor feedwater turbine trip.

4. Single and double recirculationpump trips.

5. Main steam isolation valve closure.

6. Loss of coolant accident.

7. Mcin steam line break.

8. Feedline break, no water input to vessel until emergency low pressure injection.

9. Main turbine trip.

10. Main turbine trip without bypass valves.

11. Loss of high pressure injection.

12. ATWS with and without main steam isolation valve isolation.

13. Station blackout.

Testing of the integrated models and the simulated plant computer display system continued to

mid January 1990. Significant improvements were made to the simulator's performance during

testing of the integrated models. Efforts focused on further refinements to core thermal hydraulics

including void generation and collapse with appropriate effects on reactivity feedback,

improvement of the turbine model's extraction steam calculations, better address of the condenser

model's pressure response at low power and improvement of the containment model's response to

major breaks in the steam and recirculation lines. On January 25th, the new models were installed

on the simulator for use by the Training Department for the license examination.
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DISCUSSION

I assume other simulator refurbishments or upgrades now ongoing in the United States are

intended to assure certification. Determining the scope of upgrades required to meet certification

requirements was part of our replacement decision. Determining the limited scope of upgrades

necessary to meet our interim training requirements involved a different set of considerations.

Establishing the nature and magnitude of the upgrade was driven by the expected finite training

benefits and limited by the finite time to complete the upgrades.

Our assessment of the difficulty and risks of conducting both license training and model upgrades

simultaneously was substantiated by our experience in performing limited upgrades. This

experience gives us comfort that our decision to meet certification requirements by procuring a

new simulator was correct.

Much of our development and testing were performed on the off shifts. Testing required the

support of the simulator instructors, who also prepared examinations and conducted training. The

deadline, to finish in time for the license examinations, could not be changed. These concerns,

coupled with diversion of key staff from support of the new si*, lulator doubled the difficulty of the

project.

Although expected, many of the technical difficulties experienced on the project were no less

daunting. For example, our model documentation was found to be more inadequate than believed,

severely inhibiting our ability to correct selected aspects of a model's performance. Lack of

descriptions of data pool common variables slowed model integration. Our older computer

system architecture did not support currently available debug facilities.

The scope of increased complexity incorporated in the boiler model was limited by the available

computer capacity. Our apprehension about the time needed to integrate the new boiler model

with the other improved main energy loop models was found to be valid. The trade-off between

modifying existing models and integrating new models as part of an upgrade became clear. A

number of system interfaces were affected by the installation of the new boiler model. In

particular, the main steam and condensate and feedwater models were difficult to upgrade due to

their large number of interfaces with other systems.
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The limited upgrades incorporated improvements in the simulator that addressed the most

significant of its shortcomings. The development effort, while short of that required for

certification, was still significant. Improved simulator performance was achieved while

maintaining an operating simulator with no impact on the training schedule. The decision to

improve the Supply System simulator's performance in the interim before its replacement was

proof of our commitment to continuous improvement in the quality of our license training

program.
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OPERATOR RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM (OPERAS)

Avtar Singh1

Tim Martin2

J. Welsch3

Anthony J. Spurgin4

John W. Hatlam5

ABSTRACT

OPERAS is a personal-computer (PC) based software to collect and process
simulator data on control-room operators responses during requalification training
scenarios. The data collection scheme is based upon approach developed
earlier during the EPRI Operator Reliability Experiments project. The software
allows automated data collection from simulator, thus minimizing simulator staff
time and resources to collect, maintain and process data which can be useful in
monitoring, assessing and enhancing the progress of crew reliability and
effectiveness. The system is designed to provide the data and output
information in the form of user-friendly charts, tables and figures for use by plant
staff. OPERAS prototype software has been implemented at the Diablo Canyon
(PWR) and Millstone (BWR) plants and is currently being used to collect operator
response data. Data collected from simulator include plant-state variables such as
reactor pressure and temperature, malfunction, times at which annunciators are
activated, operator actions and observations of crew behavior by training staff.
The data and systematic analytical results provided by the OPERAS system can
contribute to increase objectivity by the utility probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) and
training staff in monitoring and assessing reliability of their crews.

1 Electric Power Research Institute
2Pacific Gas and Electric Company
3Pacific Gas and Electric Company
4 Accident Prevention Group
5Nuclear Systems Software and Services
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Background

Tc help utilities assess impact of human actions on plant risk and understand causes of human error, EPRl

undertook its human reliability program in 1982. Under the guidance from utility advisory and steering

groups, EPRI's research concentrates on providing products such as human reliability analysis guidelines,

quantification methods and operator response data from full-scale plant simulators. These products are

being applied by many utilities to evaluate their plant risk and identify vulnerabilities, if any, as part of the

Individual Plant Examination (IPE). The results have also been useful to some utilities in monitoring and

enhancing the consistency and reliability of crew response.

Under the sponsorship of the Commonwealth Edison Company, the Human Cognitive Reliability model

was applied to classify and organize operator response data collected at the LaSalle plant simulator. As a

result of the beneficial results of this application and a separate positive experience gained by Electricity

de France (EdF) from their successful simulator experimental program, EPRl initiated the Operator

Reliability Experiments (ORE) project to coOect operator response data from full-scale plant simulators.

The project was jointly sponsored by EPRl and six U.S. utilities-Commonwealth Edison, Pacific Gas &

Electric, Wisconsin Public Service, Philadelphia Electric, Pennsylvania Power & Light, and Duke Power.

As cosponsors, these utilities typically made available their fut' *,- '« plant simulators and operating crews

for data collection (usually in conjunction with already s c h e d t . . ' perator rectification sessions). The

project support involved collaboration of utility operations, training and PRA staffs. The data sei was

further expanded in 1989, when Taiwan Power Company joined trie EPRl project and undertook data

collection at their Maanshan plant simulator during mid-1989. Close coordination was maintained between

the EPRl and Electricity de France programs via active collaborative exchange agreement between the

two organizations. Other organizations associated with the project advisory group were the Institute of

Nuclear Power Operations and General Public Utilities.

As a result of the Operator Reliability Experiments project, there exists now an extensive database on

operator response, with more than 1300 data points involving multiple crews from seven different plants

simulators. Benefits derived by utilities from application of these data, have further emphasized the value

of plant-specific simulator data collection by individual utilities for PRA application and other uses. In order

to assist utilities in making the data collection process cost-effective and less manpower-oriented, EPRl

has developed and is enhancing a software system called "Operator Reliability Assessment Systems

(OPERAS)". The software allows part of the simulator data to be collected directly from the simulator using

a personal computer thus minimizing utility resources required for manual data collection. This paper

describes the key features/ capabilities of the OPERAS system and sample applications.
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Design of OPERAS

The prime objective of the design of OPERAS was to make available a PC-based tool to collect data from

plant simulators and provide results to the utility users in a user-friendly and cost-effective manner. The

requirements for the data to be collected and analyses to be performed were derived from experiences

gained during the ORE project. The OPERAS software automates labor-intensive tasks covered in the

ORE project, tasks such as manual data collection and the use of special purpose software like

Statgraphics and Lotus.

Figure 1 shows a schematic arrangement of OPERAS indicating input from both the simulator

(annunciator states, plant variables, operator actions and malfunctions) and observers (use of procedures,

indications and controls) and information from posttest interviews. OPERAS also contains historical

databases, carries out mathematical analyses of the data and produces a variety of plots and tabular

results.

The concept is to base OPERAS on an IBM 386 PC connected to a plant simulator. Table 1 indicates

typical OPERAS hardware. Data on the scenario and the crews' responses are collected by the PC,

analyzed and the output made available short?/ after the completion of the training session. Various

combinations of software were considered but finally the choice was made to use Microsoft Windows as

the framework for information display. "C" program is used to collect the data from the simulator and the

storage, analysis and plots are handled by using Microsoft Excel. Table 1 lists the software used in

OPERAS.

Another requirement of the software design was to have a system which could perform in a user-friendly

manner. This is accomplished by operating in the Windows environment. The average user would be

accessing only the necessary features of the software and would be able to select many alternatives

among the options designed into its system. The Windows program allows the user to select data from

various databases for subsequent calculations or for plotting purposes. Excel, which is a powerful

spreadsheet program, can be programmed by means of macro program to carry out selected functions

performed by the Statgraphics and Lotus programs, i.e., statistics and plotting, during the ORE project.

Because of its flexible spreadsheet structure and addressing system, Excel can also fulfill the functions of

a database for each crew transient data set. The "C" program is used to interface the simulator to the PC

via an RS-232. The data passed over the RS-232 channel is edited by a "C" program and arranged so that

the user can select the annunciators, operator actions, and times to be analyzed. Data can be used for
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Table 1. Typical Hardware

IBM PC • 33 Mhz 80386 or equivalent

Floating Point Coprocessor - 33 Mhz, 80387

Additional memory 4 Mb, 80 nsec, 1 Mb chips

Disc storage 120 Mb, 20 mx acess

Floppy 5 1/4", 1.2 Mb

Floppy 3 1/2", 1.44 Mb

IBM style 101 keyboard

Color monitor 19" NEC muttisynch -1024 x 768

Color graphics board 1024 x 768 - 256 colors

Laser printer

Backup cassette tape drive - 60 Mb, 5 Mb/min

Microsoft mouse

Table 2. Software

Microsoft Excel 2.1c

Microsoft Windows 3.0

Microsoft "C" i.O
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Functions Performed by OPERAS

The two main functions of OPERAS are to collect and process simulator input data and observer input

data; these data are then processed to produce plots of various kinds, statistics, lists of deviations from

procedures and other causes contributing to potential operator errors.

Table 3 lists the various kinds of plots produced by OPERAS. Figure 2 shows a typical single variable plot

versus time. Figure 3 shows a typical plot for a single variable but for three different crews. Figure 4

gives a typical time reliability curve for a given human interaction. This curve is obtained from the results for

10 crews. In addition to the plots, statistical data is also produced from simple upper and lower limits to

median values upper and lower five percentite values and standard deviations.

Sequence of event data can be obtained directly from the simulator data input. The user can specify

which specific information is required and the simuiar input for a set of scenario runs can be examined

using the same search criteria. OPERAS will then list the sequence for each scenario-crew pair with the

corresponding times and plant-parameter values.

Current Experience With OPERAS

As part of the OPERAS project, a Utility Steering Group was formed with representatives from Pacific Gas

and Electric (PG&E), Northeast Utilities (NU), Wisconsin Public Service, Commonwealth Edison, and

Niagara Mohawk, Yankee Atomic and Carolina Power fi Light, and INPO participated as an ad hoc

member. Two of the utilities, PG&E and NU, have acted as host utilities to demonstrate the use of

OPERAS at a PWR simulator and a BWR simulator.

OPERAS was connected directly to the simulator at the Diablo Canyon plant using the alarm logger and a

printer port for direct connection to the PC. The system has been used over the past several months to

collect a variety of operator response data during ^qualification training scenarios. The system was used

to collect data on somo critical plant isolation actions during steam generator tupe rupture (SGTR) events.

The experience showed that critical data could be collected more precisely and efficiently than the manual

data collection method. It also revealed the difference among crews, executing the response on similar

scenarios.
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Table 3. OPERAS Plot Capability

Single Plant Variable Versus Time

A Single Variable for Each of Three Scenarios Versus Time (Responses

Due to Three Different Crews)

Two Plant Variables Versus Time

Single Plant Variable Versus Time With Specific Operator Actions Indicated

on Plots

Crews' Reliability Versus Time

Variability in Action Tunes of Several Crews Performing Same Sequence of

Actions

Order Plots - VariabUy in Time of Crew Actions - Rank Ordered
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The installation of OPERAS at the Milistone Unit 1 simulator followed after the application at the Diablo

Canyon simulator. For this installation, code was written for the plant simulator to collect plant variables and

digital data (annunciators, etc.) and transfer them to the simulator's hard disk. The data is then fed to the

PC via an RS-232 port. After some initial difficulties, this approach worked quite well and will form the basis

of the generic interface for the next version of OPERAS. The applicability of this approach is currently

being evaluated at the Diablo Canyon simulator and for implementation of OPERAS at other plant simu-

lators. Northeast Utilities plan to use the data for comparison against either actual plant transients or

comprehensive transient codes to check the fidelity of the modeling in the simulator. The operator

response data collected using OPERAS is also expected to be used to support probabilistic risk

assessments (PRAs) and monitoring reliability of crews.

Application of Simulator Measurements Using OPERAS

The key objective of OPERAS is to collect simulator data to assess operator reliability and understand

causes of potential errors contributing to risk of plant operation. The data and analysis approach have

been used by utilities in different ways as described below.

PRA Applications

EPRI developed in 1984 the SHARP framework and the Human Cognitive Reliability model for performing

human reliability analysis (HRA) in plant-specific PRAs. The operator reliability data from simulators have

been used to modify the original Human Cognitive Reliability model based on skill, rule and knowledge

type classification of human actions to a procedure-based cue-response type classification. This

improved approach allows explicit integration of the impact of operating procedures in PRAs. Insights

gained from the data are being used by EPRI in its efforts to provide additional guidance to utility analysts

concerning the detailed togic modeling of human actions and their integration with system logic models

within the new improved SHARP1 framework developed during 1990. Consequently, SHARP1 and the

modified Human Cognitive Reliability model provide state-of-the-art tools for application to the plant-

specific PRAs undertaken by utilities. Demonstration application of these products is now under way for

performing PRAs at Cleveland Eioctric and Texas Utilities for the Perry and Comanche Peak nuclear

plants, respectively, and in the EPRI Advanced Light Water Reactor program.

Applications Other Than PRA

Direct measurements and observations of crew responses to key accident scenarios in simulator

exercises provide both quantitative and qualitative insights regarding the consistency and reliability of the



plant operating crews. For example, crew responses have been found to be affected by performance

shaping factors such as man/machine interface, procedures, training, and control room design. These

factors can influence operator response times for key actions as well as the number and impact of errors

made by crews. Posttransient interviews with the crews help understand the reasons for their specific

actions and response characteristics. Their insights can be used to make enhancements that lead to

increased crew reliability and effectiveness in response. The following examples illustrate beneficial

applications of this approach:

Impact of a New Operator Aid op Operator Response. EPRI has developed the BWR Emergency

Operating Procedures Tracking System (EOPTS), an on-line expert system to provide a symptom-

based computerized approach for assessing plant status and implementing Emergency Operating

Procedures during critical stages of an emergency situation. An evaluation of the system was carried

out at Taipower's Kuosheng plant simulator facility using the operator reliability experiments data

collection and analysis approach. The approach proved to be a powerful tool that enables objective

and quantitative evaluation of the impact of operator aids on crew performance.

Verification and Validation of Procedures. The time response and error data recorded during

simulator exercises may show if there exists any potential deficiencies such as lack of clarity, missing

steps, inaccurate logic, etc., in the procedures. The operator reliability experiments approach

involving detailed analysis of the data as well as the crew feedback can assist the plant staff in

identifying procedural enhancements that lead to more efficient crew response and enhanced

reliability. Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) has used this approach to identify potential enhancements

to procedures such as those related to safety valve status diagnosis and the need for tripping a

residual heat removal (RHR) pump shortly after safety injection so as to prevent dead-heading of the

other RHR pump.

i of Control Room Design. Human Factors pr Man/Machine Interface. Simulator data can

help identify the need for specific changes to the control room design, human factors or man/machine

interface that may enhance reliability and consistency of crew response. If such changes are tested in

the simulator, the operator reliability experiments approach can be used to assess the impact of the

proposed change on crew response.

Consistency of Crew Responses. One of the key factors affecting crew reliability is the consistency of

their response to a set of dominant risk scenarios. Consistency can be measured in terms of variability

of their response characteristics as well as numbers and types of errors among different crews at the

plant. A historical record of these measurements (from year to year or from one requalif ication session
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to the next) may provide the plant staff with information regarding the progress on the reliability of their

crew response. In cases where an apparent inconsistency is seen, a further action may be prudent to

determine and eliminate the cause of such inconsistency. One form of data output from the EPRI

Operator Reliability Assessment System software to be used in automatic simulator-data collection

process, is a chronological listing of significant crew actions preidentified by the instructor. Pacific Gas

and Electric has found this output to be valuable for various purposes, such as verifying the complete

and proper isolation of a steam generator following a steam generator tube rupture accident.

Timeliness of Crew Responses. Emergency operating procedures require an adequate and timely

response of the crews for certain time-critical events such as isolation of a steam generator following

rupture of one or more of its tubes, breakage of a reactor coolant pump seal, or an anticipated

transient without scram (ATWS). The simulator measurements of crew response times as well as

errors made during such scenarios provide the plant training staff with a means for assessment of the

reliability of their crews in providing adequate and timely response.

The above applications demonstrate the usefulness of the simulator measurements provided by the

OPERAS, in assessment and enhancement of the plant control room crew reliability and consistency.

Pacific Gas and Electric Company and Taiwan Power Company, who have been active participants in the

EPRI Operator Reliability Experiment project, have realized the value of using this approach in their plants.

Summary

In summary, OPERAS software provides a practical and user-friendly tool for utilities for automated

collection of data on operator performance for significant scenarios during routine training sessions using

simulators. The data and variety of outputs, such as plots, charts, tables, statistical results, etc., can help

utilities in performing their plant-specific PRA, monitoring the effectiveness of the contra! room design,

procedures and training, and verifying simulator fidelity. The overall benefit translates into increased plant

reliability/availability and reduced risk in plant operation.
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EMERGENC Y PL A N TRAINING IN REAL TIME

Abstract

Emergency preparedness training and exercises are conducted in real time at the Cook

Nuclear Plant with the use of the plant reference simulator, stimulated Technical

Support Center and communication finks to all other emergency response facilities.

These exercises are conducted in a manner that challenges personnel responding to

the emergency conditions and ensures proper operation of emergency facilities.

Additionally, the use of the stimulated TSC and simulator minimizes the impact of the

exercise on plant operations.

During each training or exercise scenario, actual emergency procedures, with the use

of appropriate emergency equipment, are implemented in representative fashion with

induced realistic complications consistent with the initiating events.

These scenarios fulfill all licensee federal, state and local counterpart, and all media

and public affairs liaison functions. These exercises are technically demanding and

are possible due to the high fidelity plant reference simulator and communications

links between the furious facilities.

Introduction

Since the accident at Three Mile Island, all nuclear power plants are required to

demonstrate their emergency preparedness to ensure that public safety is not

compromised should an abnormal or emergency event occur. These emergency

preparedness exercises are periodically evaluated by federal officials.
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The demonstration of emergency preparedness is conducted by coordinating the

activities of the simulator control room, stimulated technical support center,

emergency operations facility, operations staging area, emergency news center, joint

public information center, and initial assessment group. Also, the State Police, federal

agencies, and state and local governments are integrated into a coordinated response

organization.

Typically, these emergency preparedness exercises have been conducted by

manipulating the "accident" events with the use of "flash cards", voluminous

scenarios, and timed updates that are orchestrated by trained controllers who

coordinate each phase of the exercise. At the Cook Plant, emergency preparedness

exercises are conducted in real time and are event generated with the use of the plant

reference simulator as the central focal point

The real time effect and visual environment were accomplished by developing a

stimulated TSC and establishing the appropriate communication links to the various

remote facilities that interface with the plant simulator.

Hardware development

Stimulated Technical Support Center fTSCI

A stimulated TSC that closely resembles the plant TSC, which is located above the

shift supervisors office, was constructed in the training center. It includes all of the

video monitors, video displays, communications equipment, and furniture th**t are

found in the actual TSC.

The physical appearance of the stimulated TSC is nearly identical to the plant TSC,

which includes all the same tables, chairs, cabinets, white boards, reference material,

and CRTs. The TSC Plant Evaluation Team (PET) is trained in a manner that is

consistent with the method with which an actual emergency would be conducted.
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For instance, the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS), radiation monitoring, and

control room camera displays are identical to the reference plant with the exception

that the displays are driven by the simulator computers and display actual abnormal

indications.

The communication equipment operates in the same manner as the reference plant,

including the same phone numbers which allow all emergency plan participants to be

trainee' using numbers that would normally be used if an actual emergency were to

occur.

The emergency response team monitors the six CRT displays for abnormal indications

to independently classify the event, evaluate various possible response scenarios,

dispatch damage control teams from the OSA, and transmit the necessary information

to the other facilities.

Emergency Operation Facility /EOF)

The normal EOF is used as a part of the E-Plan exercises. Normal voice

communication is provided among participating staff members in the same manner as

during an actual plant emergency. Remote TSC SPDS and radiation display monitors

are driven from the simulator through a communication fink by modems connected by

both microwave and land fine.

This communications network provides emergency response team members at the

EOF with the opportunity to use actual displays and reference material to accurately

respond to the emergency. Also, the active displays and real time information

available to the TSC provide a method to test equipment and procedures to ensure

that they will work as designed towards the mitigation of consequences during an

actual emergency.
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Due to the realism that the simulator and stimulated TSC facility provide, the

emergency exercise takes on a life of its own that results in participants believing that

the exercise is a real event due to the fact that the actual EOF is used and incoming

emergency information is available for emergency plan participants.

Initial Assessment Group (IAG)

The corporate office (600 miles away} also receives radiation and plant monitoring

data from the simulator by way of a communication link between the simulator and

the corporate offices. This link provides the corporate response team with information

necessary to make recommendations to the Plant Evaluation Team and control room

operators.

Operations Staging Area (OSAI

The OSA located in the plant administration building functions in the same manner as

during an actual emergency except that voice communication is maintained between

the OSA and the simulator to direct damage assessment teams and monitor and direct

the damage control process.

The OSA manager receives information from the TSC manager to dispatch damage

control teams in response the simulated event. Actions taken in the field by damage

control teams are reported to the TSC manager to ensure that the plant status at the

TSC is maintained current. This provides the mechanism to ensure the fink between

the TSC and OSA function in a manner to mitigate the event.

Control Room

The simulator control room operations team operates the simulator and attempts to

mitigate the consequences of the transient/accident as they would an actual plant

event.

The simulator control room provides the environment to conduct the emergency

exercise and does not interfere with the normal plant operations. Actual plant

procedures are used to demonstrate the capability to deal with an emergency event.
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Simulator

The distinguishing characteristic of the simulator that provides the opportunity to

conduct emergency preparedness training and exercises in real time is the ability to

predict with a high degree of confidence the phenomena-based response of a nuclear

plant over a wide range of plant conditions expected during normal, abnormal, and

emergency conditions.

At the center of the simulation is the advanced reactor coolant system (RETACT) and

reactor core neutronic (STK) codes. These advanced codes provide the capability to

accurately predict plant response and maintain simulation of degraded conditions for

a long period of time as required by the emergency plan exercises. Another feature

is the ability to provide radiation release data.

EXERCISE

Exercise Scenario Development

The emergency preparedness exercise is developed by a scenario development

committee that consists of the simulator, operations training, and operations

department personnel and various department experts and controllers.

The emergency exercise is based on plausible initiating events, and allows for the use

of procedures and action by the operators to mitigate the consequences of the

emergency event.

One of the objectives of the exercise development committee is to anticipate the

operator actions to mitigate the event and factor in these events to ensure that the

scenario is of sufficient length and complexity to challenge the emergency plan team.

Conduct of Exercise

The exercise is started as a normal training evolution for an operating shift. The

operating shift takes immediate action in accordance with plant Emergency Operating

Procedures and classifies the event into one of the four event categories (unusual

event, alert, site area emergency, or general emergency).

The drill is announced over the plant public address system, which is tied into the

simulator communications system, and emergency response team members man their

stations as required at the Alert level of the exercise.
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The TSC Plant Evaluation Team reports to the stimulated TSC within the allotted time,

activates the equipment, and begins to monitor plant conditions from remote displays

and monitors. This team monitors plant conditions, makes independent assessments

of the event, and makes recommendations to the control room team to mitigate the

consequences of the emergency.

Upon the activation of the TSC, all sections of the emergency plan are conducted as

if it were an actual plant emergency.

Summary and Conclusions

Using the real time method of emergency preparedness training and exercises allows

the Cook Nuclear Plant to train its personnel in a manner that exercises emergency

equipment, procedures, and personnel in order to be better prepared for the actual

event, should it ever occur.

Emergency plan training in this manner has demonstrated that personnel can respond

to abnormal plant conditions, make accurate assessments of emergency events, and

take appropriate actions to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal event with the

use of emergency procedures and emergency response equipment.

Recent exercises have received very favorable reviews by the federal inspectors as

well as by INPO ^valuators. The emergency exercises allow the regulatory agencies

to evaluate emergency team response in a manner that is realistic when compared to

actual events.
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THERE IS MORE TO TRAINING THAN LECTURE

Niles Hayfield
William Bahrt

ABSTRACT

This presentation describes information that is useful in
correlating on-the-job training with developing and
delivering classroom training, which enhances the learning
process.

Greater emphasis is being placed on classroom training
versus self-study in all facets of industry. The outcome is
that classroom instruction is all-too-often delivered
through direct lecture. This is probably the least
effective method of providing quality training.
Enhancements to the classroom learning environment are
necessary—such as well-planned viewgraphs, flip charts,
posters, mockups, videos, demonstration activities, and on-
the-job training. Without this emphasis, all too often,
classroom instruction is no more effective than self-study.

Most classroom training lacks demonstration activities
and/or on-the-job training interfaces. Remember what
Confucius said: "When I hear I forget, when I see I
remember, when I do I understand." Therefore, it makes
sense to involve students through demonstration activities
and/or on-the-job training as an integral part of lesson
design.

We need to make a conscious effort to ensure trainees
understand the instructions that are necessary to perform
job functions. This requires, in many cases, a diversion
from past practices. We must become innovative and involve
the trainees in practical activities to avoid the dismal
effects of the straight lecture format.
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THERE IS MORE TO TRAIMINS THAN LECTURE

by
Niles Mayfield and William Bahrt

INTRODUCTION

Industrial training, as we know it today, takes place on a wide

continuum of experience. At one extreme, training might consist of a person

reading text and then taking a test on what was read, or a class of trainees

listening to a noninspirational instructor describing the design, development,

and use of a system and/or equipment.

At the other extreme, training might be seen as consisting of groups of

students in a variety of instructional locations clustered around job-related

equipment and/or simulators. The instructors teach in independent or team-

teach situations on the equipment and how it is operated or repaired. Those

same instructors then demonstrate the applications that have been discussed.

Students then perform the tasks under supervision, practicing what they have

been taught until mastery has been achieved. On completion of the training,

students are evaluated by a separate source. If they demonstrate a knowledge

of the principles involved and can perform the associated skills, the students

are then qualified to perform the job independently. Provisions for continued

employee efficiency are carried out with requalification and continuing

training.

In between these two alternatives lie an endless variety of program

combinations that can be used in conducting effective training activities.

In years past, and still in some cases today, the typical training

classroom* experience consisted(s) of dry lectures assisted by some mounted

pictures and transparencies or viewgraphs. In large companies this training

is(was) often conducted by three types of instructors:

• Engineers who knew subject matter theory but were light in

practical application and teaching skills

*In this paper, the word "classroom" may refer to a place of training and
or a type of training that might occur in that place; be in a room,
laboratory, outside location, or in some portion of an industrial site.
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• Line professionals who knew how to operate the equipment but were
light on theory and teaching skills

• Former public school or college instructors who had the teaching
skills and some basic subject knowledge in related sciences or
other knowledge basest but little in the way of applicable
background in industrial theory or plant operation.

On-the-job training (OJT) often consisted of assigning a new employee to
one of the seasoned journeymen. The new employee's training then was made up
of "gofer" assignmants or an unstructured mentoring process until the trainee
learned enough to be able to perform the job independently. The journeyman's
training qualifications usually were not a consideration and assistance in
learning how to train was often not provided.

Currently, industrial training is experiencing considerable changes.
For example:

• Universities and community colleges provide programs in Industrial
Training and Development.

• Training personnel, recruited from company rosters and selected
for their communication skills and their ability to competently
operate plant equipment, are often required to attend one or more
training classes in instructional skills before they can perform
classroom instruction.

• Significant advances in media with photographic processes, video
tape technology (commercial and home made), clip art availability,
have taken place. In addition, the genesis of the computer as a
producer of training literature and media, have made possible the
production of high quality economical and job-related training
materials at a reasonable price.

• Insofar as industries under the influence of government
regulation are concerned, companies in the recent past have been
made accountable for the amount of training offered and the
excellence of that training.
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But more can be done. Today, in many of our training organizations,
classroom training and OJT training are, for the most part, two separate
entities. Both are independently developed and taught by different instructors
with a time differential between the classroom training and the practical OJT.

It is the goal of this paper, Tiiere is More to Training Than Lecture, to
present the disadvantages of these practices and to provide alternatives that
will, we believe, improve the quality of employee performance on the job.
Just keep in mind the words of Confucius: "When I hear I forget, when I see I
remember, when I do I understand." To accomplish this, we will discuss:

• The Role of the "Classroom" and "OJT training" Instructor
• Information Retention and Oecay
• A Know, Show, Do, and Review (KSDR) Process Of Training.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Some of the terms important for understanding and the way they are used
in this paper are:

• Classroon Training—Training presented in an GJT training basis in
a systematic format by a qualified instructor. The course is
instructed using objectives, lesson plans, course manuals and/or
handouts, audiovisual media, mockups, simulators, and actual site
equipment.

• On-The-Jofa Training—Foilowup training by a qualified instructor
using qualification cards, qualification guides, and/or OJT
training lesson plans. Students are presented with specific site-
related OJT training. Such training is centered on the
demonstration, practice, and performance of knowledge and skills
learned in the classroom. Student performance is evaluated based
on their ability to perform specified tasks. In ideal situations,
the OJT training and classroom instructors could be the same
person. This provides the continuity needed for effective
implementation of the training process (Correlated Training.)
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Correlated Training—A single training effort using multiple
applications that leads to the accomplishment of an objective.
Correlated training differs from that usually encountered in that
it is coordinated from one source and involves all participants in
one unified approach.

THE ROLE OF THE "CLASSROOM" AND "ON-THE-JOB TRAINING" INSTRUCTOR

As suggested earlier, historically there has been a wide separation
between the "classroom" and the "OJT" instructor. Many training
administrators suggest that the two forms of training are separate and should
not be mixed. This line of thinking would have the classroom Instructor
teaching only the knowledge portion of the material in a separate session.
Then, the OJT instructor (often after a significant time delay) teaches a
practical or hands-on portion of the class. This is normally a situation that
is designed, developed and administered independently from the classroom-
oriented material.

Ne believe that this "separate but equal" format of training is
counterproductive to the accomplishment of training objectives and is a
negative factor in the learning process. To resolve this dilemma we recommend
a three-stage approach to training. This approach joins the classroom and OJT
phases of instruction in a unified effort to accomplish the main objective of
all training: "Teaching employees to do the job they were hired to do" in the
most effective and efficient manner possible. The third stage is the
independent evaluation of the training effort.

The first stage of this approach, using the a KSDR format, covers the
entire scope of the classroom training on the subject with the active support
of GJT training personnel. This support can range from a basic cooperation in
the development process, to support of a full-scale team activity in designing
the entire program; classroom and OJT; keeping in mind the ultimate ideal of
having both classroom and OJT instructed by the same person.

The thrust of the classroom effort is the presentation of all of the
knowledge and hands-on skills related to successful job performance with
generic approaches and applications. The show, do, and review, stages may
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well be taught In a team teaching partnership with the OJT training
instructors. This ensures that the knowledge of the OJT training instructor
includes what was handled in the classroom. It also initiates the relationship
of the OJT training instructor with the students.

In the second stage of instruction, the classroom instructor/OJT
training instructor, with knowledge of the classroom content, then takes the
students into the field and teaches the principles covered with specific
application to actual plant conditions and experiences.

The third stage of the process involves another member of the team, the

skills evaluator. This person, knowledgeable of what has been taught in the

class, acts on behalf of plant management and is independent of the training

department. This person has the responsibility for evaluating the student's

knowledge and skills as being qualified or certified to perform on the job.

The evaluator's knowledge of what the program contains assures him/her that

the students have received the information necessary for qualification and/or

certification. In turn, the evaluator can then alert the training team of any

gaps in performance that might warrant revision to the instructional package.

INFORMATION RETENTION AND DECAY

One factor that the training professional must recognize is that

students forget quickly. Long established statistical studys have proven that

the "curve of forgetting" is radical and consistent. It is estimated that two

weeks after a body of material is presented in a lecture format without

additional amplification, the average student will forget over 75% of what was

instructed (Figure 1). The type of learning that takes place is yet another

factor that must be considered when treating the student retention problem.

Figures indicate that after three days, students will remember only 10% of

material received in a straight lecture, 20% of material learned by viewing

something, and 65% of material that they have both heard and sesn. Using a

variation of Knowles "Cone of Learning" we find that statistics indicate the
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Figure 1. Curve of Retention.
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closer our learning gets to concrete application, the greater our ability to
remember. Related statistics indicate that we remember:

• 10% of what we read
• 20% of what we hear
• 30% of what we see
• 50% of what we see and hear
• 70% of what we verbalize, and
• 90% of what we verbalize when we are performing the skill.1

Still another study suggests we receive 94% of our knowledge through our
ears and eyes. Today, in many training situations, after the lecture portion
of a course has been completed and before the hands on training takes place,
time periods significantly longer than two weeks can pass. When the
statistics just cited are considered, it is easy to see this time lapse can
adversely affect the performance outcome.
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A KNOW, SHOW, DO, AND REVIEW PROCESS OF TRAINING

With the definition "A systematic, expertise-guided, method that
provides the job-related knowledge and skills required to be qualified to
perform safely and proficiently in the work place," the OJT training concept
offers a package of training that can treat the four parts of the
instructional process "know," "show," "do," and "review" (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The Know, Show, Do, and Review Process
For Classroom and On-The-Job Training.

THE KSDR PROCESS
KNOW

CLASSROOM
AND OJT
TRAINING

"KNOW—Many say that the first part of the process, classroom training,
is of secondary priority when compared to OJT training. This, to some
degree is true. But without a solid foundation of knowledge, the
effectiveness of hands-on training is greatly diminished. Employers
today do not want employees who are merely button pushers, valve
turners, or lever pullers, with little knowledge of what will happen
when an act is performed and why. This is, and must be, a practice of
the past. For quality learning, classroom and OJT training needs to be
balanced. That fact is becoming generally recognized. With the rapid
growth of technology, employment in our industry requires knowledge in
mathematics and the sciences, in the principles of plant operations, and
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in the interpersonal aspects of the employee's area of influence. The
classroom format requires a qualified, capable instructor using the most
modern techniques, media, and equipment to achieve a high level of
competency.

•SHOW." "DO." AMD "REVIEW"—The balance of the training process relates
to the hands-on as^ct of training as instructed in the classroom first,
and in the plant/fielu tater. In the second portion of the process, the
trainer(s) demonstrate the operation of the task (Show). Third, the
students have an opportunity to practice the task until it is mastered
(Do). Finally, in the fourth stage, the instructor(s) and/or an
independent evaluator places the students in a real life or simulated
activity in which the students have to perform the task for evaluation
(Review). The size of the task being demonstrated depends on the course
constraints, the difficulty and complexity of the task, and the level of
the course.

This process, taught in the classroom format, provides the student with
a continuous program of training that begins with the most basic of skills and
takes them to the status of a trained and knowledgeable performer in one
general location and in one general time sequence.

After the classroom instructors teach the class according to the KSDR
cycle, the OJT training instructor then, as necessary, takes the trainees into
the plant. Then, using the knowledge learned in the classroom training, the
OJT training Qualification Card, and the OJT training Qualification Guide, the
students are trained in the actual operation and maintenance of plant
equipment and material. With this combination of efforts, the principles
taught in the classroom are amplified in the minds of the student.
Repetition of the same principles in actual plant conditions reinforces and
expands on the original facts and improves credibility of the material.
Finally, academic principles learned are tied to practical real-life
occurrences, a practice that will help cement the principles and applications
in memory.

Therefore, if the material is designed and developed in a unified effort
by all personnel involved in the teaching process and presented by careful
design, the results will be a level of training that will be self-sustaining.
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The training then will result in more complete comprehension, Improved
retention, and an Increased quality of job performance.

At Westinghouse Hanford Company (Westinghouse Hanford) there are many
successful applications of the KSDR concept. Listed below are a few good
examples:

• Advanced Hazardous Waste Site Training

• Laboratory Technician Fundamentals Training

• Steam and Water Utility Operator Training

• Hazardous Waste Shipment Certification.

Advanced Hazardous Waste Site Training

To train employees In the safe use of chemicals, a number of classes are

taught using the KSDR approach. One, in particular, is the class held for

Nuclear Process Operators in "Advanced Hazardous Waste Site Training." This

class is aimed at employees with a high potential for handling hazardous

chemicals. The knowledge ("Know") portion of the class, treats subjects of

Hazardous Material Chemistry, Chemical Hazard Information, Toxicology,

Personnel Protective Equipment, Site Safety, Decontamination, and Chemical

Monitoring Instrumentation. In the knowledge portion of the class, mockups,

examples of the chemicals, quality inedia, and chemical testing devices are

used with students having ample opportunity to both view and practice with the

equipment.

On completion of this portion of the class, the students are taken to

another building where they perform the practical portion of the training.

Here, instructors demonstrate ("Show") the various steps they will perform in

a variety of scenarios. Then, the students "suit up" in proper protective

clothing, and under the watchful guidance of a team of instructors, they

practice ("Oo") the tasks necessary to safely handle and contain dangerous

chemicals in a variety of situations. Each student, then, is evaluated as

he/she completes one of the activities ("Review"). Response to the course by

students Is enthusiastic with special comments referring to the implementation

opportunities of hands on activities in dealing with dangerous materials.
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Laboratory Technician Fundamentals Training

In laboratory work within the confines of a nuclear facility, the
handling of chemicals must be safe, sensitive to the environment, and above
all, accurate. Accurate because the information resulting from laboratory
tests will affect decisions in process operations and/or environmental
stabilization.

The training program offered at Westinghouse Hanford is taught by former
laboratory personnel who have joined the training department. The training
program requires a minimum of eight weeks and prepares the new technican in
the basic fundamentals of laboratory procedures. In the classmen., students
become familiar with appropriate company guidelines and procedures as related
to laboratory work, chemicals used in the plant that relate to the job, and
safety procedures necessary for the handling of laboratory chemicals. During
the classroom session students learn how to use test equipment with water
through simulated exercises. The same instructors then move the class into
the lab training facility where individual laboratory procedure training is
conducted on a hands-on basis under actual job conditions. On successful
completion of the course requirements, the students then report to their work
assignments where specific procedure training is given on an OJT training
basis*

Steam and Water Utility Operator Training

The training of utility power operators is broken into two parts. The
first part, Fundamentals Training, is a seven week classroom course in subject
sreas that teach the thories necessary for operating a steam and water
utility. These lessons include: Mathematics; Physics; Chemistry; Electrical
Theory; Blueprint Reading; Instrumentation and Control; Mechanical
Fundamentals; Electrical Distribution; Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning HVAC, and Integrated Plant Controls. This activity deals largely
with theory and provides little practical training.
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On completion of the Fundamentals Training, the students are moved to a
site location and are given the Plant Specific Training. This is a 5-week,
200-hour course that covers four subjects:

• Coal Handling

• Filter Plant

• Auxiliary Operation

• Boiler Operation.

In this course, the students spend anywhere from 2 to 20 hours on a

subject (nodule) in the classroom. On completion of the classroom module, the

methods and techniques the students will need to know to complete the

practical tasks as discussed in the classroom are demonstrated. The class is

then taken out in the plant where they are given an opportunity at supervised

practice. They then perform the task as Initial OJT training. This process

is repeated throughout the plant specific training. The students are then

placed on their assigned shifts with plant supervisors, who have each

received at least 12 hours of OJT training-instructor training, to complete

the OJT training process. Here they are given ample opportunities at

supervised practice on an OJT training basis. On completion of the training,

a supervisor from one of the other units then comes on shift and evaluates the

students for final position qualification.

Hazardous Waste Shipment Certification Course

In this class, students are taught how to safely prepare hazardous

chemicals for shipping by water, land, and air. This course is special

because it involves primarily written skills and the knowledge of complex and

hard-to-read state and federal rules or regulations governing the safe

shipping of hazardous materials. After teaching a concept of the course, the

instructor has a short practical exercise in which the student implements the

activity discussed in the concept. At the completion of the course, the

student is required to complete all the steps of a scenario dealing with the

preparation of chemicals for shipment. In this task, which takes several

hours to complete, the student researches actual government publications,

deals with a wide variety of technical data and applies all of the steps
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involved in the shipment of the material. Indications show that the students
remember the material and are able to apply the majority of the principles
long after the course has been taught.

CONCLUSION

In writing this paper, we have endeavored to isolate three main

conclusions for the reader to consider.

1. There is no magic law that restricts what can be taught in a

classroom. The only limit is in the mind of those who would

restrict its use. Using the process presented in this paper, the

classroom, in its widest sense, has a broad multifaceted role to

play in the training of competent personnel.

2. By considering the effect that delays in training can have in the

learning process, we can alter our schedules to reduce the loss in

knowledge that results from time lapses in training; time lapses

that reduce an extremely knowledgeable new student to one not

nearly as knowledgeable or as motivated.

3. By understanding an easy approach to an old friend, the OJT

training process, we can make our classroom training more

comprehensive and effective. In the accomplishment of objectives,

we can make our OJT training learning effort a higher level of

training that builds student confidence, improves knowledge

retention, and helps to guarantee successful results from the

training effort.

It is hoped that those reading this paper will pause and give serious

reflection to the thoughts contained in this paper. If these thoughts can

stimulate new thinking in your training philosophy, help you consider old
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ideas that light, one day, give way to new ones, or can be used to improve
your training effort in any way, then our objectives have been met.
Hopefully, the reader will then emulate our theme from the thoughts of
Confucius:

"WHEN I HEAR, I FORGET

WHEN I SEE, I REMEMBER
WHEN I DO, I UNDERSTAND.R
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INNOVATIVE TEPHMTfltTEfi TW MMNTENlffl^p, JRATMTNG

J. B. Soileau Calvin C. Blackwell

Lawrence B. Elmer Nick Rakos

ABSTRACT

Performance based training has its beginning with a Job and
Task Analysis {JTA), and culminates with the presentation of
the developed training material. For optimum training
effectiveness, a post training feedback mechanism is
utilized to update and/or upgrade material content.

A Job Task Analysis uses subject matter experts and
supporting documentation to define the skills and knowledge
necessary to perform functions from total position
responsibilities to the simplest tasks, depending on desired
results. Once skills and knowledge are defined, decisions
on needed curriculum can be made including objectives,
exams, and training settings (classroom, lab, or job site).

This focused curriculum and the determination of best
training settings are innovations of the performanced based
training system. Past training experience has illustrated
that a baseline level of classroom training acts as a
catalyst for optimum hands-on training. The trainee exits
the training phase «blf> to do the job proficiently. This
provides the training customer with quality training with
minimum investment.

Maintenance Training at Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station
(CPSES) integrates the knowledge and skill needs by
providing the individual with focused classroom
presentations followed by sufficient laboratory time to
practice actual task activities. Labs are configured to
represent plant equipment and work environment to the
maximum extent possible and duplicate in-plant work orders
and procedures are used. This allows actions to be analyzed
and corrective feedback given as necessary. As an added
benefit, any mistakes made during training has minimal, if
any, impact on plant performance.

In addition, the integration of different work groups into
the training environment has a benefit. An example of this
at Comanche Peak is Quality Control personnel attending
freeze seal training with the mechanical maintenar^e staff.
This allows for the exchange of information and concerns
between work groups which ultimately leads to greater
continuity between working groups.
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FACILITIES

Learning Environment

Learning

To provide an environment that facilitates learning at

CPSES, T.U. Electric Co. has made an investment in a modern

learning center. This structure, The Laboratory and

Classroom Annex, provides the trainee with classrooms

adjacent to their respective laboratory. This enables

classroom concepts to be readily transferred to the lab

environment with a minimum of lost motion.

The facility consists of learning areas for Mechanical,

Electrical, Radiation Protection, Chemistry, Instrumentation

£ Calibration and General Station Training Departments.

These areas consist of well-lighted rooms with comfortable

chairs and spacious work tables. Labs are equipped with all

necessary tools and equipment to ensure internalization of

the classroom training session by actual hands-on

activities.

Training Laboratories

Training laboratories are an integral component of the

multifaceted training concept. They are especially

important in the role of "pulling together" the team

training techniques.

Three of the laboratories have overhead cranes to provide

assistance in movement of equipment or training of

individuals in the proper use of rigging equipment. The use

of the overhead cranes are especially invaluable for team
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training crews in the interaction necessary for lifting and

moving heavy loads in a controlled environment. A thorough

review of lifting procedures and the necessary load movement

can be obtained with minimal impact on the plant.

Mechanical

The Mechanical Maintenance Lab has a Reactor Coolant Seal

Mockup that facilitates this multifaceted team training

technique. The seal mockup is a facsimile of the one

located within the plant. The training department will be

able to provide realistic seal maintenance training to

integrate all aspects of the job as it occurs within the

plant. Here again mechanical, radiation protection, and

quality control personnel will be able to utilize the lab

guide, plant procedure, mockup and perform the seal

maintenance as if in the plant.

The mechanical lab has under construction an operable

process training system. This system will have multiple

process loops to include components such as pumps, valves,

strainers/filters, motor operated and pneumatic operated

valves. The system will also include a post accident

sampling system (PASS) for chemistry training. With

multiple loops, the system will allow three or more crews to

perform maintenance techniques (team training)

simultaneously. Operations personnel will also benefit by

using the system to perform various valving techniques as

they would encounter within the plant. The training

techniques involved with this system will provide immediate

trainee feedback as to correct performance.

Mainfrenanci*

The Electrical Maintenance Training Laboratory contains a

sampling of almost every major equipment group that the

electricians can work on: a complete distribution system
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including a battery, a battery charger and inverter that are

identical to the plant except for capacity, DC switchgear, a

DC distribution panel, a 480 volt switchgear, a 480 volt

MCC, and a €.9 Kv switchgear are "so located in the

laboratory.

In addition, there are two large frame 6.9 Kv motors, one

horizontal and one vertical, which are used for skills

training and for pre-outage mockup. The lab has a complete

fire protection system which provides hands-on training on

all aspects of the fire protection system. These equipment

installations are used by several disciplines including

operations and engineering. The simulated accuracy of the

equipment provides a valuable asset to all areas of plant

maintenance and operation.

Inat-_rtitM>nt:ati.on t Cfti

The ICC Training Laboratories contain most safety related

equipment that the I&C Technicians work on. This includes

Rod Control System Cabinets, a working CRDM, and control

board interfaces, as well as a Nuclear Instrumentation

System Cabinet, a complete train of the Solid State

Protection System, and a Digital Rod Position Indication

System from rod coil stack to control board display.

Installed in the I&C training lab and the RP mockup area is

a movable incore detector system for team training using an

actual control panel and seal table with five and ten path

components. The location of the equipment - the control

panel is in the ICC lab and the drive mechanism in the ALARA

mockup area - promotes a sense of realism.

Process training and balance of plant needs are also

addressed through a hybrid Lab Volt process training system

connected to three Hestinghouse 7300 Process Cabinets, as

well as five soldering and rework stations utilizing Pace

equipment.
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The ALARA Mockup Lab provides training in areas such as

steam generator maintenance and process system. The area is

provided with grade D air which allows actual simulation of

individuals performing respirator evolutions as found in the

plant. With the associated process system, both solid and

liquid contamination can be simulated with all groups

participating. With the emphasis on radialogical controls,

the various groups that team train with radiation protection

personnel learn that Radiation Protection is there to assist

them not hinder the maintenance task.

INNOVATIVE TRAINING TECHNIQUES

Mult:ifaested Approach

Often as one thinks of innovative techniques in training,

they envision some type of new high tech hardware that will

magically transform the performance of their trainee. In

some instances this may definitely increase the transfer of

learning to an individual, but ultimately the learning

environment must entail a multifaceted approach to all of

the trainees.

At Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, the training

department utilizes this multifaceted approach to training

enhancement. Not only do tie attempt to provide the most

effective level of training equipment available, but also

integrate the other facets such as enhanced training

software, involvement of plant personnel and consistent

communication channels with our customer - CPSES

departments.
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Training

The training of a maintenance crew as a unit is similar to

the training that airline crews obtain as an integrated

working unit. Not only do you train the individual but also

the team to function as a unit. Often this training will

consist of more than one discipline. In some of our

training courses, we may involve members of the maintenance,

radiation protection, and quality control disciplines in

performing an activity that requires participation as if

they were on the job. This team training, also known as

integrated training, technique provides plant personnel with

the confidence to perform procedures because they have

practiced the task and understand the teamwork required.

An added advantage of team training is the positive working

relationship it instills in the disciplines that work

together. With the crews working together, they develop a

personal rapport. The groups are not as likely to be

polarized when the disciplines become interactive during

plant activities. Crew members of these other disciplines

"become names", not "just those other groups".

Proeaduri*

A technique that CPSES Training Department often utilizes is

the validation of procedures while performing lab

activities. In one example during freeze seal training in

the mechanical lab, the team training technique included a

system engineer from the plant. As the team training was

occurring, the system engineer scrutinized the procedure to

verify the different steps were accurate. The system

engineer returned to the plant with the necessary knowledge

to refine the procedure into a top quality document.

Similar validation of a procedure was performed during an

I&C soldering course.
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One technique that is repeatedly utilized within this group,

as well as the other groups, is the use of software that is

representative of documents the teams use in the plant.

They are issued work packages that provide them with the

guidance necessary to function within the training lab.

Group turnovers are performed and the supervisors are able

to witness this evolution from a first hand perspective.

Team members gain insight into how valuable the team

participation is to this group interaction.

Work f?T*aw Training

As with the other groups, the I&C Training Group also has an

aggressive approach to utilizing team training techniques.

They have set up an actual rod control unit within their lab

with which reactor operations end a resultant'trip can be

simulated utilizing actual equipment. The rod control unit

has been used to provide team training to I&C technicians,

system engineers, and I&C engineers. With this team

training approach, they have been able to learn within the

safe confines of the I&C training lab. A reactor trip here

does not shut the plant down.

Another innovative training technique utilized by the I&C

Training Group is the use of the 7300 Simulator Interface

Course which allows the I&C technician and operation

personnel to role play the interaction during a plant

evolution. A scenario was developed that included a fault

installed in the lab equipment which mirrored the simulator

scenario and the resultant troubleshooting dialogue between

the groups. An additional constraint of time was also

involved. Future coordination is planned to practice

teamwork in the areas of rod control, digital rod position

indication and solid state protection systems.
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The electrical lab battery charger, motor operated valves

and inverter courses are provided to the customer with the

emphasis on the team training concept. System engineers,

electricians and their working foreman or supervisor and

planning and scheduling personnel are intricately woven into

an integrated working unit that functions as if they were

working within the plant. Quality control personnel are

also part of the team; they are not there as auditors or

spectators. This provides quality control personnel with

actual hands-on experience.
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ADDENDUM

J. B. Soileau, Technical/Staff Training Supervisor

(817) 897-5293

Calvin C. Blackwell, Mechanical Maintenance Program

Coordinator

(817) 897-5479

Lawrence B. Elmer, Electrical Maintenance Program

Coordinator

(817) 897-5637

Nick Rakos, Instrumentation and Calibration Maintenance

Program Coordinator

(817) 897-5470

Alan T. Reiff, Radiation Protection Program Coordinator

(817) 897-5656

William A. Hollingsworth, Chemistry Program Coordinator

(817) 897-5295
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USING MOCKUPS FOR HANDS-ON TRAINING

A. R. Morris

ABSTRACT

The presentation of Using Mockups for Hands-on Training will
be a slide presentation showing slides of mockups that are
used by the Westinghouse Hanford Company in Maintenance
Training activities. This presentation will compare mockups
to actual plant equipment. It will explain the advantages
and disadvantages of using mockups. The presentation will
show students using the mockups in the classroom environment
and slides of the actual plant equipment. The presentation
will discuss performance-based training. This part of the
presentation will show slides of students doing hands-on
training on aerial lifts, fork trucks, and crane and rigging
applications. Also shown are mockups that are used for
basic hydraulics; hydraulic torquing; refrigeration and air
conditioning; valve seat repair; safety relief valve
training; and others. The presentation will discuss
functional duplicate equipment and simulated nonfunctional
equipment. The presentation will discuss the acquisition of
mockups from spare parts inventory or from excess parts
inventory. The presentation will show attendees how the
mockups are used to enhance the training of the Hanford Site
employees and how similar mockups could be used throughout
the nuclear industry.

THE HANFORD AREA

The Layout of The Land

The Hanford Site area is approximately 600 mi2 in size and is bordered by

at least SO mi of the Columbia River. Rattlesnake Mountain is on the Hanford

Site's southwest border. The Tri-Cities area, a combination of the cities

Pasco, Kennewick, and Richland, borders the Hanford Site's southeastern side.
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The Hanford Site's is not just a complex of buildings and facilities, but is
also an important part of the environment. Many types of wildlife can be
found on the Hanford Site, including 50 species of fish; 230 kinds of flowers;
130 species of birds including the bald eagle; and other animals such as deer,
elk, coyotes, and rabbits.

The Hanford Site Laboratories

The U.S. Department of Energy's Hanford Site in southeastern Washington
State is operated by Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC). The Hanford Site is
involved in many activities, some of which are: genetic engineering,
vitrification, laser research, robotics, superconductivity, waste technology,
and space research.

An enormous amount of research work is performed in the 300 Area, for
example: research in laser beams, the vitrification process, and using liquid
sodium for cooling. Located near the 300 Area 1s the Batteile Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, which has been important in cancer research and has done
extensive research on the health effects of radiation.

The Fast Flux Test Facility, located in the 400 Area, is a liquid sodium-
cooled test reactor where an extensive amount of research is done in the use
of radioactive isotopes for nuclear medicine.

The 200 East Area is the location of the Plutonium Uranium Extraction
facility and the new grout facility where low-level radioactive liquid is
solidified with grout to form a low-level solid that can be easily stored.
The new Hanford Waste Vitrification facility Kill be built at this site. The
Plutonium Finishing Plant is located at the 200 West Area.
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Several commercial facilities are located on or near the Hanford Site,
such as the Washington Public Power Supply System's nuclear plants No. 1,
No. 2, and No. 4, and Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation.

The N Reactor, located at 100-N Area, was formerly necessary for the
production of piutonium for national security needs. The Hanford Site
Generating Plant is also located here. The 100-N Area is the location of the
Maintenance Training facility.

MAINTENANCE TRAINING

Maintenance Training Staff

3The Maintenance Training staff consists of 18 individuals: 1 managera
1 training coordinator, 1 clerk, and 15 technical instructors. The

instructors come from various backgrounds, such as construction or military,

and others have formerly taught at colleges. The instructors not only teach

others but are continually learning themselves. Most of them are proficient

in the use of computers. Each instructor learns many different software

programs to aid in the development of lesson plans and student handouts.

Frequently the instructors assist in procedure writing. Many technical

instructors are used both as subject-matter experts, for instance in the job

analysis process, and to assist various engineering groups to trouble-shoot

plant problems.

The Maintenance Training staff is responsible for training a variety of

WHC personnel, such as: maintenance craft personnel, operations personnel,

engineers, supervisors and managers, scientists, technicians and many others.

The Maintenance Training staff develops and teaches many courses. Some

of these include: "Load Securing For Transport Training," "Self-Propel!ed
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Aerial Lifts," "Fork Truck Operator Training," "Basic Crane and Rigging,"

"Light Duty Hoisting and Rigging," "Overhead Crane Inspection" (both

Electrical and Mechanical), "Rigging and Hardware Inspection," "Safety Relief

Valve Training," "Basic Hydraulics," "Valve Seat Repair," "Basic Refrigeration

and Air Conditioning," "Hydraulic Torque Training," "Microprocessor Training,"

"Programmable Controllers Training," "Criticality Alarm Systems," and "Hand

and Foot Monitor Training." In all, there are over 100 active courses right

now with many more in the development stages. The Maintenance Training staff

is also responsible to provide requalification training on the different

courses after the initial training has been completed.

Hands-on training is an important part of Maintenance Training.

The training focuses not only on equipment but also on compliance with

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), U.S. Department of Transportation,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Occupational Safety and Health

Administration, and state laws and regulations, as well as site-specific

requirements. The main emphasis is safety in everything we do.

Maintenance Training Facilities

The Maintenance Training facility is equipped with a 5-ton overhead

crane. This crane is used for several training classes such as "Overhead

Crane Inspection" and "Basic Crane and Rigging."

The facility has 6 classrooms, each equipped with sliding white boards,

slide projectors, projection screens, video monitors, VCR players, and

overhead projectors. An instrument laboratory allows the students to do

circuit board soldering and instrument calibration such as magnehelic,

specific gravity, and weight factor instruments. The facility also has its

own lunch room, 8 offices, a change room, and a workshop area.
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About 75* of our training is done at this facility, but because of the
enormous amount of geographical area at the Hanford Site, sometimes it is
easier to take the training programs to the various areas or facilities rather
than have many students travel to the training facility.

Hands-on Training with Mockups

A performance-based training program has been expanded for Maintenance
Training. This training depends on effective hands-on performance on differ-
ent kinds of equipment or components used through out the Hanford Site area.

There are many reasons that mockups are a necessary part of training
activities. Several of these reasons are:

(1) Often times the equipment to be used for training is vital to the
operation of the facility. Therefore, it is not feasible to shut
down the facility or component of the facility to provide training.

(2) In some instances, the training is necessary for use of equipment
that is located in a radiation zone. In order to reduce worker
exposure to radiation, training activities must be performed in a
non-radiation zone environment.

(3) Often the students have never used a particular component or piece
of equipment so it becomes necessary to familiarize the student with
the operation or proper technique of using the equipment.

(4) A vast majority of people retain the greatest amount of knowledge
through experience.

(5) The use of mockups not only allows us to evaluate the student but
also our training programs.
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TRAINERS

Techniques

The "T" in TRAINERS stands for TECHNIQUES. Several techniques are used

in the Maintenance Training organization to help with training. One source of

hands-on training comes from vendor training. An advantage to using vendors

is that often vendors have been involved with many companies in many different

environments and locations and, therefore, have a much broader perspective on

a certain subject. They often introduce a new approach to a problem or supply

new ideas. Vendors often times can supply the training needs in a more timely

manner. In WHC's training department, it is estimated to take 25 h of

development time for each 1 h of class time. The instructor development time

for a 2-d class is estimated to be 400 h (8 h x 2 d x 25 h). It is more

economical in some cases to use vendor classes after weighing the cost of

development versus the cost of a vendor class. If a class were going to be

taught numerous times over a long period of time, it would be more economical

to spend the necessary development time.

Another technique that is often used is hands-on in a classroom

environment. Nockups and simulators can be used to train students on

troubleshootirg techniques. Another technique that is currently used in

maintenance training is accomplished through Computer Based Training.

Resources

The letter *R" in TRAINERS stands for RESOURCES. Various resources are

generally available for training. Some are very inexpensive. One resource

used in maintenance is simple. It is called the Coordinated Scheduling
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Resource. In return for the use of borrowed equipment, the training
department shares some of the expenses for the maintenance and repair cost of
the equipment.

Another resource available is to borrow from the spare parts inventory.
Another resource available to training is accomplished through acquisition
from excess materials.

Often it is necessary to purchase training equipment.

Analysis

The letter "A" in TRAINERS stands for ANALYSIS. Before a successful
mockup or training aid is obtained, a thorough analysis should be done. There
are many things to consider, such as cost, availability, effectiveness, and
other items already mentioned. Is it more economical to have it built or buy
a completed unit? Can it be obtained from sources other than purchasing?

Individuals

The letter "I" in TRAINERS is probably the key to the training process.
It stands for INDIVIDUALS. The students of the class and their input are
regarded as THE most important part of development of any of the classes or
mockups. Their input helps to determine what is needed to train and how to
train in the most effective manner.

At the Hanford Site there is a newspaper, the Hanford Reach, published
once a week. In the November 26, 1990, edition an article was published
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entitled "To New Tank Farm Manager, Employees Are 'The Experts'". The
following portion of that article is pertinent to hands-on training and the
basis of the class development process:

At Westinghouse Savannah River Company Steve Marchetti

(inar-KETT-ee) has been managing projects worth

$2.9 billion.

But you'd be more likely to find him in the plant talking

to an operator than in the office going over his budget.

"I'm not much of a paperwork manager," he says. "I think

a manager has to be accessible, and I don't like to stay

in the office. I like to be in the plant, looking

atconditions and getting feedback from the workers.

They're the experts. If someone is having a problem my

job is to get in and help.***

"The thing that will bring new work to Hanford is having a

good track record in operating these facilities, and my

job is to build an organization that is recognized by the

customer, the state and the public as an excellent

operation. We have a tremendous capability in our people

and we need to channel their experience and talent to help

us resolve our critical technical issues"***

The three ingredients in good planning, according to

Marchetti, are what he calls the "three P's-people, parts,

and paperwork. If any of these aren't rezdy, you can't do

the work."

And he says we need to anticipate that things may not work

according to plan, "i look at a plan and try to figure
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out what might go wrong rather than assuming that
everything will work the way we envision it. And I want
people in our organization to start thinking that way-to
anticipate the things that could screw us up. Most
importantly, the people doing the work have to tell us
those things. They're the experts at their jobs, and I
intend to create an atmosphere in which their input is not
only asked for but sought out. I can get a better feel
for problems we'll face in operations and maintenance from
an operator than from an engineer."

Networking

The letter "NB in TRAINERS stands for NETWORKING. The Maintenance

Training organization must be in constant communication with other

organizations within WHC so that all maintenance training requirements are

fulfilled. Often it becomes necessary to update lesson plans because of

procedural or regulatory changes. Networking is accomplished outside of the

company by the DOE-sponsored Training Resources and Data Exchange conference

or by this symposium. This gives companies an opportunity to exchange ideas

or techniques for hands-on training.

Experience

The letter '£" in TRAINERS stands for EXPERIENCE. The best place to look

for innovative ideas for hands-on training is to get the input from those

individuals that have the most experience. Their expertise may be in the

actual performance of a particular job, in knowledge of the system, or in the

design of a mockup. Using their expertise may avoid costly errors and save

time.
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After each class, the Instructors handout a form called an Employee

Evaluation Form. This allows the student to evaluate the Instructor.

Responsibility

The letter "R" in TRAINERS stands for RESPONSIBILITY. It is the

responsibility of the maintenance trainsr to instruct students. All of the

different techniques, resources, etc., have to be considered in the planning

stages of a class. The mockup design or effectiveness has to be considered in

order to provide the student with the best possible training. A student that

is trained properly provides the very best job performance in return.

Safety

The letter "S" in TRAINERS stands for SAFETY. As stated earlier, safety

is the number one concern. The safety of the student, the public, the

facility, and the environment must all be considered in the design or use of a

ntockup. A job or project should not be done without making safety the number

one concern.

REFERENCES

2. Hanford Reach, p.l, Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington,

(November 26, 1990).
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED RADIATION WORKER LABORATORY

M.A. HOFFMAN
L.D.KLETT

ABSTRACT

Laboratory training is a proven method of providing and
evaluating hands on skills and knowledge. In an attempt to
maximize the effectiveness of r&diation worker training of
craft personnel, a program consisting of classroom training
coupled with a novel laboratory mock-up was generated
utilizing the ingenuity of technical skills trainers while
minimizing cost. Program development and the results of
trainee feedback are presented.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED RADIATION WORKER LABORATORY

M.A. HOFFMAf?

L.D.KLETT

INTRODUCTION

Laboratory training is a proven method of providing and

evaluating hands on skills and knowledge to any group or

individual with a need or desire to learn. All to often

trainers fall back to the "lack of resources" or "lack of

equipment" reasons for not having more laboratory training.

At other times we give in to supervisors or raanagers when

they say "you can only have these trainees for two days", or

"just develop some OJT to cover that subject, ve can do it

better in the plant". Laboratory training is not the answer

to all of an individuals training needs, but can provide a

very large portion and do it more effectively than other

methods. At Davis Besse, ve have developed a program that

exemplifies laboratory training usefulness utilizing minimum

cost and maximum ingenuity and benefit. The program is our

Advanced Radiation Worker Course.

DISCUSSION

In November 1988, Davis Besse Technical Skills Training

received a request for training. This request vas different,

kind of odd. This vas »ct«ially a request for new and improved

training to fix a deficiency in human performance. The

request asked for additional skills and knowledges. Plant

management wanted personnel to perform at a higher level in

the radiologically controlled areas of the plant. The
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request identified several areas needing improvement as noted

by both internal and external regulating and overseeing

bodies. As all good training organizations do, ve tiptoed

into the situation.

Technical Skills training took an active role in reviewing

what other facilities were doing, we also contacted the

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations. Some utilities used

additional classroom hours. Others required maintenance

personnel to spend time in the Radiological Control

Department for practical experience. Another utility

required both. All of these utilities were trying to achieve

the same results. They were trying to improve radiological

protection awareness, increase worker responsibility for

personal radiological safety and improve communication and

cooperation between radiological protection personnel and

other workers.

Ve needed to look deeper into our situation and determine the

best way to achieve this higher level of performance at our

facility. Many factors were weighed in order to determine

the methodology we would use to train our workers. Ve had

one hundred fifty plant personnel to train and one year to do

it. Some contract personnel would need training for the

upcoming refueling outage. Ensuring personnel were exposed

to and trained on new and sometimes imposing concepts in an

OJT atmosphere seemed all but impossible. Finding the right

OJT instructors, and then ensuring they would have adequate

time and resources for high quality training would put »

burden on plant staff. OJT would have been difficult to

schedule and implement between different departments. On the

job training in the radiological controlled areas is not

prudent to controlling dose rates if there is a better way.

Our situation would not allow for a long drawn out classroom

and OJT session, we had to look for other options.
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Qnm of our original objectives at Davis Beise during the

design, development, and implementation of the accredited

programs was enhanced utilization of laboratory training.

Not just labs to have labs, but high quality training in the

laboratory atmosphere. The mechanical maintenance

superintendent had been opposed to pure laboratory training

for advanced radiation workers. He was not confident we

could provide the pertinent skill level his people needed.

After several discussions, an agreement was reached to run

classroom and laboratory training, then evaluate whether or

not structured OJT would have been required. We decided to

provide fifty percent classroom and fifty percent laboratory

time. We began development of the training materials looking

for ways to best implement this course.

Sufficient ideas evolved, materials end equipment were

gathered and set up for a pilot of the program. This

equipment was simplistic in nature, some one inch plastic

pipe, four valves, a puap, scaffolding, water, fluorescent

dye and one hundred square feet of floor space. This pilot

laboratory setup was very simple, it took three instructors

one day to erect and test. The pilot course was offered to

relatively new plant mechanics and electricians. This course

consisted of three days of classroom and two laboratory. The

volume of negative comments on critiques for the classroom

activities were nearly overwhelming. At this point, we

tended to agree that the superintendent may be correct. We

were tackling more than just a lack of knowledge and skill.

¥e were up against misconceptions as to the purpose of the

course. Our trainees were convinced ve were trying to assign

radiological control technician work to them. But, the

critiques on the laboratory session were near fantastic. Ve

kn£v what had to be done. Improve the laboratory sessions so
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more knowledge could be addressed in the lab activity, thus

decreasing the classroom time. Kind of backward from most

trains of thought. Plant management assistance would also be

required to deal the misconceptions.

Adjustments to the materials and schedule were made and

training began, we were offering it every other week. As

more and more students attended the course we received more

ideas on how to improve the course, primarily in the

laboratory. An expansion and improvements were needed if

this course was to become a success. As we all know, the

credibility of a training organization is our most important

asset. We must act upon the views and thoughts of our

trainees for if we don't, our programs will falter and become

ineffective.

The one hundred square foot area used for this laboratory had

been borrowed from the Mechanical Maintenance Laboratory.

The General Employee Training (GET) dress out area needed

some major improvements. Since, there was a small classroom

adjacent to the GET dress-out area that did not get much use,

a new location for the permanent laboratory had been

identified.

Davis Besse Technical Skills Training carries a reputation of

being a "Sanford & Son" operation as noted in a recent

publication of "The Nuclear Professional". Ve carry that

reputation because we have collected anything and everything

that may be useful as a visual or laboratory aid. Vith these

aids Technical Skills instructors are extremely creative.

Vhen it comes to making their job of instructing easier they

will go out of their way to improve. Vith this desire to do

more and the equipment we had collected we were on a path of

no return.
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We developed some sketches and a list of the equipment

available for use in this nev laboratory. Then a list of

criteria the lab had to satisfy was developed. For example,

the area must duplicate plant conditions in regards to

lighting level, background noise, coloring, labels, and tags.

The equipment must be functional in respect to Maintenance

and Operations activities. Yes, Operations, they to had

heard of this nev course and wanted to improve their

radiological control skills. Ve also discussed the project

with Maintenance Management, Radiological Control Management

and the site Space Allocation Committee, receiving the go

ahead from all. The sketches, lists and other bid

specifications vere supplied to some local contractors for an

estimate en assembly and installation in the training

building. When the estimates came in ve thought all of

northwest Ohio was going to make a profit on this laboratory.

Maintenance and Radiological Control vere approached with

this budget dilemma and a proposal. Maintenance bought into

the idea of having apprentices assemble and install the

equipment. Radiological Control would help with the costs of

additional equipment needs. Some of the apprentices involved

had recently completed Advanced Radvorker Training and had

some additional ideas that vere incorporated. This approach

not only achieved the goal of installing the lab, it also

promoted more trainee buy-in during implementation of the

training.

The present system skeleton (fig. 1) consists of three and

four inch carbon steel piping, globe, gate, butterfly, and

check valves. All of the piping joints vere threaded to

allov for future additions or modifications to the system. A

pump, electrical components, flov sensors, vents, and drains

vere also installed to round out the basic system. A fully

functional Gaitronics communication system was
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installed in strategic locations to allow for simulated

communications. A powder which fluoresces under black light

is used to simulate loose contamination. Black lights are

included in the ceiling to assist instructors in

strategically placing the powdered dye. These lights are

also used to check for spread of contamination and personnel

contamination. A series of tygon tubing is hidden within the

piping insulation to allow leaks at strategic locations

during the performance of a lab. These leaks are controlled

from an instructor console outside of the contaminated area.

The water contained in the entire system is treated with a

water soluble fluorescent dye for enhanced visibility.

Due to the spreading of costs to several different

organizations, it is most difficult to identify the exact

cost of the laboratory. Calculating the cost of labor plus

the cost of materials, development and implementation an

estimated cost per trainee for the course to date is five

hundred dollars. Realizing the initial investment has been

made and future costs will be operation and maintenance, the

cost per trainee will continue to decrease. In order to

maximize use, the system is used for GET, Radiological

Control Technician training, and with a few enhancements can

also be used for Chemistry Technician training.

Course implementation requires five days. Approximately two

days are utilized for the classroom portion which is

evaluated by use of a written examination. The remainder of

the course consists of laboratory exercises which are

evaluated by use of a laboratory practical examination.
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The classroom portion includes requirements for radiological

access control, internal and external exposure limitations

and effects, contamination control techniques, tool handling,

radiological waste volume reduction and effective

communications. In addition, a management representative

from Radiological Control addresses each class in order to

restate philosophy, provide awareness, enhance

communications, answer questions, and dispel rumors about

radiological work. In most cases this representative has

been the Radiological Control Manager demonstrating

management's involvement and concern for the health and

safety of the trainees.

Skill objectives are addressed by use of laboratory guides in

which trainees learn and practice techniques for work in

radiologically controlled areas in the laboratory. A generic

laboratory guide directs two trainees through preparation for

entry, performance of work, and egress from this simulated

radiologically controlled area. The instructor directs and

coaches the laboratory exercise. Additionally, a plant

Radiological Control Technician is used to cover or control

each group of trainees actions similar to in-plant

performance. After the first two trainees complete the

practice session, the remainder of the class performs a

controlled critique of the laboratory performance, siting

both strengths and weaknesses. The second group enters the

area and performs the same basic functions (although a little

more difficulty has been added) with a subsequent critique.

This practice session is repeated until each group of

trainees have performed the lab.

With the practice laboratory activities completed a review of

the practical concepts takes place and performance skills are

evaluated by use of a graded, practical exercise, using the

mock-up for a craft-specific evolution. During the practical

evaluation, the instructor and the Radiological Control
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Technician assign "plus" and "minus" points to each evolution

performed. Scores are tallied and a grade is assigned, an

eighty percent score is required for successful completion of

the laboratory practical exam.

As a result of tue increased management involvement, response

to trainee feedback, and increased practical activities, the

end-of-course evaluation data has improved a full point on a

five point Likert scale (fig. 2). This data compares two

separate time frames with approximately the same number of

students in each time frame. The first time frame (table 1)

used the original simplistic laboratory while the second

(table 2) used the expanded and improved laboratory. Most of

the instructional design, organization of instruction, and

content of instruction remained the same in both cases. The

largest major change vas in the laboratory, this change

created a substantial positive shift in the attitude and

responsiveness of the trainees. Vith a little conjecture we

can assume the second group of trainees will perform at a

higher level in the real radiological control area than the

first.

CONCLUSION

The combination of classroom instruction and practical

laboratory exercises for advanced radiation worker training

proved to be an effective tool in developing the knowledges

and skills associated with work in radiological areas. The

long term goal of this program is to improve both the

attitudes of the workers and the communications between

Maintenance and Radiological Control. This in turn will

reduce worker dose, minimize personnel and area contamination

incidents, and decrease the volume of radiological waste

generated by the plant. Some ideas are already in the infant

stages for the continuing training of our plant workers in

the Advanced Radworker (ARW) Laboratory. In conclusion, the
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usage of laboratory training has proven successful once again

at Davis Besse. Through the extra efforts of a few

individuals we have provided high quality training to over

two hundred workers. These workers now have some new skills

and initial impressions received from plant management on

worker performance is positive. The limitations for use of

the ARV laboratory are the limits we place on it. Vith this

in mind we will continue striving for excellence in our

classrooms and laboratories.

REFERENCES

1. Betty Jones (ed.). The Nuclear Professional 5, 3

(1990).

2. RP-603 Advanced Worker Training In Radiological

Protection, Institute of Nuclear Power Operation,

1986.
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CAPTION LISTING

Figure 1 - Advanced Radvorker Laboratory, System Skeleton

Figure 2 - Graphic Compilation of Student Responses

Table 1 - Initial Student Course Critique Data

Table 2 - Subsequent Student Course Critique Data
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ADVANCED RADWORKER LABORATORY SYSTEM SKELtTUN

60 GAL.
HEAD TANK

'XXX

(v)

SOLENOID VALVES
16 ea

(v)

-M-

(D)

FLOOR DRAIN

100 GAL. DRAIN TANK

Figure 1

Twelve of the 16 solenoid valves
feed strategically placed leak
points. These valves are controlled
from an instructors console.
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S - This i s idantif lad aa a etnmjth
W - l h i s la iositifiad as a waafcnaas
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REMOTE MECHANICAL "C" LINE

A Simulation Based Training Program

K. R. Nuttall P. R. Gardner

ABSTRACT

Westingbouse Hanford Company is developing a desk-top simulation
based training program on the operation of the Remote Mechanical
MCn (RMC) Line process in the Plutonium Finishing Plant on the
Hanford site, Richland, Washington. Simulations display and
continually update current values of system parameters on computer
graphics of RMC line equipment. Students are able to operate a
variety of controllers to maintain proper system status.
Programmed faults, selectable by the course instructor, can be
used to test student responses to off-normal events. Prior to
operation of the simulation, students are given computer-based
tutorials on the function, processes, operation, and error
conditions associated with individual components. By including
the capability of operating each individual component - valves,
heaters, agitators, etc. - the computer-based training (CBT)
lessons become an interactive training manual. Phase I of the
course was completed in December, 1990, although various modules
had been used in new operator training since July, 1990.
Instructors report that student response to the RMC course has
been extremely favorable.

From one perspective RMC represents one step in fhe diffusion of
the well-known and wel1-documented simulator training activities
for nuclear reactor operators to other training programs, equally
critical, perhaps, but less well scrutinized in the past. Because
of the slowly responding nature of the actual process, RMC can
retain many of the capabilities of practice and testing in a
simulated work environment while avoiding the cost of a full scale
simulator and the exposure and waste developed by practice runs of
the RMC line. From another perspective RMC suggests training
advances even beyond the most faithful simulators. For example,
by integrating CBT lessons with the simulation, RMC permits
students to focus in on specific processes occurring inside
chosen components. In effect, the interactive training manual is
available on-line with the simulation itself.

Development costs for Phasf I, which provides some four to eight
hours of training, were about $ 400K. This is primarily a
tooling-up cost: construction of course templates, mastering
certain language interfaces, etc. Costs for the remainder of the
course are also estimated at $ 400K, but will provide an
additional 18-20 hours of training. Proposals being written for
the development of similar training packages for other process
lines at Hanford take advantage of computer routines already
developed.
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INTRODUCTION

Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) assists the United States Department of
Energy (DOE) in managing several nuclear processing facilities on the Hanford
site. One such facility is the Plutonium Finishing Plant which houses the
Remote Mechanical "C" Line. This line, which chemically separates and
recovers plutonium from other process streams, consists of several hoods and
gloveboxes with components labeled Pre-Reduction Tank, Vacuum Drum Filter,
Calciner, Filtrate System, and so on. As suggested by its name, many of these
mechanical components are operated remotely from a central control room.

In June, 1987, operations of three Hanford contractors were consolidated into
one Operations and Engineering contractor, Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC).
Prior to that consolidation, WHC assisted DOE in managing only the Fast Flux
Test Facility, a sodium cooled nuclear reactor of advanced design and which
has set a number of engineering and operations records. After consolidation,
Westinghouse Hanford began applying to the nuclear processing facilities many
of those training practices which are now common in the nuclear utilities:
fundamentals training, formal systems training, substantially enhanced
qualification cards, etc. One well-known commercial training tool is, of
course, the control room simulator. This is the computer-based training tool
Advanced Training Technologies chose to construct the Remote Mechanical "C"
line course (RMC).

REMOTE MECHANICAL "C" LINE COURSE
Structure

Overview
Students entering the course for the first time are given an introduction to
the course and to the course controls with a little practice game to acquaint
them with the use of a tracbali. Students are given an overview of the course
and how it fits into the training sequence. Then the students begin a series
of lessons on each component with associated simulations of those components.
At the conclusion of the course a desk-top simulation of the entire line is
available for practice and testing.
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Lessons

A typical lesson opens with an introduction to the component, its purpose in

the process, and its physical location in the line. This appears to be

standard for a "training manual," but even in this very early stage student

interaction is introduced. For example, a graphic of the Vacuum Drum Filter

(VDF) is shown with an explanation about its purpose. The next screen asks

the student to locate the VDF amongst other components on a reasonably

detailed picture of the hood in which it is located. The student must look

carefully through these components to match one to the picture last displayed,

or must reason to the location of the VDF from the description of its

function. This repeated technique acts indirectly to aid the student in

remembering the actual and relative locations of all components in the line,

thereby providing a relatively painless way of memorizing one-line diagrams.

Standard training aids are also used in the interactive tutorials on the RMC

Line components. A blow-up of the VDF shows the Doctor Blade, the filter, the

cake, and so on. Analogies are used in every lesson. For example, in the VDF

lesson the process is compared with a miner sluicing for gold. All of these

techniques are transfers of traditional methods to computer-based delivery.

There are two training methods used in the lessons which are generally not

available in a formal classroom. One is an "equipment operation" simulation.

In the VDF lesson, the student is shown a gearbox dial and asked to "set" the

correct speed. While this is possible in a true simulator, it frequently is

not done in conjunction with learning about the component the first time

because that formal learning is completed somewhere else. Secondly, the '

computer can be used to "display" certain processes which are otherwise

invisible: mixing chemicals in closed components, precipitating solids, etc.

In the "true" simulator, students operate controls and observe system

responses on dials. In the so-called desk top simulators, students operate

controls, observe dial responses, and observe simulations of the physical

processes, too. This is one capability not now present in any medium other

than computer-based training (CBT).

Another capability of CBT is its ability to question students, evaluate and

track responses, branch based on those responses, and record scores for later

analysis. This feature, too, is present in the RMC lessons.
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Simulations

Students working through lessons on RMC line components are given the

opportunity to "operate" and "experiment" with the controls for those

components. The last section of the lesson is a complete simulation of the

component operation. The student is presented with a graphic of the equipment

on which values of the relevant parameters are displayed. A selection of

controls is offered and, using the same actions practiced in the lesson, the

student alters control settings. System variables respond according to the

underlying mathematical model.

In the simulation three basic feedback mechanisms are employed. "Alarms" are

provided for those off-normal events which have corresponding alarms in the

plant. For all events, the student is notified (1) when system parameter

values are out of specification, and (2) the potential result of running the

system with those values. Warnings stack up to a maximum of three, with the

most significant on top. Finally, when the student chooses to end the

simulation, the program displays a report card describing the expected results

from the student's last run. In this capacity, the simulation acts like a

combined simulation plus instructor.

A student workbook presented with the course guides students through each

simulation. The workbook asks the student to make changes, then record

results. These exercises reinforce the actions needed to change process

variables and the cause and affect of changing the variables. After the

structured simulation, the workbook asks the student to explore further and

gives suggestions for such exploration.

Student Experience

Phase 1 of the course, consisting of the components in two major hoods

together with lessons on Course Operation and on RMC Line Instruments, was

delivered in December, 1990. Student response has been very positive.

Because the line is frequently down, the CBT simulation ends up being the only

way the students can practice RMC line operation. We anticipate favorable

responses will continue to be received as more phases of the course are

delivered.
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RMC DEVELOPMENT

Cost

Phase I contains 4-8 hours of instruction depending, in large part on how much

time a student spends experimenting with the simulation. The labor costs ran

about $ 400K. This was mainly absorbed in tooling up the development line.

Labor costs for the remaining 18-20 hrs of instruction are expected to be

about $ 400K, also. Counting $ 50K for five student workstations, the total

cost of the project is $ 850K.

Costs were justified by the following reasons: the course allows practice and

simulation without the costs of a full simulator; the loss of plutonium or the

need to reprocess plutonium due to mistakes is very costly, which increases

the need for training; the course is designed to reduce the time spent

performing on-the-job training, during which the operator risks exposure to

radiation by having to go near sources of radiation; and the course reduces,

the need to run the RMC line for on-the-job training, which in turn reduces

the amount of waste created.

Fidelity

A "faithful" simulator contains a mathematical model which, as best possible,

accurately describes the underlying processes. Such a model is verified using

known data from the plant. For the RMC line, in many cases, such data was not

available. The mathematical model was constructed based on the process, then

the system's engineer together with knowledgeable operators verified that

(1) steady state values were correct, and (2) parameter values responded in

the correct direction to operator input. In som* cases values were adjusted

to provide more immediate cause and effect feedback to students.

Problems

For the past several years we have been writing our computer-based training

courseware in PC/PILOT. Though it has several features useful in the

construction of on-line tutorials (sprites, windows, graphics display

capabilities, etc.), PC/PILOT does not process numerical quantities with any
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precision. To construct the mathematical model we elected to program in

PASCAL. At certain points, both PC/PILOT and PASCAL programs are residing in

memory at the same time. We experienced extreme difficulty in refereeing

battles between these two languages, and only succeeded after a long struggle

in keeping them from conflicting. Fortunately, that problem now seems to be

solved.

CONCLUSION

Through lessons and simulations, the RMC line course combines elements of a

simulator with the capabilities of computer-based instruction. Students

receive the ability to learn about components and also see them work in the

process line during the same learning session. These benefits are providing

students with a favorable training experience while increasing training

without the costs of a full simulator nor the creation of waste or the

exposure of operators to radiation. While the costs of the desk top simulator

were moderately high due to problems and learning curves, costs per hour of

instruction are decreasing, and future similar desk top simulators are not

expected to cost nearly as much. The favorable response from students,

instructors, and technical experts demonstrates support for the use of desk

top simulators as a valid tool of instruction.
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STEAM GENERATOR MOCKUP TRAINING

Jim Boudreaux3 Entergy Operations, Inc.

Standing 13 1/2 feet tall with a diameter of 19 1/2 feet, the steam generator is

located in a separate room of our skills training center measuring 30 feet by 30

feet.

Although constructed in two halves, i.e., inlet and outlet sides, provisions are

incorporated to allow the two pieces to be bolted together. This provides a

free standing mockup of the complete primary head. The primary head mockup is

well suited for testing of equipment planned for use in the steam generators.

The similarity to the actual steam generators and accuracy to detail of the

mockup allow it to be used for many purposes. The interior head contour allows

checkout within fractions of an inch for clearance of sleeves and eddy current

testing tools. The nozzles duplicate those of the plant steam generators and

allow hydro testing of nozzle dams. The steel construction makes the mockup

durable and duplicates actual steam generator stiffness.

The steam generator mockup assembly was originally purchased by Louisiana Power

and Light from our NSSS supplier on May 29, 1986, at a total cost of $254,238.

This included $200,408 for the steam generator mockup and $53,830 for the nozzle

dam assemblies, constant tensioning devices, and pressurization panel. There

was no real consideration given to other contractors or vendors because of the

proprietary nature of the drawings required for construction.

NOZZLE DAM TRAINING

One of the primary training uses of the steam generator mockup is to support

nozzle dam installation and removal training. Prior to each refueling, contract

personnel are trained on nozzle dam installation and removal. The basic format

for this training is classroom {4 hours) followed by laboratory exercises

(i hour) where the students each have an opportunity to install and remove the

dam assemblies. Trainees are assigned to a three man team which consists of one

"porchman" who is stationed just outside the manway and stages and passes the

parts of the dam assemblies to the other two members who enter the steam

generator, assemble the parts and install the dams. Teams are assigned team

numbers and are evaluated based on their precision and time necessary for

installation and removal.
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FME TRAINING

In addition to nozzle dam installation and removal, training is also conducted

on installation and removal of foreign material exclusion devices. These

devices are installed in the hot and cold legs when the steam generator is dry

to eliminate the possibility of foreign objects such as tools or test equipment

falling into the hot and cold legs.

FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Since the steam generator mockup is an actual full scale representation of the

lower half of our steam generator, it lends itself to evaluation of proposed new

nozzle dam and manway handling and tensioning devices. Feasibility of these new

systems can be studied by both vendor and utility staff under a very controlled

and accessible environment.

FIRST RESPONDER TRAINING

Other training uses of the steam generator mockup include first responder

training provided for Health Physics and Chemistry technicians. Use of the

steam generator mockup provides a "plant-like" environment in which to simulate

accident scenarios such as confined space, falling from heights or burn victims.

For example, responders may be called to extricate a fallen worker from the bowl

of the steam generator simulating an oxygen starvation accident from working in

a confined space.

IN-SERVICE INSPECTION TRAINING

Prior to each refueling, our in-service inspection engineering group uses the

steam generator mockup to set up test equipment and train on eddy current

testing of the steam generator tubes. In addition to this repetitive refueling

task the steam generator mockup is also used to train on infrequently performed

in-service inspection tasks. This refueling, the mockup will be used to

familiarize workers with getting in and out of the steam generator to perform a

UT on four welds in the stay cylinder area. This inspection is a 10-year

requirement for each of the steam generators.
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SUMMARY

Since 1986 the steam generator mockup has served well as a training aid,

facilitating nozzle dam and FME training for maintenance personnel, first

responder training for Health Physics and Chemistry personnel, in-service

inspection training for ISI engineering and feasibility studies for both vendor

and utility staff as well.

Demonstration of this equipment and training of personnel in its use prior to

actual assembly in irradiated steam generators insures minimum exposure and

faster and more accurate work in the steam generators.
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CHANGING THE CULTURE AT CALVERT CLIFFS
TO FOCUS ON ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

Geoffrey M. Edelman

In the previous decade, the industry has made a significant
investment in technical training and procedure revisions.
However, many in the industry remain reactive to emergent issues
with a frustrating lack of results.

This paper will share with the industry an ongoing program at
Calvert Cliffs to develop a culture for problem prevention/problem
solving. The approach forming the basis for this focus is Kepner-
Tregoe's Problem/Decision Analysis process. Rather than
individually targeted training or "attitude" awareness, the
approach here was to integrate the process into work systems and
jobs, and train to specific roles. In this manner, skills learned
are consistently applied, clearly documentable, and positively
support ed.

To date, the program has resulted in millions of dollars saved and
at least 15 days outage time prevented, and has identified several
opportunities to revise functional relationships to best focus on
results. The clear lesson here is that change and continuous
improvement can best occur when results and roles are defined and
trained to at the organizational level in addition to the
individual task level.
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DEVELOPING AMD IMPLEMENTING A TRAINING DEPARTMENT

QUALITY CONTROL 8YSTEM

M.L. Mervine

Abstract;

One of the key problems facing nuclear training departments

across the nation is keeping up with all of the requirements and

commitments imposed externally and internally. When the Point

Beach Training Group prepared for Accreditation Renewal, we found

that a lot of things had slipped through the cracks and we had to

put a lot of effort into correcting deficiencies. In order to

prevent problems in the future we developed the Quality Control

System described in this paper.

A Training Department Quality control Program:

A quality training program is the key, in today's nuclear

industry, to ensuring that employees know how to perform in the

midst of rapidly changing technology and regulations. Virtually

every time a performance problem is detected, the training group

takes it on the chin for failing to identify the need and provide

training for the affected issue. Even when training has been

provided in the affected area, it is automatically suspect. In

response to the standard answer Mno one ever taught me how to do

that11, management will review the records, lesson plans, and

evaluations and second guess the training department's decisions.

Both quality instruction and quality documentation are equally

important in the nuclear industry today.

A professional trainer's job is not easy in today's nuclear

industry. A two hundred pags training manual contains a myriad of
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instructions, procedures and requirements. A twenty eight page

document from the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations contains

the criteria and objectives that must be met to maintain training

program accreditation. Numerous Nuclear Regulatory Commission

guidelines and examiner's standards contain additional

requirements. This vast array of regulations, procedures, and

requirements set the stage upon which the nuclear trainer practices

his craft. Training and instruction consume only one third of his

time, administration, paper work and documentation consume the

balance. Many times each year he and his training programs are

evaluated by internal and external auditors. Daily, the quality of

his research, preparation, and instructional ability is put to the

test in a classroom filled with job incumbents, many who have years

of experience and are not easily impressed. In order to ensure

that the many and varied requirements are being met and that

quality training is taking place in the classroom, some type of

system is needed to provide feedback to the training department on

its performance.

Many nuclear plants are facing the second round of accreditation

in the form of self evaluation reports and accreditation renewal

visits. Many training departments are finding themselves falling

short of the standards that they committed to maintain in the

initial accreditation process. Some training programs have even

been placed on suspension by the accreditation board pending the

development of action plans and commitments to resolve noted

deficiencies. On the industry network, inquires have been going

out; at instructor workshops, accreditation renewal is the topic of
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heavily attended breakout sessions. It seems that everyone is

looking for a way to get a handle on the numerous requirements and

looking for a system to make sure that they are meeting them.

Last year, the Point Beach Training Department commenced a

detailed self evaluation of its training programs in preparation

for accreditation renewal. During the initial stages of the self

evaluation process, it was obvious that many items were slipping

through the cracks. The training system had been carefully

designed and the training manual carefully written to include

virtually every requirement, yet as the self evaluation progressed,

it was obvious that most instructors were totally unaware of many

of the requirements. A more careful examination of the training

system and the training manual revealed the source of this

knowledge deficiency.

The training manual was cumbersome and difficult to use; its

procedures were filled with philosophy and they were vague with

little actual guidance on how to do things. Requirements for a

single task were scattered in several different procedures.

Additionally, the manual had been written for initial program

development, not for a maturing system. Most of the time it only

provided guidance on how to develop training materials, not how to

revise or improve them once in use. The reason that instructors

lacked knowledge of the training manual was that it was of little

use to them. One instructor's copy of the manual did not even have

the changes to procedures entered from the previous year, the

changes were laying on a shelf in his office collecting dust. It

was obvious that a major procedure upgrade and quality control
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program was needed.

The quality control project started first with a major rewrite of

several of the training manual procedures. Major sections of

philosophical discussion were replaced with straight forward

procedures that explained how to accomplish tasks. Where ever

possible, the actual practices that had evolved in the group were

incorporated in to the procedures as the goal was to have the

procedure actually reflect what was being done by the instructors.

In addition to the procedures that had to be completely rewritten,

many other procedures were updated and improved as well.

Requirements which had once existed in several different places in

the manual, were consolidated into one procedure which addressed

the entire area. The goal was to un-link as many of the procedures

as possible, in the hopes of making the expectations as clear as

possible to the instructors. In all, nineteen procedures were

revised. With the training manual procedures clearly established,

the first step toward building a quality control program was

accomplished.

Before the quality control program itself could actually be

developed, it was necessary to identify all of the requirements

that had to be met. An in-depth review of the training manual and

external procedures was conducted. This was a long and tedious

effort in that, for the most part, the requirements are not

summarized, but rather spread throughout the documents. This

review was essentially conducted by going through each instruction

or manual page by page and noting the specific requirements.

Once the review was complete and all of the requirements were
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identified, an analysis was conducted to evaluate each one. This

was one of the most important steps in the process. A couple of

key questions were asked in this stage of the program development.

The first question was what was the consequence of not meeting the

requirement? If there was no significant consequence, then the

requirement was deleted, if possible, and was not considered any

further in the quality control program. This step in the process

eliminated many requirements that were built into the system for

initial development, but were no longer serving any function.

Continued completion of these tasks would have consumed needless

instructor time and would have diluted the importance of the other

requirements that still served a function in maintaining training

system quality. The second question that was asked was what if the

requirement was not meet or was only partially met; how much effort

would have had to be made to the correct the problem at a latter

date? This amount of effort was then be compared to the effort it

would taken to continuously meet the standard and conduct audits to

verify quality. This is what is referred to as a cost- benefit

analysis. If the cost of meeting and auditing the standard

exceeded the cost of correcting the problem at a lattez* date, then

it would not pay to include thit item in the quality control

program. If the item did have a significant concern and passed the

cost-benefit evaluation, then it was included in the quality

control program.

After completing the evaluation of the requirements identified

and eliminating those that did not meet the cost-benefit criteria,

the requirements were grouped by two different methods. The first
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grouping was by type of requirement and the second grouping was by

the title of the individual responsible for the item (instructor,

supervisor, etc.). This step proved invaluable in determining the

actual makeup of the quality control system and who would be tasked

with the various levels of quality control.

Once all of the items to be included in the quality control

program had been grouped, the next step was to determine what shape

the actual program would take. An evaluation of various quality

control schemes was conducted. The most common shape that quality

control programs were observed to take was in the form of an

independent quality assurance organization conducting in-depth and

detailed audits of particular areas on a periodic basis. Host of

these systems used independent auditors, who really knew nothing

about what they are auditing since they had never actually done any

training. The standard practice employed was to descend upon the

training group causing hate and discontent for brief blast of two

to three days. At the end of the audit, senior management was

briefed at an exit meeting and two weeks latter an incomprehensible

report arrived in the company mail. Someone was assigned to

respond to the specific deficiencies noted and everyone else went

about their usual business. So much for an on-line quality control

program! This type of system has been proven over and over again

to be unsuccessful, but many companies have clung to it because it

maintains "objectivity". Quality control is not the responsibility

of only one or two members of the department or an outside auditing

organization, it must be the responsibility of each and every

member of the training department staff. Any good quality control
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program needs to work from the ground up and must get all of the

employees involved on a continuous basis. MTwo benefits are gained

by operative employee particips ion: first, because they do the

work on a day-to-day basis, they are in an excellent position to

identify the underlying causes of quality problems; second, and

even more important, because they themselves have helped identify

the underlying causes of quality problems, the employees will be

more likely to be committed to making the corrective changes

work."1 It is needless to say that a system that included only an

independent auditing group was not what was chosen for the Point

Beach Training Department. The system that was developed consisted

of an array of audits and surveillances that would be conducted by

various members of the training staff with the overall

administration and tracking being the responsibility of an

accreditation specialist.

A surveillance was chosen as the smallest segment of the program.

A surveillance consists of a review of the quality or status of a

small segment of the training system. The goal of a surveillance

is to evaluate, specific, discrete items such as instructor

evaluations or lesson plan reviews. These types of items can be

reviewed and evaluated in a relatively short amount of time of say

one to three hours. Based on the time commitment required to

perform a surveillance, many of these are scheduled to be performed

by various members of the training staff.

An audit is the largest segment of the program. An audit is an

in-deptfa review of a major segment.of the training system or an in-

depth review of several surveillances. An audit has no optimal
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tine span in which it can be performed. In some cases it may take

an afternoon, in others it may take several days. Thus, for the

most part, audits are performed by the accreditation specialists or

by training management. The two distinct types of audits take on

slightly different flavors. In the case where the audit is

performed on a major segment of the training system, it is very

similar to a surveillance, but more time consuming. In the case

where the audit is an in-depth review of several previously

conducted surveillances, the evaluator is looking for common

deficiencies or trends.

It was at this point in the process in the grouping of the

requirements that had been performed earlier became indispensible.

Using the groupings, the actual audits and surveillances could be

determined. For instance, all of the requirements associated with

maintaining the examination bank were grouped and it was easy to

determine that a that a surveillance should be developed for this

area. The grouping which was done by the individual responsible

for performing the item was also put to use. This grouping was

used to determine who would or could be tasked with performing the

audits and surveillances.

The next step in the process was to develop the audit and

surveillance guides. The starting point for these guides was the

source documents themselves. The specific requirements of the

source documents were translated into a series of questions to

guide the evaluator in the performance of the audit or

surveillance. Additionally, the specific sections of the source

documents were listad on the guide so that the evaluator could
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review the material prior to conducting the actual evaluation.

Each guide was broken into three sections which included a review

of records, an observation, and an interview. For example, the

surveillance developed for observing an instructor in the classroom

includes a review of the lesson plan, an observation checklist, and

an interview with the instructor to discuss his knowledge of

procedures and any deficiencies noted. Also included on the guide,

are estimates of how much time is required to perform the audit or

surveillance, how often it is designed to be performed, and who can

be tasked with performing the item. These additional items are

included on the guide to assist the accreditation specialist in

scheduling and tracking the program.

A master schedule for audit and surveillance performance was

developed and distributed to each member of the training

department. Each week the accreditation specialist distributes the

guides based on this schedule. When the audit or surveillance has

been completed, deficiencies are noted and it is returned. After

logging in the completion of the item, the list of deficiencies is

routed to the appropriate supervisor for assignment of corrective

action. After all of the corrective actions are completed, the

supervisor reviews the action taken and the audit or surveillance

is returned to the accreditation specialist for closeout.

With the system designed and most of the audit and surveillance

guides developed, it was now time to implement the program.

Unfortunately, the implementation was not as well planned as the

program. The system was developed and designed by only three

members of the group. Involvement by other members of the staff
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was limited by the tempo of the department's workload and the

backlog of work to be done. Thus, one important opportunity was

missed in getting more people to contribute to and thus "buy11 into

the program from the start. Since many of the surveillances

developed for the system, were very similar to items that were

supposed to be performed under the previous procedures, it was felt

that acceptance by the group would not be a hard fought battle.

Thus the concept of the system and details of some of the

surveillances were presented in a group training session. At this

point, it appeared that acceptance was good overall.

One key management mistake that was made was that the other

supervisors in the group were not given a formal briefing prior to

the training session. This led to not quite as much support for

the program as we had hoped during the first few weeks. Some

individuals resented doing what they thought was the accreditation

specialist's job. People even went as far to question what the

administrator of the program was doing and ask why he did not do

all of the surveillances. Even some of the other supervisors

questioned the system. A great deal of damage control was required

in the first few weeks. Even though the initial presentation of

the program had been blown, it was a sound system and it was felt

that people would respond to it once they saw benefits coming from

it. Discussions were held with the group supervisors and although

they had some reservations about the program, they agreed to

support it and give it a chance to work. Much time was spent

talking to individual instructors about the reasons behind the

program and the benefits expected to be gained from it. Slowly
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attitudes toward the system have begun to change. As individual

instructors perform surveillances, problems with training material

and documentation have been noted and through the system

corrections are being made. Trends and common weaknesses in

instructor presentations are being noted and now training sessions

are conducted on these common deficiencies.

?. second key mistake in the implementation of the program was in

failing to provide some type of recognition program for outstanding

performance. Currently, the system focuses only on negative

aspects. There are consequences for having poor quality, but those

individuals who give one hundred and ten percent are not

recognized. A recognition system is a "vitally necessary component

of any quality control program".2 Although there is no formal

program, training supervision now recognizes outstanding

performance at group meetings. Additionally, the individual is

provided with a framed certificate noting his accomplishments.

The quality control program for the Point Beach Training

Department is a comprehensive effort to improve the quality of

classroom instruction and to improve the documentation of training

received. The system has only been implemented for approximately

one year, but it has already begun to pay dividends. Major

problems with documentation and records have been discovered and

the system has been effective in preventing reoccurrences of these

problems. It has also proven effective in uncovering trends and

common deficiencies that would have previously gone undetected.

Mistakes have been made in the implementation of the system, but

the development of a quality recognition program and a management
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commitment to quality training have made this program a dynamic and

effective solution for ensuring quality training and quality

documentation in support of plant operations at Point Beach.
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Notes;

1Anthony Diprimio, Quality Assurance in Service Organizations

(Radnor, Pa.: Chilton, 1987) 5.

2lhilip Crosby, Quality Is Free (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979) 11,
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MANAGING SERVICE EXCELLENCE

INTERNAL CUSTOMER SERVICE TRAINING

P. C. McAnulty

ABSTRACT

WHO ARE OUR CUSTOMERS? Electric users, regulators, vendors,

suppliers, or our own employees? The answer is ALL! They are all

customers. Regardless if they are external or internal customers,

we must focus on quality of service delivery in order to maintain

customer satisfaction. The most successful companies are quickly

realizing that managing SERVICE EXCELLENCE is our only future.

For the next decade, the issue of service quality will exceed the

issue of productivity. It is very easy to see that the business

behind a utility is serving our electric consumers. However,

internal customer service - service excellence to employees inside

a company is the foundation for success.

This paper describes a training program that is being implemented

across Duke Power for employees on internal customer service. How

we provide service to each other within a company impacts service

quality to our external customers. This training refocuses

behaviors and perceptions so to concentrate on quality service

delivery to our internal customers - our employees. We all have

positive and negative experiences with obtaining quality service

by either external organizations or internal employees.

Therefore, we start with a common foundation. Whether it be a

supplier, vendor, or a station administrative group, we have

experienced either excellent or poor customer service. All of us

have potential in managing the delivery of excellent customer

service. However, many of us may need new perspectives so to add

depth with which we view and manage service excellence to our

internal customers.
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INTRODUCTION

According to Karl Albrecht and Ron Zemke:

"A powerful new wave is washing over the already-

turbulent business world, the wave of service. People

are getting more and more critical of the quality of

service they experience in their everyday lives, and

they want something done about it. And when they have

a good experience, they remember. We no longer live

in a manufacturing economy. We now live in a very new

economy, a service economy, where relationships are

starting to become more important than physical

products. Service excellence is all about building

relationships."

Each day when we come to work, we begin a process of rendering

service to someone. Operations performs equipment tagouts for all

groups. The Instrument group calibrates a level instrument and

provides a service to the Operators. Mechanical Maintenance

performs PM on HVAC systems and provides environmental service to

the people in the room. Training conducts licensed operator

requalification training on an industry event so to avoid

occurrence at the station. Get the picture! We are continually

working for others in our job environment. We call our fellow

employees who rely upon us for a product or service our "INTERNAL

CUSTOMERS."

An Internal Customer is someone who needs you in order to get his

or her job done. All of us rely in some way on others to help us

get our work done. If we are to be truly successful in our jobs

and as an organization, we must ensure that we understand the

quality of service which we provide to our internal customer; and,

the critical importance of our customer's perception of that

service.

Due to these definite needs of understanding and improving

customer service, our training department designed the course

"INTERNAL CUSTOMER SERVICE" or "GOOFY" school. This course is a

prescription for approaching work in a fundamentally different way

than it is normally performed. It is about how to serve people,

not just supply output. It encourages service people to create

unique customer experiences, memories crafted from positive

encounters.



Duke Power calls training for Internal Customers "GOOFY" School.

So why "GOOFY"? The "GOOFY" we are talking about is the big,

loveable, long-eared Disney character whose single service is the

business of delivering happiness. His customers are kids of all

ages. One of "GOOFY's" responsibilities and accountabilities is

to provide fun at Space Mountain - one of the most popular rides

at Disney World. In Orlando, between 1:00 p.m and 3:00 p.m,

"GOOFY" is maintaining happiness of kids and their parents by

entertaining the kids as they wait in long lines, during one of

the hottest parts of the day. If you have ever been to Disney

World, then you know that the service rendered to the customer is

unequalled. It is MAGIC. It is FUN. We can learn from what

makes this MAGIC happen. This learning experience at Duke Power

is called "GOOFY" School.

"GOOFY" School focuses on eight (8) key concepts of managing

internal customer service. These key concepts are:

1. Defining the Fundamentals of Service Excellence

2. Knowing your Customers

3. Creating a Consistent Focus Strategy - A Promise

4. Establishing Action Plans for Service Excellence

5. Maintaining a Customer Friendly Delivery System

6. Developing Service Recovery Practices

7. Identifying Desired Service Behaviors

8. Implementing Management Actions

Training occurs top-down with department or plant management

attending firet as a work team. This top-down approach creates

immediate buy-in to the program. Management also sets the stage

and models the behavior of service excellence. Sessions then

occur with the other station groups with supervision participating

with their own intact work teams. The six (6) hour course

includes lecture, observation techniques and team exercises.

Let' s review the 8 key concepts covered in the program of

"Internal Customer Service Training" or "Goofy" School.
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DEFINING THE FUNDAMENTALS OP SERVICE EXCELLENCE

Service Triangle

In 1984, Karl Albrecht, the founding father of Service Excellence

derived the "SERVICE TRIANGLE". In order to understand and focus

on service excellence, we must understand the primary areas that

can either support or create barriers for total customer service.

The Service Triangle identifies three major areas that must

constantly be aligned to ensure satisfactory Customer Service.

The below graphic illustrates the Service Triangle.

THE SERVICE
FOCUS/STRATEGY

THE CUSTOMER

•Policies

*Procedures

•Barriers/Obstacles

•Forms

•Tools/Equipment

•Rules

•Environment

•Us

•Attitudes

•Commitment

•Trust

•Dedication

•Training

•Care/Support

The Systems and People can create success or can create barriers

or obstacles that interfere with customer satisfaction. The

Service Strategy defines the key services to the customers.
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Service ComponentB

In addition to the "Service Triangle", there are four service

components or characteristics that are critical for successful

service. Service deliverers must constantly demonstrate these

following characteristics in order to be considered serious

service providers:

1. High Self Esteem: Conf idence, Competent,

Qualified, Trained, Proud,

Responsible.

2. Exceptional Performance: Timely, High Quality,

Accurate, Consistent.

3. Unique: Special, Different, Unusual,

Outstanding, Exceed

Expectat ions.

4. Strong Relationships: Relates to Customers, Cares,

Concerned, Loyal, Visible,

Supportive, Involved.

Service Poraula

Service deliverers must always remember to put themselves on the

customer side of the table in order to predict results. To keep

us in tune with the customer, the following service formula helps

us stay in touch with the customer needs, expectations.- and

desired outcome:

E

EXPECTATION + EXPERIENCE = +/-
EVALUATION

The customers expectation of service plus the experience (what we

put customers through, both the process and the product) results

in either positive or negative opinions or evaluations of the

service. Positive evaluations usually mean that customers will

return for repeat service. However, it does not take too many

negative evaluations for the customer to walk or to complain.
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Surveys show that 4% of dissatisfied customers, customers with

negative evaluations, complain to business owners about what is

bothering them. The other 96% let their feet do the walking.

They walk and never come back. To make matters worse, they tell,

typically, about 8 to 10 other people about their bad experiences.

As Karl Albrecht said, "We manage the customer's perceptions by

managing the customer's experience. Also, Henry Wadsworth

Longfellow said, "We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of

doing, while others judge us by what we have already done."

of Service Orientation

Every time a service organization performs for a customer, the

customer makes an assessment of the quality of the service, even

if unconsciously. The sum total of the repeated assessments by

the customer and the collective assessments by all customers

establish the organisation"a image of service quality. A good way

to -ssess the service focus of an organization is to perform an

assessment or survey.

Work groups assess their service orientation both as individual

team members and as a group by completing a survey- By comparing

the results, the team members can identify areas that need

improvement.

The following survey ie used in the class to initiate awareness -

both individually and as a complete team.
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An Assessment of Service Orientation

Code: D = Definitely A = Adequately NI = Needs Improvement

Place a check in one of the blocks.

D h NI

1. We have a written concise statement of a service

strategy.

2. All of our employees are knowledgeable of our

service strategy.

3. We have an effective formalised prooram to check

customer satisfaction witi) our aervi.ee.

4. We have sincerely and clearly communicated to the customer

our desire to get precise and honest feedback.

5. We have current and valid information on our customer's

expectations.

6. We respond positively "to customer's complaints.

7. We are allowed and e^co^raged to respond in an innovative

manner to customers.

8. Our day to day dealings tasks it clear that the customer's

needs are very important.

9. Our reward system rewards us for customer service.

10. We always back up a front line employee to serve the

customer.

11. It is very important to my manager thai, my unit gives

excellent service to our customers.

12. If I thought X needed to go out on a limb to deliver

excellent service, I am confident my manager would support

me.

13. My manager frequently asks if there are obstacles to my

unit giving excellent (service to our customers.

24. We are not a bureaucratic unit. We do not get hung up on

red tape in trying to get work done.

15. The policies and procedures that apply to our unit rarely

get in the way of our giving responsive service to our

customers.

16. Giving excellent service to our customers is very

important to me.

17. I have the skills I need to perform excellent customer

service.
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THE CUSTOMER

The most controversial issue of internal customer service is

determining "what" and "who" is a customer. A CUSTOMER is:

ANYONE SHO NEEDS SOMETHING FROM ME IN ORDER TO HIS/HER JOB.

Customers could be our managers, subordinates, other work groups,

regulators, vendors, suppliers, community groups, visitors,

auditors - the list, is end] ess.

To better understand customers, these notes better define

behaviors of CUSTOMERS and how to perceive their needs:

Customer s:

• Are Driven by Their Needs.

o Have Constantly Changing Needs.

• Sometimes have other options for Service.

• Have Brief Loyalties.

• Are not Always Right but will Always be Our Customer.

• Judge Us on the Basic of Their Perceptions.

Thoughts on the CUSTOMERS

Ron Zemke, "There is no best way to listen to CUBcomers

and no such thing as paying too much attention

to customer'e opinions and ideas. The only

cardinal sin is to do nothing."

Tom Peters, "Customers perceive service in their own

unique, idiosyncratic, emotional, erratic,

irrational, end-of-the-day and totally human

terms. Perception is all there isl"

Jan Carlzon, "If you're not serving the customer, your job

is to be serving someone who is.11
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The beet way to identify with excellent customer service is to

model behaviors after successful service providers. Models such

as Stew Leonard and his Norwalk, Connecticut grocery store, or

John McConnell Sr. and Worthington Steel are great examples for

illustrating customer service. By observing these types of

service providers, the service behaviors are very obvious.

Service then becomes a list behaviors that can be transferred into

any environment.

These service models manage customer perceptions by ensuring that

all employees know how to serve customers. They demonstrate

behaviors of excellent customer service by:

• Being visible to the customers.

• Providing high quality products.

• Developing and maintaining relationships with customers.

• Responding quickly tc the customer requests.

CRSAVZHG A CONSIS'IEHT SERVICE FOCUS STRATEGY - A PROMISE

At the top of Karl Albrecht'B Service Triangle was the Service

Focus Strategy, or the Service Promise. The most important item

in customer service is the service focus of the work group. It

requires r..-.e group to take a strong internal look at themselves

and ;-.ns purpose of the group. In preparation for writing a

service promise, the following items should be considered.

• What is our Business? What is our Purpose?

• What can we do with our Service that Customers will

Notice and Pay Off?

• Kow do our CuBtocerfl perceive our Services?

• What makes Us or could make us Unique in our Contribution?

• What really Counts Most to our Customers?

• What Specific Actions can we take to Improve our

Service and Raise our Customer's Perceptions of Us?

• What is Different about our Primary Focus today than in

the Past? And, What will be Different about our

Future Focus?

• Our Key Service is .

• What we Contribute Most to our Key Service is .

• What we want to be Famous for (in the eyes of our key

service is
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After analyzing the above statements, the Service Promise can be

written. A Service Promise is usually a short sentence that is

simple to understand but powerful in customer perception. It is a

promise to yourself on behalf of your customers. It has to have

value to yourself and to your work team.

Several companies have developed service statements that are very

clear to their personnel. For example. Ford Motor Company's

statement is: "QUALITY IS JOB 1. " The Deluxe Corporation, who

makes our banking checks has a statement: "To provide error-free

financial instruments in a timely fashion. Error-free means zero

errors. Timely means 48 hours turnaround without fail." These

two statements send a very clear and measurable signal to their

work groups.

Upon completion of the service titatement, it is checked against

the following criteria:

• Is it Congruent with the Organization's Mission?

• Ie it Aligned with what you believe your Customers really Value.

• Is it Doable? Realistic? Deliverable?

• Hill it Hake a Noticeable Difference in the Eyes of your

Customers?

• Can Employees get Excited?

• Is it a Promise thac all Members of your Team would Sign?

Examples of Duke Power Service Statements derived from this

training:

HcGuire Nuclear Station:

"The Station Manager and Superintendents promise to support an

open, interactive communications process; to work diligently to

ensure nuclear safety and improve personnel safety and to uphold

high standards of quality, honesty, and integrity in every

activity involving the people who worlc at McGuire, our internal

customers."

"Maintenance Engineering Services promises to provide accurate,

reliable, timely and courteous engineering and technical services

to our customers in a professional manner."

"Integrated Scheduling promises to our customers to provide and

manage consistent, reliable, efficient, and responsive schedules."
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Production Support Department:

Production Training Services promises to be remembered

providing training that is responsive, fun, and effective.

for

Ths Mt. Holly Maintenance Traininq Center is committed to provide

responsive, high quality, and relevant training services to our

customers.

Responsive: Being receptive to our customers

concerns, needs and suggestions and

offering a reply within an agreed

time frame.

Relevant: Providing training services that

support the knowledge, skills, and

key elements of job performance.

High Quality: Providing training services that are

professional, technically-sound and

state-of-the-art.

ESTABLISHING ACTION PLANS FOR SERVICE EXCELLENCE

Upon completion of the service statement, an action plan is

developed that re-focuses behaviors of the team. Specific actions

are listed that will enable the team to keep their service promise

to their customers. Teams list:

• Actions we need to START to improve Customer Service.

• Actions we need to STOP which hampers Customer Service.

• Actions we need to CONTINUE to maintain Customer Service.
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MAINTAINING A CUSTOMER FRIENDLY SYSTEM

Maintaining a customer-friendly delivery system is a way to get

service to your customers that is consistent with your service

focus, has clear standards of performance, and can be measured to

enable self-correction. It is vital that feedback play an

important roxe in your inspection of service delivery systems.

Customer feedback can be descriptive or evaluative. While both

have their place in managing service quality, it is the

descriptive type feedback that is most useful a3 data for change

and improvement.

Thoughts on Service Delivery Systems:

Gary Rummlery, "You can take super people, trained and motivated,

put them in a lousy system, and the system will win

every time."

Tom Oliver, "If the customer believes he has a problem, he

has a problem."

John Dixon "Measurement, Customer feedback, is a reality

check; it answers the question: Are we as good as

we think we are?"

Actions for understanding and improving your service delivery

system*.

• Ask your Customers.

• Ask your Service Providers.

• Review your Feedback System.

• Examine your Cycles of Service - the complete set of

Moments of Truth that a customer experiences, from the

time a service need is identified until either the service

need is fulfilled or there is failure in fulfillment.

Ask Your Customers

As Ted Levitt in a Harvard Business Review article said,

"One of the surest signs of a bad or declining

relationship with a customer is the absence of

complaints. Nobody is ever that satisfied, especially

not over an extended period of time. The customer ia

either net being candid or not being contacted."
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If your customers are making the effort to tell you about their

dissatisfaction, you have a second chance to win their continued

business and to head off some bad mouthing. If you're fielding

very few complaints, it is possible that you and your staff rarely

make a mistake, or provide poor training. But if you are like the

rest of us, your customers, the plant personnel, will

inadvertently receive inadequate training. Customers do not

expect us to be perfect; however, they do expect us to care about

them. Customers expect personal attention. The customers input

is the most crucial. And, while the customer ie not always right,

they are always the customer. You cannot always DO what the

customer would like you to do, but you must always CONSIDER what

the customer would like you to do.

Ask Your Service Providers

Other tools for improving the delivery system is to ask the

Bervice people - those front line people delivering the service to

your customers. Often they possess perceptions and perspectives

very close to those of the customer. Front line service providers

can quickly identify the barriers - the rules, systems, policies,

that interface with satisfactory service.

Review Your Feedback System

By conducting one-on-one, face-to-face interviews with customers

or service providers, relationships will develop and honesty will

prevail. Ask your customers about the services they receive or

want from you; the process for getting the service; and, how you

can improve the services. The results will amaze you. Be aware

that most people do not like to complete surveys. They want the

personal touch.
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Examine Your Cycles of Service - Moments of Truth Impact Analysis

A cycle of service or a moment of truth impact analysis is the

process of closely analyzing a cycle of service to discover where

and how it fails to meet the customer's expectations, and what

impact it has on the customer's overall experience of service

quality from your organization. A moment of truth is what we put

customers in the cycle to get services, products, or results. An

example of a training cycle of service for plant personnel can be

illustrated as follows.

EXAMPLES OF MOMENT OF TRUTH

CUSTOMER HAS A TRAINING NEED

CALLS TRAINING OR SENDS A NOTE

WAITS FOR RESPONSE FROM TRAINING GROUP

TRAINER CONDUCTS DISCUSSION WITH REQUESTOR

i
JOB AND TASK ANALYSIS REVIEWED/MODIFIED

TRAINER RESEARCHES AVAILABLE TRAINING PROGRAMS

i
REQUESTOR WAITS FOR RESPONSE

I
OBJECTIVES DESIGNED AND SENT FOR REVIEW

LESSON MATERIAL DEVELOPED AND SENT FOR REVIEW

COMMENTS PROVIDED BY REQUESTOR

MATERIALS MODIFIED BY TRAINER

TRAINING AIDS DESIGNED/DEVELOPED

TRAINING SCHEDULED AND CONDUCTED

i
TRAINING EVALUATED
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When analyzing Moments of Truth, we look at the impact of the

service, the experience detractors, the standard expectations

from the customer, and the experience enhancers. We concentrate

on what we put the customer through: delays, inadequate

information, inaccurate data, phone mail, poorly organized

material, and the list goes on. By analyzing a moment of truth,

it puts us on the customer side of the table. It is our job to

reduce the emotional and physical impacts on customers or the

service detractors.

DEVELOPING SERVICE RECOVERY PRACTICES

Recovery is seeking to bring the customer's level of confidence

back up after a distracting or poor service experience. Customers

are constantly grading us, either consciously or unconsciously.

Their grading scale is based on their expectations matching up to

their experiences.

A possible grading scale could read:

"A" = DAZZLED

"B" = PLEASED

•C" = SATISFIED

"D" = ANNOYED

"E" = VICTIM

It is recommended to fix the customer first, then the problem. As

we learned earlier, customers do not expect us to be perfect, but

they do expect us to care. Once the customer has seen that the

service provider cares about the situation, the situation becomes

less intense. The key to analyzing a service breakdown begins

with understanding how the customer experiences a break in

service. Breakdown in service has two distinct levels. Level One

is annoyance - the minor feeling of irritation which occurs if

experience falls short of what one hoped for. The Second level is

victim - a major feeling of frustration or pain.



What to do when we receive a "D" or "F":

"D" or "F" : Apologize in first person: "I'm Sorry."

"D" or "f" : Urgent reinstatement of service.

"F" : Empathetic response: "I can understand your

disappointment."

"F" : Symbolic Atonement: "We want to make it up tc

you. We'll provide the service at your

schedule."

"F" : Follow-Up: " How are services now?"

Always follow-up with customers if service has failed or if it is

less than desirable. If no follow up, the customer will

definitely walk and tell others of the poor service.

IDENTIFYING DESIRED SERVICE BEHAVIORS

Service can either be perceived as satisfactory or unsatisfactory.

To ensure satisfactory service, we should demonstrate service

enhancing behaviors.

Service Enhancing Behaviors include:

• Actively listening to your customers

• Caring about your customers

• Clearly communicating - repeating what your customer wants

• Responding timely, 24 - 48 hours

• Supporting your customer'a needs

• Meeting or exceeding your customer's requests

• Becoming partners with customers

• Showing that you axe loyal, dedicated, confidential, and

committed

• Showing enthusiasm and friendly service

• Showing respect towards your cuetomer schedule

• Providing unique or special service

• Demonstrating consistent behaviors

Avoid the Sins of Service Behaviors which include:

• "Who cares" attitude • Defensive

• Brush-off • Rude

• Cold • Over-demanding

• Put down • Runaround

• Intimidating • Robot

• Rule book • Late
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IMPLEMENTING MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

High quality service at the front line starts in the minds of

management. This service concept must find its way into the

structure and operation of the organization. There must be

customer-oriented culture in the organization and it is the

leaders of the company who must build and maintain this culture.

Key functions of Managing Service Excellence:

• Listen and respond to customers

• Define a service strategy focus for your group

• Select service oriented personnel

• Set service standards and measure performance

• Train and empower employees to serve customers

• Recognize, and reward, and celebrate good customer service

• Overcome customer disappointment with a precise

recovery plan

• Create a service culture - an environment that models

exceptional customer service.

• Remove barriers that impact on customer service

We can stay focused on customer service by demonstrating

leadership actions such as:

Call on two customers per month and report to staff the

customers' perceptions.

Make a major improvement in a highly visible area that

affects customers.

Mp.it a least once a month with staff to keep them

updated on service excellence objectives, changes, and

plans.

Have your employees actively seek to give excellent

service to the unit they like the least.

Make sarvice quality a specific portion of the agenda

of every meeting.

Conduct a customer impact analysis prior to

implementing a major policy, procedural change, or

training program.
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7. Feature people in publications who have gone beyond the

call of duty in serving customers.

8. Have employees visit a company known for service

excellence.

9. Have peers audit your area for service and offer

suggestions for improvement.

10. Hold staff accountable for excellent customer service.

Management needs to keep in mind the 20 propositions from Tom

Peters:

1. "KEEP IT SIMPLE"

2. "SERVICE IS ABOUT REMARKABLE COMEBACKS"

3. "SERVICE IS SOFT AND LOW TECH"

4. "SERVICE IS ABOUT DELIGHT NOT SATISFACTION"

5. "SERVICE IS ABOUT EXPECTATIONS"

6. "SERVICE IS A LARGER PART OF QUALITY THAN QUALITY"

7. "SERVICE IS ABOUT PEOPLE"

8. "SERVICE IS ABOUT SELF ESTEEM NOT TRAINING"

9. "SERVICE IS ABOUT LITTLE THINGS AND THUS A CULTURE

OF CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT"

10. "SERVICE IS ABOUT MEASUREMENT"

11. "SERVICE IS A VERY HIGH TECH AFFAIR"

12. "SERVICE IS ABOUT COMPETING IN TIME"

13. "SERVICE IS ABOUT REORGANIZATION"

14. "SERVICE IS ABOUT TOTAL PRODUCT TRANSFORMATION"

15. "SERVICE IS ABOUT GUTS AND THE POSSIBILITY OF A

BOLD GUARANTEE"

16. "SERVICE, RESPONSIVENESS, VALUE ADDED AND THE

CUSTOMIZATION OF EVERYTHING ARE THE CHIEF BASES

FOR FUTURE COMPETITIVENESS, ESPECIALLY FOR

MANUFACTURERS"

17. "SERVICE IS FREE AND THE REVOLUTION CAN START

TODAY"

18. "SERVICE IS EXPENSIVE, REQUIRES HUGE INVESTMENT,

AND IF YOU DON'T BET THE COMPANY ON IT, THERE MAY

BE NOT A COMPANY LEFT TO BET ON WITHIN 5 YEARS"

19. "SERVICE PAYS"

20. "SERVICE IS ABOUT TURNING ADVERSARIES INTO

PARTNERS"
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BENEFITS OP INTERNAL CUSTOMER SERVICE TRAINING

By training over 2,200 nuclear station and 2,000 support personnel

in this course, we have derived benefits that were not even

predicted. Benefits from the training are emerging daily. The

below list describes a few of the obvious benefits from attending

this training.

Training Benefits:

• Reduced barriers between work groups, between supervisors,

between supervisors and subordinates, and between employees

• Provided a common language on customer service.

• Re-focused mission and purpose of the work team.

• Clarified roles and values.

• Encourages people to work among the "white space" and to avoid

vertical communication lines.

• Encourages customer interview sessions, feedback meetings,

performance reviews on customer service, etc.

• Service leaders emerged.

• Teams emerged stronger.

• Enhanced relationships among work groups.

• Established partners with regulators, auditors, vendors, and

suppliers.

• People realized it was o.k. to say "I'm sorry".

• Action plans focused needed improvements.

• Turf battles ceased, conversations started.

• LineB of communication opened.

• Increased awareness on perception of service.

• Encouraged more employee empowerment and celebration of

exceptional customer service.

• Had an affect on outage activities, including a reduced

radiation dosage at the last outage.
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SUMMARY

INTERNAL CUSTOMER SERVICE EXCELLENCE is a common sense way of

business that allows us to be more effective, efficient, and

productive. Our service excellence approach provides quality

services to meet the needs of our customers. By training over

4,000 of our personnel in "Internal Customer Service" or "GOOFY"

school, their internal customer awareness and service wisdom has

developed. As Chip Bell and Ron Zetnke said in their publication

SERVICE WISDOM,

"Service Wisdom - at the top, in the middle, and

at the front line is perhaps more than anything

else, about pride, about caring, about winning,

about success and about how everyone of us

feels when we have tackled a tough job, come

through for the customer, and seen the satisfaction

and pleasure that it brings."

The benefits from the training indicate the value of the

investment.

ASK ME ABOUT "GOOFY"? It can either be the loveable Disney

character or it could mean:

GIVING OCR OPTIMUM FOR YOU.

IS IT TIME FOR YOUR TEAM TO GET GOOFY?
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Management and Supervisory Training:
Changing the Culture/System

Lynn F. Martin
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
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MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY TRAINING
Changing the Culture/System

Introduction:
Changing a culture mean* changing the system that operates the culture.

Training that solves systems problems deals not only with the training of
conventional skills, but also with implementation of improvements in
the system that eliminate the conflicts that stop operation. This means
attacking the real culprit, "the system", and not the people who manage or
work within the organization. By attacking the system rather than the
employee, attitudes can then change, and changes in the culture take place.

Professional development training courses, and a unique promoting
appraisal system have been combined in the form of a training matrix and
are being used as a culture change agent. This training and system
modification is currently being implemented within the Nuclear
Materials Processing Division of the Savannah River Site. It is designed to
help solve the systems problems of managers and supervisors while
enabling subordinates to develop themselves professionally, and starts
with a promoting appraisal between a manager and a subordinate. These
easy to apply appraisals are becoming an integral part of the business
system, and result in giving a manager greater control over business
change and greater influence over the work each employee accomplishes.

Problem:

For those who are avid readers of the newspaper and business journals it
is fairly easy to compare the rules of business life ten years ago with the
rapid changes in those rules today and discover that the rate at which our
business cultures are changing is increasing.

Until fairly recently a person could expect to work for one employer for
his entire working life and then retire. A person who enters the job
market today may be expected not only to change employers frequently but
to also to change professions several times before retirement. This is a
symptom of rapid change.
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Change is a fact of Life, it is usually painful, disorienting, and brngs
added stress to an already stress filled life. As a result, fear of changing the
rules under which a person operates, tends to cause the average person to
deny the need to change rather than facing it squarely. A company must
not make this mistake or the employment of thousands may be in
jeopardy as well as the existence of the company itself.

If I let change take place around me and act only when I am acted upon I
become reactive. I react as a result of the action of some other influence.
If, on the other hand, I wish to control my own life and destiny, I have to
decide to act and plan ahead to make it happen. I have no other choice. If
I chose to make no decision then I have effectively decided to allow
circumstances or other people to control my life.1 In business terms; I
either act and plan ahead or I decide by default to put out fires one after
another as they are created by others. If I choose the latter course I
effectively hide my head in the sand.

At the Savannah River Site in the Nuclear Materials Processing Division
we have decided to take control of our own culture change and to be the
ones who create the changes2 rather than reacting to the changes imposed
upon us. To do this we in the training group are placing ourselves at the
service of the managers within the organizations we serve to find the real
problems the managers needed to have solved, and to find genuine
training solutions to those problems.

There are several major reasons for starting this process with middle
level managers. First, middle level managers directly create the every day
working environment for their subordinates and secondly, these
individuals bear the weight of problems coining down from above while
being responsible for direct operation of their facilities, so usually
appreciate having some of their burdens made lighter. We hoped that by
involving this motivated group of managers we might establish a genuine
value for the training solutions we might suggest, and be virtually assured
of the training being used in the future. To win their support seemed
crucial, and being of true service to each of these managers seemed to be
the very best route.
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Process:
The process adopted was to interview the managers and gather the

common threads. It was hoped that this information might represent the
core problems of each manager. Then by obtaining the verification by
these "subject matter experts" that we were on the right track it was hoped
that the seeds of the core solutions would be found within the core
problems, and that the solutions might in some way include training.

The Separations organization was selected and interviews were
conducted with 23 of the 28 of the middle level managers within that
organization (82%).

In order to determine the needs perceived by these managers open
ended questions were asked:
#1- The personal character traits I would like in all of the personnel in my
organization are
#2- If I could hire the perfect employee to work for me I would describe
them as
(These two questions usually received a very good response, but additional
questions were asked:)
#3- If I were just starting out today, fresh out oi school, I would appreciate
someone telling me that
#4- If I could get rid of my five worst headaches some of my employees
would have to have been trained to
#5- If we had an evaluation system dependent solely upon performance
where personalities were not an issue it would have to

The following are excerpts from the responses: (Lighiiy summarized and
in narrative form. The summaries were approved by each middle level
manager before they were used as part of the study. The interviews were
in private and one and a half to 3 hours in length.)

One manager said that he needs each employee to be, "motivated to seek
information even when if s not fun, inquisitive, assertive, and one who,
shares bad news, and then when they have found the problem they can
have fun solving it." He continued by saying, "Each person needs to be
their own individual project manager, and be able to define problems,
allocate time, establish objectives and dates and, communicate with
management. They should, interact, set priorities and make it happen."
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Another person said, "I need an employee that is honest, and has
integrity. I believe in people and find that people generally behave in a
manner consistent with my expectations, however when a breach in
honesty occurs it disrupts my trust in a person creating a breach of trust.
This breach of trust tends to make me micro manage, and creates long
range problems for both of us. Demonstrated performance is checked
against what the person says they are going to do. If a situation changes
after a commitment is made a person has only to inform me and there is
no breach of trust."

A third manager said that they needed an employee who could be
described to have 'loyalty, self motivation, initiative to work on their
own, who has the desire to get the job done correctly, and receive the self
satisfaction of doing it right with minimum supervision." This manager
also stated that the ideal employee should, "have a desire to grow".

A fourth manager wanted an employee who had "positive attitudes, was
inquisitive and could work well with people".

A fifth manager wr nted a person who was "honest, candid, trustworthy,
positive, and had leadership," stating that "the leadership of the future is
called servant leadership. This person is like the glue that holds things
together. You don't really see him, but when he's missing you miss him
terribly!"

Each manager verified the summary of their responses and from these
summaries was derived sixteen (16) of the seventeen (17) criterion of
employability (i.e. what any person needs to retain employment). The
identification of the Seventeenth (17th) criterion was through use of a
questionnaire which provided several types of additional information. It
also identified the value each manager had for each criterion as they
applied to each of the nine (9) major levels of employment within the
organization, from the lowest level of hourly wage roll employee through
the highest level of middle level manager. (Senior management levels
were not assessed.)
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The questionnaire asked for a split assessment. Those who supervise
others and those who are not charged with supervision responsibilities.

The last question in the questionnaire asked if additional criteria could
be added, and respondents were asked to make suggestions that would
improve the questionnaire for future use.

To be of service to managers the main purpose of this effort was to
determine the perceptions of managers regarding the needs of their
organization, not to gather facts, since from the point of view of a manager
a perception is a fact that is acted upon. In order to obtain a complete
spectrum of perceived needs the questionnaire was designed to:

1- Simplify criteria definitions for understandability
2- Eliminate overlaps in criteria
3- Fill any gaps in criteria
4- Jointly create a training product to obtain a partial management
buy-in to training solutions to be suggested later
5- Create a tool to be used repeatedly in the future to adjust the
training thrust within an organization

The questionnaire is based on a scale of one (1) to ten (10) ranging from a
"No Need" at one, to a "Critical Need" at ten, with no verbal identification
of the numbers from two (2) through nine (9). (In this way the prejudices
any person might have for the relative number equivalent of a definition
is eliminated and the results would tend to represent a linear continuum
rather than a curve.)

One hundred percent (100%) of the twenty eight (28) mid level
managers within the organization answered the questionnaire. Criteria
definitions developed were:
Trustworthiness!

Honor; Security consciousness; Keeping confidences.
Accoun tab il ity:
Responsible and Accountable even when something goes wrong.
Listening:

Understanding assignments; Obtaining information; Comprehending and
assessing others' points of view.
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Writing:
Writing dear and understandable instructions and messages;
Communicating complex ideas and accurately passing information.
Self Starting:
Taking the initiative; Self Starting.
Analyzing:
Analyzing to see all options; Finding all resources available; Deciding on
the best alternatives; Optimizing decisions; Reaching accurate conclusions.
Positive Influence:
Positively influencing other persons; Team building; Improving the
effectiveness of a group from any position one may occupy within the
organization.
Speaking:
Speaking clearly and accurately; Influencing others via conversation.
Drive:
Knowing the ways and means to shoulder a problem and succeed despite
road blocks and detours.
Solving Problems:
Dedicated to "win-win" and multiple winning solutions to business
problems.
Planning:
Using methods of planning ahead to assure future success.
Growing:
Growing; Willing to pay the price to improve personal effectiveness;
Desiring adventure; Motivation; Creativity.
Mentoring (sponsoring):
Mentoring others to help them succeed; Training and counseling others
both technically and in human relations; Willing to give valuable
experience-based advice.
Promoting:
Promoting the organization and seeking new organizational
opportunities; Protecting the organization from hazards; Creating positive
change, and developing vision.
Crisis Management:
Welcoming changes; Turning upsets into benefits; Sense of Humor under
trying circumstances.
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Computer Literacy:
Use of conputer software in writing, and other communication;
Optimizing time by computer usage; Computer literacy.
Organization Management:
Using organizational management skills in: Optimizing production; Use
of money; Business strategies.

Results:
A graph (figure 1) shows the value these middle level managers place in

the criteria that resulted from their own expression of the problems they
face as a supervisor. Another graph (figure 2) for a non-supervisor shows
a different order for all but three criteria, trustworthiness, accountability
and writing. A third composite graph (figure 3) compares the supervisory
graph with the non-supervisory graph, and highlights the ideal increase in
mastery for a supervisor. The average increase in need for the criteria is
eighteen percent (18%), (within this particular organization and from the
point of view of these particular managers). The same skills and attitudes
are needed for both the supervisor or the non-supervisor yet in a different
order. The key then is that within this organization to move up to the
position of a supervisor there is an eighteen percent (16%) increase in
overall need for the skills and attitudes identified.

The value of this questionnaire tool then is to allow each different
organization to use it and to develop a unique profile of needs for the
particular organization. A professional trainer using this tool must always
be willing to modify the questionnaire and to add any additional criteria
that the managers feel are necessary. In fact, success may well be reflected
in the future need for change in the tool as successful training courses chip
away at large problems and reduce them in size so that other less
important problems become relatively more important to the
organization.

Training Problem:
The managers expressed what amounted to a cry for help, a need for

solutions that effected attitudes first and then skills second.
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There is a real problem when it comes to training people in many of
these criteria, since conventional training is designed primarily to teach
skills, not to affect attitudes and change the business system. This honest
assessment identifies criteria that are each combinations of attitudes and
skills, and can not be ignored. In reality this is exactly what we wanted
from the managers to enable us as a training organization to attack and
change the system and develop a greater value for training as a system
modifier as well as a skill builder. Rather than treating the symptoms this
is an opportunity to solve some of the real problems that created the need
for training in the first place.

Some months were spent attacking the problem and trying to find if any
training existed that actually affected attitudes and in trying to make sense
of the data. (The solutions are simple after you get liit over the head with
them!) Part of the key to findings the solutions was in not listening too
closely to the managers request to train faulty attitudes out of their
subordinates. It lies in looking at the skills and attitudes of the managers
and supervisors themselves who represent the major influence in the
environment in which their subordinates work.

When a statistical analysis of all of the information for both the
supervisor and the non-supervisor positions is completed an interesting
discovery can be made. The problems (see figure 4) prioritized as numbers
one (1) through three (3) are so glaring in the managers' eyes that the
managers tend not to see the solutions that they themselves identified as
priorities four (4) through seven (7). This shows a tendency for these
managers to place first the criteria that represent the major problems of
their subordinates and place last the criteria over which the managers
have direct control. As if these managers were saying, "The problems of
my people are so big that I fail to see the solutions that I as a manager can
implement."

Solutions:
A successful solution will attack the real problem rather than the

symptoms, and must not attack the managers personally. It should
include a system change that is less painful than the status quo and some
training that would teach managers to implement the reaJ solutions.
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1-Team Building: (attitude modifier) (the way people work together is the
system)

Managers can be taught the skills of team building, to change the
organizations work environment, to allow the changed environment to
work on changing the attitudes of their employees. This will be much
more effective than trying to train new attitudes into employees. By
changing the environment a system change will have occurred within the
organization, and will have occurred by skills training.

The foundation of a good team building course is TRUST. (Using the
language of the managers criteria.) 'If I trust an employee that individual
tends to trust me and desires to become accountable. Becoming
accountable, the person then wants to become self starting and to display
drive to get the job done, and that means analyzing to solve problems and
planning ahead. To plan ahead is to grow and to apply the very best crisis
management technique, which is to take control of crises and plan them
away before they happen, and all because of trust."

Two articles written by Donald Tosti of Vanguard Consulting Group Inc.
on trust and partnering will help to tie loose ends. (See references items 3.
and 4.)

2-Total Quality: (attitude modifier) (a system modifier which affects the
way a team of people works together)

What is total quality? In essence total quality in an organization exists
when an individual within it becomes personally accountable and reliable.
A total quality course allows the problem to be attacked from a second
angle. Total quality starts with the individual accepting responsibility for
their own life and circumstances, so has the potential of working even
when a manager is not willing to change the work environment by team
building. Therefore a total quality attitude in an employee can succeed
even when team building training of a manager fails.

When the skills of Team Building and of Total Quality are assessed
against the attitudes and skills of each of the criterion these two courses
impact every one of the attitudes the managers wanted changed in the 17
criteria.
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3-Promoting Appraisals: (attitude and skill modifier) (a direct
modification to the system/the way we do business)

The combination solution of team building and total quality is optimized
by applying a technique that is being used by one of the outstanding
managers in the Nuclear Materials Processing Division. This individual
dedicates a full day each time he evaluates his people and writes down the
actions he has observed in regard to a list of some 50 criteria. He sits down
with each of his subordinates and spends up to three hours with each one
of them going over what he has observed. He then helps them select
three "opportunity" areas such that when significant growth in these areas
takes place the effect will be to change the perceptions of himself, their
peers, and those with whom they work outside of the organization. He
said, " They just take off!"

In speaking to these subordinates the distinct impression came over me
that I was looking at individuals who were two levels higher than what I
know to be their current levels within the organization. One young
professional said, "my boss should be two levels higher." I didn't tell her
then that I thought that she should be two levels higher, but pondered
over a method that might be acceptable for the mass of managers who
might not be willing to spend 10 to 12 hours appraising each subordinate.
From this a Promoting Appraisal was added to the combination solution
in which a manager and subordinate sit down with the results of the
questionnaire and plan training courses that will both satisfy the managers
needs and the needs of the subordinate at the same time. The result is
further optimized when team building, and total quality courses are
married to other training courses, and are presented in an atmosphere of
mentoring (sponsoring) and promoting.

4-Training Matrix: (the results of the questionnaire used as a tool)
A list of training courses available both on site (unique to the Savannah

River Site) and off (vendor courses) have been numbered and assessed
according to the criteria each one could potentially affect. These have been
placed as numbers on a matrix produced from the results of the
questionnaire. (See figure 5 and the blow up oi the upper left hand corner
of figure 5, presented as figure 6, with training course numbers added)
Employment level is on the vertical axis and the employability criteria on
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the horizontal. This matrix allows a manager to easily see the training
courses that might be chosen to solve thorny personnel problems and to
develop their people.

In addition, to help each manager and subordinate to make rational
decisions the questionnaire information taken from the managers
responses can be placed on Mac Draw II software to produce a shaded
matrix (See figure 7) which can be used along with the numbered training
matrix. The darker the shading the greater the assessed need as described
by the manager for the individuals within that particular organization.
(This is based upon the same scale as the questionnaire from 1 <white> to
10 <black> but grouping two adjacent numbers (i.e. 1 &2 are white, 3 &4
are lightly grey, 5&6 are medium grey, 7 &8 are dark grey, and 9 & 10 are
black), because of limitations of the software and of copying machines.)

The shaded matrix created from the results of the questionnaire
translated into shades of black and white may then be given to each
manager with the instructions to show it to their subordinates in a private
promoting appraisal to help set up a growth path using training as the
vehicle. (An advanced version of the two matrices can be produced which
combines both matrices into one. (See figure 8)

This is an attack from a fourth angle. First by team building training of
the manager, second by total quality training of the work group, third by
the promoting appraisal, and fourth by use of the training matrix. When
used as a means to enroll employees into training this matrix system can
be used to develop a trust relationship between a manager and
subordinate even when the manager is not very personable. Doing this
the manager is aided to be perceived by the employee as caring about
individual growth and may be perceived as being a sponsor or a mentor of
the employee.

Training Benefits:
By adding another tool to the matrix, a planning sheti (figure 9), a

manager can add the names of the courses that are most needed even
before the interview and can then plan with the employee and add any
additional courses for individual development. This in itself tends to
open candid communication, to get people into training, to allow for
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rational planning ahead and may tend to solve a managers personnel
problems even before they start.

When this planning sheet is sent on to the training organization the
summation of these training courses will allow for advanced planning
and subcontracting to save both time and training costs.

Cascading Training: (Selling training solutions to upper levels of
management and cascading the selling effort down through the
organization) (A system modification via training of management)

Among training organizations the standard lament seems to be lack of
management support. As a promotional effort, and to place the training—
via system modification into the values of the organization, a cascading
approach to introduce the use of the matrix is highly recommended. In
staff meetings a short presentation as to the direct benefits of the matrix
system which managers have created (with the services of the training
organization) can be presented to the highest levels of managers within a
work organization. This effort can then be cascaded downward into the
organization with each manager being given a questionnaire and the tools
to use the matrix.

Several messages are given the manager by this process.
1- "If we (the managers) helped to created it, it must be of value."
2- "If those who supervise me value this training system, I need to apply

it."

Four Level System Thrust:
A Four level system thrust is the result. The problem is attacked on the

level of the individual manager with team building. Next the group
including the manager is effected by total quality training. This is followed
by implementation of a questionnaire based training matrix and presented
in a promoting appraisal, for the individual level. And finally on the
organizational level the cascading training of managers establishes value
for the training produced. Four levels that virtually stack the cards in
favor of success.
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The Bottom Line:
By making the individual manager a partner in the change process, we

in training attempt to enable them to become partners in creating and
modifying change.

The bottom line is that the organization (including training), the
manager, and the employee may all be positively influenced and may
even be mutually promoting.

(For those who desire to implement this approach within their own
organization examples of actual training course list, questionnaire, course
catalog, shaded and numbered matrices, and other training tools may be
requested from the author via the symposium organization.)
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THE COACHING NETWORK:

A MODEL FOR CONDUCTING AND MANAGING LEARNING

Jennifer G. Rudd MA

Plutonium Recovery and Lab Training Department
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and

Eric Smith Ph.D.

Di vision of Research, Evaluation, and Development

University of Northern Colorado

ABSTRACT
The Coaching Network is a mechanism for continually instructing and providing feed-

back to the learner during and after formal instruction. Six conditions necessary for the

implementation of a Coaching Network are discussed. Use of the Coaching Network

leads to improved performance, independent learning, improved skill/knowledge, and

goal/objective setting.

OBJECTIVES
Two objectives have been developed to drive and evaluate this presentation.

• the participants will be able to state the goal and definition of the Coaching Network

end

• the participants \. ill be able tc describe the process, model, and results of the Coach-

ing Network as it applies to industry and academic settings.

INTRODUCTION
The instructors goal is to improve the performance of the students. That performance

may be the ability to efficiently complete a task or the ability to seek out a solution to a

problem. Unfortunately, instruction occurs with no guarantee that the students will

actually use what was learned. Therefore, additional methods must be utilized to

ensure continual learning transfer. The Coaching Network has been developed from the

analysis of athletic coaching strategies, instructional strategies and management tech-

niques and is utilized to provide continual instruction and feedback to the learner.
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DEFINITION OF COACHING

An individual/small group process of interaction among coach and team members with

the expected outcome of independent performance (Rudd & Smith, 1990).

THE COACHING NETWORK

The Coaching Network involves seven steps; listed below:

1. Identify institutional philosophy,

2. Determine personal philosophy,

3. Create positive environment,

4. Develop team goals and objectives,

5. Develop personal goals and objectives related to team goals and objec-

tives,

6. Orchestrate individual and small group assignments related to tasks of

the group and

7. Evaluation of coaching process and progress toward all goals.

In identifying the institutional philosophy, the coach must determine the institutional

goals and attitudes toward goal attainment and employees. The institutional attitudes

will have a constraining effect on implementation options for coaching and team build-

ing.

The identification of personal philosophy and its "fit" with the institutional philosophy

is critical for the success of the Coaching Network. If the personal philosophy is in

conflict with the institutional philosophy, development of effective teams will be ham-

pered at best. Beyond the "fit" of the philosophy, the coach must identify the manage-

ment approach that will be used to motivate the team members. Personal goals and how

those goals relate to the members of the team and the institution must be identified. The

relationship among the coach and team members must be determined (e.g. formal,

informal). Linked to this relationship is the identification of the leadership style used by

the coach.

Creation and maintenance of a positive environment includes communication paths

(both formal and informal), information availability, appropriate support (both indi-
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vidual and small group), availability of appropriate resources (for example, key people,

hardware, software, course materials, library materials), and feedback mechanisms

(including cheerleader and mentoring). In addition, positive attitudes and collaborative

effort must be encouraged. As part of the environment, instruction must be provided.

This instruction is both formal, a classroom, and informal, on the job training. Finally,

care must be taken to build self-esteem on the part of each team member. This can be

done through both formal and informal means. A positive environment does not mean

a lack of discipline or consequences for inappropriate behaviors of team members.

However, consequences are made dear prior to problems arising and are fairly and

impartially administered.

In order to function, a team must have goals. Those goals may be defined by the admin-

istration (institution) or the coach, but they are most effective if the team members have

a part in the decision. This leads to "buy-in" and motivation to attain the goals.

Development of individual goals/objectives requires a one-on-one approach, with the

coach working individually with each team member, setting goals that are achievable,

challenging, and fit with the team goal.

Orchestration of individual and small group assignments is a management problem.
The coach must coordinate the assignments, whether they are classroom assignments or
work tasks, so that they are focussed on achieving the team (and in so doing, individual)
goals.

Evaluation of the coaching process and progress toward all goals/objectives is an on-

going process. Results of the evaluation are used to modify team relationships, goals,

tasks, and access to resources, support, and information to improve the success of the

team. Success is measured in terms of:

• progress toward goals/objectives and

• attainment of goals/objectives.

The outcomes of the evaluation process include:
• identification of individual needs,

• identification of problems with the coaching process, and
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• identification of new goals.

THE COACHING CHAIN

The Coaching Chain model, Figure 1, represents the interaction of each team member

with information, support, and resources needed to improve performance and or knowl-

edge on the job. The support and resources needed include fellow team members; in

effect each member becomes a peer coach. The coaching process also occurs from team

member to subordinate and superordinate teams. As the process evolves, the additional

links in the chain are formed. It is the chain and its growth that underlies the success or

failure G5 a coaching model for management.

resources

coaching
information

support
—
resources coachm

*— —

informati

support

Figure 1. The Coaching Network

In conclusion, several results are gained frcm implementing this process:

• Improve skill/knowledge mastery,

• Improve independent learning, goal setting, achievement, and perfor-

mance,

• Increased group cohesion leading to improved performance, and

• Improved performance leads to increased production.
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SUPERVISORY TRAINING :
FROM SELF AWARENESS TO LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Michael Kelly

ABSTRACT

This presentation will trace the development of the New
York Power Authority's three-phase first line supervisory training
curriculum. In twenty-two days of classroom training, this program
follows our new supervisors though their first two years on the job.

The objectives of this presentation are to:
Share the ups and downs experienced during the three
years it took to design and fully implement the
program.
Describe the rationale for, and content of, each of the
program's three phases.
Describe the corporate impact of the training,
including the unexpected demand by higher level staff
for similar comprehensive management development
programs.

Topics covered will include management support, needs
assessment, program design and evolution, and training impact.

In the early summer of 1987, one of our Nuclear Generation Department vice

presidents requested thai our training group develop a comprehensive supervisory skills

program for newly promoted supervisors. He asked that we design it for all our plants

(including nuclear facilities), and also informed us that he had discussed the concept with

the President. In addition, he was excited to report that the President was giving us his

complete support and wa; very eager to see the first presentation of the program that

September.
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Excited that senior management, particularly our nuclear management, was

suddenly advocating a company-wide program to address management training, I was

beside myself. We had suddenly been given, in only five minutes, a mandate to create

the beginnings of the kind or the organization-wide training program we had always

dreamed of, but always had hesitated to ask for. It was a wonderful opportunity for the

whole operating side of our company to experience training and indoctrination - a

wonderful opportunity for them to all start their supervisory careers with same message

about the how the New York Power Authority wanted them to manage their people, and

with the same understanding of senior management's expectations.

I thought about this for a moment and said, "We can never make this happen.

September is just too soon. We need to do extensive needs analysis to determine course

content and length."

The reply I received was simple." The length should be as long as it has to be,

even three or four weeks. The content should cover the basic skills every supervisor

needs. Since September is too soon, when this fall do you think we can deliver?"

Convinced that reason was not prevailing, the only reply I could manage was, "I'm

not sure. Til have to get back to you later today."

After venting to my boss (and to anyone else who would listen), I began to realize

that I should not forego the opportunity to implement a potentially significant program

like this. Despite my concern over the lack of time to conduct a needs assessment, and

my worry that this "bottom up" approach was contrary to traditional thinking that

management development must be "top down," I committed to delivering the first

session of our comprehensive new supervisory training program in October, barely four

months away.
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The four core management areas are: interpersonal relations, leadership, problem

solving and decision making, and developing people (FIGURE 1). For each of these

core areas, we have identified key principles that form the foundations for supervision at

the New York Power Authority. For each of these ten foundations, we have identified

critical knowledge, attitudes, and skills which drive the content of the program.

(FIGURE 2).

For example, one of the foundations of interpersonal relations is: "listen to what

people say - make sure you understand what they mean." The key knowledge associated

with this foundation includes listening techniques, knowledge of one's owe bias and

prejudices, and human behavior principles. This knowledge will hopefully support

attitudes that include the desire to help people, tolerance of different views, and a non-

judgmental attitude. The skills involved here include the ability to put employees at

ease, to listen for both content and emotions, to acknowledge and express feelings, and

to verify understanding. Each of the ten foundations has a similar set of skills, attitudes,

and bodies of knowledge which are covered during the program.

Since this program seeks to instill new attitudes, present theory, and build skills,

we utilize a wide range of instructional approaches. A typical day might begin with a

brief lecture on a particular foundation including relevant theory and research. This

would then be followed by an assessment activity or instrument designed to give the

participant an idea of his or her current sldll level, And then by a lecture on related

skills. Skill demonstration by the instructor or on videotape would follow, after which

students would have a chance to practice what they've learned. This might involve a

role-play requiring the participant to demonstrate how the new skills would be employed

back on the job. The instructor then provides the necessary feedback and coaching.
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Titled Supervisory Skills Training, our first program began with considerable

fanfare. The President of our company spoke during the first morning about the

importance of skills training, the increasingly competitive nature of our business, and

about the vital role that first-line supervisors play in the success of our organization.

During the course of the three weeks of instruction, several senior vice presidents and

plant managers visited the program to demonstrate their support.

The content of our effort consisted of a collection of various management and

communication programs, some of which were drawn from the ANSI 3.1 standards for

nuclear operators. Also included were various company-specific pieces in the areas of

labor relations, budgeting and finance, safety, EEO, and prevention of sexual harassment.

Filling the three weeks with worthwhile material proved to be no problem. Participants

rated this first-time program as excellent, and reported that it was a great way to begin

their supervisory careers.

Despite the reported success of the program, we began a systematic redesign of

the program immediately. Our changes were based on an organization-wide needs

assessment, which included interview and survey data from over 200 first-line supervisors

and their managers. As expected, this assessment resulted in major revisions in program

content and focus. Working with both in-house and contract resources, the new program

now focused on the most immediate needs of newly-promoted supervisors.

Today, the program is taught exclusively with in-house staff. It covers four core

management skills areas, as well as labor relations practices, and skills needed for

making the transition to supervision.
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Foundations of Supervision

Listen to
what people say;

make sure you un-
derstand what they

Focus on
situations, issues,

and behaviors; avoid
' making personal attacks

Maintain a person's
self-confidence and

self-esteem

Interpersonal
Relations

Give credit
where credit is

due; acknowledge
the steady, good, and]

excellent work of
everyone who

works with & / P r o v l d e

tor you > ^ timely con-
sidered feedback,

both positive and
constructive

Lead by example, not
by words

Irshp
rob\ Develop! Provide opportunity for

SolvingAPeopI^/ growth and excellence
Decision

Demonstrate
initiative, do

what it takes to
resolve, improve, or

correct situations

Make
decisions;

especially the
tough r-nes

Develop
yourself

There are ten basic tenets upon which effective supervision is based. These form
the Foundations of Supervision. They are practical principles you can use in
your everyday actions to have a powerfully positive impact on people and build
constructive relationships with others.

Figure 1
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FOUNDATIONS OF SUPERVISION
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You can see that we place a heavy emphasis throughout the program on looking

at "real Me" situations by continually asking participants to examine how the skills and

techniques covered can be applied back at the plant. The use of short, fast-paced

instruction and activities keeps the participants moving. Despite the length of the

program, enthusiasm has remained high throughout.

We also place very high piiority on self assessment. Experience showed us that

supervisors, like all of us, tend to assume they have all kinds of positive behaviors that

others don't seem to experience. Therefore we spend a great deal of time particularly in

this first phase of the curriculum providing different opportunities for people to gain a

more accurate understanding of what their behavior really looks like to others and to

understand more fully how that behavior is likely to effect the people they lead.

The program continues to receive great support from our senior management.

Phil Bayne, our President, has traveled to Albany, New York, to attend the first day of

each program since our first session in 1987. Other executives from both the operating

side and the financial side of the business have also spoken at the program.

As a result of both the carefully designed content, and the overwhelming support

demonstrated by senior management, our supervisory curriculum has expanded to

include two follow-up programs. These are a one-week management skills program and

a two-and a-half day coaching skills program.

The one week follow-up program is called Management Skills Training. It was

designed to help the experienced supervisor refine his or her skills in four key areas:

communication skills; leadership; goal-setting; and problem-solving and planning.

Utilizing the knowledge and experience of the incumbent supervisors, this program
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focuses almost exclusively on skill building and includes very little new theory. Much of

the learning in this highly interactive program takes place through the use of experiential

learning activities and simulations.

As in our three week program, we emphasize student participation and the

development of real world applications. For example, in the problem-solving and

panning module, each participant is expected to utilize the problem-solving and planning

model to address a current problem they are facing. This includes presentation of work

to one of the instructors and is followed by feedback and recommendations.

Successful transfer of skills back to the job requires that supervisors believe not

only that these skills will be helpful, but that they can successfully perform the skill.

Essentially, supervisors are saying "show me." Through repeated practice and lots of

direct feedback, our program provides opportunities to try out new behaviors and to

raise participants' comfort level to a point where they are willing to use the new skills.

Follow-up evaluations with participants and their supervisors support our

conclusion that *ku?s are actually being used back on the job. For example, sixty-three

percent of participants' supervisors reported a "significant increase" in communication

skills six months after the program.

Approximately 12 - 18 months after completing the Management Skills program,

participants attend a 2\ day intensive program on Coaching for Superior Performance.

This phase of the curriculum focuses on the "nuts and bolts" of the supervisor's

leadership role - managing performance on a day to day basis. Attempting to r.nsure

that supervisors are able interact with direct reports in an effective way, the content

places major emphasis on the leader's role in building commitment in followers to

produce superior results. We take a good deal of time exploring ways to understand i;he

followers needs from the follower's perspective on the premise that commitment, the key
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component to superior performance, is left to the discretion of the follower. Thus, it is

the leader's responsibility to create an environment where the follower wants to "go the

extra mile" and produce exceptional results.

Building on the communication and leadership modules in phase two, the

program focuses on the leader in two coaching modes - guiding and confronting.

Guiding, or helping employees solve problems, is a conversation largely initiated by the

follower. The skills utilized are involving, or drawing the employee into the

conversation, mutually exploring the isrue, and allowing the employee to generate their

own solution without giving them the answer. Resolving is a process of reaching a

mutually agreed upon action plan to solve the problem. Tbe leader's role is to provide

support, feedback and suggestions only as needed.

Confronting is the coaching conversation largely initiated by the leader and is

used to address performance problems. It utilizes the same skills in the guiding

conversation, with specific emphasis on "dropping the agenda," or managing the defenses

and resistance of the employee to reach a mutually agreed upon solution while keeping

his/her commitment and self-respect in tact. The challenge for the leader here is to

focus on change, not blame, and recognize any presence of a "need to be right" or "the

boss".

The program provides intensive practice and feedback sessions as well as video

modeling to help the supervisor solidity the theories and skills of coaching and raise

confidence to utilize the tools back on the job. Evaluations of the program have

consistently indicated this program as meeting some critical needs of the supervisor to

build strong and productive relationships with their direct reports.
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In total our first line curriculum includes twenty-two and one-half days of

instruction and is typically completed in approximately twenty-four to thirty months.

Spread out of the first two years of a new supervisors career our company feels the

overall program serves an important role in building skills and helps new supervisors to

recognize the importance of leadership and management. Technical expertise is no

longer the only skill we expect our supervisors develop.

As I stated at the beginning of this presentation, I entered into the development

with great concern. Those concerns were misplaced. I learned that compromising

methodological standards to meet time demands was acceptable as long as those

standards were quickly reinstated. Ultimately it has been the support and commitment

of senior management as much as the systematic design and development which has

sustained the program.

My second major concern at the start was that management development efforts

must start at the top to succeed. Although I still believe that this is the preferred way, I

now know with out question that it is not the only way. One of the best indicators that

we have succeeded with our first line program is the broad based support we have

received for the implementation of a company wide middle management curriculum. It

is difficult to explain how wonderful it was during the needs assessment process to

repeatedly have department heads at our plants complain about the organization

providing "first-line managers with all this great training and we get nothing." This is a

complaint that I certainly thought I would never hear and one which training staff is

excited to answer.

With our first line curriculum firmly in place and with our middle management

curriculum about to begin, I can't help but be thankful that our senior management was

not willing to accept "We can"t do that."
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OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS - SELECTED OBSERVATIONS

Michael W. Kirk
Nuclear Management and Resources Council

ABSTRACT

The operations and maintenance (O&M) costs associated with nuclear
power plants have been rising continuously over the past decade.
The Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NtfMARC) has
undertaken an examination of this Issue to determine what
components of O&M costs are driven by regulatory activity.
Observers from various perspectives within the nuclear industry
have cited staffing, outages, training, and management structure
among others as large contributors to O&M costs. NUMARC is
currently analyzing utility cost data to isolate the regulatory
components for further action.

For the past few months, NUMARC has been examining an issue that has

become increasingly challenging in the past few years: operations and

maintenance cost*. We are all aware of the problem. O&M costs have increased

dramatically in recent years. Since 1981, costs have increased by 75% when

adjusted for inflation. Also in recent years, public utility commissions have

grown more and lore prone to require prudency hearings in areas that once were

considered a normal utility expense.

I would like to take a few minutes to share with you some observations

on the overall O&M cost issue. These are not necessarily my views, but those

of utility representatives with whom we have had discussions. Their

perspectives range from corporate offices to plant sites, from utility CEOs to

control room operators.

First, allow me to give you some background on NUMARC's inquiry inte the

rise of O&M costs. Through its advisory structure, NUMARC was tasked with

examining the role that regulatory requirements play in raising O&M costs. Bv

determining the extent to which regulation influenced costs, and in what

areas, NUMARC felt that it could concentrate its efforts on thosd areas to
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limit further Increases. One ground rule placed upon the NUWWRC staff was to
conduct this Inquiry with the least possible burden on its member utilities.
To this end, It was decided to use existing industry cost information nther
than ask utilities to expend more time and manpower in collecting data for new
studies. To get our information, we reviewed previous cost studies and other
industry literature, interviewed a variety of utility personnel, consulted
other industry groups working on the O&M problem, and visited utilities that
had shown proficiency in controlling costs.

In an ideal world, I would be able to stand before you and announce that

regulation accounts for "X" percent of the O&M cost increase in categories A,

B, and C. We would then be able to address those categories in an appropriate

manner. Unfortunately, the problem is not that clear-cut. The dilemma of 0&M

costs does not lend itself to easy examination. For a variety of reasons, the

area is very difficult to analyze. Consider the following:

1. No single data base of meaningful cost information exists for the entire

nuclear power industry. Every year, each utility provides the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission with an abundance of O&M cost data on what

is known as the FERC Form 1. All FERC For® 1 information is publicly

available, and articles based upon It are found in industry publications

like Nuclear News and Nucleonics Week. The unwieldy format of the data,

however, renders it of little value for serious O&M analysis. The FERC

categories are very broad and imprecise. They do not reflect the costs

associated with functional areas actually in use at utilities. For

example, all operations supervision and engineering costs are lumped

together In one classification under the FERC method. This is

inconsistent with actual activity-based accounting practices. At best,

the FERC information can give a vague picture of the O&M landscape, but

it paints with too broad a brush for any real detail.

Unlike the FERC information, another industry data base exists that is

more representative of how utilities conduct business. This is

maintained by the Electric Utility Cost Group (EUCG), an association of

utilities that compile and sh^re cost information annually. A majority

of nuclear utilities are members of EUCG. This data base formats its
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information by activities such as security, health physics, quality
assurance, etc. While the EUCG data reflects the costs of utility
functions far better than the FERC information, it has some limitations.
For instance, not all nuclear plants are included in the data base and,
for those that are, only about five years' worth of cost figures exists.

2. Detailed utility information on O&M costs is often difficult to obtain.

Not surprisingly, utilities are reluctant to release cost figures.

Inadvertent disclosure of the data could affect the outcome of rate

cases before state public utility commissions. Activist groups could

also use the information to support a certain position for anti-nuclear

campaigns. When information is divulged to other groups, maintaining

its security is a vital concern. The Electric Utility Cost Group, for

example, is a repository for a large amount of detailed cost

information. It is very sensitive to the confidentiality of its

members' data, refusing to reveal it to outside organizations.

3. Accounting methods vary greatly between utilities. For various reasons,

one utility may choose to capitalize an expenditure that another utility

may treat as an expense. One example is design basis reconstitution.

Some utilities view design basis reconstitution as a capital project

while others fund it directly from their O&M budgets. Differences in

accounting methods complicate the comparison of cost data between

utilities. The absence of standardized accounting protocols in the

industry makes it difficult to compare "apples to apples." Considering

NUMARC*s assignment to examine the regulatory component of O&M costs,

present accounting methods present an additional challenge. Under

existing systems, regulatory-driven O&M activities cannot be readily

distinguished from discretionary activities. Some distinctions can be

made, but only with the expenditure of much time and effort.

In May of 1990, NUMARC embarked upon a search for the key contributors

to industry O&M costs. One constraint was to use existing information

whenever possible so as not to burden utility personnel with providing

responses to a new cost study. In this NUMARC was very successful, finding

that a considerable quantity of data on O&M costs was easily accessible from a
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variety of sources. This information, however, was based upon FERC figures
and therefore subject to the limitations discussed previously. We realized
that the accuracy '" any conclusions drawn from these data alone would be
suspect, furthermore, the information had too little detail to show the
regulatory effect on O&M costs. Another approach was needed.

We felt that we must get a grasp on the entire O&M cost problem before

we could focus on the regulatory components alone. To gain one perspective,

we visited a large, multiple-plant utility that had conducted an independent

cost study of a dozen or so other utilities over several years. Faced with

rising O&M costs, this utility expended several man-years in data collection

and analysis. The result was a list of more than fifty recommendations that,

once implemented, cut the utility's O&M expenditures markedly. Another visit

was to a much smaller utility having one single-unit nuclear plant.

Recognized as a good performer in both capacity factor and SALP ratings, this

plant provided many interesting observations on cost control. These visits

were supplemented by numerous discussions with personnel from utilities and

nuclear industry organizations to solicit their observations on the O&M cost

problem. In addition, several utility executives were informally polled for

their perceptions of the sources of O&M cost escalation. Representatives of

the Department of Energy were consulted for any lessons learned from cost

studies conducted at DOE.

In all, 4s collected a very interesting set of industry observations on

the nature of O&M costs. They come from all levels within the industry and

represent a variety of perspectives. It must be stressed that all of the

observations that follow are qualitative opinions, subject to the biases of

their holders. These are, however, opinions that appear to be widely held.

Staffing

According to a Nucleonics Week (June 28, 1990) article, the average

plant staff, a direct O&M cost, has doubled from 1981 to 1988. The sentiment

prevails that the bulk of this increase is in response to new requirements -

some voluntarily adopted by the industry, some imposed by the NRC. Training,
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security, and other people-Intensive programs, e.g., shift technical advisors,
are commonly cited examples of areas whose ranks have swelled In order to
implement these new rules.

Backfittino

During the early eighties, many of the backfits imposed upon licensees

by the NRC were hardware-related, reflecting post-TMI requirements. As such,

they were capital projects involving the installation of new equipment and

systems. Since then, many (probably most) backfits have come to affect

programs supported by O&M funds. Fitness-for-duty is an example. There is a

strong feeling within the industry that informal backfitting, the imposition

of new requirements in a manner contrary to 10 CFR 50.109 (the "backfit

rule"), contributes to O&M costs. Opinions vary, however, as to its

significance. Some utilities are reluctant to challenge informal backfitting

for fear of appearing uncooperative with the NRC.

Outages

There is virtually universal agreement that outages are a large

contributor to O&M costs. Since O&M costs are most frequently measured in

terms of cents/kwh, anything that lessens output (kwh) is sure to increase

costs. Beyond the lost output, outages force utilities to incur costs

associated with overtime, contractors, and replacement power.

A recurring observation heard is that the form taken by outage

management seems to affect the efficiency of the outage. Several comments

were made that outages are better controlled by the existing plant

organization on-site rather than by off-site utility or contractor outage

specialists. This enables continued use of the normal reporting chain and

routine work practices at a time of high activity. The commenters emphasized

that the existing plant management is considered to have a better perspective

on the outage related needs of the plant rather than an off-site organization.
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Minimizing outage durations Is held by many to be the key in reducing
outage costs. To achieve this, several Individuals said that, (1) thorough
advance planning and coordination Is crucial, (2) fuel movement Is seen as the
critical path activity, and (3) other tasks that run longer than fuel handling
should be deferred or subdivided between subsequent outages.

Support activities comprise a large portion of outage costs. While

necessary, functions like health physics monitoring, decontamination, access

authorization, and quality assurance add direct outage costs of their own in

tens of manpower and supplies. They also indirectly add to outage costs by

impacting the time required to complete activities, thus lengthening outage

duration.

Training

Achieving and maintaining accreditation for numerous training programs

are often cited as significant cost contributors. In addition, initial

general employee training and subsequent requalification are considered by

many to consume an inordinate amount of time.

SALP Scores

High O&M expenditures are no guarantee of good SALP ratings. There is a

body of evidence that suggests that plants with low O&M costs (as measured in

cents/kwh) tend to have better SALP ratings than those that spend large

amounts.

Work Ethic

One widely held perception is that not all utility work forces approach

their jobs with the same attitude. This attitude, or work ethic, is thought

to vary by region. For instance, plant workers in the Northeast may perform

with a different level of enthusiasm than those in the Midwest. These
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differing degrees of enthusiasm impact O&H costs by affecting job
productivity. Observers do not feel that union activity is necessarily a
primary cause of this difference.

Manaoeiitent Structure

Several observers note that their internal organization is not

structured to promote efficiency. Often an excessive number of management

layers exists. By shifting authority and responsibility to the lowest

appropriate levels, utilities can then eliminate unneeded or redundant layers

of supervision. Better communication, higher productivity, and lower O&M

costs are the result.

Contractors

During these discussions, it was emphasized to us that utilities should

strive to reduce their reliance on contractors except for short-term, highly

specialized tasks.

Accounting Systems

To limit their costs, utilities must know how their money is spent.

Flexible activity-based accounting systems are highly desirable.

NUHARC has gathered this collection of anecdotal observations to gain an

understanding of the magnitude of the O&M cost problem and to learn what areas

drive it. We recognize that this method lacks analytical rigor and is

qualitative in its approach. NUHARC is also undertaking an analysis of O&M

cost data provided by the Electric Utility Cost Group. As previously

described, the EUCG is an organization of utilities that share cost

information for their internal use. NUNARC is fortunate to have established a

positive working relationship with EUCG that allows NUMARC limited access to

the group's nuclear data base. Sanitized utility cost data is being provided
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to NUMARC from which we Intend to Identify the activities (e.g. security,
quality assurance, health physics, etc.) that are the principal contributors
to O&M cost. Once these cost drivers are known, we plan to examine them to
determine their regulatory constituents and to address them in further detail.

As we have seen, O&M cost control is a complicated issue that eludes

easy explanation. Not all of the causes of the problem are known, and even

fewer of the solutions. It is safe to say, however, that no magic cure

exists. Utilities will need to exercise continual diligence in finding those

areas that can be trimed if O&M costs are to be managed.
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Lawrence B. Durham, Ph.D.
Manager, Nuclear Training
Tennessee Valley Authority

ABSTRACT

Is this era of ever increasing operations and maintenance (O&M) costs,
the Tennessee Valley Authority CTVA) like most other nuclear utilities,
has been faced with the problem of reducing its overhead costs while at
the same time maintaining its commitment to providing effective training.

Due in part to the extended shutdown of its operating nuclear plants
(Seguoyah and Browns Ferry Nuclear Plants) and faced with continued
delays in its construction programs at the tfatts Bar and Bellefonte
Muclear Plants, TVA had relied on an expanded complement of personnel in
all facets of its nuclear program to get back on track and operating once
again. Muclear Training was no esception. At one point in the recovery
process (1988), Nuclear Training had an authorized manpower level of 573.

Faced with spiraling 06M costs, potential loss of long-term customers to
neighboring utilities, and enormous outstanding debt, TVA management
responded by setting goals that included becoming the best electric
utility in Morth America asd the most productive and effective agency in
the Federal government. Operating TVA "like a business" became second
only to safety as a managerial objective. Accountability for planning
ahead, achieving goals, and operating within authorised budgets became a
way of life, {fork forces were reduced significantly including reduction
of Muclear Training's cempl^uwnt to 203. Customers assumed a renewed
importance. And, unprecedented financial moves were made to restructure
debt and reduce interest costs.

In spits of the importance of training to a nuclear utility, Huclear
Training was not immune to such sweeping changes. Program scope was
refocused on accredited and regulatory training. Reorganization was
effected based on plant seeds. And, efforts were initiated to employ
better business practices. The purpose of this paper is to explain the
major elements of this revitalization program.
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11ST1XCT1D PSOGBAM SCOPE

In 1988, a strategic decision was made to focus the efforts of the

Huclear Training Division (HTD) on those training programs accredited

under the auspices of the national Academy for Huclear Training and on

broadly applicable training normally associated with major regulatory

commitments such as General Employee Training (GET) and Fitness For Duty

(FFD) training. Moves were made to relocate other training programs

including some 300 instructional modules to those organizations which

they served most directly. For example, fire training was transferred to

Protective Services, management training to Human Resources, and quality

assurance/quality control training to Nuclear Assurance. This

distribution of training responsibilities was completed in 1990 with the

transfer of some 100 additional instructional modules, such as procedure

explanation modules, to their respective cognizant line and staff

organisations. In some instances, these moves involved staff transfers;

in others, where receiving organizations assumed course responsibilities

with existing personnel, reductions in force were effected. In still

other cases, courses no longer needed were simply discontinued and

associated staff were dismissed. UTD retained central record-keeping

responsibilities for all transferred programs and courses.

As a result of these changes, HTD is better able to identify and address

those issues related to personnel qualification governed by external

agencies. Furthermore, placing the responsibility for non-accredited,

son-regulatory training with the respective program owners has caused

management at all levels to become more aware of the needs, costs, and

benefits of training and to assume increased personnel development and

performance responsibilities.
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STREAMLINED ORGANIZATION

The program shifts described above afforded the opportunity to reassess

the effectiveness of the NTD organization and to reconfigure its

structure. The tone for such change was set by the establishment of a

Training Programs Executive Committee (TPEC) chaired by the Senior Vice

President for Nuclear Power. This policy oversight group meets at least

quarterly and includes in its membership three other vice presidents, the

plant managers, the manager of Nuclear Human Resources, and the manager

of Nuclear Training, who serves as Executive Secretary. TPEC also

monitors the effectiveness of management involvement in site-based

training activities.

The staff reductions begun in 1986 were undertaken to increase efficiency

through better personnel utilisation, greater trainer-trainee contact

time, and improved scheduling and attendance practices. During 1990, NTD

was reorganized te be even more efficient and responsive to plant needs.

The corporate training staff was reduced by 60 percent and the site

training organisations were standardised to mirror TVA plant

organisations focused on operations, maintenance, technical, and support

services. Concurrently, Curriculum Review Committees (CRCs) were

established in each discipline on each site to facilitate plant

involvement in training. CRCs are chaired by cognisant plant discipline

managers and meet at least quarterly. Membership includes job

incumbents, first-line plant supervision, site training representatives,

and, for continuity across sites, a corporate training representative.

Figure 1 depicts the streamlined organization described above. This

plant-training organisational configuration is presently in place at

three sites and is planned for a fourth site. The corporate training

staff is organized to provide program oversight and technical assistance

as well as support services such as planning, media utilization, industry

experience review, procedure control, and facility management.

Inter-site communication is maintained through weekly meetings of senior

corporate and site training managers and through monthly meetings of

corporate and site training program managers. Periodic site program

evaluations typically involve appropriate representatives from both

corporate and the other site training organizations (as well as plant

representatives).
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Figure 1: Tennessee Valley Authority Nuclear Power
Plant-Training Organimtion
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to © reduced corporate staff of 34 and site training

of 53 (exclusive of limited appointments for simulator certification

upgrade projects) is a baseline effort to establish a level of need.

Periodic variations are expected as site needs change; however, the

business planning process described below should anticipate most such

fluctuations.

BETTER BUSINESS PRACTICES

As a federal agency, TVA is ineligible for the Malcolm Baldrige National

Quality Award that recognises excellence among U.S. businesses. However,

in recognition that the journey is more important than the prise, TVA

recently committed to application of the Baldrige criteria as measurement

of its strides to become the best electric utility in North America and

the most productive, effective agency in the Federal government. In a

very recent corporate reorganization aimed at making TVA even more

responsive to its customers, a senior vice president was named Chief

Quality Officer. These actions are consistent with previous agency

initiatives in such areas as professionalism, business planning, and cost

effectiveness. Accordingly, the balance of this paper will outline how

NTD has responded to these challenges.

Professionalism

In addition to incorporating principles of professional conduct into the

various personnel training programs, NTD has facilitated the development

of professional codes by the operations, maintenance, and training

personnel. The training code characterises TVA trainers as

"professionals training professionals;** commits to the values of

integrity, competence, perspective, dedication, and teamwork; and,

affirms that "values plus action equal professionalism."

Employee-involvement efforts such as the development of professional
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codes, brains tortaing sessions with upper managei»en!:« ®ad work group

communication meetings ar© gradually restoring ownership &&d a sesse of

teamwork in an organisation that had been tratasatiseS by rapid staff

increases and equally rapid decreases over a four-year period.

Business Planning

Business planning efforts were begun in HTD during 1989 for two training

programs and were expanded in 1990 to include separate business plans for

operations, maintenance, and technical training programs across all

sites. These three discipline-specific plans were then integrated to

provide the basis for the fiscal year 1992 HTD budget request. The pleas

are dynamic in nature and will be updated across th© year as coBditioss

at the plants warrant, h key element of the move to "baseline" sit©

training staffs is to identify through the planning process incremental

changes necessitated by outages and plant restarts or completions and to

charge added training costs to those projects. Plant involvement in the

planning processes generates ownership and support for the necessary

budget requests and serves to ensure that training serves its customers.

Cost Effectiveness

In the mid-1980's, TVh decentralised its nuclear training efforts with

the establishment of self-contained training centers at each plant site.

As might have been expected, several divergent paths evolved to achieve

the same goals. The reorganization described above was, in part,

directed toward achieving maximum standardization within the bounds of

plant differences. To the maximum extent possible, training procedures

and materials are being standardised; and, through increased

communication, the transfer of lessons learned between site training

departments (and plants) is serving to increase effectiveness while

reducing the costs of having to learn through independent experience.

The use of common goals and performance indices is also contributing to

more consistent, cost effective training operations.
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k standard* system-wide approach is now being implemented to iiaprov® the

efficiency of scheduling, notification, and registration of nuclear power

personnel for their annual training requirements. This "block training"

approach consolidates most annual training for an individual into a set

period each year. When combined with increasing attendance per schedule

and reducing unnecessary training, this effort is expected to rsssuit in

annual savings in excess of $3 million.

Since so much of the cost of training derives from time away from the

job, further efforts have been made to reduce the target populations for

site technical staff and technical staff managers training programs. The

25 percent reduction achieved thus far represents an annual return to the

workplace o£ some $2.25 million worth of productive time.

Earlier in this paper, moves taken to reduce training program scope were

discussed. Simultaneously, moves were made to meet the service needs of

the training centers through the use of site support organizations rather

than by having s»j>arate support personnel attached to the respective

training organisations. As a result of such consolidations, the UTD

staff was significantly reduced in the security, maintenance, document

control, and information systems areas. Thus, keen attention to

effective communication between HTD and the various site and corporate

support groups has been crucial to the continued provision of necessary

support services.

One of the key features of the 1990 reorganisation was the addition of a

research, development, and evaluation specialist to each site training

staff. These individuals are charged to work with the corporate staff to

assist the sites in identifying and taking advantage of advances in

instructional methodology and technology. They are NTD's radar, and

through them the organisation intends to learn of and deploy (where

practical) techniques and equipment that will allow plant needs to be met

more cost effectively.
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The purpose of this paper was to acquaint the reader with some of the

aspects of the refocusisg of the nuclear training effort at the Tennessee

Valley Authority. Table 1 summarizes the various program and staff

changes referred to throughout the discussion. Certainly, the cost

reductions achieved are significant. However, if budgetary savings were

accomplished at the ultimate expense of the quality of training, the

efforts would have been in vain and, indeed, counterproductive. Such is

the "stuff" of tough business decisions, and thus the challenge to

nuclear training professionals to remain vigilant and to practice the

"systematic approach to management" (SAM) as diligently as they do the

systematic approach to training (SAT). As with application of SAT to

training needs, the purpose of applying SAM to training organizations is

to systematically and continually improve the quality of the product.

TVA's steps to concentrate training effort, to reduce overhead, and to

increase cost-effectiveness are paying dividends that should provide

better trained, more competent personnel to conduct nuclear plant

operations safely and reliably. Yet, the nuclear industry is in a

rapidly changing environment—physically, socially, and politically.

Thus, we, too, must change to be able to detect and respond to customer

needs. It has been said that American railroads began to deteriorate

when their managers failed to realize that they were in the

transportation business, not the train business. Let it not be said that

the nuclear industry began to deteriorate because we failed to realize

that we are in the energy business, not the training business.
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Table 1: Summary of TV A Nuclear Training
Program and Staff Changes, 1988 -1990

Instructional
Modules

690

Staff

573

StaffBud^et
(millions)

$28.0NTD status, 1988

Programs transferred with staff 196 95 $ 4.6

Programs transferred without staff 92

Support staff transferred 44 $ 2.2

Discontinued programs 113

Reductions-In-Force - 204 $10.0

Attrition -- 27 $ 1.3

TVA Net Reductions 113 231 $11.3

NTD status, 1990 289 203 $13.0



REDUCTION OF O&M COSTS IN TRAINING

Ronald £. Schaffer

ABSTRACT

In 1988, PSE&G undertook a major effort to
identify methods to reduce O&M costs throughout the
company. The Nuclear Training Department
participated in this project by identifying three
management level people to act as analysts. These
analysts were responsible for breaking all portions
of jobs performed at the training center down to
their component parts, identifying tasks which were
not essential to meeting the regulatory
requirements and the company's business plan, and
rolling these task back up into "full-time
equivalent" positions. As a concurrent effort,
brain-storming sessions were held with the staff
to identify ways to reduce O&M costs, to separate
"wants" from "needs", and to work "smarter". All
these efforts were required to identify a "stretch
target" of 40% savings in the current O&M budget.
In addition, ideas from other units in the company
which affected training were transmitted to the
training department and were reviewed for potential
savings. The ideas were assessed for risk,
start-up cost and practicality. They were
classified as "Go", "No-go" or "Further study"
and were then presented to the company executives.
The final results for the Nuclear Training
Department showed a total savings potential of
51.4%, of which 12.1% were "Go" and another 13.6%
merited further study.

This paper focuses on the ideas generated and
not the process. Significant ideas are reviewed
with thoughts on their practicality, given 20/20
hindsight, and on lessons learned in trying to
implement a major O&M savings effort. It also
explores areas in which the expected savings were
not realized and why. Insights into the process
of cost reduction idea generation, realistic
review and assessment of ideas, and thoughts on
methods of implementation are reviewed.
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BACKGROUND

Process

In April, 1988, Public Service Electric and Gas began a

company-wide effort to reduce Operating and Maintenance (O&M) costs

through detailed identification of all tasks which support the

company's mission. This process was a "bottom up" analysis which

had the following objectives:

- Objectively assess the importance of all functions

- Provide a clear picture of how departments interrelate

- Prioritize traditional activities

- Develop skills for management of workload and activities

Due to the intensity and level of detail of the activity,

analysts from each work unit were chosen and dedicated to the

process. Generally, one analyst was assigned for each 30 employees

in the work unit. The process consisted of four phases to provide

structure to the analysis. Phase 1 was the database development

phase, which consisted of five steps, including preparation of an

organizational chart., identification of the baseline budget for

the organizational unit, description of the basic missions of the

organizational unit, allocation of the baseline budget to the

activities supporting those missions, and coding of activities to

an overall master index so that similar activities in other units

could be correlated.

Phase 2 consisted of generation of ideas to reduce O&M costs.

The database generated in Phase 1 was used as a reference and

brain-storming sessions were held to produce a list of cost- saving

ideas representing at least 40% of the baseline budget. It was not

intended to realize reductions of that magnitude, but a "stretch

target" of 40% was used to stimulate non-traditional thinking in

order to draw out all possible ideas. This initial set of ideas

was then reviewed with immediate management and refined into a

final set. This set of ideas was then transmitted to affected
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organizational units outside of the reviewed unit for impact on

their operations.

Phase 3 was the decision-making phase. All ideas were

classified as "Go", "Further Study" or "No-Go". When several

organizational units were in disagreement over the classification

of an idea, it was classified as "Controversy". Local management

made every effort to resolve all "Controversy" issues before

submission to the steering committee. The steering committee,

consisting of upper management, then reviewed all ideas and

approved the final classification.

Phase 4 was development of implementation plans for all "Go"

ideas. This led to integration of the ideas into management

philosophy and decision-making in the long term. The study

conducted in the Nuclear Training Department yielded a total

savings potential of 51.4%, of which 12.1% were "Go" and another

13.6% merited further study.

Results

The ideas resulting from the process described above were

categorized into five "missions":

1. Unit administration

2. Technical training

3. Support of commitments

4. Coordinate external training related activities

5. Multiple or no category

The last category contained ideas which either applied to more

than one of the other categories or would have resulted in a

category of it's own. The savings expected from each category were

documented in two ways, direct dollar savings and Full-Time

Equivalent (FTE) personnel savings. Estimates were also made of
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savings or (cost) to other analysis units and an estimate of the

start-up costs was generated. The overall results are in Table 1.

Table 1 - Summary of "Go" ideas by category

Cateaorv
Administration

Training

Commitments

External Coord

Multiple/Other

fSxlOOO)
46.7

247.1

52.0

3.5

565.8

FTE
0.83

3.70

0.81

0.00

0.35

Others ($K)
(13.2)

34.6

0.0

0.0

14.0

rsioooi
3.0

237.8

0.0

0.0

576.5

ANALYSIS OF IDEAS

Category Groupings

We will now turn our attention to the ideas themselves. The

ideas which were ultimatly implemented can be re-grouped into five

general categories:

1. Staffing

2. Management of the Organization

3. Management of Training

4. Conduct of Training

5. Simulators

We will discuss each category and the significant ideas

contained therein in the next several sections of this paper.

Staffing

Contractor Replacement

Three ideas dealt with replacement of contractor personnel.

The permanent staffing level of the training center was based on an

analysis of worldoad and on the projection of the training

scheduled for each year. We found that our staffing estimates were

chronically low. Our intent was to utilize contractor personnel

to supplement the staff for peak workload periods, but a number of
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contractors were essentially base-loaded and were performing

predictably permanent functions. We determined that for

instructional development and training presentation duties, it was

cost effective to increase the permanent staffing levels by ten

positions and to remove ten contractor personnel. This resulted

in an estimated $500,000 in savings. A similar analysis of support

and clerical positions showed that the trade-off was, at best, a

break-even. We decided to retain the contractor support in this

category to give us the increased staffing flexibility inherent in

contractor staffing.

Reoraanization

Three ideas dealt with organizational change. Prior to this

analysis, there were four levels of management in the training

organization. The Training Supervisor level, directly above the

instructor, was d&.ermined to be superfluous in that we had a level

of supervision above them responsible for each discipline. These

training supervisor positions were converted into full time

instructor positions and the supervisory duties previously

performed by the training supervisors were either distributed to

other levels of supervision, eliminated, or assigned to

instructors in addition to their normal classroom and training

development duties.

At the same time, several functions carried out by individuals

or small groups reporting directly to the manager were combined

into a new organizational unit within the training staff. This

provided more efficient management of these functions and increased

the possibilities for overlap and coverage. These areas included

interface with higher education, coordination of activities related

to INPO accreditation, commitment tracking, room scheduling, and

training administration. This re-organization also removed the

access training function from the training organization and

combined access training, security, badging, and access management

under the security manager.
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Management of the Orgianization

Planning and .Budgeting

Several ideas dealt with the planning and budgeting process.

As a result of the analysis behind these concepts, we now have a

requirements based budgeting system geared toward the delivery of

training. The process begins with the setting of our

organizational goals for the coming year. Based on these

guidelines, a schedule is negotiated with the stations and other

organizational groups requiring training. This schedule is used

to determine the personnel and materiel resources required in the

coming year. These requirements are then prioritized and aligned

with the knovn personnel and target budget allocations, yielding a

group of retirements which are Hfunded" and others which are

"below the line". Management then has the information clearly

identifying what can and can't be done within the allocated

resources and can make decisions on priority adjustment or

additional funding.

Procurement and Purchasing

The analysis showed that there was duplication of effort in

the procurement process, As a result of decisions made based upon

ideas generated in many analysis units, the approval level for

purchasing was re-allocated allowing lower management approval of

routine, small value purchases. Furthermore, we found that we

were doing extensive research into prospective vendors which was

duplicated by our purchasing department. This practice has been

curtailed.

Records Management

As a result of the review, the various methods and locations

for storage and maintenance of training records have bean

consolidated into a central records group. This includes archive

copies of lesson plans, student training materials, quizzes and

exams in addition to individual training records. In addition,

the responsibility for maintaining controlled copies of vendor
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manuals, procedures and other documents has been consolidated and

is now managed by one organization within the training center.

External Support

In many cases, the training organization is called upon to

support non-training activities, such as outages and procedure

generation and review. While this is recognized as a valuable

asset and experience, providing this support in an uncontrolled

and haphazard fashion creates an uncompensated drain on training

resources. In our current budgeting process, a certain amount of

support is allocated, and any requests above that level must be

offset either by contractor resources funded by the requesting

organization or reduction in training requirements.

Training Location

Unlike many training centers, we are located some distance

from the plants, making coordination of in-plant training more of

a challenge. We found that we were inefficient in scheduling part

day in-plant training sessions thus incurring extra travel time

between the training center and the plants. We acquired training

space at the plants to allow us to do classroom training on site in

conjunction with in-plant training and walkdowns, thus decreasing

the time lost in transit.

Training Cards and Letters

We had a practice of sending letters of notification of

training due for access training to each individual on an annual

basis. It was suggested that we discontinue this practice and save

the administrative and processing time for letter generation.

When this was attempted, we found that the time and effort expended

in dealing with expired access more than outweighed the savings, so

the letters were reinstated. We also had a practice of issuing

training record cards to each individual upon completion of access

training. In that training status was available in the computer,

these cards were superfluous and were discontinued.
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Conduct of Training

Cross-training

As part of the 1987 negotiations with the union, a modular

training program for maintenance personnel and technicians was

instituted. This program included cross-training of

classifications, so that mechanics and controls technicians could

do limited work in the other specialty and chemists and radiation

protection technicians could do limited work between those

specialties. The cost of providing this training was determined to

be excessive, but a suggestion to eliminate it altogether was

disapproved. It was agreed, however, to only provide this

capability on a limited basis as requested by station m nagement.

Training method

It appeared that some qualification renewal training could be

better conducted by supervisors verifying individual proficiency

rather than conducting a formal program. This was attempted with

Post Accident Sampling System requalification for chemistry

technicians and was found to be insufficient. We have

re-instituted the formal requalification since it was shown that

the proficiency of the technicians was not being properly

maintained. Similarly, we considered replacing most of instructor

continuing training with self-study materials, but determined

that the interaction with the instructional technologist in the

classroom setting was too valuable an opportunity for learning to

replace. A suggestion to do all non-operations training on an On

the Job Training basis was disapproved due to it's impact on the

level of qualification of technicians.

Test Out

Extensive resources were expended annually on re-training all

personnel granted access to the protected area and the

radiologically controlled area. A system of exam challenge was

instituted to avoid the necessity of spending two full days
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annually in reguaiification. This system required each individual

to achieve a grade of 90% on the challenge exam. Those

individuals not demonstrating this level of proficiency are

required to attend the training. This saves both instructional

resources and the time spent by the students in class.

Reduction or Consolidation

As a result of the study, the non-licensed operator

continuing training was reduced from eight weeks per year to four

weeks per year. This practice has freed up instructional

resources to apply to other projects and courses. It was also

suggested to reduce the re-training in hazardous materials right to

know and in emergency preparedness. These suggestions, though

approved, were never implemented due to consideration of the

regulations and legal requirements affecting them. Licensed

operator instruction, such as fundamentals and systems, were

consolidated wherever possible, thus increasing the efficiency of

the training effort.

Simulators

Configuration Management

Since the Salem and Hope Creek simulators were purchased at

differ >nt times from different vendors and were supported by

different staffs, the configuration management systems for the

software and hardware were developed and implemented separately. As

a result of the study, a single configuration management system

was implemented, thus reducing the number of systems maintained and

used and providing a common basis for evaluation. Furthermore, a

CADD system vas purchased and the simulator drawings were converted

to electronic images as they were modified to streamline the

drawing maintenance process and eliminate the need for a full time

drafts person on staff.
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RETROSPECT AND CONCLUSIONS

It has now been c/er two years since the study was performed.

In reviewing our experiences and the changes implemented or

discarded as a result of the study, I have come to several

conclusions. First, none of the cost or resource savings ideas

were startling revelations. It seems that each one could have

been developed and implemented in the normal course of events. The

structured approach used, however, tended to focus our attention

on the way we do business and gave a level of credibility to the

conclusions reached. I do not contend that each utility should

undergo the level of analysis and intensity we experienced, but a

structured approach to studying all or a portion of the

enterprise seems to reduce the constraints on our thinking imposed

by the paradigms we all labor within. Perhaps by sharing our

experiences in the detail contained in this paper will provide

some ideas for cost savings in other organizations. We found that

many of the ideas resulting from this effort were valid, did save

the company resourcess allowed us to re-focus on our mission and

eliminate requirements not directly supporting that mission. Some

of the ideas, though seemingly viable themselves, could not be

effectively implemented due to external constraints such as

regulatory requirements or good business practice, but they were in

the minority. Today, in doing the research for this paper, I found

that many of the ideas have become a part of our day-to-day

practice and are no longer actions to be tracked and statused. In

that, I feel that the project was a success and worth the effort

put into conducting it.
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S0HHj}WG9Qfflf, SSXBSEKtl MP_IBSJEEPfffEWT YDSEOB

Elizabeth A. Bubino

s e l e c t i o n and develcgsDsnt o f f i z s t l i n e
supervisors i s a criticaL factor in a strategic
effort to bring about organizational change, to
ispsove perfamanoe and productivity and to
enhance professionalisffl in the tjork force.

Candidates for first line supervisory positions a t
Electric congseny are no longer

ii
j gy g

pxomtad purely on the basis of seniority. A
Si^srvisary Selection AssHwsaFait Center permits
candidabes to dssKsstx&te leadersliip potential.
Sucosssful candidates tijesi attend an ei^it %jes1c
afjendsasry DsvelopKnt Acades ,̂ awsy from the
work place.

On successful ccsgsiLetion of tne Acades^, the
sĵ JErvisaar asseMd.es his or her wark team and,
with training and leadership, shapes a perfoc
based «cirk team ready to plan, execute and assess
i t s own work.

Since this radically different program «as
initiated in September, 1989, results have been
nicely acciaiiiiRdl by Banageaent. Contractor
support has been shazply zeduced, budgets have
been net and reduced, Bcsce wasSc bas been
Mxxwjil ishfld and £suer overtiiae hours have been

Waiters attend training with no loss of team
pra&jctivity. Eadh S£^ graduate and bis team sets
goals to iupcove quality, increase productivity,
increase effidesicy, maintain A££BA, isncove
safety and effect cultural change while improving
job satisfaction and mcale.
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Supervisory Selection and Develepaent Yields

In 1989, having gone through a major reorganization and s t i l l in the process of
Bering from the HPC shutdown of Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station,

a ELectrie's Nuclear Group was in need of 75 new Maintenance and
Instrumentation and Controls fonsssn. One Executive team of the Nuclear Group
recognized t h i s as an opportunity t o begin the isf&ementation of a major change
in i t ia t ive aimed a t redefining the role of the supervises:; shifting away from
the role of fdreman as a technical expert sieving t o the foreman as a leader and
developer of people and work teams. Our ©oacutives canmissioned a prry*3?^ of
integrating selection and training that , we believe, has resulted in significant
realized contributions t o cur cenpany's productivity, efficiency and bottom
l ine .

Ifce positions a t Bsach Bottom, Lioerick and our "Mobile" Ntsdear Maintenance
Division would previously have been f i l led by promotion based on work experience
and seniority. Instead, a l l of the candidates far f i r s t level supervisors who
met certain job experience and performance standards were given the opportunity
t o part icipate in an fif*s**sGp**tf- Center.

Cen**<3lr Icten'fri.flfifff Potent"* *

At the aswffMMHiiL center. F i rs t Level Supervisor r?ririirbrt-cg part icipate in a
ser ies of interviews and a battery of exercises designed t o allow them t o
demonstrate the i r rnfrwnH^i for success en a supervisory ro le . The aBSfsfaiient
pnw»»Ks requires candidates t o respond to giwii?ri-«»H work problem? and i t
evaluates •HK»TTP behavior in aw*« fyrfo as «fî jrf-<hTi•»*yf *^rT?w¥T'<^1"'r]r»g s k i l l s ,
in i t i a t ive , leadership, judgment, and other supervisory characterist ics and
a b i l i t i e s . Fswer than 50 paiueul, of the candidates vbo attend the
center are reccmended for 'the Supervisory Developraant

M l of the people who have been reccoasnded, of course, have achieved a certain
technical perfGnsanoe level . They have »IT g^mpwcgftiiiy coopleted the recjuired
technical t raining classes related to thei r jobs, **n have Qualified for
unescorted access t o restr icted areas of the plant and know how to work in ful l
ant i -c protective clothing with breathing apparatus. Scraa of then have even
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attended a few motivational and decision making training ri?!*'*8**15* sponsored by
the Company. None of titan were fully prepared for the eight week total emersion
in professional development that represents the Supervisory Development Academy.

It seems astonishing to many training professionals that a utility would devote

such a large anoint of time and resources to a management training course for

first level supervisors. 3nere Bust be a payback!

INTO Guide"! iTwag Mat

entire jprwesp I am describing has been created as a result of feedback

from BE's job and training needs analysis. It also reflects INFO Guidelines for

Maintenance Supervisor Selection and Development (April, 1990) and the

industry's professionalism initiatives. The Academy is «i«« in accordance with

BSPO's guidelines for Shift Supervisory personnel. 'LJB design of the Academy

follows the Training Systems Development model, as a yn IUPKS.

Manaosmmit

Ine management of FE Nuclear Group v«»g continued to demonstrate its oommitinent

to this Supervisory Selection and Development Program while payback results

continue to >*»"""*» evident on the job! The Company's President and GOO, Vice

Presidents and managers Beet with each class as adjunct faculty and participate

in each "graduation" ceremony. [And, now the entire process is being extended

to first line Supervisory Selection and Development throughout Philadelphia

Electric Gaspany.] Effective Noveffiber, 1990, by policy edict, the process has

been expanded to include the entire caopany!

Lst me briefly outline the material and methods used in an Academy, then I will
tell you about some of the results that have guaranteed continued management
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Wedk One: (Residential) Role of tfre First levssl Supervisor, Ethics,
f OsoBunicaction Skil ls , Bosses

liBeting
Week Tto): Listening Skills, Quality iBsproveaaent
iiaek Three: Tî juStar̂ T p̂j intosscactAion
liaek Four: Sitxtatiflral Us^fership,
Week Five: Class Project
fieek Six: Conflict Hanagaient, Stress FfanaijauBut, Presentation Skills
fjeek Seven: Business Plararingr, FFD, ER neetings
lieek Eigjit: (Residential) CcnpetitionAs/Collaboration, Trust, Bosses

Meeting, Teem Building, Feedback, Graduation

Some of the Academy's highlights include...

* Pxtf ULugram briefings for participants &
* An eaqaeriential
* Care weeks
* Residential weeks

* Simulations

* ^i*T1'ir!^||nw? field

* Qualification ™m
* Support
* Anchor c
* Class Project

Acadesy Roles and Respcnsihilities are shared by.

* The Executive Ranags*en iteam
* 'Sim Advisory Panel
* Manaoje@snt and Professional Dsvelopnsnt
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BiiJLdiner Cdntiraiss OsveltJiummifc

following graduation, "the no; supervisor develops a work team. Each
team receives several days of 'beam building "training including sane of the

interpersonal aspects of t i e SDA, performance measurement and values. Each
team, led by i t s SDA graduate supervisor, develops work specific performance
indicators. 3heir goals are to improve quality, increase productivity and work
process efficiency, maintain AIARA, improve safety and effect cultural change
while improving morale and job satisfaction. The supervisor and his or her
teqif are given such greater control of their work and their destiny. Teams have
usual ly gfgfrstfiT •* fihari fjpffifljs jn areas such a s wiwitni y-â .i tyn o f personnel

contamination events, reduction of procedure violations, and reduction of
overtime as examples.

Pp. Posts Down

We have already begun to see a significant payoff. Several major projects have
been managed by SDA graduates and their work teams with far fewer contractors
and far less supervisory control than before. A small example i s the diesel
generator overhaul at limerick. During the first year of inspections we
frequently overran the five day schedule by 2-3 days. Woen a recently p-tmn itacl
supervisor, an SEA graduate, and his team were assigned the similar work this
year, they worked to ii^arove the teamwork of interrelated groups, upgraded the
pre-job briefings and gj^iif-igrf the procedures. The result was consistent
completion of -the inspections in the scheduled five days.

Yet another success story was the mid-cycle outage at Peach Bottom in March of
1990. Scheduled far 27 days, the outage was essentially completed in 21 days in
spite of a 34 percent growth in scope of the work. Managers attribute a major
part of the success to the planning, orxxtfliTy*t"*pg and i * *y||"|TriicB'**iTTg fsy^T^ of
the SD& trained supervisors. 3he line supervisors sought, received and
implemented from the workers many ideas on how to improve productivity on the
job. workers in turn, have a sense of ownership and pride in their work, team,
plant and Company.
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In addition to the work team xelated successes, we have achieved improved work
performance in areas such a preventive-ooccxective maintenanoe ratios, radiation
exposure reduction, and work backlog grater than three months old. One solid
example i s overdue preventive maintenance which has averaged less than one half
of one percent overdue for the last 12 Booths at Peach bottom and less than
three percent and declining at Limerick, both of these are well below the INFO
medians and previous levels at our plants.

Sumnarv of

In aririi'Hoin to the clearly quantifiable benefits already cited, what *»iy*» have
we gained? — Our company's values around safety, teamwork, integrity and
quality are now being modeled by the SQ& graduates and their teams; our first
line supervisors have greater responsibility and accountability far achieving
work goals; higher levels of management now have the opportunity to focus on
guiding the organization far the long tern.

So, where are we heading from here? — We have already begun, through a one
week residential training piuyLdui called the leadership Exchange, to strengthen
the supporting infrastructure at the next h-ig***!- level of supervision. To
continue to realize returns en our invested SOA training dollars, managers are
being provided with a forum to develop clarification about their changing roles
as coaches and supporters of first level supervisors. The pxuyidiu solidifies
vertical alignment between workforce, supervisor and manager around values,
culture and objectives.

All of this and training schedules are being met without loss of productivity,
internal and external custoners are sartisrfi'Fflj and we are IM-»I Î T» positioned than
ever in "synching i t to the grid". Era® the perspective of our Executive
Managsnent, the cost justification of -this significant training investment i s
evident — i t has produced the desired gains in the short tern and laid the
foundation for exponentially maximizing returns over the long haul.
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AND MAINTENANCE CQgT THROUGH
QF ftlAlNTENANCE PERSONNEL

John F. O'Brien
Electric Power Research Institute

James Geiwitz
V. Alan Spiker

Anacapa Sciences, Inc.

Intense efforts are underway throughout the nuclear industry to
reduce operating and maintenance (O&M) costs. This paper
addresses two opportunities for accomplishing this objective:
avoiding costs associated with unnecessary training and improper
maintenance work performed by workers not qualified for the
assigned tasks. Cost reductions in both areas can be realized through
a program of maintenance personnel proficiency assessment. The
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has developed a method that
can be used by utilities to develop written and performance tests
that assess the proficiency level of a mechanic, electrician or
instrumentation and control technician. Scores on these tests can be
compared with established performance standards to determine if an
incumbent technician, new hire, contract worker or an individual
who has just completed training has adequate knowledge and skills
to be assigned to perform specific tasks. If not, the testee can be
assigned to training with confidence that the time spent there is
necessary.

The EPRI test construction method is documented in two reports: a
Handbook (1) and a Guidebook (2). The Handbook was written after an
intensive study of the problems and practices in the evaluation of
maintenance proficiency at six nuclear plants. Key issues in proficiency
assessment are raised and possible resolutions are presented in the Handbook.
These issues include, procedures for selecting critical tasks, prioritizing
evaluation objectives, choosing suitable evaluation methods, creating valid
measurement instruments, and establishing ground rules for implementing
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task qualification procedures. Various options for obtaining a resolution of
each of these issues are discussed. For example, some sixteen different
evaluation methods ranging from the use of rating scales to performance
based tests are reviewed.

Following publication in March 1988, the Handbook was implemented on a
trial basis at two host utilities. EPRI contractor personnel working with utility
staff followed the general guidance in the Handbook and developed
proficiency tests for six maintenance tasks: four at one site and two at the
other. In each case, the structure of the ensuing tests was the same: a written
test of required task knowledge and a performance test of critical task skills.

The firsthand industry experience gained at the two utilities who used the
Handbook, combined with the contractor's expertise in proficiency
assessment acquired in other contexts, was used to develop detailed guidance
on the development of written tests of required task knowledge and
performance tests of requisite task skills.

The method for developing the above types of tests involves seven modules.
The seven modules , which are defined in detail in the subject document,
provide the test developer with an overall plan. Each module contains a
sequence of steps and specific guidance is provided to aid in completing each
of these. Each module is designed to be in compliance with and incorporate
existing industry guidance (relevant INPO Guidelines in particular) Module 7
of the Guidebook contains a method for calculating the cost-benefit of a
proficiency test. This method evolved from an attempt to estimate the value
of the tests developed at the two host sites. The cost side of these estimates
included the resources required to construct, administer and maintain the
test. The estimation of benefits included savings from avoiding unnecessary
training and productivity improvements resulting from assignment of more
qualified workers to tasks. Results of these calculations showed a net benefit
of approximately $30,000 for a test administered to some 60 mechanics. An
expanded program of testing involving additional key maintenance tasks
could yield even larger savings. Before using the above estimated saving,
however, the reader should carefully review Module 7 to confirm that the
assumptions stated there apply to his or her case.
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1. Handbook for evaluating the proficiency of maintenance personnel,
EPRI NP 5710, March, 1988.

2. Guidebook for maintenance proficiency testing, EPRI NP 6679,
December 1989.
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HANFORD GENERAL EMPLOYEE TRAINING

A Million Dollar Cost-Beneficial Program

P. R. Gardner

ABSTRACT

In January, 1990, Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) implemented
an interactive videodisc training program entitled Hanford General
Employee Training (HGET). Covering all Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO) general employee training objectives, training
mandated by the United States Department of Energy (DOE) orders,
and training prescribed by internal WHC policies, HGET presents
and manages engaging training programs individually tailored to
each of the nine thousand employees.

Following an introduction by the course instructor, students begin
the interactive video segment of the course by taking a "tour" of
an office building. In fact, this tour is simply a setting in
which to give the student a checkout on safety, security, and
quality issues. For example, at one point the guide leaves the
room and the phone suddenly begins a steady ring. This is a
particular alani at WHC, and the student is challenged to respond
correctly. Missed questions flag corresponding tutorials to be
delivered either i[mediately or on completion of the tour.
Instructors receive notification of weaknesses left unremedied.

Development costs for a sophisticated program such as HGET were
high compared to similar costs for developing "equivalent"
traditional training. Hardware ($ 500K) and labor ($ 400K)
totaled $ 900K. Annual maintenance costs, equipment plus labor,
appear to be running about $ 200K. On the benefit side, by
consolidating some seventeen previous WHC courses and more
effectively managing the instructional process, HGET reduced the
average student training time from over eleven hours to just under
four hours. For nine thousand employees, the computed net annual
savings exceeds $ 1.3 million.

In the development and implementation of HGET a number of issues
were resolved, some more successfully than others: (1) what about
job security for former instructors? (2) how should the course be
run on a daily basis? (we envisioned a combination of instructor
and videodisc); (3) how high will the maintenance costs be?
(higher than projected); etc. Many obstacles arise, most in
connection with the large number of groups and personnel whose
efforts had to be coordinated. In all, HGET is worth doing.
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INTRODUCTION

Advantages (and disadvantages) of computer-based training (CBT) are well-known

and documented. Claims advanced for CBT Include the following:

Reductions In Average Training Time

Self-Paced Instruction

Consistent Instruction

Automated Record Keeping

Varied Learning Activities

Enhanced Instructor Utilization

Alienability to Quality Control

Training Delivered at the Worksite

Some of these are recorded and addressed in one of the more careful studies on

the subject, Orlansky and String1. In spite of these assertions, computer-

based and interactive video-based training start-up and expansion appears to

be a slow, tedious process. High initial costs, a relatively long term

commitment, and difficulties in implementing technologically delivered

courseware tend to repel tentative attempts to begin computer-based training

development. Hanford General Employee Training (HGET) at Westinghouse Hanford

Company (WHC) is a example of how these and other obstacles can be overcome

with dramatic impact on training effectiveness and training cost-

effectiveness.

HANFORD GENERAL EMPLOYEE TRAINING

Design

Three facets of Hanford General Employee Training (HGET) form the primary

contributors to its success. First and foremost, (HGET) is an interactive

videodisc-based course which assesses students on both performance and

knowledge. During simulated video "tours" students are presented with a

number of problems to solve. For example, at one paint in a tour of an office

building the guide leaves the room and the phone suddenly begins a steady

ring. This is a particular alarm at Westinghouse Hanford Company, and the

student is challenged to respond correctly: Question 1. What do you do?

Answer: Pick up the phone. Question 2. What do you say? Answer: Nothing.

The student then hears a message announcing a drill by a neighboring utility.

Question 3. What do you do after receiving the message? Answer: relay it to
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the guide when she returns. Both a tour of the office building and a tour of

a plant on site provide several scenarios to which the student must respond:

a man down in a pit; an evacuation alarm; business sensitive information being

disclosed; a fire in an office wastebasket; etc. In this aspect, HGET

represents a rare, to date, attempt to evaluate student performance in daily

work activities.

The theory of HGET is that performance errors in tour simulations are a result

of knowledge deficiencies. Any missed question in a tour flags one of the

corresponding twenty-seven such lessons covering a broad spectrum of general

employee training topics: basic industrial safety, radiation safety,

security, computer security, quality assurance, quality improvement, employee

concerns, drug abuse, and so on. HGET addresses all applicable INPO

guidelines for general employee training and all general employee training

requirements in Department of Energy orders, in Washington state codes, and in

company procedures. Each lesson itself contains a relatively "smart" embedded

test-out capability: students are offered a question on a topic; a correct

response yields a question another topic until all topics in the lesson are

exhausted; an incorrect response yields a tutorial on the subject covered by

the question and a follow-up question; two incorrect responses in any one

lesson stop the pre-testing process - students are given content and follow-up

questions only. Lesson performance is monitored and substandard scores force

an end-of-course final exam. Low scores on any topic covered in the final

flags an instructor to provide individual remediation or other action.

The performance-based design and the targeting capabilities of computer-

managed instruction are estimated to account for about one-half of the total

annual savings.

Course Consolidations

Probably the most telling argument used in selling HGET was the cost-

effectiveness to be achieved in by consolidating a number of present courses

spread across several Westinghouse Hanford organizations. Subsumed into HGET

were courses entitled "Asbestos General Employee Training," "Lock & Tag -

General," "Fire Extinguisher Safety," " Employee Concerns," "Alcohol/Drug

Awareness," and others, all courses requiring retraining on some frequency.
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Often when comparing the cost of developing computer-based training i t is
instructive to compute the actual cost of developing and delivering
conventional training. In the case at hand, for example, the cost of
delivering the annually required Fire Extinguisher Safety class was computed
as:

Cost _r Hours ^ AdminTime ^ TravelTime ^
Course Person-Course Person-Course Person-Course'

x Labozoost xNujabeJ:ofstuden ts
Hour

Cost*[ lhour +!/*«>"*+ I*""' ] x £!i x8S00students
Course Person Person Person-Hour

Cost*$442,000

Consolidating various courses of general employee training type accounts for

approximately one-half of the total estimated annual savings.

Implementation Issues

Implementation issues turned out to be extremely sensitive and difficult to

resolve. To begin with, course consolidations required various training

groups in Human Resources, Security, Safety, Computer Security, etc., to

relinquish administrative and Instructional control over courses they had

developed and were delivering on a routine basis. Then there was considerable

confusion on ownership of the course over the role on the Instructor.

Difficulties in acquiring equipment presented a yery great obstacle whose

impact is still being felt. Finally, due to the incomplete nature of the

consolidation, a new method of handling course completion records had to be

developed.

Job Security

Most groups involved in HGET perceived as job-threatening, at least at some

point. The general position of the company is that substantial savings and

improvements in productivity actually result in increased job security due to

increased work requests. As can be imagined, this view is not so readily
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shared by the individuals whose current positions may be altered or

eliminated.

In several meetings with responsible organizations spread out over

approximately one and one-half years we detailed the content of HGET,

described the development method, constructed a process by which the

organizations would have initial and continuing input to the content of their

lessons, and promised at least an annual review of the lesson specification.

Offers to cognizant organization staffs to participate as HGET instructors

were unanimously declined. For a short time one organization provided a short

lecture in addition to the scenarios and lessons on the videodisc.

At the time of actual implementation, all but one organization had authorized

the HGET instructors to sign for completion of their course(s). These

organizations are now using their instructors for other, better targeted

training tasks than they were before. So far as can be determined, NOT ONE

instructor position loss can be attributed to the introduction of HGET.

Course Ownership

Because HGET consolidated courses owned by many separate organizations, an

ultimate owner was difficult to identify. Offers were made to Safety

Training, Quality Assurance, Security, for example. As a measure of

disparity, consider that the first manager common to Safety Training and

Security Education is the company president. In spite of the perceived threat

to their jobs, most organizations were not willing to assume additional

training responsibilities.

The design of HGET played a large role in the final ownership decision. One

objective of the course was to promote the consolidation of the company; i.e.,

instill the Westinghouse work ethic, total quality focus, procedure

compliance, etc. A judgement was made that this could not be accomplished by

a videodisc course, alone; that some human interaction would be necessary.

Furthermore, not all changes could easily be incorporated into a videodisc-

based course as rapidly as might be necessary. Therefore, HGET-90 was

designed to include (1) an instructor led session concentrating on recent

company events, company philosophy, and so on, and (2) HGET 1.0, the
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videodisc section of the course containing the scenarios and the lessons. The
post effective lesson plan seemed to have the instructor leading a discussion
on problems and potential solutions. After all the "hot topics" had been
addressed, the students would be put on the monitors for the computer led
training, after which they would leave. (In fact, this was attempted a few
times with quite positive results.)

In the end, there was only one group which had the vision of the course and
what it was to accomplish, which knew the breadth and depth of the subject
matter as it was related by the subject matter experts, which could determine
if program failures were due to hardware problems or software bugs; there was
only one such group and it was the group that developed the course. That
group assumed ownership of the course and delivered it the first year.

Here is another case where the practice of HGET did not follow its theory.
First of all, we were comitted to delivering HGET to the entire company each
year, in order to ensure various training requirements were met. A very
severe hardware limitation in the implementation phase destroyed the schedule,
forcing us to attempt to deliver HGET twice per day. This severely restricted
the time available for instructor led discussions. Second, only half of the
developers had any real instructor experience or training. Facilitating a
discussion on work problems requires considerable skill in maintaining a focus
on problem resolution, in controlling releases of pent-up frustration, and in
getting all to participate. These are not the typical skills possessed by
graduates in computer science. Rather quickly, the discussion section of HGET
was tabled, and never resurrected.

Bugs, both hardware and software, did surface. Because the developers also
served as the course monitors, they were able to locate and remedy errors
fairly quickly. The fact that the developers were in the classroom with the
students having the problems contributed to a sense of urgency in solving
those problems. It is not clear that the same level of commitment would have
been present if reports of the student's course problems would have first been
filtered through another instructor organization.
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Equipment Acquisition

Long before we knew just how long HGET would take per student (the first

estimate was sixteen hours on the average} we were committed to delivering the

course each year to the entire workforce. This made it extremely difficult to

calculate the number of workstations that would be required. As the course

neared completion we refined our estimate of the average completion time to

about six hours, including the instructor led segments. Then problems arose

in the contract negotiations between WHC Legal and IBM. They were finally

resolved but, because of the delay in equipment acquisition, we did not have a

full complement of workstations until six months into the program. As

mentioned above, this substantially limited our flexibility in delivering the

course.

Records

Our industry is subject to numerous audits. Organizations responsible for

some of the content in HGET wished to retain an overt, easily retrievable

record of "their" training. To satisfy everyone, and to indicate to the

students just how much of their mandatory training they were completing when

they finished there interactive videodisc training, we designed a form which

listed all mandatory courses covered by HGET. As employees finish HGET, the

computer displays a diploma screen which marks those current WHC courses those

students have simultaneously completed. Instructors circle the indicated

courses before sighing the Training Completion Record. This practice seems to

satisfy cognizant organizations, auditors, and students.

Results

Favorable Attention

HGET has received considerable favorable attention. The development team

received a major company award for the project, the Information Systems

Advisory Council Award for contributions in computer technology. Three times

reports on the course have been delivered to meetings of national training

organizations with a high level of audience follow-up interest including

special coverage in an industry trade magazine2. The course has been shown at

Department of Energy Contractor and Mestinghouse Corporate trade shows.
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Demonstration videotapes and copies of the course have been used by different

DOE contractors to sell similar projects to their management.

At the end of the course students are offered an opportunity to type in their

comments. Some of the comments are constructive. Of those offering a

judgement (e.g., "great course,"), more than 80 % are favorable.

Cost Benefit

HGET is an expensive training program. Five hundred thousand dollars was

spent purchasing fifty workstations. Another estimated four hundred thousand

dollars representing four person-years was spent on labor. Included in the

labor is time devoted to design, to coordination, to template construction, to

prototyping, to videotaping, to interminable editing sessions, to lesson

entry, and to computer programming. Eighteen calendar months were needed to

complete this $ 900K course. Clearly, this is a substantial, potentially high

risk investment requiring a high level of management commitment and trust to

bring to fruition.

On the other hand, HGET now justifies itself by the return Westinghouse

Hanford reaps on the investment. Here are some conservative figures. Seven

specific courses included in HGET were selected for a cost-benefit

calculation. For 8500 employees, the total cost of these courses was

calculated to be $2.6 million. HGET cut the TRAINING TINE for these courses

from a total of just over six hours to less than four. Including the travel

time and administrative time, the student cost of HGET is estimated to be

$1.1 million. Maintenance costs are estimated to run about $ 200K bringing

the total annual cost of HGET to $ 1.3 million. That is, the net annual

savings to Westinghouse Hanford from HGET are:

$ 2.6 million

- 1.3 million

$ 1.3 million

Of this savings, WHC funneled about $ 250K into the development of HGET-91
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Recommendations

1. HGET at some level can be cost justified at any organization of moderate

size; say, at least 600 employees. From the standpoint of outright,

demonstrable effectiveness, insofar as we are capable of measuring it,

an HGET type course ought to be developed. For the students who,

depending on their inclinations, will appreciate different aspects of

course (rapidity of completion, video scenarios, ability to roam, etc.),

an HGET type course ought to be developed. To promote the advancement

of training technology an HGET type course ought to be developed.

Except for inertia, there appears to be no rational reason NOT to

develop an HGET type course.

2. Once the decision is made to develop "HGET," probably the most important

single step is to assign the project to one person as a full-time job.

HGET cannot be done half-heartedly; the problems are too immense and too

much creativity is required. Other management, personnel, and financial

support will be needed, but the HGET champion is crucial.

3. Assume little or no instructor involvement in the course delivery. This

is not consistent with the original vision of HGET but there seems to be

strong tendency toward following the path of least resistance. That

path is to put students on the machines, then leave them alone until

they finish, at which time their training records are signed. Once

running, HGET required very little instructor intervention and most

instructors felt they were wasting their time sitting in the room. The

same phenomenon occurs with other courses. Westinghouse Hanford is, I

believe, moving toward employing technicians to operate and monitor the

computer-based training centers, simply because that seems to be a cost-

effective way of delivering computer-based training. Material which

requires a medium other than the computer must be scheduled at a

different time.
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